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Abstract
“Art is not what you see,
but what you make others see.”
— Edgar Degas 1

This work develops a new model for creativity in contrast to typical studies in
psychology and art theory. Through philosophical theory and the careful analysis of working
artists’ creative processes, I argue that spectators, too, can be creative by perceiving in a mode of
attention that I coin “attentive receptivity.” Traditional phenomenology illustrates an activepassivity at the heart of perceptual life—my aim is to understand what context of encounter
enables one to become attentive to this active-passive process without thereby destroying it or
altering it beyond recognition, and how to practically cultivate such a state of attention. This
mode of attentive receptivity is outlined by engaging the framework of Maurice Merleau-Ponty,
finding creativity not as the generation of new ideas or the rearrangement of existing parts, but as
a program for perceptual play, enabled by curating a context with specific features, such as
directedness, open-endedness, embodied questioning, and vulnerability—a creator is in a direct,
yet indeterminate, relationship with her materials. I show that the phenomenologist herself is
creative in pure description: one faithfully attends to Being if and only if one is expressive. I then
turn to the painter, as passive through her activity when “seeing with her brush.” The created
artwork does not transmit fixed meaning but opens possibilities for perceptual engagement. I
concretize this model by examining the processes of postwar abstract painter Joan Mitchell and

1

This is often attributed to Edgar Degas, but no original source can be traced. It may be
apocryphal, but fits many other things the painter is purported to have said.
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my own process of jazz improvisation, to reveal the common structure of creativity as one of
attentive receptivity. I then show how curricula of the Bauhaus and Black Mountain College
classrooms urge students to echo these same art-making strategies as they “think in situations”
(Dewey, Albers). Finally, I consider curatorial strategies that invite spectators to be creative
through perceiving, echoing the artist’s process to achieve embodied exploration. Other
resources for this endeavor are found in Gaston Bachelard, Marcel Proust, and Henri Bergson, to
name a few. This work includes practical, concrete examples for how to prompt such creative
spectatorship, through a program of “motivated synesthesia,” guiding the reader to answer
increasingly complex questioning to arrive at inter-sensorial play.
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Introduction
Yuja Wang & Martin Grubinger play “One Study, One Summary” by John Psathas,
Carnegie Hall, 26 October 2018:2 I sit in the highest balcony, peering over at the stage with a
bird’s-eye-view. The grand piano sits, regal. Yuja Wang waits, on edge. She is surrounded by
three percussionists, each with a range of wooden and metal materials—drums, wooden boxes, a
marimba, shakers, pots, and pans. A wave of energy bursts forth as the piece begins—Wang’s
frenetic fingers punctuate dancing syncopations. Her hands are a blur as sparkling melody pours
over, a sly, gritty spiraling of chords the engine of lyrical percussive locomotion. A man’s torso
remains motionless—but his arms oscillate decisively on the beat, smashing into timpani with
alien life of their own. The beat pushes Wang’s line a wild march. Martin Grubinger holds four
mallets, lumbering over the marimba as a beast over its prey—hunched, tongue dangling,
bashing wood with quick, heavy hands.
I close my eyes and listen for color: oranges twisting with greens of deep shadows
stretching—color turns to image—heavy footsteps and moss-covered walls of cool stone, falling
ice crystals settling into warm purple grass—always moving, ups and downs, inward. Sinking,
frothing. A military dance in frenetic spirals, quick circling, fast steps, bursting bubbles of milk
white in stark ink, sharp orange spikes hard. The marching beat never lost, carried by the frantic
meandering of piano—it doesn’t know where to go, but it goes there fast. The manic lyricism of
a dizzying parade. I open my eyes. A collection of pots and pans clangs and clatters—rhythmic
melodies burst out of metal and wood smashing against one another. Hands beat a dance against

For a recording of this piece by these artists, but in a different venue, see “Yuja Wang
and Martin Grubinger: One Study One Summary - John Psathas” (National Centre for the
Performing Arts (NCPA) (Beijing, China), August 2016),
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vbNekMBYSsY
2
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a wooden box. These tones—melodies and chords and rhythms and dancing spirals—pour from
wood and string and pots and boxes. I watch the tips of Grubinger’s mallets—I strain to keep my
ears attuned to my eyes. I see the mallet striking, frenzied walls of cascading, rounded tones. I
listen, trying to see the sound as it scatters from the wood. Sound is always already color, if you
have the ears to see them. But this sound is also the singing of the wood, the bestial cry of tightly
wound fibers bouncing and plunging into pliable beams stripped from trees and dressed with oil.
Brute matter, a palette of sonic colors, inner images, vectors of pulsating energy. Matter sings—
ears and eyes speaking the same language of expressive material, settling into the sense of a
scene.
To be receptive to the music is to let it explore the visual and kinetic registers, expanding
its sensuous horizons—but I also must be attentive to this reception or it will wash over me in a
muddled blur. To witness this dazzling display of sense bursting forth from matter and bodies is
to be attentive in receptivity, listening openly but engaged.
To be receptive to a work is to allow it to unfold on its own terms—it can express what it
expresses. But to be attentive to this reception is to receive it as this body that I am—no work
expresses one sensuous experience for everyone, in general. A work is a possibility for
perceptual play. To witness a work on its own terms is to engage in this play, allowing the work
to be engaged on its own terms, but within my own unique key. To perceive something on its
own terms, without imposition, is to be in touch with the thing itself—not as static object or
Platonic form, but as a perceptual invitation. To attune oneself to the sense of the scene is to
receive the sense that it has for me, and yet a sense I find out there in the world, without my
imposing it, neither objective nor subjective, but participatory and responsive.
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In this dissertation, I propose a program of creative spectatorship. I find the heart of a
particular sort of creativity—that of which the spectator is capable—to be in this experiential
mode of attentive receptivity, which unfolds through perceptual play. It may seem strange and
contradictory to consider creative spectatorship—how can I create something by merely
perceiving it?
Well, it depends on what we mean by create and perceive. And thing.

¶

“Everyone wants to understand art,
why not try to understand the song of a bird?…
People who try to explain pictures are usually barking up the wrong tree.”
— Pablo Picasso3

Many philosophers and psychologists try to locate creativity in something. Plato thought
it came from the gods, as inspiring ideas entered the poet’s inebriated mind to be blindly
transcribed.4 This Platonic notion—defined by unknowing creation through inspirational
guidance—found its 20th-century iteration in the psychoanalytic scribblings of Surrealism,
which found its creativity in the unknowable depths of the unconscious instead of some deity
above.5 Another Platonic variant is cultural constructivism—if a creator is not aware of what she

3

R. Goldwater and M. Treves, Artists on Art (New York, 1945), 421.

4

Plato, The Republic, trans. C. D. C. Reeve, Third (Indianapolis/Cambridge: Hackett
Publishing Company, Inc, 2004). Valéry, too; see: W. N. Ince, The Poetic Theory of Paul
Valéry: Inspiration and Technique, 2nd edition (Leicester: Leicester U.P, 1970).
5

Andre Breton, Manifestoes of Surrealism, trans. Richard Seaver and Helen R. Lane
(Ann Arbor, Mich.: University of Michigan Press, 1969).
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does or why she does it, but is simply a product of sociocultural forces, her creativity is not her
own but merely the result of this larger structure which she suffers. For the constructivist, the
seed of inspiration emerges from a complex network of social forces, eventually finding its way
onto the canvas. As M. Baxandall writes when trying to understand the creation and reception of
works in 15th century Italy: “…some of the mental equipment a man orders his visual experience
with is variable, and much of this variable equipment is culturally relative, in the sense of being
determined by the society which has influenced his experience.” 6 A creator as understood within
a Platonic paradigm is a passive medium through which an active inspirational source—be it a
god, the unconscious, or cultural forces—develops itself into a material work.
On the other hand, Aristotle in the Poetics considers creativity as the originality of ideas,
and thereby locates it in thinking that follows more or less structured forms and developmental
strategies.7 8 Contemporary psychologists and anthropologists obsess over finding creativity in
temperament, upbringing, environment, or a stage of process—but almost always agree with
Aristotle in considering creativity as the “the generation of original ideas.”9 Even art critics seem

6

Michael Baxandall, Painting and Experience in Fifteenth-Century Italy: A Primer in the
Social History of Pictorial Style, 2nd edition (Oxford Oxfordshire ; New York: Oxford
University Press, 1988), 40.
7

Poetics, trans. Malcolm Heath (London/NY: Penguin Books, 1996).

Note that other thinkers characterize Aristotle’s theory of art-making differently,
notably Gadamer’s interpretation which is more generous. There is not much at stake for me
here—this is merely an illustrative contrast of two supposed poles of theory, where further
nuances surely might complicate the picture.
8

9

Giovanni E. Corazza and Sergio Agnoli, Multidisciplinary Contributions to the Science
of Creative Thinking (Singapore: Springer, 2016), 4; see also F. Barron, “Disposition Toward
Originality,” Journal of Abnormal & Social Psychology 51, no. 3 (1955): 478–85; M. A. Mace
and T. Ward, “Modeling the Creative Process: A Grounded Theory Analysis of Creativity in the
Domain of Art Making,” Creativity Research Journal 14, no. 2 (2002): 179–92; and M. Rhodes,
“An Analysis of Creativity,” The Phi Delta Kappan 42, no. 7 (1961): 305–10.
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to fall in line with this Aristotelian tradition, as painter and critic Roger Fry argues that “the artist
is like the transmitter [of a creative idea], the work of art the medium, and the spectator the
receiver”10 and critic Clement Greenberg understands a painting as formal thinking applied to
canvas.11 Many aesthetes within this Aristotelian paradigm 12 are also staunch structuralists,
assuming that the abstractable, formal elements of a given work constitute the primary medium
considered by a creator in composition. Art theorists and psychologists continue to consider the
creative process unidirectional as an inspired or created idea moves from the artist through the
work and into a passive spectator. Creativity is understood by these various thinkers as a seed of
novelty, placed somewhere within a disjointed system of source-artist-subject-work-spectator,
but always localized in an abstract idea separable from the material work.
Although the Platonic and Aristotelian models seem contrary to one another, they share
in the fact that the artist is not open to improvisatory engagement with her work. If creativity’s
engine is either inspiration or original thinking, then the physical activity of art-making (be it
painting, music-making, sculpting, cooking, whatever) is not itself creative but is already
determined by given inspirations or the dictates of novel ideas from the mind. For the Platonic
model, the artist herself does not create but follows the mandates of some god, unconscious
drive, or uncontrollable cultural program—her work is inevitable, its novelty born of systems
and structures that outstrip any conscious intention on the artist’s part. For the Aristotelian, the
artist may consciously produce some creative ideas for her work, but this novelty is located in

10

Roger Fry, Last Lectures (Cambridge, U.K.: Cambridge University Press, 2015), 15.

11

Clement Greenberg, Art and Culture: Critical Essays (Boston: Beacon Press, 1985).

12

Some of these thinkers bastardize Platonic and Aristotelian views, considering
originality to be in the creation of formal ideas but locating the cause of this creation in cultural
construction.
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the formal structures of thought rather than the actual practice of putting paint to canvas or
fingers to keys or salt to flour.
Further, both such models relegate the spectator to be passively receptive—to inspiration
or idea. The Platonic creator receives a seed of novelty from an external source, planting this in
some blossoming work, for the spectator to passively consume. The Aristotelian creator is
simply passing a thought through material to be received by the spectator. Therefore, for both
paradigms, the spectator is unable to authentically contribute to her experience of the work.
Further, to teach creativity according to either model would be to aid budding creators in tactics
for either attuning oneself to passively receiving inspiration (such as the surrealist’s chance
operations) or original thinking to be enacted (such as Aristotle or Greenberg’s programs for
formal, rational operations leading to artistry). 13
These traditional models of creativity misalign with first-person accounts of art-making
and of encountering works of art: the artist does not blindly follow inspiration or have a clear
idea before putting brush to canvas, just as spectatorship exceeds reading what is given. Art is
not only about transferring ideas (inspired, cogitated, or otherwise) but finds both artist and
spectator exploring perceptual possibilities in bodily experience. After all, an artist does not
encounter her material—paint, instruments, clay, food, etc.—with her mind, but with fingertips,
eyes, nose, tongue, ears, and body, all at once. As Merleau-Ponty argues, it is not the mind that
paints, but the body.14

Ronald A. Beghetto, “Creativity in the Classroom,” in Cambridge Handbook of
Creativity, ed. James C. Kaufman and RJ Sternberg (Cambridge, NY: Cambridge University
Press, 2010), 449.
13

Maurice Merleau-Ponty, “‘Eye and Mind’,” in The Merleau-Ponty Reader, ed. Ted
Toadvine and Leonard Lawlor (Evanston, Ill: Northwestern University Press, 2007), 351–378.
14
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By beginning from artists’ experiences, I propose a new, philosophically-grounded model
of creativity that is not concerned with the commerce of ideas enacted through inspired
transcription or rational planning. Instead, my model shows how art-making and spectatorship
are both creative through deliberate perceptual experimentation, generating new possibilities by
following the guidance of open-ended experience. Rather than seeking representation or selfexpression—which are both susceptible to the aforementioned Platonic and Aristotelian pitfalls,
rendering the art-making itself uncreative in its unfolding—my model is concerned with
following the experiential possibilities opened by attuning oneself to the perceptual presence of
material, without predetermination. Admitting that creative process is an ongoing experience
between self and world opens it to improvisation and influence from the outside—features
unavailable to the artist who transcribes an already inspired or created idea. Further, my model of
creativity is not bound to the visual arts (as the aforementioned ocularcentric theories tend to be),
but seeks to engage the perceptual possibilities of all forms of artistry. By studying creativity’s
conditions of possibility through case studies in art-making and learning, my model not only
aligns more closely with artists’ working practices but presents a general creative process open to
artists and spectators alike, placing both practices into the common arena of perceptual
experimentation.
For the artist’s creative process to be open-ended, and for creative spectatorship to be
possible, the work (be it a painting, dance, poem, sculpture, concerto, culinary meal, etc.) cannot
be exclusively tied to an outside referent but must be fully available for the artist and spectator in
experience—a perceptually present and responsive collaborator rather than dictatorial
transmitter. Therefore, I have rethought the work of art itself as an independent entity, not an
indicator tied to something external to experience. For the work to be independent, it cannot
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deliver predetermined content, such as the word of the gods or the unconscious, the artist’s
created idea, a concept, or an external scene to be represented. Its independence does not grant it
some Platonic essence, but rather it is independent in its material, perceptual being—it is not
predetermined by anything that might outstrip one’s encounter with it. A work may be
representational or conceptual, but, as I will show, it is creatively engaged if the artist’s and
spectator’s experiences are not wholly determined by some reference. For the creative process to
remain open-ended, the creator must remain fully present to experience—she cannot perceive her
theme or materials according to established concepts or familiar lenses that distract from current
experience. To see/hear/move/taste according to already determined ideas or concepts is to only
find what one is looking or listening or feeling for, rather than being open to explore perceptual
possibilities. Just as the creative spectator must remain present within experience—she cannot be
distracted by concepts from outside—so too must the artist’s process unfold without imposing
elements that would become the work’s referent.
I do not reject the shaping of sociocultural forces—I do not come to a work of art with a
clean slate. Instead of admitting to the determinative force of these shaping, however, I
understand my own facticity to be always already present in the shaping of my phenomenal
world. To perceive is to perceive as the body I am with the history and language and culture
which make me, me—to perceive the work on its own terms is not to write off these facts, but is
rather to allow them to explore their perceptual potential without already determining what I
must perceive. Though I am never absolutely free to perceiver whatever, I am also never
absolutely determined to perceive something in one particular way. There’s always space to play,
not in spite of the body and history that I have, but due to the very situation that they give me.
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The artist and her materials must be in an indeterminate relationship to compose an openended invitation to be seen rather than transcribing a fixed indication to be referenced. By
centering experience, I have highlighted dimensions of artistic process and the work’s
independent material status, showing how a work can be encountered on its own terms, as an
instituted presence that emerges from the indeterminate encounter of an artist with her materials,
her subject, all past influences, and the contingencies of the world. The creative process is not
localized in the artist’s mind or found in a deterministic causal chain, just as the work is not a
transmitter—creativity is a way of perceiving that allows one to be present in a direct but
improvisatory engagement with things. And as I will show, since creativity is a way of
perceiving, it becomes available for the spectator, too, if she echoes the artist’s mode of open
engagement, , accepting this invitation to not see according to any specific referent but to take up
the call to comport one’s body openly, playfully, attuning to style and material rather than
concept, idea, or fixed tradition – that is, to see as if for the first time.
The artist tows the line between tradition and novelty, between inspiration and
originality, so that her context of encounter is one in which her creation is never determined
beforehand but is also never completely spontaneous or chaotic in unconscious activity—indeed
the artist’s activity itself undermines these classical dichotomies and questions their division to
begin with (as well as those of subject/object, perceiver/perceived, immanence/transcendence).
I employ the method of phenomenology to outline this mode of art-making. Out of firstperson description, phenomenologists uncover structures of experience without appeal to
objective explanation or established causal laws. Phenomenology begins with particular cases to
derive their general conditions, rather than employing a top-down application of existing theories
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that remain bound either to objective frameworks unable to learn from particular cases 15, or to
studies of particular cases that lack the resources to coherently generalize them 16. My
phenomenological framework derives from “Eye and Mind,”17 where 20th-century French
philosopher Maurice Merleau-Ponty observes that, in experience, a body is not a physical
instrument automatically reacting to stimuli, just as a mind is never wholly independent of
physicality. My experiencing body—irreducible to matter or mind—interweaves with its
environment to open a primary field that precedes subject/object dichotomies. This experiential
field is one’s perceptual world, prior to reflection. Phenomenology finds that only brute matter
and strict ideas are causally determined—this first-person perceptual world, when lived through
on its own terms, is indeterminate.
Therefore, if the artist remains wholly present to her experience—neither passive in
mechanical response (Platonic inspiration) nor active in conceptualizing (Aristotelian
rationalism)—her body, materials, and theme mutually affect one another without
predetermination. Such a framework escapes the need to localize creativity in an inspirational
source or the artist’s mind, thus freeing the resulting work from being solely a transmitter, as it
exists on its own materially expressive terms (a phrase that will be unpacked in Chapter One).
Accepting the framework of phenomenology allows for the theoretical possibility of creative
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spectatorship and improvisatory art-making, given phenomenology’s positing of the real,
inexhaustible perceptual depth available in the first-person engagement of phenomena.
Chapter One establishes my model for creativity by positing attentive receptivity as the
context of encounter within which both spectator and artist can be creative. Attentive receptivity
is an improvisatory engagement with the perceptual, straddling the overdeterminations of active
conceptualization and passively mechanical response. Merleau-Ponty embraces the Husserlian
insight that at the heart of experience, there lies a mutual activity and passivity—my body
actively structures my experience into a coherent whole, while, at the same time, I passively
receive this coherent totality offered to my conscious life. My body makes sense of its world
without constituting it, just as I am aware of my world without determining it. My insight which
I lay out in this initial chapter is that a special situation arises when one’s attention—their context
of encounter—is such that this active-passivity comes to the surface of conscious awareness.
This is what I coin “attentive receptivity”—a mode of conscious awareness wherein the activepassivity at the heart of my structuring of experience is brought to the fore of my waking life.
The phenomenologist must engage in such attentive receptivity to derive her descriptions of
conscious structures of experience. This practice of description itself is my initial sketch of the
creative encounter: to encounter things on their own terms in order to describe them is to explore
them in their open-ended perceptual depth, and thereby be attentive to their reception. To
document such receptivity in description is at once descriptive and creative. This brief tour
through phenomenological practice will leave us with the general structures of attentive
receptivity, as well as an initial discussion of the playful exploration one must embrace to enter
such a state.
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To be clear, the encounter of attentive receptivity is an experiential mode within which
spectator and artist are able to be creative, in the particular sort of perceptual creativity I am here
outlining. I make no claims to ubiquity or monopoly, for there are certainly countless other ways
to be creative and make art, and other activities unlocked by the sort of attentive receptivity I
here put forth. My interest is in highlighting a particular mode of creativity and its attendant
structures of experience, along with pursuing its philosophical consequences and supposing ways
to practically promote it.
Chapter Two begins to concretize this model of creativity by looking to Cézanne’s
process as an instance of attentive receptivity in art-making. This discussion elaborates upon
Merleau-Ponty’s treatment of the painter, attempting to carry it forward and broaden its scope by
returning to source materials and extracting a more general model of creativity. I begin with an
analysis of Paul Cézanne’s process, performed upon descriptions in Joachim Gasquet’s
biography and Merleau-Ponty’s writing.18 To create, Cézanne attentively records the landscape
as he “thinks in painting.”19 He renders himself a medium that deliberately lets the landscape
guide his brush. Cézanne is not passively recording sense-data or actively imposing his own
interpretation but is attentively receptive to the landscape by deliberately making his hand
sensitive to his vision. Since Cézanne does not impose concepts or become unconscious in bare
response, his body paints in participatory response to its world. Thus, the final produced work is
not only a transmitter but exists independently, in the same perceptually present world as that of
the landscape, the paint, the painter, and the spectator. The spectator, as I will show, becomes
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creative by echoing the artist’s attentive receptivity, exploring the painting as the artist did his
landscape.
I then follow the implications that such a process has on the status of the artwork it
produces: rather than merely represent a static scene, Cézanne institutes a work that is
inexhaustible in its material-expressivity. However, I also diverge from Merleau-Ponty, for he
failed to highlight the personal, social, and political choices Cézanne made to frame and motivate
his own aesthetic encounters—facts that are inseparable from the ongoing institution of the
painter’s work. Cézanne’s work was not determined by his biology or culture, but these facts of
his body and his life provided the necessary scaffolding within which play became possible—
one is never absolutely free in perceptual exploration, but rather plays with the forces that always
already shape our very openness to things.
In Chapter Three, I question how it is that artists practically facilitate their own
creativity in deliberate ways: what strategies do artists employ to be attentively receptive as
Cézanne did before the landscape? How do they play? To answer this, I tease out strategies from
abstract-expressionist painter Joan Mitchell’s artistic practice, before applying these strategies to
spectatorship and its curation in later chapters. I look to Joan Mitchell’s self-described creative
process as an instance of directed-yet-spontaneous perceptual exploration—that is, as an instance
of attentive receptivity. Reading Mitchell’s self-descriptions of her working process in tandem
with Merleau-Ponty’s concept of the tacit cogito, I argue that Mitchell neither paints from a
predetermined plan or concept, nor in a purely spontaneous mode, but enters into indeterminate
perceptual creativity. Such exploration occurs by bracketing her egoistic and conceptual
thinking, thus collapsing her painting body into her anonymous body—a possibility that
Merleau-Ponty himself does not account for in Phenomenology of Perception. Mitchell self-
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avowedly paints the feeling of a landscape—I develop feeling into a robust philosophical
concept, affixing it to our developing set of tools for understanding attentive receptivity. This
feeling is not an internal emotion nor an external dictation but is instead the phenomenal thread
tying her to the world—the preobjective glue binding the inside to the outside. It is this
engagement itself that she paints, instituting a space of perceptual exploration to be taken up and
lived by spectators, just as Cézanne did.
In Chapter Four, I seek to understand how contexts are crafted that motivate the use of
the strategies explored in Chapter Three. I will establish that these strategies can be practically
taught and cultivated in others—rather than accept something like a cult of genius, I presume that
all perceivers have the potential to create, but such creation requires structure and deliberate
context. I break new ground in Merleau-Pontian aesthetic scholarship by carrying his art
theoretical discussion into the realms of spectatorship and learning, applying my model to: 1)
musical education, and particularly my own development as a jazz pianist, and 2) classroom
exercises in creativity from the Bauhaus and Black Mountain College, where students are
motivated to adopt experiential guides akin to Mitchell’s feeling. These investigations will
uncover how the strategies discussed in Chapter Three can be taught and encouraged through
creating a situation wherein the student, performer, or reader responds to a task by unwittingly
adopting a perceptually creative attitude. This form of creativity cannot be taught in a textbook
like Aristotle’s Poetics, but instead calls for exercises that promote bodies to deliberately return
to the perceptual, without seeking refuge in concepts or automatic habits. Not only will this
chapter highlight how creativity can be cultivated in students, but it will show that the structure
of creativity as one of attentive receptivity mirrors the mindset of these students in the
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classroom—just as Cézanne “thinks in painting,”20 Albers’ students “think in situations.”21 By
seeing how teachers deliberately craft a context within which a student, performer, or reader can
be best encouraged to create—without overdetermining this activity—I will build toward how
one can motivate creative spectatorship. Such creative exercises embrace the tenets of critical
pedagogy, aiming to encourage students to develop their own tools for exploration, as opposed to
passively receiving information.
Finally, in Chapter Five, I put this phenomenological framework into practice,
speculating how the artistic methods explored in Ch. 3 and the pedagogical strategies from Ch. 4
can be recontextualized to motivate creative spectatorship. One such decontextualization is what
I am coining “motivated synesthesia,” which calls upon spectators to engage works with
experimenting bodies—rather than passively receive them or overdetermine them with
concepts—by framing works in terms of overlapping sensory dimensions. In effect, this
motivates spectators to give consistency and coherence to their experience by deliberately
adopting an experiential guide—but, importantly, this guide is perceptual, not conceptual. For
instance, a curator might ask: What is the odor of a Cézanne, the colors unfolding from a
Debussy, the sound of a Rodin’s curving mass? I hypothesize that presenting these questions to a
spectator awakens them to the inexhaustible perceptual layers of the artwork that they engage
(just as Mitchell, Albers’ students, etc. are awakened to their materials), but also gives rise to
recognizing new perceptual powers that the spectator had not been aware of previously. Just as
the jazz pianist requires habit for her fingers to become an invisible vehicle for creative
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exploration, the spectator’s inherent bodily powers are tapped by motivated synesthesia. The
spectator cannot predetermine her experience since the answer to synesthetically framed prompts
must be lived to be understood. Such an experience can make one more attentive to their world
outside of the gallery, too. Creative spectatorship is educative for art-making and art
appreciation, but also for experiencing the world in its many deep, rich layers. The creative
spectator echoes the artist, not just in their perceptual exploration, but by instituting new
perceptual horizons by virtue of this exploration, expanding the experiential cosmos for
themselves, the work itself, and for others that they perceive with and through.
Throughout this work, there will be programmatic interludes that provide you, my reader,
with an opportunity to attempt attentive receptivity yourself. These will begin as simple exercises
that increase in complexity—you may perform them or simply read and consider them. But I
hope you give yourself the space to consider what the exercises might demand of one’s attention
and one’s body—after all, my ultimate conclusion regarding creativity ought to be felt and
explored, not merely thought.
Most philosophies of art education are concerned with art-production in classrooms or
align with standard museum curation in seeking “art appreciation” in a historical or conceptual
framework. By developing a program of creative spectatorship grounded in phenomenological
analysis, I expand the scope of art education while shifting the focus of curatorial practice:
artistic learning can be more than making art, generating ideas, or understanding a painting’s
properties—
Perceiving itself can be a creative activity.
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Interlude I: A Plant, a Name, a Tune
Between each chapter of this work, I will present an “interlude”—a practical task that
draws together the theoretical resources I am developing. Completing these tasks is not
necessary, but I hope that doing so will help you to experience firsthand what creative
spectatorship is and how it might be realized. My fifth and final chapter will discuss these
interludes and explicitly fit them into my theoretical program.
Throughout this work, I kindly ask you to keep a sheet of paper with you, if you intend to
complete these practical exercises. On this page, you will keep a running list of words. While
reading this, if there is a word that catches your eye, add it to the list. Further, there will be short
“interludes” between each chapter that will get you involved in an aesthetic exercise. These
exercises will either have you add to this list of words, or utilize it. We will get your list started
with a short exercise now.
As a short note on these aesthetic interludes, they assume that the reader can see, hear,
taste, write, and draw, as well as have access to a number of things (a few sheets of paper, a
plant, a drink, and digital tools required for audio listening at given URLs). I do not mean to
assume that all readers can—or ought to—do all of these things. Part of my hope with this
project is that the world is just as inexhaustible and rich no matter what one’s access to it is.
However, due to a constraint of time and resources, I am not able to provide in-depth alternative
exercises for readers who cannot access all of the above. Nevertheless, it is my hope that the
practical aspect of this project continues developing beyond the present work to consider how all
sort of bodies and abilities and resources can find creative purchase in a mixed sensory
modality—but that is yet to come.
So, if you are able, let’s begin.
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Find a plant in your vicinity—a tree outside, a flower in a vase, a succulent on the
windowsill, a houseplant in a pot in the corner, a weed in the flowerbed.
Look at your plant-friend and come up with an adjective, a verb, and a noun to best
describe its current state. An adjective might be the easiest. At this stage, we can be literal: is it
“green,” or perhaps “tall,” or “spindly,” or “speckled.” Select one or a few adjectives of your
own that capture your plant-friend and add it to your list of words. Don’t settle on the first you
think of—try a few and see what feels best. Now, the verb is a little more tricky. Try and think
about what your plant is doing. Is it “reaching” for more sunlight? Does it feel to you like it is
“waiting” for something? Perhaps it is “wilting” or “moping”, or “basking” in sunlight or simply
focused on “growing” or sadly “dying” or just “resting.” Consider your plant-friend’s demeanor
and write down the best verb or two that captures it. Finally, the most difficult: consider what
your plant would be if it weren’t a plant—this is the noun you will write down. Would it be a
building or a child or a bird or a thought? If you are struggling to consider your plant-friend as
anything but a plant, consider your verb and adjective—what other things might fit this
description and action? Look around your room or out of a window—or think on your own—and
see what you can find that best fits the adjective and verb. Write down the noun on your list.
Now, I want you to consider your words while looking at your plant-friend. Give it a
name. Make sure the name fits—don’t decide right away. Try different names, say them aloud. It
can be one name, or a first and last, or a first and middle and last name. It can have a title.
Whatever it would like—male, female, androgynous, just make sure it fits. Explore different
names before settling on one. If you have trouble, try going through different letters and feeling
if they work—does your plant call for the elegant mystery of names which begin with a vowel?
“A—“, “E—“, “I—“… Or does it call for the round bubbliness of “B”, or the hard edge or “K”
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or “T”, or the soft edge of “D” or an aspirated “P”? Maybe the sibilance of “S” or subtle hum of
“M” or breathiness of “H”. Or maybe none of these fit the bill. Try different sounds and consider
if it is in concert with your plant’s mood and atmosphere, and build your name from there. Go
through letters and sounds “A”, “ah”, “B”, “buh”, “boo”, “cu”, “ch”, etc. See—hear, audibly
feel—which one the plant likes best. This is not the name that you like best, or that you think is
most pretty or clever; try and feel for which name best suits the plant. When you find a good
name, say, “[NAME], we are setting off on an adventure now. Together.” Add the name to your
paper.
While reading this dissertation, if you enjoy a particular idea or passage or phrase or
word, I hope you will share it with your plant-friend.
Now, our final step is to select a short theme song for your plant-friend. There are some
solo piano tracks at this link: http://bit.ly/blair-interlude-tracks. I want you to say your plant
name aloud and look at your plant-friend while each track plays in turn. You may have them on
repeat. Select the one track that best fits your plant-friend’s mood and look and temperament—
think about your noun and verb and adjective. If your plant were music, which of these three
tracks is closest to what it would be? They are all played on piano and therefore this selection
will be radically limited. Perhaps none of them does your plant justice—but see which fits best.
Think about the way your plant is sitting, about its verb and the feeling of the sound of its
name—do these fit with the chosen track? Mark your choice, and play it once more for your
plant-friend.
This exercise is not intended to make you feel silly or better appreciate the plant-life
around you (though both have great merit and would be happy side effects). Rather, this
experience of feeling about for the proper name and descriptors and musical accompaniment is
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key to the toolkit for creativity we will be unpacking as we go forward. Therefore, before we
begin thinking about this feeling, I want you to get a feel for what it means to weigh perceptual
terms against one another. Did you find a name that fits? Could you find a satisfactory verb for
what your plant is doing, or a thing that your plant would be if it weren’t a plant? Was it obvious
to you which musical track fit your plant before you could think of the reasons why? There’s no
objective right or wrong answer to the prompts given, and yet I hope you could feel there were
certainly better answers—ones that are more appropriate and fitting. You don’t know what the
right name or word is—but, I hope, once you find it, you’ll know. Now, pull up your plant-friend
(or wave to them out the window) and let’s begin.
You should now have at least four words on your piece of paper (a noun, an
adjective, a verb, and a name).
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Chapter One
An Initial Sketch for Creativity as Attentive Receptivity
my mind is
a big hunk of irrevocable nothing which touch and
taste and smell and hearing and sight keep hitting and
chipping with sharp fatal tools
in an agony of sensual chisels i perform squirms of
chrome and execute strides of cobalt
nevertheless i
feel that i cleverly am being altered that i slightly am
becoming something a little different, in fact
myself
Hereupon helpless i utter lilac shrieks and scarlet
bellowings.
— e.e. cummings

In this dissertation, I seek to understand the theoretical implications of and practical
strategies for creative spectatorship. In this chapter, I establish the general structure of attention
required for such creativity, coining it “attentive receptivity.” Attentive receptivity, contrary to
the prereflective and analytic modes of encounter, is an experiential mode wherein one is
perceptually present to indeterminate experience, exploring perception through deliberate
improvisation. I begin by accounting for this encounter within a phenomenological framework—
as bridging the sense and existence inherent to experience—using the phenomenologist’s own
awareness as paradigmatic. I will show that the phenomenologist must see through describing,
actively withholding overdeterminations to let things be, attentive by gearing into the project of
description—deliberate in bearing witness, by attuning through doing. Such exploration is a form
of perceptual play. Accepting the Husserlian insight that all experience is predicated upon an
inherent activity-in-passivity, my contribution is to understand and thematize the structure of
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dredging this structure out of the background and bringing it into the spotlight of conscious
awareness, as must be done by the phenomenologist to describe it in the first place. 22 I will show
that it is not merely coincident that the phenomenologist attends to phenomena through attentive
receptivity while attempting to describe it—rather, the playfulness required to perceive in
attentive receptivity requires the guidance of a perceptually driven activity, such as that of
description. Upon establishing the practice of phenomenological description as one instance of
attentive receptivity, I will turn in the following chapter to art-making—specifically, Paul
Cézanne—as a concrete instance of such creativity, arriving at the basic experiential structure of
art-making in attentive receptivity before generalizing it, in later chapters, to a broad conception
of creativity that also accounts for the creative reception of art. 23
The Painting as Material Expression: A Picture Worth More Than a Thousand Words
There is a curious paradox at the heart of experience. Edmund Husserl posits that all
conscious life is intentional—that is, every experience is meaningful, or, differently put, all of
my experience is an experience of some thing.24 However, the world itself is not prepackaged of
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constant things or non-things—it is just there. For the world to make sense for me, there must be
some operation of passive synthesis which I unwittingly perform, prepackaging the world into
meaningful, objective, constant unities that I come to encounter, as worldly and in-themselves, at
once making sense for me while transcending me. I am at once receptive to a world of things—
never conscious of something that is non-thing or non-unified or non-senseful—yet I am the one
which binds together this thingliness, this unification, this sensefulness. My world is my own and
yet it far exceeds me. The key to teasing apart this paradox is in mapping out the layers of the
self—what am I aware of, and what is happening prereflectively?
Maurice Merleau-Ponty follows Husserl, positing this paradox differently by arguing that
all phenomenal things are present as sense and material existence. 25 In the “Translator’s
Introduction” to Phenomenology of Perception, Don Landes writes that sens is “a difficult term
to translate, as it means ‘meaning,’ ‘sense,’ and ‘direction.’” 26 The sense of a phenomenal thing
is not some fixed, linguistic meaning that a thing-as-concept holds for me, but is a thing’s
horizonal style of presence—its inherent feeling, manner of solicitation, or atmosphere. MerleauPonty’s notion of sense is derived from Gestalt psychology which finds the sense of the whole as
irreducible to constitutive parts—therefore, any explicitly thematized sense I may arrive at is
only one reflectively isolated part of the inexhaustible present sense that a thing offers for me. 27 I
do not constitute a thing’s sense, just as it does not dictate to me only one possible response. I
encounter this sense through a material presence—my body meets up with the thing, perceiving
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sense in and through this other material being. I am the one that gives the thing this sense—for it
is due to my history and my perspective that it has the meaning and continuity and style that it
has—and yet I come to the thing as a hard worldly object, already imbued with this personalized
meaning before I come to it.
The general sense of something and its material existence are mutually reciprocal in their
simultaneous expression of the experienced thing. The anger of my friend is read as the
tightening of their fleshly fist. 28 The ceramic cove of the coffee cup, at once solicitation and
matter, calls for a refill. The ink on a page presents itself as its meaning, at once mark and
word.29 Each of these examples illustrates that a thing is materially present within my
phenomenal field and carries with it more than simple sense-data—these things always already
deliver to me, through their material presence, some feeling or call to action. A thing is not
reducible to its atomic matter just as a thing’s sense is inexhaustible and holistic. The material
transcends me and gives the world its distant worldliness—but the material is not some alien
other, for it speaks my language and calls to me. This world of things is my home.
This reciprocity between sense and material is a condition for meaningful, worldly
experience, with the two actually inseparable in one’s living phenomenal field. This is the logic
of expression—sense simply present as experienced material. The anger and the gesture, the ink
and the meaning—these are not isolated elements tied together by a surveying rationality or
unconscious psychological process, but, in living phenomenal experience, they are simply
present as the thing itself. However, I can take more or less notice of this process, aware of only
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one side of this expressive process by turning a blind eye to the other—thus the importance of
the context of encounter, or what I am aware of in experience.
The prereflective attitude, for instance, primarily finds things as they are meaningful for
current, deliberate projects. In this case, I take the material existence of things for granted while
consciously attending to primarily one region of their sense, the world soliciting me according to
my mood and current projects. I do not consider the fact that my friend is making a fist, but I try
to alleviate their anger. I could not care less about the materiality of my mug when I hear its
desperate call for more coffee. The sensuous quality of the ink and page’s material do not
concern me if I’m skimming for a particular word—but once that word shows itself, the vibrating
atmosphere of its sense grabs me at once. Importantly, there are two sub-species of sense—one
the more general atmospheric offering of a thing in its unique presentation to me, and the other is
the explicitly thematized conceptual meaning of an object for me. I may not always be aware of
the general sense of a thing—this is its mood or style. But if I encounter the more narrow form of
its sense, I am aware of the call of this thing or of its particular meaning. In the prereflective
encounter, I may be motivated by the more general sense of my perceptual field, but I only
consciously attend to the more narrowly meaningful, “narrative” sense of things. My friend’s
anger is generally expressed in their demeanor, the urgency of their voice, their pacing, their lack
of eye contact—but I need not attend to each element of this style of presentation to explicitly
attend to the fact that they are angry. The prereflective context of encounter, though predicated
upon the interdependence of general sense and material—the synthesis that draws together these
meaningful wholes—finds one aware of the explicit sense that things have—in their utility and
relevant solicitation.
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The analytic encounter misses the experiential depth of this prereflective world by
covering over the living reciprocity between sense and material—that is, analysis takes
experience for granted and thereby misunderstands the character of the synthesis to begin with.
Rather than seeking to understand prereflective engagements on their own senseful-material
terms, analytical thinking does violence by dividing experience into subject/object dichotomies.
This analysis comes in two forms—empiricism and intellectualism—which make contrary errors
but amount to the same deadening of experience. The empiricist misses the sense inherent in the
world as she reduces meaning to an imposition upon actually existing material existences. The
intellectualist strips away the independent existence of things, reducing them to elements of
subjective constitution.30 Both of these analytic modes of encounter render sense secondary and
imposed after the fact, and hardly ever as a full and inexhaustible sense. Thus, these analytic
modes are the target of Merleau-Ponty in Phenomenology of Perception, as he reveals the
weaknesses of such thinking by making his reader aware of the primary, prereflective mode of
encounter which finds a phenomenal world of mutual sense and material existence, irreducible to
empirical causal laws or a merely rational subjective sphere.
Importantly, the analytic attitude is instructive and revelatory insofar as it awakens this
prereflective experience to its own naïveté. In the everyday, I do not recognize that, or how, the
sense of things may be motivated or preconditioned by structures outside of conscious
awareness. The intellectualist highlights that there is a dimension of my world which is for-me
and which results from rational and interpretive structures which I bring to the table, awakening
prereflective life to the sense-making that it takes for granted. The empiricist shows that things
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nevertheless resist me and my participation—the coffee cup is in-itself, out in the world,
regardless of my perception of it or the all-important sense that it has for me. Though analysis
commits violence to experience, it productively calls attention to experience itself and its
structures, normally hidden from the prereflection of everyday life.
These are the modes of encounter primarily thematized in the Phenomenology of
Perception. On one hand, I can experience my world in the prereflective attitude, caught up
within the “I can” of my intentional body, 31 basking in the riches of a deeply expressive, material
world that I take for granted. On the other hand, I can dissect this living experience to death,
reducing all sense to material causes, or material to senseful constitution, explaining away
experience by unveiling of one of its invisible components.
In “The Thing and the Natural World” chapter of the Phenomenology of Perception,
Merleau-Ponty specifically carries this dichotomy into how one might encounter a work of art as
either its narrative sense or its material existence. For example, say that I am visiting The Met
and happen upon—Merleau-Ponty’s choice example—Cézanne’s “La Montagne Saint-Victoire
vue de Montbriand.”
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Figure 1. Paul Cézanne, La Montagne Saint-Victoire vue de Montbriand, oil on canvas, 18821885. On view at The Met Fifth Avenue, NYC, Gallery 826.

Merleau-Ponty argues that in the prereflective attitude, I tacitly recognize that this picture
was “intentionally fabricated”32 by Cézanne, and therefore my attention is given over to this tree
and the narrative sense that it has for me, rather than to the paint and canvas in their materiality,
or to the broader inexhaustible sense that it offers in its unique atmospheric presence. I focus
upon the leaves, failing to thematize their painterly, rippling green-brown. I talk to my friend
about the tree, the road, the bushes, the bridge, and the qualities that these recognized objects
have. The literal paint as a medium might occur to me, but only secondarily as the medium
through which I am able to perceive this tree, this sky, this senseful world—frozen in time by
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Cézanne’s careful hand. I encounter the painting as a story told through the prose that I tell
myself, explicitly laid out in a one-to-one correlation with the forms I see; for prereflective life, a
picture’s worth a thousand words.
It may well be true that both the more general sense of the work and the paint and canvas
in their materiality make possible my encounter and are themselves necessary for me to gather
the thematic sense of the tree, but remember that I must not yet assume what the painting itself
is—following phenomenological method, I begin by staying true to the content of the spectator’s
conscious experience. In the prereflective encounter as Merleau-Ponty frames it with regard to
representational art, I do not thematize the materiality of artworks in a gallery or pay attention to
their general style or mood, but gather as primary within my experience the explicit, workedover sense that they have for me. I give my attention to the tree that solicits me, my awareness
silently looking past the paint and canvas themselves, as well as the special style of this tree. 33
To encounter only the thematic, formal sense of Cézanne’s tree is to see it according to
what one already knows about trees and paintings. I see a painting of a tree, and do not open
myself to encountering it as this specific expressive tree—I look past the painterly particularity
of this tree, failing to see that it is different than any other tree I have seen before. For
prereflective experience, a painting is a thing of a thing—here, a painting of a tree. I can
recognize the image as a tree given what I know about trees, but I give myself over to this
recognition rather than pushing past what I already know—the properties of trees in general—to

See the “Attention” chapter in the Phenomenology of Perception on “solicitation” as
the world calling upon my attention without my reactive response—my attention is never wholly
self-directed nor world-determined, but the world can still grab my attention in certain ways, as
the painting solicits me to see a tree. Merleau-Ponty, Phenomenology of Perception, 2012
pp. 28–51.
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see what this particular tree offers. Prereflective experience deals with things according to their
usefulness for, or bearing upon, current intentional projects. I live at the level of my ego in
prereflective life, taking perception for granted as I attend to the values of my project-oriented
world. These values are determined beforehand, dictated by past experience and the conceptual
toolkit of my habitual sense-making. To encounter Cézanne’s work in prereflective life is to
already overdetermine my experience, as I will explicitly encounter the painting first and
foremost as presenting a familiar, recognizable, tree-in-general. In a prereflective mode of
encounter, I tacitly look for, quite literally, what makes sense. I am passive to my habitual ways
of finding meaning in the world, past sedimentations of seeing shaping the canvas into
something intelligible, and therefore wholly within terms that I will already have encountered
before. The passive syntheses that make my world coherent and meaningful work their
mysterious magic without my knowing, offering up these aesthetic things as pre-signified
wholes.
The concept- and project-oriented sense-making of prereflection, therefore, will prevent
me from encountering the work in an open and improvisatory manner, by overdetermining what
I will see—I do not see the painting as perceptually present sensuous matter, but rather my
habitual ways of seeing impose onto the work and my experience of it, reducing the painting to
something that effortlessly makes sense. The prereflective encounter finds my conscious
awareness passive before a painting whose passive material has been actively worked over by
implicit sense-making. In prereflective life, familiar frameworks take the wheel to actively shape
my world into one of easy meanings and available avenues for the projects that matter to me. I
am not fully present to the perceptual world in prereflective life, as I am only present to the
things important to me at any given time, already prepackaged and ready for easy consumption.
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In Truth and Method. Hans-Georg Gadamer presents “play” as simply a “to-and-fromovement,” such as when we refer to “[t]he play of light, the play of the waves, the play of gears
or parts of machinery, the interplay of limbs, the play of forces, the play of gnats, even a play on
words.”34 Play, when applied to the aesthetic realm, does not refer for Gadamer to a lack of
seriousness on the part of artist or spectator. Indeed, “play” is not some merely subjective
attitude or transactional event—it is a metaphysical situation applicable to perceiver and
perceived as a whole, as there is a to-and-fro exploration of the bounds of the experience itself.
Play discloses the many rich layers of any given experience by promoting an exploration of the
possibilities offered by the direct situation one finds oneself in. And what is the purpose of play?
Well, Gadamer writes that the only purpose of play can be play itself—and this is what
distinguishes it from a world typically bent on activities performed for the sake of achieving
some other goal, that is, a world “determined by seriousness of purposes.”35 The arena of play is
delineated by the player’s facticity, for I cannot explore what I am ontologically incapable to
experiencing given my body and my past—but the activity of play is nevertheless an open-ended
exploration without an explicit goal or purpose. Such open-ended exploration gives us a working
idea of our goal in creative experience—we want the artist and spectator to play. Although there
will be important differences from Gadamer’s definition of play along the way, this is a useful
concept to aid in our development of attentive receptivity. Indeed, the prereflective, naïve
spectator is not in a state of play when their conceptual life dictates their response—they do not
freely explore, but passively respond through habit.
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An alternative to the prereflective mode is the aforementioned analytic encounter. Here, I
encounter a painting first and foremost in its existence, reducing it to material colors and
contrasts, or psychical forces and affects. In analysis I do not see a tree first and take this sense
for granted, but bracket all value and meaning to encounter greens and browns of differing
intensities, directionalities, and textures (whether these be physical or mental). Such analysis
carves up the work in its attempt to see what lies below its prereflective sense that is usually
taken for granted. The analyst consciously sees the painting through tunnel vision, ignoring the
form of the tree and any other senseful presence. She attempts to see each of the visual elements
as separate from the whole, spliced apart with her objective toolbox—she requires microscopes
and other meters used to carve the image up away from its gestalt, no longer a complete image
but many disparate elements. The explanation at which the analyst arrives may account for the
colors composing a tree as the teleological end of perception, but this sense, the analyst would
argue, is in the mind of the beholder and remains the conceptual sense explicitly attended to in
prereflective life—as a representation, association, reference—since the painting itself is nothing
more than the sum of these atomistic colors, reducible to hexadecimal codes or molecules.
However, Merleau-Ponty argues that reducing the material world or visual field to color
alone transforms them into something “alien [and] foreign,” void of any familiar sense or form,
and therefore they recede from us as a “deadened” spectacle of mere elements, abstracted from
our ongoing, experienced world. 36 If I attempt to understand the painting according to its
constitutive elements, I fail to understand the experience of encountering the work on its own
terms, for in experience I encounter the painting as a living whole. The analyst already knows the
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concepts she will use to divide up her world. She is sure to find what she is looking for,
consciously active upon the inert matter under her microscope. In its attempts to take full account
of a specific work, explanation effectively dissects it to death: the work no longer presents
anything new, artistic, or unique, but is simply another possible rearrangement of the same colors
and atoms found elsewhere in the world. Just as the prereflective encounter overdetermines the
work of art through a habitual frame that predetermines its experience, so too does the analytic
encounter bring an overdetermining conceptual frame—this time for the sake of explanation in
familiar terms. The analyst does not play for there is no to-and-fro—they do not receive anything
from the work of art, but instead impose their own structures upon it.
In prereflective experience, I recognize the painting as a picture of a tree, the sense it
offers taken for granted as I see the painted tree as tree. In an analytic encounter, the painting is
pigment arranged upon a canvas. Clearly, both of these encounters reveal an aspect of our living
world: my everyday life is imbued with sense, and if I reflect upon where this sense is derived, it
“does not surprise me”37 to find that, at least in terms of vision, my visual field is reducible to
visual quale, to colored atoms of visual space. I find the sense of this tree first in my conscious,
prereflective experience, but I can then reflect upon this primary experience and analyze it as
born of individual colors of the tree. In the prereflective and analytic modes I bear witness to
something correct—in each painting there is both a sense for me and a present existing thing that
outstrips me.
However, in this story of viewing artwork, the spectator does not embody the
prereflective and analytic modes at the same time. Either the spectator attends to the painting’s
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narrative sense or its existence, passive to her habitual ways of seeing or active in her conscious,
explanatory procedures for dissecting its constitutive parts. As I have shown, neither of these
contexts allows for the creativity of the spectator since her engagement with the work is already
determined by the frames and tools brought to bear upon the experience from the outside. The
spectator does not play if she allows her prereflective habits or tools of analysis to lead her
perceptual experience—there is no exploration for the spectator if the seed of her reception is
already in something found outside of the artwork (just as the Platonic and Aristotelian creators
are not truly creative when following the dictates of some predetermined principle).
To play, one’s context of encounter must remain immanent to contemporaneous
experience rather than determined according to imported habits, tastes, or explanatory
procedures. This is not to say that my prior experience is irrelevant or has no bearing upon my
perception—the playful encounter is the one that finds a perceiver’s context of encounter
willfully immanent to the experience. Outside influences can certainly have ea bearing, but they
mustn’t be determinative or consciously wielded.
To understand creative spectatorship, I argue, one must accept Merleau-Ponty’s
epistemological principle of the primacy of perception, and the ontological principle of the
primacy of the phenomena. 38 If creative spectatorship requires the spectator to directly engage
the work itself, then the work must be really phenomenally present within the spectator’s
experience—not a psychological association, mere composition of molecules, or referent.
Gadamer, too, aligns with such a view, for he also posits that the artwork itself can have an
immediate effect upon the playful spectator—not as some inert matter or Platonic form, but a
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really existent worldly force. This is why, for Gadamer, play is not a subjective mindset but is an
ontological quality of the situation of encounter, as a whole.39 Therefore, to understand how such
spectatorship playfully unfolds, I must account for how the spectator can withhold
overdetermining her experience—how can a spectator embrace a work as it phenomenally
presents itself? How can one remain immanent to experience without predetermining it? 40
The prereflective and analytic encounters fail to open creative possibilities since they
only find what they are looking for, remaining wholly bound within their habitual or conceptual
frames. To be creative, the spectator must be open to the work without the impositions of
prereflection or analysis—she must be playful by not allowing her prereflective structures or
habits to determine her experience, nor analytic tools of explanation to dissect it to death.
Therefore, rather than encountering only narrative sense or materiality, I argue that to be
creative, one must bear conscious witness to the general, inexhaustible sense of a thing, in its
sensuous materiality. The experience itself, sans determinations of analysis or familiar lenses of
habit—is this ongoing process of things donning meaning and meaning inhabiting things. This is
not an attempt to escape recognition—I will most likely always see the painted tree as a tree, and
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This account echoes much of Heidegger’s formulation in “The Origin of the Work of
Art,” for I too look to the importance of spectatorship, and the reality of the work of art as a
thing. But an important distinction is in the perceptual play that I will develop at the heart of the
artwork’s initial creation and reception, which is not the same as the “Truth” of the work for
Heidegger. Heidegger’s account seems like that of creating a monument—the disclosure of a
world carried from generation to generation. Rather than looking backward at this created work’s
lineage, however, I am interested in what it means to look ahead at what indeterminate
possibilities for perceptual exploration it opens up. Rather than a labored working-over of the
use-objects inherent in an image—such as a pair of boots—I will discuss creative spectatorship
as the playful engagement of perception in prereflection, thinking in a situation rather than
thinking so conceptually. Much more could be said of how this relates to Heidegger’s aesthetic
commentary, but there is not space to do so here.
40
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this is not something detrimental or to be avoided. What is to be avoided, is allowing this
recognition to monopolize my attention or my experience’s possibilities. By being attuned to the
fact that this recognition is born of a body and world in a mutual situation, I expand the
boundaries of such a situation and can look beyond what is contained in my assumption of
“trees.”
To encounter the sensuousness of things, I must see the fleshly fist as anger and the ink as
a word, taking a front row seat to the dazzling show of sense bursting forth as material presence.
I cannot simply understand that there must be a deeper layer of perceptual sense underpinning
my world, but to be truly present within an experience—and thus creatively open to it on its own
terms—I must consciously attend to this inexhaustible atmosphere exuding all things in their
textured materiality. I cannot take the passive synthesis of prereflection for granted but cannot
halt its unfolding either; I must remain in the flow of prereflection that basks in the perceptual
wealth of experience, but must also be consciously aware of this flow to play with it. I must
remain active-in-passivity, but dredge this to the surface of my conscious life to see things as
they take on the sense that they have for me. I must explore perceptual possibilities in and as the
body that I am, not taking sensuous materiality for granted or seeking to pin it down—but seek to
simply see what it can do and where it might lead.
The Sensuousness of the Work of Art
To not overdetermine experience—to play—I must witness things as they present
themselves within my phenomenal world. This presentation is not in the worked-over concepts
and use-values of prereflective life nor the cut-up dissected field of the analyst but is the
indeterminate, sensuous world of material that my body is immersed in. The trick is to encounter
things as material without reducing this material to dead, constituent parts. In agreement with
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French phenomenologist Mikel Dufrenne, art deals with “aesthetic sensuousness” rather than the
“brute sensuousness” that either prereflection takes for granted or the analytic attitude reduces to
sense-data. As Dufrenne writes, “art can express only by virtue of the sensuous and according to
an operation which transforms brute sensuousness into aesthetic sensuousness.” 41 The sense of
an artwork is not simply its inert material or its signifying sense as gleaned in the prereflective
attitude, but is a deeper inexhaustible sensuousness as phenomenally present and thematized; as
Dufrenne writes, the sense [sens] of an artwork is “immanent in the sensuous, being its very
organization.”42 The sense at work in a painting is not the concept of “tree” as separable from
Cézanne’s painterly tree. When one experiences the artistic tree’s sense as outstripping language,
the sense becomes the atmosphere through which and according to which one encounters the
material tree—not reducible to its elements or a separate entity overlaid atop of them, but as their
very organization. Attentive receptivity is an encounter of such sensuousness: material as a
senseful organization and sense as material organized, the two in mutual presentation as a
simple whole. Indeed, as Merleau-Ponty, writes:
In a painting or in a piece of music, the idea cannot be communicated other than through
the arrangement of color or sounds. If I have never seen his paintings, then the analysis of
Cézanne’s œuvre leaves me the choice between several possible Cézannes; only the
perception of his paintings will present me with the uniquely existing Cézanne, and only
in this perception can the analyses take on their full sense… A novel, a poem, a painting,
and a piece of music are individuals, that is, beings in which the expression cannot be
distinguished from the expressed, whose sense is only accessible through direct contact,
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and who send forth their signification without ever leaving their temporal and spatial
place.43
In attentive receptivity, the perceiver’s context of encounter makes them aware of the sensuous
in its totality—not material with sense smeared atop like “butter on bread,” 44 but the expression
and the expressed in a totalizing atmosphere. Gadamer, too, agrees when he writes that art
“cannot be satisfactorily translated in terms of conceptual knowledge”45. Here there is presented
a framework wherein one can understand how a spectator encounters not just sense or just
existence, but both dimensions in their mutual reciprocity, and therefore finds the work in its
own terms of worldly emergence. To be attentive, the spectator must participate in their
experience of a work; to participate they cannot be passively receptive, but must be perceptually
present, making “direct contact” with the work by pushing through the comfortable layers of
prereflective habit and analytic dissection to be immersed in, and fully receive, the perceptual
world in its fullness.
If I can consciously attend to the particular tree at the center of Cézanne’s frame as
simultaneously tree and paint—not as both at once as if juggling two balls in the air, but as one
sensuous whole—I do not focus upon the impositions of the prereflective or the analytic modes
of encounter. To be present to the sensuous in its materiality, not through conceptual frameworks
or as mere sense-data, is to encounter a work on its own open, indeterminate terms. Once again,
this not to ignore or lose my recognition of the tree as a tree, but it is to look beyond this level of
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casual indication. In the schema I have been employing, such presence would entail encountering
a work of art as senseful existence, as existence bound up in and through the general,
inexhaustible perceptual sense—tree-as-painted-presence.
As I have noted, the painting’s living sense cannot be reduced to a conceptual scheme or
proposition—otherwise, the artist could have written or spoken the idea rather than producing a
painting. This is precisely why this engagement occurs within the painting’s own terms: it is not
determined beforehand but is only available given as the painting itself. And the painting itself
can only present on its own terms to a spectator if the accepted framework aligns with the
primacy of phenomena. Therefore, the material presentation cannot be reduced to bare atoms or
simple color atoms—as I have shown, such a reduction imposes an already existing objective
framework onto the work and therefore does not let it be engaged on its own particular,
phenomenal terms. Neither subjectively constituted nor objectively reducible, the work of art
within the fabric of experience must be experienced—not understood, dissected, or narratively
sensed. The painting’s material is physical, but as experienced it can always reach beyond itself,
expressive in its richly sensuous, inexhaustible depth. It may be foreign and in-itself, but I only
access it through what it is for-me—and to appreciate its sensuousness is to grasp this doubleness
in one movement. This proposed mode of attentive receptivity is a context of attunement to the
paint-as-tree, to the tree-as-painted—an experience of this specific tree as composed of these
pigments, these pigments giving rise to this tree, in a simple and unified movement. One must
relearn, then, what it means to truly experience something—not in its brute sensuousness or
through habitual sense-making, but one body encountering another on its own terms.
To help further understand what bearing witness to the simultaneity of sense and
materiality entails, I return to a familiar quotidian example, before turning back to the work of art
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and the practice of phenomenology: The pen on the table exists for me as a power of writing. It is
black because I have eyes that are receptive to its power to reflect a certain type of light. It
appears small and slender because I have a certain hold on the world, given the body with which
I am living and perceiving, and a past of handling similar sorts of objects which has conditioned
my body to have a certain disposition toward objects like this one, at this distance (whereas for
an ant it would be gargantuan and to a giant, hardly noticeable). The pen is a writing instrument
for me, soliciting me to write with it, if I am looking for something to write with. This pen
answers my call, whenever I need it—it fulfills this meaningful function, through its phenomenal
presence to a consciousness ready to receive it. Yet, at the same time, the pen resists me—there
is a side of it I cannot see. I use it because it can do things that I cannot—it is lending me its
power, granting me temporary access to its deep well of ink, its hard metal, allowing me to
participate in the story of its life. I know not what it is when it is in its drawer—presumably it
sits inertly in the darkness, but this is a world that I cannot access—and by simply imagining
myself there, I already introduce an alien presence, turning possible perceptions into something
perceived. The pen is able to be colored, to be a certain size, to have a power of writing because
of my presence to it—by being where I am and seeing it at a distance, feeling its texture and
weight, dragging it along the surface, it achieves a certain thingliness which it would not have on
its own, except potentially. But I do not conjure these properties from nothing—I find them
there, in the world, in this pen. There is a hint of Kant’s noumenon lingering in the margins: a
pen-in-itself beneath my senseful encounter of it. But the key difference from traditional idealism
is that this pen-in-itself is not hidden in some metaphysical otherworld, but it is this pen, right
here, so long as I have the eyes to see it and touch it—and, importantly, to see and touch it where
it lies, reflecting beneath my world of projects which might take it for granted. I do not have full
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access to the pen—but that is what it means to see a pen: to be granted partial access, to be gifted
this temporary superpower of ink-dragging. I may have a contingent perspective on the pen, but
my perspective is my access to find things that are both useful to me and which outstrip me, at
once my contact with the world and the world’s resistance to me. As Merleau-Ponty notes, I can
either use the implements before me in a prereflective attitude—the hammer, the pen, the pipe—
or else I can strip them of their participation in an anthropological world in order to experience
them in a brute, prepersonal world where they “outstrip” me and “transcend” my experience of
them (and, therefore, their usefulness to and value for me). For Merleau-Ponty, things have
immediate and prereflective meaning as use-items or else they are strange and alien materials—I
propose the third thematized context of encounter: things as sensuous for an attentive receptivity
which is conscious of this inherent doubleness, not as two-at-once, but as one movement of
presence that is later bifurcated according to traditional metaphysical categories.
I can appreciate this pen as both in-itself and for-me by attuning myself to its thingy,
material (but not objective) presence. This is why Dillon asserts that the primacy of perception
undermines traditional dichotomies of transcendence and immanence—if I accept phenomena as
real, then I admit that I have ready access to things, but an access that is partial, ambiguous, and
horizonal.46 This partiality is part and parcel of what it means to be in a metaphysics that accepts
the primacy of phenomena: to be a pen in-itself is to have the potential to be meaningful for
someone that comes along that bestows such meaning, and to thereby become a pen-for-me. The
meaning of the pen is not divorced from the world in my transcendental sphere just as the pen-initself is not impossibly distant in a material world that transcends my epistemological access. I
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see the pen as this slender black metal thing and as a power to write. These are not separable
properties in the world or facts of my mind, for my phenomenal world articulates itself in a
special way: this slender black thing is a call for me to write. My body speaks in the language of
sensations and projects, but in such a way that the sign and signified are bound-up as reciprocal
and mutually expressive, all-at-once. There is no mediation between a transcendent world of
things and my immanent values—things-in-themselves always already speak to me through the
sense of phenomena. In other words, there is not a commerce of reference here with separate,
self-enclosed terms relating through an external exchange; this is action and intention, on my
part and the world’s. The black of the slenderness of the pen means that I can grab it to write, but
this meaning is the color and shape and sensuous thing itself, not some referent filed away in a
cabinet of neurons or some Platonic heaven. If the terms remain honest to their primary
phenomenal situation, then many traditional philosophical problems fall away. 47 I am here
defining attentive receptivity as the context of encounter wherein one is deliberately and
consciously aware of phenomena, on their own presentational terms.
To return to this chapter’s introductory example, an encounter of the tree-as-painted
uncovers this particular painterly tree, a tree bursting forth from a particular arrangement of
textures and hues—with a sense that could only arise through and because of these certain
materials and their unique arrangement. Just as the pen, the painting’s materiality, and the sense
it has for me are present as one simple experienced unity. Language betrays this process, since it
must constantly dichotomize form and content, sense and material, shape and matter—but it is
more accurate to think of attentive receptivity as a pre-linguistic attunement to the primary,
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living whole of these supposed dichotomies, each one subtending the other in a movement of
simple unity. Indeed, as Merleau-Ponty helps us to understand, there are not two dichotomous
sides—subject and object, form and matter—until one reflects upon the primary fabric of
experience after the fact.
Therefore, to enter attentive receptivity, the spectator ought not look to a painting to see
only its sense (or meaning or expression), just as she must not ignore these supposedly subjective
participations to be left with a wholly objective collection of sense-data or atomic color-units.
Instead, to neither impose onto the painting nor reduce it to deadened matter, the spectator ought
to find the painting as a simple materially expressive totality. The painting’s meaning is its
material, its color is its pigment, its forms not an imposed reference but the experienced lines and
shapes themselves in a living whole. What it means to see a painting as such—and how to do
it—must be developed further; this is an enigma at present, and the rest of this dissertation is a
project in developing the tools necessary to aid a spectator in this task, without needlessly
weighing them down with philosophical theory. I will show in subsequent chapters that a
painting’s sense and expression is difficult to pin down—different artists I discuss consider it to
be akin to poetry, musical timbre, scent, feeling, and taste. For now, suffice it to say that a
painting’s expression cannot be reduced to some sign that it signifies, or to mere material—
rather, the painting must be experienced to encounter this felt sense, through direct perceptual
contact. I sense Cézanne’s tree, but as a particular tree that can be felt, smelled, experienced not
as a sign that represents a tree, but as a totally present, painted tree—at once in-itself because it is
for-me, perspectival because it transcends.
However, the imperative of attentive receptivity arrives at a strange doubleness: to
engage something as both sense and existence requires one to withhold from reflection (making
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direct contact with the gathering of prereflective sense) while also reflecting (to not take this
sense for granted, but see it as arising from materiality). To be attentively receptive is to
participate in a phenomenal situation which one cannot do violence to (i.e., be receptive to) but
which one must nevertheless hold at arm’s length in active awareness (i.e., to be attentive). The
key to this paradoxical balancing act is to engage in one project common to both receptivity and
attentiveness, to be guided by phenomena deliberately and consciously but without distraction. In
general, this project is the “creative shaping of the sensuous”—that is, an engaged project of
shaping the perceptual world I directly engage. This shaping cannot impose from without or else
it leaves the level of sensuousness. As I will show, such shaping requires a special program, but,
when engaged, attentive receptivity is, at once, this movement of shaping the sensuous—
creativity is not a separate project or a next step, but to be attentive in receptivity is already to be
creative, just as to be creative is to remain true to the perceptual world without undue imposition.
The nature of this creativity will be the investigation for the rest of this dissertation, with
phenomenology’s practice of description presented as the first instance for the latter half of this
chapter—after a brief reminder of where we have come so far.
To consider how a painting can be encountered on its own terms, I have appealed to
Merleau-Ponty’s framework of “sense” and “material existence,” arguing that within the
phenomenal world, all things come to me as both material and sense in a simple unity. In such a
framework, as I have shown, the meaning of the painting need not be external and applied over
and above the paint as butter on bread, but it can be present in and as the paint itself without
being reduced to mere matter. The metaphysical ground of considering a painting itself as
materially sensuous and senseful is not reducible to its brute matter, nor to a sign or mere
representation, given the thesis of the primacy of perception. Therefore, this model allows both
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painter and spectator to indeterminately encounter a given work, playful in perceptual encounter
without overdetermination.
This context of encounter is what I have designated attentive receptivity, wherein the
perceiver is in a state of “creatively shaping the sensuous.” To be perceptually present to
experience, as I will show, is to be creatively shaping of its sensuousness. Attentive receptivity
finds a perceiver indeterminately open to the aesthetic thing in a dynamically reciprocal situation
wherein both perceiver and perceived participate—rather than a unidirectional movement of
artist’s idea transmitted to canvas and into spectator, attentive receptivity finds a bivalent relation
between aesthetic object and perceiver. One can be attuned to the simultaneously material and
sensuous presence of phenomena by withholding from conceptual distractions and remaining
perceptually vigilant, present to experience without falling into habitual modes of thinking or
seeing. This aesthetic situation is open to both artist and spectator, as two different modulations
of the same basic aesthetic encounter.
However, I am left wondering: how do I enter such an experience? What does it mean to
remain present to the world in its full richness, attuning myself to the inexhaustible sense it
offers rather than reducing phenomena to what makes sense, or explaining them away through
analysis? If things are always present as both sense and material existence, how do I hold back
from missing part of this picture? To “just experience” things now seems like a frightfully
impossible task. And how can it be creative?
Before turning to the work of the artist, it is worthwhile to dwell on how it is that the
phenomenologist herself bears witness to this living phenomenal world. After all, it was
phenomenology itself that brought our attention the presence of the living depth of the world to
which one is attuned in attentive receptivity, in Husserl’s notion of operative intentionality.
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Therefore, I now ask how the phenomenologist seeks to bear witness to the sensuousness of her
phenomenal world without overdetermination (whether successful or not). This will provide a
general model for how one can attune themselves to the sensuous dimension of things, and will
shed light on the peculiar form of creativity that such attunement facilitates.
The Phenomenologist in Attentive Receptivity
On January 12, 1907, Edmund Husserl wrote to author Hugo von Hofmannsthal,
thanking him for sending along a copy of Kleine Dramen (1906).48 In this letter, Husserl
comments on how his state-of-mind as a phenomenologist is akin to his state-of-mind when
encountering Hofmannsthal’s own work. He writes:
[Phenomenology] demands an attitude towards all forms of objectivity that fundamentally
departs from its “natural” counterpart, and which is closely related to the attitude and stance
in which your art, as something purely aesthetic, places us with respect to the presented
objects and the whole of the surrounding world. 49
Husserl is drawing a similarity between the phenomenologist’s and spectator’s contexts of
encounter,50 as both require a “strict suspension of all existential attitudes of the intellect and of
all attitudes relating to emotions and the will which presuppose such an existential attitude.”51 In
other words, neither the phenomenologist nor spectator takes the real existence of the object they
encounter for granted—the phenomenologist brackets the question of existence for the sake of
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epistemological certainty, while the spectator, captivated by a given work, is drawn in to its
qualities rather than matters of existence. Importantly, Merleau-Ponty (and my present inquiry)
diverge from Husserl with the aforementioned ontological thesis of the primacy of phenomena;
while Merleau-Ponty and Husserl both hold to the epistemological primacy of perception—that
one ought to begin philosophizing from a bracketing of the “natural attitude,” Merleau-Ponty
pushes this further by positing the real ontological existence of phenomenal qualities.
Nevertheless, for both thinkers the phenomenologist, in description, seeks to enter a context of
encounter which brackets the natural attitude in order to witness phenomena.
The difference between phenomenology and spectatorship for Husserl is in the
phenomenologist’s deliberate choice to enter this attitude, whereas “the work of art places us in
(almost forces us into) a state of aesthetic intuition that excludes these [natural] attitudes.” 52
Whereas the scientist or traditional philosopher take some existence for granted before working
over it in an attempt to understand and explain its underlying cause, the phenomenologist and
spectator both come to their objects in naïve openness—they suspend existential judgment in
order to attend to the phenomena themselves, whether deliberately or not. As I will show, I agree
with Husserl53 regarding the artwork’s ability to coax the spectator out of the natural attitude.
However, I will argue in later chapters that such coaxing is not always performed entirely by the
work, but can require a careful context and outside motivation which places the spectator in a
state of attentive receptivity. For now, I simply aim to establish the commonality between the
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phenomenologist’s attentive structure and that of the spectator, in that both attend to
phenomenality rather than taken-for-granted existentiality or its analysis.
Husserl goes beyond spectatorship to also argue that the artist herself must see the world
as a phenomenologist does:
Phenomenological intuiting is thus closely related to the aesthetic intuiting in ‘pure’ art…
The artist, who ‘observes’ the world in order to gain ‘knowledge’ of nature and man for
his own purposes, relates to it in a similar way as the phenomenologist… When he observes
the world, it becomes a phenomenon for him, its existence is indifferent, just as it is to the
philosopher (in the critique of reason). The difference is that the artist, unlike the
philosopher, does not attempt to found the “meaning” of the world-phenomenon and grasp
it in concepts, but appropriates it intuitively, in order to gather, out if its plenitude, materials
for the creation of aesthetic forms.54
The phenomenologist seeks to describe experience rather than explain it through established
causal systems, just as the artist seeks to capture experience’s senseful quality through material
presentation rather than accurately represent it according to some external standard. Although the
artist and phenomenologist have different ends, I assert that the sort of artist here described and
the phenomenologist share an initial starting point: a presence to phenomena. Therefore, I am
primarily concerned with the phenomenologist’s practice of description which initiates her
project—upon producing this description, the phenomenologist will diverge from the artist in
working over the conceptual, essential, and philosophical facets of the phenomena described and
its further epistemological or ontological implications (and, as established above, individual
phenomenologists will differ here, too). But in this initial practice of describing phenomena as
they present themselves, the phenomenologist sees with an artist’s eyes, capturing the full
phenomenal “what” of experience without care for the causal thinking of existential “hows.” In
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order to follow the connection between the phenomenologist, artist, and spectator—proposed by
Husserl—I will begin by establishing how the phenomenologist herself enters a state of attentive
receptivity. This will aid in further fleshing out the experiential structure of this mode, and
therefore what it entails for the artist and, in later chapters, the spectator.
Importantly, before I dive into the phenomenologist’s project, it is worth noting that the
project of phenomenological description I here posit is a supposed ideal practice of description.
As I remark in other work, Merleau-Ponty and other traditional phenomenologists fail to perform
true descriptions when they wrongfully import their own bodies as supposed universals prior to
enacting a description that they will use to justify their conclusions. Other thinkers have had
much to say on this hegemony of traditional phenomenology, such as Iris Marion Young, Frantz
Fanon, and Alia Al-Saji, among others. Indeed, if traditional phenomenologists were truly
receptive within description, this universalizing move would never happen to begin with. This
critical-phenomenological discussion outstrips our current task, but it is worth noting that I do
not condone all phenomenological projects or uses of description, for these have time and again
overstepped and overreached. As I hope will become apparent in the coming section, true
phenomenology ought to begin with honest and naïve description—something which cannot
happen if one’s description is performed in the service of an ongoing academic project, which
will have already overdetermined the described experience.
Merleau-Ponty follows Husserl in accepting the exercise of description over explanation
as crucial for philosophical understanding. In keeping explanatory analysis in check, description
reveals the very foundation that explanation takes for granted. Merleau-Ponty, in the Preface to
the Phenomenology of Perception, notes how science is always predicated on a prereflective
experience of the world:
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…a world first arranges itself around me and begins to exist for me. To return to the things
themselves is to return to this world prior to knowledge, this world of which knowledge
always speaks, and this world with regard to which every scientific determination is
abstract, signitive, and dependent, just like geography with regard to the landscape where
we first learned what a forest, a meadow, or a river is…55
The phenomenologist’s first step is to describe this world that exists for me prior to any
reflection—that is, an attempt to grasp the primary, phenomenal ground which all analyses are
explanations of. Rather than seeing the landscape according to the map, what does it mean to see
the landscape on its own terms? As Merleau-Ponty writes, phenomenology’s “entire effort is to
rediscover this naïve contact with the world.” 56 Description, in effect, shifts the focus from
bringing my explanatory models to bear upon the world, and opens me up to letting the world
teach me something new.
However, the difficulties of phenomenology arise when one acknowledges that
phenomenology, as a practice, is not identical to the experience that it contemporaneously
describes. Despite the phenomenologist’s hope to “rediscover this naïve contact,” the
phenomenologist is not naïve when she deliberately attempts to describe that which the
prereflective perceiver is naïve of. Within the flow of prereflective experience—that which the
phenomenologist intends to describe—I am not describing experience or thematizing structures
of consciousness. To see the landscape without a map is not to describe it—it is just to simply
experience it. The phenomenologist sacrifices her naïveté when she deliberately attends to
phenomena. But all is not lost if the phenomenologist stays attuned to the phenomena, as
phenomena. If the phenomenologist looks outside of experience when developing her
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description, she inevitably imports explanatory principles just as the analyst does and thereby
corrupts her naïveté, converting phenomena into data or stimuli or some other determined,
conceptual element. The central difficulty at the heart of phenomenology, then, is how to
describe experience, within experience, while remaining true to experience—that is, deliberately
seeing the landscape as landscape while mapping (or describing) it as such. Parsing through this
difficulty is instructive for my current endeavor since, as I have shown, attentive receptivity is
the creative shaping of the sensuous, which is a lived attunement to one’s perceptual
experience—this is precisely the attunement which the phenomenologist seeks as she produces
her description of phenomena. The phenomenologist, as I will show, is playful in her description
of the world, seeking to find the right words to describe it in an open-ended exploration of
perceptual possibility.57
How, then, does the phenomenologist describe the flow of experience from within,
without seeking a static viewpoint on the shoreline of objective thought? The analyst does not
have this difficulty, for she self-avowedly seeks shelter on the shore, stepping outside of
experience to produce models and diagrams that are comfortingly predictive precisely in their
capacity to overdetermine the world that they come to predict.
Traditionally, the phenomenological method is explained as beginning with bracketing. I
“bracket,” or “put out of play” any explanatory crutches of the natural attitude, in order to
properly describe phenomena. While this move might be seen as an impossible ideal—how could
I possibly bracket everything outside of experience?—the importance lies in the context of
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encounter. Many believe the bracketing of the phenomenologist to be impossible due to the
sociocultural weight of nonperceptual structures on my modes of being-in-the-world. Surely I
cannot leave behind all of my cultural influences in description! This is true. What is bracketed is
not the efficacy or influence of these structures, but rather the conscious, deliberate wielding of
these structures as explanatory principles. Extra-experiential features of my being-in-the-world
have a direct bearing upon my perceptual world—but in phenomenological description, I cannot
be looking for these structures, or I am no longer describing phenomena, but explaining causal
effects. The key is to keep our eyes on the prize: describe experience. My experience is surely
influenced by my past, my body, my future, my language—but these influences ought to be
attended to in their phenomenal presence. If they have a perceptual hold in my world, then they
will be present phenomenologically, for what I am precisely attempting to do is be present to my
perceptual situation. Therefore, when I bracket I am not leaving behind all of my baggage, but
am instead attempting to witness how all of this baggage is stored in the shelves of my
phenomenal life, bleeding into the perceptual fabric of my world.
When performed correctly, the phenomenologist’s practice of description can be
understood as a form of reflection upon the phenomenal world, but a reflection geared into
describing things on their own terms. Since this description is born within experience and for the
sake of grappling with experience, it does not overdetermine phenomena as do the habits and
projects of the prereflective attitude and the analyst’s models. Merleau-Ponty again from the
Preface, gestures toward how description is immune to such overdeterminations:
Because we are through and through related to the world, the only way for us to catch sight
of ourselves is by suspending this movement, by refusing to be complicit with it, or again,
to put it out of play… Reflection does not withdraw from the world toward the unity of
consciousness as the foundation of the world; rather, it … loosens the intentional threads
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that connect us to the world in order to make them appear; it alone is conscious of the world
because it reveals the world as strange and paradoxical. 58
Merleau-Ponty is here noting the common theme of phenomenology: one needs to “bracket” her
everyday dealings with the world in order to witness the perceptual fabric that is the living
reciprocity of sense and materiality. To be “conscious of the world” is not to be aware of my
personal subjective projects that only privilege certain relations in the world, just as it is not to
thematize only mathematical or natural laws determining experience from without. To be
“conscious of the world” is to consciously witness my perceptual world in its full, inexhaustible
sense—at once for-me and in-itself, as I have shown. Such bracketing is Husserl’s epoché: the
practice of not letting the prereflective or analytic assumptions of the natural attitude
overdetermine one’s experience. Once again as an aside, traditional phenomenologists have
failed to maintain truly bracketed and naïve descriptions—as Sara Ahmed shows, even Husserl’s
chosen example of a writing desk instrumentalized to arrive at transcendental structures is a
subjective imposition that overdetermines his presence to the world. Phenomenological
description ought to not be performed in favor of already determined outcomes, but should be
playful, truly open to the world in witnessing what phenomena can teach us. Here, then, I am
concerned with the proper activity of description—not the phenomenologist who has fallen prey
to the lure of Objective Thought’s over-determinative conclusions.
While the phenomenologist must entirely withhold from the objective determinations of
analysis, she must not miss her prereflective encounter with the world, for this is her very contact
with the world. Merleau-Ponty describes phenomenology as a “loosening of the intentional
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threads.”59 Whereas the rationalist uses his intentional threads to reel in the world and gobble it
up (Sartre refers to this as “spider web idealism”), 60 coinciding with the world absolutely, and
the empiricist severs his intentional threads to leap into the world and lose his subjectivity
entirely, the phenomenologist respects herself and the world too much to let the threads become
lost. This is the riddle of phenomenology: how to let the threads tying us to our world dangle in
mid-air between ourselves and that which we intend, shifting our focus to the course of the
thread itself rather than either of its ends. Indeed, to accept the primacy of perception and the
primacy of phenomena is to acknowledge that ontological priority is granted to the intentional
threads in their uncoiling—it is only in the corrupt reflections of analysis that one posits distinct,
substantive ends to the thread at all.
To better understand this intentional thread and what it means to loosen it, Merleau-Ponty
also notes in the Preface that one of Husserl’s most important contributions was the discovery of
“operative intentionality,” as distinct from act-intentionality. The latter is explicitly discussed by
Kant and other rationalist philosophers; act-intentionality enacts an explicit judgment or
movement of conscious attention. This level of intentionality is the secondary level of experience
in the world—this is my intention when I am consciously directing my attention or body, such as
in the prereflective context of encounter mentioned earlier in this chapter. When I am moving
about the world, I am primarily caught up in a mode of act-intentionality, directing my attention
to opening this door, listening to this friend, trying to ignore this email here. These are all
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conscious, intended activities that come from my own agential projects, and are secondary within
perception—they take for granted the aforementioned sense-existence structure that conditions
them.
Operative intentionality, in contrast, happens “below the surface” of act-intentionality—it
is the constant movement and imbrication of this sense-existence structure as the wellspring of
experience. It is operative intentionality that “establishes the natural and pre-predicative unity of
the world and of our life.”61 Merleau-Ponty argues that every explicit conscious intention “is
underpinned by an ‘intentional arc’ that projects around us our past, our future, our human
milieu, our physical situation, our ideological situation, and our moral situation.” 62 This
intentional arc is a way to make sense of the many layers of existential signification underlying
the fabric of my world in its inexhaustibility—the intentional arc is the drawing together of my
experience as coherent and meaningful. This intentional arc is typically taken for granted,
remaining unthematized within the act-intentionality of the prereflective attitude (and
misunderstood when dissected by the analytic attitude). I assert that the intentional arc is a way
to make sense of—and talk about—the many facets and activities of operative intentionality.
This operative intentionality functioning below the surface of conscious awareness is not
intellectual or constituted by me—it is an embodied orientation to my perceptual world,
continually (re-)conditioned according to the horizons of living experience within its
environmental milieu.63 It is important to note that the intentional arc is not itself an existing
entity that can be present or not as if it were layered over and above my body in experience.
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Rather, this arc is a conceptual tool to capture the continuous structuring our rich, qualitative
layers of experiential openness to things which is always already present. Indeed, just as the
sense of a thing is not over and above it but simply present, so too is the arc not an additional
element—this is no coincidence, but an outcome of the fundamental perceptual logic
underpinning our being-in-the-world.64
It is this operative intentionality that threads me with the world—not as a stable string
that is there once and for all, but as a project of continual threading. It is crucial that this inbetween relationship be intentional; there is not a self and a world which are separate and inthemselves which then come to be tied together by an objective third-term. It is the binding itself
that gives the prepredicative unity of our self, our world—this is the key to how a particular thing
in my world is always, at once, in-itself and for-me. The glue is primary and perceptually
relevant—the world and self are born of the threads binding the two together, just as sense and
existence are a unity in their perceptual primacy. As one lives her life and learns more of this
world and self, these threads become invisible and its two imposed ends take on conceptual lives
of their own, which are then found as separate and distinct in reflection. The phenomenologist’s
task is to wave away these phantoms of overdetermining thought (a subject and object with an
unbridgeable chasm between), bringing the primary fabric of phenomenal life back into our
conscious awareness through concrete description, directing one’s attention back to what has
been there all along.
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Let’s not get too far afield: my goal is to understand how the phenomenologist bears
witness to this primary level of experience, in an effort to understand how phenomenological
practice can help to understand creative art-making and, eventually, creative spectatorship and its
practical facilitation. Therefore, in relation to the foregoing schema, I ask: what is it that the
phenomenologist is doing to attend to the phenomena? I here propose that the phenomenologist
bears witness to phenomena in their full senseful materiality by attuning to them through the
method of description, thereby entering the mode of attentive receptivity. That is, the
phenomenologist intends to show the operative roots of act-intentionality by bringing the
secondary, consciously aware layers of perception into the same experiential flow as those of the
primary sense-existence structure, and she does so by being attuned to phenomena with the direct
aim of describing them. Rather than loosening the thread and witnessing the center from one
side, the phenomenologist’s activity of description allows her to witness the loosening from the
front row, tying the end with the center. Whereas I am typically either taking the world for
granted and missing operative intentionality entirely (in the prereflective mode of encounter) or
am reflecting upon operative intentionality but misunderstanding its inexhaustibility by dividing
it up in terms of subject/object (analytic context of encounter), the phenomenologist aims to
become aware of operative intentionality by searching for the words proper to describing it. 65
Just as Husserl’s notion of “intentionality” asserts that consciousness is always conscious of
something, I here assert that consciousness is always doing something; if I do not deliberately
direct it, it will fall into its own familiar paths in the well-trodden territories of prereflection or

Importantly, I don’t mean to argue here that words have some special monopoly on this
process. My goal in this dissertation, in fact, is to open all artistic practice to the same type of
revelation here discussed. Phenomenology remains an instructive first example of attentive
receptivity, but I grant no special place to language.
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analysis. Therefore, the key is to direct consciousness to an activity that remains within the terms
of phenomena—for the phenomenologist, this task is that of description.
Therefore, I argue that description is not merely intended to verbally capture phenomenal
experience, but enables the phenomenologist to deliberately experience phenomena on their own
terms. Description is a method of bearing witness to the phenomenal world, since descriptive
practice is not the recording of facts nor the solipsistic generation of words for their own sake.
Just as the primary layer of sense-existence—the “pre-predicative unity of our world”66—is not
something that emerges or arises from a pre-existing objective world or enclosed self, it is also
not some external reality that the phenomenologist comes to in order to simply report upon.
Operative intentionality is itself the intimate relation between self and world, which subtends
them both—the necessary binding that makes me a me and my world my world. As I have
shown, the intentional arc is not imposed upon me by the world just as it is not a wholly
constituted imposition onto the world—it is, instead, a meaningful orientation that I have toward
the world, given what I am and what the world is. The world resists me, solicits me, provides the
fecund text for my past, present, and future life to be meaningfully oriented toward. The
phenomenological exercise of deliberately attending to one’s own operative intentionality is not
the discovery of the world outside of myself (empiricism), but it is also not the uncovering of my
own formulae for experience (rationalism). Instead, it is a bringing-to-awareness of the primary
relation between self and world which must necessarily occur for me to live in a coherent and
meaningful world, which at the same time transcends me. This is the intentional thread, the
landscape we must map without taking our eyes away from it. This, too, is why
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phenomenological description is not some objective attempt to dispel all biases—the act of
bracketing is not an attempt to remove my subjective impositions, but is instead an attempt to
remove all extra-experiential impositions and distractions so that I can come face to face with
how my world is born and configured to begin with, including all of my own idiosyncratic styles
and structures. Some of my habits of thinking may have bled all the way down to the very way
that the world presents itself to me—such deep influences are not bracketed in description, but
would be present in however they configure the presentation of phenomena within my
experience.
In a given phenomenological exercise, I am attentive to prereflective experience in order
to describe it. In such description, I am as presently aware of myself-as-experiencing as I am
about my current surroundings—I must witness phenomena while also ensuring that I am not
overdetermining or imposing, and capture how the phenomena are presented. I must choose my
phenomena, but then my intention is poised, ready to witness the experience from within, eager
to not give myself over to the experience entirely, but to see how and in what ways it directs
me.67 The part of myself which seeks to witness the experience itself unfold is not within some
Cartesian theater, able to watch all parts equally as if in an epistemological view from nowhere
(or everywhere). To hold the observer of the experience as separable from the experiencer would
be to objectify experience, finding illusory stability on the shores of analysis, clinging to the selfend of the thread without truly witnessing experience unfold.
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In true description, it is the same perceiver which is poised in the face of the world and
poised in attempting to capture herself in the act of experiencing this same world—I have no
backstage access or seat in the audience, but must reflect while remaining in the spotlight on the
stage of the world. The show must go on!
It is not enough to only look to the world or to the threads or to the self—I must allow
myself to be in a reciprocal relation to the world so that I can focus on the threads that bind me to
it. As soon as the sense of the world pulls me in and draws my attention, I must give myself over
to this encounter while reflecting upon it as it happens; if I ignore the world or myself-asexperiencing, the interaction is either no longer on its own terms but those of analysis or is lost to
me and therefore indescribable as I cease being aware of it as an experience. I must have one
foot in an experience caught up within the world and my other taking a step back to see this
experience as it unfolds—but I only have one attentive mode and therefore must achieve both
steps in the same movement. The difficulty is that I am never able to get absolute distance—this
is all the same experience, in its totality, by which I simultaneously get taken up within the world
and by which I reflect upon this encounter.
It is this paradoxical doubleness, this internal tension, a coiled unfolding, this responsive
prereflection, this awareness of a thread-which-leads-the-way, that is attentive receptivity.
In seeking to understand the structures of experience, the phenomenologist must begin
with first-person description. If the phenomenologist took already-lived experience as an object
to be worked over, she would inevitably import her own frameworks and do violence to the
experience’s richness. Merleau-Ponty, in his phenomenological endeavor, seeks to allow
prereflective experience of the world to flow uninterrupted while reflecting upon this flow—
whether or not his particular tack is successful or not. As I have shown, the phenomenologist
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must actively bracket out the overdeterminations of prereflective projects and analytic
explanations in order to attend to things on their own terms—the philosopher herself cannot infer
or merely theorize the structures of experience but must bear witness to the phenomena, in their
simultaneous sense and materiality. The phenomenologist simultaneously reflects and lets
experience flow by uninterruptedly by capturing the experience in a verbal description, her
descriptive capacity sensitive to the experience itself and not determined beforehand. Thus,
attentive by working over a description, yet open in allowing this description to be guided by
phenomena.
Put simply, to witness the sensuousness at the ground of her living world, the
phenomenologist attempts to express it.
Johan Huizinga, writing of Gadamer’s notion of play, argues that play happens as a “free
activity standing quite consciously outside ‘ordinary’ life as being ‘not serious,’ but at the same
time absorbing the player intensely and utterly.” 68 This form of play fits the phenomenologist’s
project of description—it is free since it is not determined by objective frameworks and
purposefully turns its back on the natural attitude of “ordinary life.” Nevertheless, because there
is still a guiding project of description, the lack of pre-determining forces does not leave the
phenomenologist in chaos, but a state of “intense” attunement. Indeed, Gadamer writes that there
is a certain loss of self that occurs in play, as “play fulfills its purpose only if the player loses
himself in play.”69 This “self” that the phenomenologist loses is the egoistic self fully immersed
in act-intentional projects—though the phenomenologist is hyper-aware of experience in its
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unfolding, she loses the narcissistic guides of the everyday which find the world as an arena
solely for me and my projects. The phenomenologist plays by trying to describe experience as it
is undergone—experiencing through describing.
The phenomenologist does not passively undergo an experience and then describe it
through an objective account; the phenomenologist’s experience is itself guided by her seeking
the correct words to capture it. When Merleau-Ponty describes a bird as a feathery commotion
and a grayish power of flight, 70 he has not inferred a bird moving from point A to B but has
witnessed it in its senseful materiality by finding the words appropriate to expressing the
phenomena on its own terms. He sees the bird itself through his experimental feeling-about for
these words, and only finds these words by opening himself to the bird itself. Consciousness will
always have some context of encounter, and by seeing according to the project of honest
description, the phenomenologist ensures her context of encounter remains attuned to things on
their own perceptual terms. 71 By gearing into phenomena with the project of finding the right
words to describe them, the phenomenologist is not passive to an objective world nor active in
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Keep in mind, however, that it is not certain this is how Merleau-Ponty saw the bird. In
other work I have written, I argue that Merleau-Ponty’s own project is perhaps too wrapped in
arguing against traditional frameworks to truly see the world free from such frameworks—for
example, if Merleau-Ponty knew he needed an example to argue against traditional philosophical
explanations of motion and then went out to find such an example, he would not be truly open to
the bird in a free play of honest description. If one destines her description for a certain use—
such as countering objective thought—she has ironically overdetermined it according to those
very structures she hopes to counter. Truly playful and creative phenomenological description
waits to see what the phenomena have to offer before instrumentalizing the description for some
theoretical end. We cannot know how Merleau-Ponty related to his own examples, and if they
were overdetermined prior to description it would not necessarily nullify his conclusions. I am
simply attempting to clarify the creative and playful aspects of phenomenological description
and highlighting what might be its common pitfall in traditional phenomenology.
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imposing an explanation upon it—she is playful within the bounds of the project she has given
herself. While it is true that Merleau-Ponty is creative in his word choice, this is a creation born
out of the experience of the phenomena, rather than some imposed conceptual scheme—the
phenomenologist’s description is a creation, but a creation guided by the phenomena themselves.
The phenomenologist’s words are not “right” by some external standard to which she appeals.
The only judge is her experience itself, as she remains immanently present in the trial-and-error
weighing of descriptive language with the feeling of the experience. The situation itself is the
frame of reference and the subject under consideration—an immanent and indeterminate
unfolding which gives rise to its own description through phenomenological practice—that is,
through attentive receptivity.
In analytic judgments, the method for accuracy is quite straightforward as there are
hundreds of years of procedures outlining the scientific method and its standards of truth:
predictability, fittingness with accepted theoretical systems, etc. The analytic claims of
explanation deal with facts, and it is straightforward to determine a given explanation’s factuality
since the analyst’s standard is outside of the system of a given explanation. In description,
however, the phenomenologist cannot turn outside of the experience itself. As I have shown, the
very merit (and difficulty) of a viable description is the fact that it is playful, and thereby not
impinged upon or overdetermined by any analytic methods, schemas, or explanations that come
from outside of the experience itself. Therefore, in description, honesty is not bound to an
explanatory model or conceptual lens but must come from the experience. I do not write a
description and then look to some standard set of laws or facts to see if my description squares
with them—instead, I turn back to my experience to feel whether or not my description is
apropos. Appropriateness is closer to a phenomenologist’s goal than something like a detached,
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third-person fact or “truthfulness.” Does this description fit my experience? The only way to
know is to read it, feel it, and let the experience itself tell me. 72
Whereas the analyst lets her models and conceptual schemas determine the truth-value of
her claims, the phenomenologist must let her own experience lead the way. If something feels
right, keep following it along, explore its depths; as soon as the experience and the description of
it begin to push back or wriggle away or slide past, the phenomenologist’s double-reflection has
gone off-kilter. She must pause, re-enter the mode of encounter, attend to the experience again.
Try new words, feel about within words written, re-read in new keys, engage in trial-and-error to
feel what words fit and which ones don’t. There is no guide or manual—if there were, it would
be a form of explanation that always finds the sort of world its already looking for. Part of the
free play of description is a fluid form of exploration, which finds numerous variables constantly
shifting in the flow of experimentation, such as what is being described, how it is described, and
whether or not the description itself is fitting with the phenomena. These are not discrete and
separable elements which compose the process of description, but are seamlessly held together in
a direct act of experiencing-through-describing.
The trial-and-error weighing73 of descriptions against phenomena is key to the
phenomenological enterprise—and to attentive receptivity more generally, as I will show. How
do I know if the description I am writing “fits” the phenomena before me? There is a moment
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when it “clicks,” when it feels “appropriate,” when I know that the words do justice to a region
of my perceptual field—the sense of the words and the sensuousness of the experience merge
into a whole greater than the sum of their parts. There is no guide over and above experience that
can tell me if my description aligns with my experience, like some phenomenological cheat
sheet. I experience the feeling of whether or not my description aligns with my experience. The
gauge of honesty is immanent to the experience itself.
This is yet another challenge of phenomenology: not only must the phenomenologist
attend to experience on its own terms (which is difficult enough), but she must also learn to listen
to the appropriateness of her description for the phenomena. Whereas the scientific method and
idealist epistemologies come prepackaged with a rulebook and guide, the only directive the
phenomenologist has is: describe experience as you experience it. Don’t look beyond experience
or outside of it; remain honest to what is before your fingers, ears, eyes, mouth, nose, your gut—
and this honesty must be felt by these very organs, not understood and judged by a conceptual
scheme or mental understanding, for this would turn away from experience. If I am describing
the smell of something, I cannot think about whether or not this word fits the sensation—I must
read the description with my nose and sniff out its assent or rejection.
Since the phenomenologist lets her description arise out of the experience, one could say
that the world comes to re-express itself through the phenomenologist, the phenomenologist
becoming a kind of medium. It is in this sense that the phenomenologist’s work is both
descriptive and creative: she seeks the right words for expressing an inexhaustible region of
experiential life, thus exhausting it in a subjective participation that does choose certain words
over others. These words are necessarily an imposition in exhausting that region, but they remain
nonviolent if they are born out of the experience’s own terms, called for by the immanent
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guidance of the phenomena to which the phenomenologist is attuned. The produced description
is not a one-to-one correspondence with the experience—instead, it is a practical tool the
phenomenologist uses in order to witness things as they are, and then go on to attempt to
reawaken parts of this world for the reader. This is why the phenomenologist must be in attentive
receptivity, despite her commitment to only describe: in describing, the phenomenologist shapes
the sensuous. The world that expresses itself through the phenomenologist’s practice is not some
objective in-itself, but it is the experiential situation that is at once for-me and beyond me, as
explicated in the first section of this chapter.
To honestly describe experience is not to transcribe an objective world that is already
given or to weave some poetic fantasy—it is to deliberately accept the guidance of phenomena,
which are at once a product of the world and my own perspective. To describe is to witness the
typically taken-for-granted weaving of operative intentionality which is not some psychological
illusion or worldly brute fact—it is the threading that creates my worldly situation. The
phenomenologist does create—but so does everyone at every moment by virtue of having a
perspective and concretizing the world’s possibilities. The special fact of attentive receptivity is
that such creation is deliberate in following the guidance of an experience already underway,
thus opening further horizons of perceptual possibility that structures of habit and concept would
foreclose. Again, the bracketing required to enter attentive receptivity is not to ignore social or
cultural influences or pretend that I am completely transparent to myself. What I bracket is my
conscious awareness of any extra-perceptual structures, thereby attuning myself to how the
phenomena present themselves uniquely to me within my world—and such presentation very
well may be influenced by extra-perceptual facticity. However, my description ought not attempt
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to grapple with these structures while in attentive receptivity, or else I break the spell of
perceptual play, entering instead the well-trodden territory of theoretical thinking.
The rich layers of phenomenal depth present the phenomenologist with the general mode
of sense—a complete stylized atmosphere present as material, a vibrating world rife with matter
bursting with sense. It is too much: the phenomenologist could never possibly produce an
account of experience in its full richness. 74 But by narrowing in on a region of experience and
deliberately letting herself be passive to specific, choice phenomena as they guide her descriptive
practice, the phenomenologist can stay true to the sensuousness of her experience, and is able to
notice worldly encounters that would have been invisible to the tunnel-vision of prereflection or
the tinted lenses of analysis. Though it does not capture the full experience in its living depth, the
phenomenologist’s description is honest if it is guided by the experience, immanent to what the
phenomena call for rather than looking to an objective toolkit that would impose concepts or
frameworks from outside. As Merleau-Ponty writes, “radical reflection is the reflection that
again takes hold of me,”75 where the sort of radical reflection under consideration is the kind of
embodied, doubled reflection of the phenomenologist, reflecting through experiencing,
describing by listening. To produce such an honest description, the description itself must lead
the way in concert with the world. The phenomenologist is not along for the ride, simply “letting
go”—as I have shown, to “let things be” requires activity, albeit activity geared into receptivity.
The phenomenologist shapes the sensuous by describing it, but the creativity at play is not a
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subjective imposition over worldly presentation—the description is creative in and through the
world’s reshaping its own sensuousness through the phenomenologist who makes herself
sensitive to this world in her descriptive exercise. The produced description is not representative
of the phenomenal experience, but instead gestures with expressive language, condensing the
gestalt of the movement of operative intentionality’s threading in order to evoke what a region of
the experience felt like. A reader can take up this gesture to reawaken this phenomenal depth in
her own experience, exploring perceptual possibilities—but only if she reads receptively; as I
will come to show in Chapters Four and Five, this is to say that the reader of phenomenology
ought to also be in attentive receptivity, echoing the state of the description’s author.
Therefore, this detour through the structures of phenomenological practice has brought
me to an important structural component of what it means to be perceptually present to one’s
phenomenal world: to witness things as they are and be deeply present to my phenomenal world,
I am not merely passive to it but attentively receptive. That is, in phenomenological terms, it is
not enough to deliberately attempt to experience things honestly and without
overdetermination—I must actively withhold these overdeterminations by letting the experience
itself guide my descriptive practice. There are many things happening when the phenomenologist
attempts to produce an honest description: she allows prereflective experience to flow
uninterruptedly, she witnesses this prereflective experience, she captures this witnessing in
words, and she judges whether the description is a viable one. However, all of these elements are
one and the same movement, not separate moments or discrete dimensions. By experiencing
through the act of description, the phenomenologist is, all at once, receptive to a world that
actively guides a deliberate attempt at description, while also receptive to this description’s
playful calls for exploration. The phenomenologist does produce a description for attentive
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readers to engage—but this is not her only goal, for, as I have shown, the project of producing a
description is itself necessary for the phenomenologist to witness phenomena on their own
terms—to attend to one’s own world one must be receptive, but to be receptive we cannot remain
passive but must experiment with what created expressions fit the phenomenal world.
Am I creating the descriptive words, or is the world? Both—in the state of attentive
receptivity, we enter a state that precedes such careful delineations, as our context of encounter is
such that our intentional threads are loosened and our conscious awareness drifts to the level of
prereflection, operative intentionality giving us a glimpse at the magic spell it casts to create our
worldly situation.
I have already established that attentive receptivity is grounded in a presence to things in
their perceptual richness. I am now in a position to add a dimension to this definition given the
insight of phenomenological practice: the presence to things granted in attentive receptivity is
experienced by virtue of a deliberate, receptive attunement to phenomena, gearing into them with
an experientially oriented project, such as the task of honest description. One cannot simply sit
back and see phenomena—we must be active. The attentiveness derives from being oriented by a
project, but a project that remains immanent to phenomena in their unfolding. This is also why
attentive receptivity is at once honest to things and creative—to witness things as they are I must
actively participate in engaging them, and such engagement will change their character. This
alteration is not corruptive, so long as my project remains within the playful encounter of my
perceptual experience. Having established a new dimension to attentive receptivity given the
established preconditions for creative possibilities—through the emblematic example of
phenomenological description—I now, finally and without further ado, turn to the work of the
artist herself.
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In Chapter Two I will show that the work of the artist in expressing the world through
colors and lines is akin to the phenomenologist expressing the world in verbal description, and
go on to explore the ontological consequences of such exploration. Upon establishing this
through the practice of Cézanne and Merleau-Ponty’s “Eye and Mind,” I will turn in Chapter
Three to the artist’s practical tools for entering such a mode, in the work of Joan Mitchell.
Chapter Four then carries my model for attentive receptivity into learning creativity, before
finally applying it in the realm of spectatorship with the fifth and final chapter. I will show how,
ultimately, the phenomenologist in delivering their description to a reader within a deliberate
context is akin to a museum curator, who takes existing art (or descriptions) and contextualizes
them in such a way that they can teach spectators (or readers) something new. A
phenomenologist can awaken we to see the world anew, just as a curator can present me with a
context that enables my creative engagement with a work of art—both opening new perceptual
possibilities.

“I think there was a conflict, a mutual struggle between the two procedures
of, first, looking and confidently perceiving, and then of appropriating and
making personal use of what has been perceived; that the two, perhaps as a
result of becoming conscious, would immediately start opposing each other,
talking out loud, as it were, and go on perpetually interrupting and
contradicting each other.”
― Rainer Maria Rilke, Letters on Cézanne76
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Interlude II: Drinking Description
Now that we have completed the first chapter of our journey, I want you to get a
beverage. But this beverage should fit the atmosphere that we’ve been generating—just like a
fine wine is paired with a specific kind of food, we want to pair a drink with your plant’s theme
song. So let the short tune play once more and listen closely. Recall the plant’s words and
name—these may help you to consider what the character of the music is and therefore what the
character of your drink should be. Perhaps a bright and major sound brings feelings of zesty
citrus. Maybe a darker more brooding atmosphere feels earthy and warm like rich coffee or tea.
Your choices may be limited wherever you are reading this—it need not be a perfect fit. But find
the drink that best fits the song you selected in the first exercise. If you are having trouble
thinking about what beverage to select, note that this exercise is best with a more complex
beverage—something that you can explore. Coffee, tea, juice, a smoothie, or even some liquor or
beer or a mixed drink if you prefer (and are of age)—something with a taste and texture that will
reward description. Consider what options you have on hand, and see how your selected words
and name align with the beverage.
Stretch your legs and refresh. We are going to use this opportunity to generate some more
words for your ongoing list.
Since we have more words to describe how something looks when compared with other
sensory modalities, we will begin here. What does your drink look like? Start with the obvious,
considering its color and its visual texture. Is it a dark brown bourbon or a black coffee or cleargreen aloe? Is it bespeckled with berry seeds or frothy on the edges with milk? Consider some
words and phrases that capture its visual appearance. Perhaps you can also tilt your cup back and
forth and see what happens: does the liquid cling to the edges, or does it move slowly in a frozen
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clump, or perhaps trickle and dance around ice cubes? Does steam hover above the surface in
twisting curls, or do little bubbles continuously trail through and surface in air? Don’t write full
sentences on your sheet, but individual words or phrases. Try to write at least three of them.
Moving into touch and edging into taste, what is the temperature of your drink? We can
start with “hot” or “cold” but think of other ways to describe the hotness or coldness.
Temperature is a property of quickness (dancing heat) or slowness (freezing still). But something
too cold can feel piercing, or too hot can numb. Think about how your mouth and tongue and lips
and teeth and throat are reacting to the temperature of the liquid. And if it is alcoholic, perhaps
there’s also a slight burning on your tongue or throat from the chemical harshness—and if it is
cold alcohol you might notice a peculiar effect if you pay attention to the liquid’s coldness and
this alcoholic tingling all at once (or even oscillate between paying attention to one and then the
other). Here are some possible terms to get you started, but continue jotting down some of your
own as you experiment with the temperature of your drink. Add at least three more words to your
list. Hot, Cold, Burning, Cool, Lukewarm, Tingling, Throbbing, Icy, Heated, Warming, Piercing,
Slow, Fast, Melting, Frigid, Piercing, Numbing, Expanding.
Next, what are some ways to describe the taste? This is very open and exploratory. Do
not be literal. Think about how the drink compares to other foods you have eaten—even if you
think of a food that is nothing like the drink, attempting to describe why it is different might help
you to arrive at a good descriptor. As you are reading these, let yourself feel the word alongside
the drink and see if it fits—and, if not, consider why not. Be open to having new words come and
go. And always have your pen at the ready. If you are struggling to come up with a good tastedescriptor, close your eyes and do your best to push away any visual memory of the liquid and
consider just the color of the taste—what color best captures the taste? Write at least two on your
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list. Earthy, Bitter, Sweet, Sugary, Astringent, Musty, Sharp, Tart, Sour, Astringent, Dry, Acidic,
Burnt, Buttery, Fatty, Creamy, Rich, Papery, Stale, Oxidized, Metallic, Clean, Cooked, Delicate,
Mild, Mellow, Malty, Sweet, Nutty, Rotten, Rancid, Woody, Smoky, Stale, Pungent, Zingy,
Bready.
Next, what is the tactile texture of your drink? Think of its mouthfeel. That is, what does
it feel like for your tongue and lips to touch the liquid?Write at least two on your list. Soft, Hard,
Gritty, Smooth, Bubbly, Doughy, Papery, Wet, Powdery, Malty, Ashy, Sharp, Chalky, Frothy,
Chewy.
Finally, what is the weight of your drink? Not the physical heaviness of the cup in your
hand, but the weight of the liquid in your mouth. Take a sip and let the wetness linger—swish,
explore. Think about words to describe the weight. Thinking in terms of verbs might help if you
get stuck—if you let the liquid sit or move it back and forth, what is it doing? Write at least one.
Some examples are: Heavy, Light, Airy, Dense, Spreading, Condensing, Pooling, Frothing,
Sliding, Sticking, Rolling.
Now we have some new words for our list, and I hope that you can better appreciate the
difficulties involved with phenomenological description. Putting your finger on the taste and
mouthfeel and even visual qualities of something as taken-for-granted as a beverage can become
an infinitely complex exercise. Enjoy the rest of your drink, and let’s continue exploring!
You should now have at least fifteen words on your piece of paper.
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Chapter Two
Cézanne’s Creativity: Exploring a Perceptual Motif to Institute an
Invitation
“Ideally a painter (and, generally, an artist) should not become conscious of
his insights: without taking the detour through his conscious reflection, his
progressive steps, mysterious even to himself, should enter so swiftly into the work
that he is unable to recognize them in the moment of transition.”
― Rainer Maria Rilke, Letters on Cézanne77

“Only when he no longer knows what he is doing
does the painter do good things.”
― Edgar Degas

In Chapter One, I established an initial sketch of attentive receptivity and its unique form
of creativity: the phenomenologist produces a description of the world which is itself creative as
the phenomenologist witnesses phenomena through description. It is no coincidence that
Merleau-Ponty’s later works move away from phenomenology proper and into both aesthetics
and ontology; as was shown in Chapter One, the phenomenologist herself must take a playful,
creative stance before the world in order to let it be and receive it as it is. To perceive things on
their own, metaphysical terms, the phenomenologist cannot overdetermine through scientific
laws or causal systems, but must perceive as an artist perceives: according to sensuous things on
their own terms, bracketing her extra-experiential frameworks. In this chapter, I turn to MerleauPonty’s choice example—French post-impressionist Paul Cézanne—to gesture toward further
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dimensions of attentive receptivity, specifically its artistic practice and ontological consequences
for the work of art.
Building from the insights of how the phenomenologist enters attentive receptivity to
bear witness to phenomena, I sketch out how such an encounter is specifically entered by a
painter. Primarily drawing from Merleau-Ponty’s “Eye and Mind,” I ask how it is that a painter
can create in such a way that her work is not merely the indication of some predetermined idea
or content but is a metaphysically self-enclosed entity with its own horizons and possibilities for
future engagement. It is not a secondary representation, but has its own style or atmosphere as a
robust evocation—a concept I further thematize to counter with traditional notions of indication.
I will show how traditional theories which assign the work of art a supposedly independent status
as a sign or form ironically bind it to some referent and thereby restrict its capacity for playful
encounter by those who see it as a sign or indication. Through a reading of “Eye and Mind,” I
illustrate how the artist’s modality of attentive receptivity is one of perceptual attunement
through bodily engagement, playfully gearing into the rich phenomenal presence of experiential
life through the act of painting rather than the phenomenologist’s verbal description. I outline a
model for artistic creativity that teases a structure of attentive receptivity out of Merleau-Ponty’s
discussion of post-impressionist French painter Paul Cézanne’s creative process, showing how
Cézanne’s practice is one of letting things be by rendering his paint brush sensitive to them. I
show that such a perceptually indeterminate mode is necessary to arrive at a metaphysically
independent work of art capable of inviting creative spectatorship, a playful practice which I later
show mirrors the artist’s mode of attentive receptivity. This notion of invitation will also be
developed into its own conceptual schema in the coming chapter, to grapple with the structure of
how a given work makes itself available for attentive receptive engagement.
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I do not seek to keep Cézanne the isolated genius of vision that Merleau-Ponty makes
him out to be—in the final section of this chapter I will highlight how this active-passive process
is lived through according to political and historical ends, as well as in concert with other artists.
Cézanne may be bearing witness to Being through his practice, but this is a “textured Being,” as
I will show—it must be engaged in a particular way, and the way an artist is situated toward her
work is grounded in her choice of entry to the phenomena, and phenomena themselves will
always be, inescapably, configured according to our facticity. Just as the phenomenologist’s
bracketing does not preclude her participation in the phenomena which guide her, so too is the
painter always already an actor within her painted world. As I will demonstrate, these factical
influences within one’s perceptual world are not corruptive of some underlying perceptual
purity, but are rather our very means of having perception at all, and the means by which an artist
develops an individual style. The basic structure of attentive receptivity will remain at play, but I
will come to more and more deeply emphasize how it is that to access Being is always already to
“clothe it with my look”78, without thereby reducing things to a relativism or subjective
constitution. To witness things where they are is to participate in the world, and to participate is
to take a stand—one cannot be granted a god’s eye perspective that alleviates her from worldly
action. I am only fooling myself if I attempt to paint things as if they are in-themselves,
objectively presented in a self-enclosed world—for as I have shown, things are also always forme. To let things be on their own terms, one cannot sit idly in the audience but must get her
hands dirty. Just as the phenomenologist must create when honestly describing, the artist is not
an impartial onlooker, copying some objective world—she is at the heart of her worldly
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situation, condensing her own sensuous world into an evocative, inviting image, at once a
receptive witness to that which is perceptually real while attentively shaping it with her brush
upon canvas.

¶

Cézanne in “Eye and Mind”: Paradigmatic Attentive Receptivity in Painting
In “Eye and Mind,” Merleau-Ponty writes that every theory of painting is already a
metaphysics; to make sense of the work of art is already to assume how perception works, what
the artist’s psychology is, what objects are, and what the relation is between created image and
existing thing. Merleau-Ponty traces the metaphysical system underpinning the claim of his foil,
Descartes, that the work of art is a “text to be read,” with such reading performed by thought and
not by the body.79 This is indicative of Descartes’ commitment to substance dualism, which finds
that thought is a mental substance differing fundamentally from the physical substance of bodies.
For Descartes, there are a series of mediations between body and mind that must occur for the
artist to represent something that she finds in the world. First, light strikes her physical eye which
excites animal spirits to carry this as sense-data to the mind which then interprets the data using
associations of past experience and preestablished concepts, all in order to see “a tree.” The artist
then uses this conceptualization as a guide to create volitions for movement that excite the
animal spirits to travel through the body’s nerves and produce the movement necessary to
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reproduce the conceptual image: a represented form of a tree. 80 Then, it is assumed, the spectator
can reawaken this same process as the image represents the object for her own soul, through the
painting-as-sign calling up a mental concept as sign to signification. For Descartes, line drawings
of easily recognizable objects are paradigmatic artworks, for these present the most minimal
form required for thought to produce an idea.
Descartes considers an artwork to be a sign, since the mind deals in images of things—
one thinks in icons and signs, and so art, as mindful activity, is the active production or passive
reception of icons and signs. This schema, however, finds the artist’s process as
overdetermined—physical substance must be translated into mental concept and back again as
physical movement and these translations are dictated by the causal laws governing light-waves,
optic nerves, animal spirits, rational concepts, etc. There is no spontaneity available for
Descartes’ artist, who is bound to remain a fixed link in the causal chain tying together two
discrete substances.
One cannot play if there are too many rules governing the conversion between mind and
matter.
As Dillon notes in Merleau-Ponty’s Ontology, Descartes’ dualism ironically marries him
to an “ontological homogeneity,”81 wherein the relation of two metaphysically discrete
substances must be overseen by one overarching causal system. Descartes’ metaphysical
diversity is collapsed in an objective framework that is needed to make sense of how immanent
minds can move and sense transcendent bodies. There can be no spontaneous engagement

René Descartes, “Optics” from Discourse on Method, Optics, Geometry, and
Meteorology, trans. Paul Olscamp (Indianapolis, IN: Hackett, 2001).
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between such minds and bodies, for their interactions are always already overdetermined by the
deeper metaphysical machinery that must transcend and dictate living experience. Returning to
the framework introduced in Chapter One, since Descartes’ metaphysical commitment is to a
transcendent world and a subject that precedes any given experience, he devalues the intentional
threads between self and world. Experience can deceive, perception is unreliable—Truth is found
in the timeless laws governing the mediations between object and subject. These very same laws
that give Descartes epistemological certainty denigrate perception as untrustworthy. The artwork
cannot invite creative play, for it never teaches the spectator something new—since the artist’s
creation is an idea and not a material work, the spectator’s position is one of passively receiving
this already-generated idea.
Merleau-Ponty paints a different ontological picture, beginning his own discussion by
asserting that “we cannot imagine how a mind could paint. It is by lending his body to the world
that the artist changes the world into paintings.” 82 Merleau-Ponty eschews Descartes’ dualism,
for the painter’s body is not the “body as a chunk of space or a bundle of functions but that body
which is an intertwining of vision and movement.” 83 Whereas Descartes’ dualism demands that
the agency of action be localized in a mind that uses a body as its instrument, the operative
intentionality at play in Merleau-Ponty’s schema allows for a lively and self-directed body—not
in automatic response to its world or slave to a mind, but still deliberate in its worldly
participation.
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Merleau-Ponty argues that the painter is able to translate the vision of an investigative
gaze into the movement of a brush without mediation through the mind because both vision and
motor projects operate at this same fundamental layer of bodily engagement. Indeed,
“translation” is not quite the proper term here, for there is no third term of substantive meaning
underpinning the vision and the movement—instead, the two are modalities of one and the same
body, inhabiting a common world. That is, movement is inherent in vision and my limbs and
fingers; my motor projects and my vision carry over onto one another’s “maps” as two full and
complete ways of navigating the same experiential, material world. My vision opens onto the
same situation as my hand’s movements—I need not explicitly translate sense-data into concept
and then again into the volition to move. The body understands the landscape and its own
movements as instantly transposable without an objective third term of mental mediation.
Without metaphysically separate substances in need of systematic mediation, Merleau-Ponty can
consider how an artist is immanent to experience and her world, not bound by ontological
homogeneity but greeted by a world that is “of the same stuff” 84 that she is.85 Play becomes
possible if artist and material are at the same level, able to indeterminately engage one another
without one side always actively directing the other.
For Merleau-Ponty, Cézanne is not tied to the sense-data of the world in representing an
object but becomes animated when his visual field is rendered gestural, as he self-avowedly
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“think[s] in painting.”86 The painter is not making an argument about what is seen or seeking to
simply reproduce a scene as a camera might, but is presenting a way of seeing, or a mode of
vision. There is thinking involved since the painter is not automatically reacting to the scene’s
sense-data, but this is a thinking that takes place out in the world as the painter muses visuality
through her hand’s inquiring movements. This is not an intellectual activity, but a bodily one—at
once exploratory and responsive, experimental and sensitive, but never determined beforehand
by the mind or the mere automatic response of a body-as-instrument, or by some objective
framework that has already limited the possibility of its actors.
Cézanne’s exploration is not at the level of concepts or sense-data, but in the space where
a body greets its world, localized in the qualities of things and in bodily movement—at the level
of operative intentionality. It is my eyes that see and investigate the painting, not a disembodied
mind—but attentive and searching eyes rather than passive, fleshy orbs only good for exciting
animal spirits. It is not the painter’s mind working over the landscape, but her gaze which
wanders among things to uncover how they are seen, only able to explore things in such a way
by rendering her hand’s movements sensitive to what the gaze uncovers. The gaze is tied to
bodily activity and not the intellect, for “it is by lending his body to the world that the artist
changes the world into paintings.”87 The type of body under consideration here is not the
Cartesian body which functions as a mere tool for thought but is “that body which is an
intertwining of vision and movement.”88 Accepting the primacy of perception and the primacy of
phenomena, Merleau-Ponty takes seriously that the painter’s gaze really grasps the tree and the
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light and the sky in their living sensuousness, as it sees through the sensitive gestural
manipulation of the hand.
Without Husserl’s insight of operative intentionality, Descartes must find some way to
make sense of how it is that my thinking mind comes into contact with worldly objects, and his
solution is one rife with objective causality that limits possibilities for creative play and
spontaneity. Descartes places all perceptual life within the passive reception of thought, cutting
off body and world as either the world affects my body with delivered sense-data that I think or
else I act upon the world by controlling my body. But Husserl helps us to recognize that my
perceptual openness to things is not wholly disconnected from the world by being collapsed into
my active, egoistic mind. Perception begins beneath the surface—or behind the back—of active,
self-conscious thinking, in prereflective life; operative intentionality closes Descartes’ chasm
between minds and bodies, thus opening a new field of play where perceptual life unfolds at
once worldly and bodily.
Therefore, Merleau-Ponty’s painter can avoid the conceptualizations of Descartes’
draughtsman. If the painter’s gaze had to pass through a Cartesian mind before becoming
translated to the movement of hands, then it would no longer be body’s vision on the canvas, but
the overdetermination of thought. (Indeed, other scholars89 have shown that Descartes’ obsession
with optics as mediated through mental concepts can be traced to a more general project of
seeking mastery over nature, rather than the sort of open-ended exploration that artistic creativity
seeks in the foregoing study. This also perpetuates the long art-historical privileging of line over
color, clear forms over obscurity.) For Merleau-Ponty, I am my body—I am in and of the world,
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seen and seeing, and therefore my gaze is not reducible to an abstract mental activity. He writes:
“immersed in the visible by his body, itself visible, the see-er does not appropriate what he sees;
he merely approaches it by looking, he opens onto the world,” 90 and this approach is performed
by the painter through a gaze which explores its world through the responsive sensitivity of its
body’s movements—brush on canvas an antennae both receiving and directing the gaze’s
exploration.
Thought violently “assimilates” and “transforms” all that it comes into contact with, as it
must place things in nets of association and categories of concept to make them intelligible. But
the body is of things: “Since things and my body are made of the same stuff, vision must
somehow come about in them… Quality, light, color, depth, which are there before us, are there
only because they awaken an echo in our bodies and because the body welcomes them.” 91 It is
not my mind which discerns surface texture, or imposes color, or perceives depth due to some
mathematical operation. Instead, because my body sees things and is of and among them, its
vision is already in its own language, of its own nature. I need not perform an implicit
geometrical problem to see perspective or understand a color relationship, unless I am a mind
attempting to paint by explicitly moving a mechanistic hand. If I let my body paint in its living
prereflective mode of worldly engagement, it already intuitively understands its world, capable
of rearticulating this world in open, indeterminate ways.
Without Descartes’ division of substances, there is no longer an ontological homogeneity
that reduces all interactions to an objective framework—since the painter and her theme and her
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paints are all in the same metaphysical dimension, they are free to respond to one another in
indeterminate and spontaneous ways—they can play. Since this movement, these things, and this
paint all inhere as heterogeneous parts of an unfolding world, there is no overdeterminative
metaphysical mechanism restricting the artist’s exploration, but instead a worldly situation
inviting participation. What the painter does, then, is to trace her gaze of the world, presenting
her body’s immanent, carnal openness to things—she traces a region of her operative
intentionality’s gathering project, not in a one-to-one correlation for such gathering is not an
image, but by being driven by this very gathering and concentrating its expressive force.
Therefore, the painting is not a representation of the world which seeks to produce a sign that
references a more-real object. The painter is not transmitting some predetermined concept
through the painting, but capturing a way of seeing, by seeing according to the movements of her
hand—an intermodal engagement which only operative intentionality can realize for a selfconscious ego can not see through movement. As Merleau-Ponty writes, the artist’s activity is a
literal “inspiration and expiration of Being,”92 as the painter remains in and of the world
throughout her process, transposing one region of the world (the landscape) with another (the
paints) into another (the painting), the resulting work just as metaphysically present and
inexhaustible as the worldly situation from which it emerged.
To better understand what this “world” is of which the painting remains a part, it is
instructive to ask: What are the painter’s eyes such that she can gear her vision into her
movement, and what is the world that she sees? The fact that a theory of painting is already a
metaphysics becomes apparent here, as Descartes’ tree must be different than Merleau-Ponty’s,
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just as the thinkers’ understanding of vision differs, given their unique understandings of artistic
practice. Vision of the world for Descartes is the passive reception of sense-data. For Descartes,
vision’s only function is to present this sense-data to the soul which then acts upon them to
produce concepts and signs. Therefore, for Descartes, the artist never sees the world itself, but
only encounters the mediated, conceptualized world of a rational mind.
Since Merleau-Ponty’s painter can move her hands according to her vision without
mental mediation, her eyes and hands are not mere instruments for receiving light and moving
matter. If the painter can comport her body so that her movements are sensitive to her vision,
then vision is not the passive and mechanical vision of Descartes—after all, a passive capacity
could not motivate a hand’s movement. There is not raw sense-data striking the artist’s eye to
then be fully thought by a self-enclosed mind, but, instead, her eye is a power of reaching into
the world—rather than receiving fixed sense-data, an eye is met by indefinite possible ways of
seeing, gathered by a prereflective body weaving a worldly situation in concert with things.
Merleau-Ponty writes that “vision, reaching beyond the ‘visual givens,’ opens upon a texture of
Being.”93 Recall that the painter’s body is that which paints, and is of the same “stuff” as the
landscape which it opens upon. Therefore, Merleau-Ponty’s painter attentively encounters things
as they are, rather than receiving things already actively worked over by mental
conceptualization. But the things actively taken up by vision are indeterminately open to
investigation—since vision is not the passive reception of already-determined sense-data, the
world which I open onto is not some fixed given but is a potentiality for participatory
engagement, that is a situation of which I am a part. Indeed, I necessarily participate in that
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which I open upon, for my prereflective body necessarily shapes what it touches, not in
formulaic constitution or corruptive influence, but in a movement of making-perceptual to begin
with. I do not see a wavelength, for my body does not deal in wavelengths and it is my body
which sees—I see things, for my body is in a material, senseful world. My prereflective body is
not converting wavelengths into things, but it is the mental work of analysis that converts things
into ideas of wavelengths.
Though my vision actively finds things where they are, these things are not passive in
offering up inert visual data. This is why vision opens onto a texture of Being: the painter must
always see things in a particular way, and the situation finds a painter meeting with things in a
mutually shaped relation. The perceptual world is not some smoothed over homogenous
noumena which is a blank canvas for my body to constitute whatever it will to be experienced,
just as it is not presenting a fully worked-over and readymade sense-data to passively receive—
the world is a horizon of possible engagements by a body with particular powers and a particular
history which provide the arena with which operative intentionality can then present a general
engagement of the world to be further concretized by conscious attention. There is a texture in
the varying possibilities of many different things and many different influences from my past and
my body—the picture is not straightforward, but rather my perceptual situation is a constant
negotiation of these many prereflective forces unfolding in one movement.
The painter’s body gears into things on their own terms only by being welcomed there,
but to do so she must deliberately enter the situation. Therefore, it is worthwhile to consider what
the painter deliberately asks of the mountain she is about to paint, such that she is welcomed
there in order to see the mountain as it is—not as predetermined sense-data, but as a potentiality
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for being seen in a texturally particular situation. Merleau-Ponty writes that the painter asks of
the mountain:
…to unveil the means, visible and not otherwise, by which it makes itself mountain before
our eyes. Light, lighting, shadows, reflections, color, all these objects of [her] quest are not
altogether real objects… The painter’s gaze asks them what they do to suddenly cause
something to be and to be this thing, what they do to compose this talisman of a world, to
make us see the visible… 94
The painter’s gaze seeks to come to terms with—through its own means and not those of an
abstract mind or objective framework—its own way of seeing. This, in turn, calls upon the artist
to think through—in a bodily fashion—how things are made visible within the world that she is
caught up within. We are again met by the phenomenologist’s paradox: the painter must think
through—or reflect upon—how she sees prereflectively in operative intentionality. The solution
lies in the context of encounter unlocked by attentive receptivity, as one can remain within
prereflective unfolding in receptivity while attentively witnessing how her body’s participation is
realized, if she engages an activity that is directed in and by present perceptual experience.
Different painters have found different answers to the riddles of how light renders surface
visible, how shadow interacts with depth, how color clings to things, how air weighs upon
surface—but they have all asked and answered this question with the interrogation of their gaze
geared into the movement of their hand, thinking in painting rather than exercising some
disembodied intellect. Indeed, as I have shown, paintings do not merely represent the naïve
perceiver’s world back to us. That is to say, I do not, in my everyday life, see light and shadow
and color. Merleau-Ponty writes that “‘the painter’s role is to circumscribe and project what is
making itself seen within himself.’ (Max Ernst) The painter lives in fascination. The actions most
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proper to him—those gestures, those tracings…which will be revelations to others because they
do not lack what he lacks—to him they seem to emanate from the things themselves, like figures
emanating from the constellations.”95 The gaze, which is bodily and not intellectual, has taken up
a certain attitude in its investigation of the world. This attitude is not impositional but found in
the very presentation of the things that the painter sees. The world is already there, but this styled
investigation is able to uncover how this world renders things visible by putting this vision into
motion through the medium of the painter’s hand—operative vision geared into operative
movement. What the painter lacks is the over-cognizing of the natural attitude which has already
worked over the offerings of operational intentionality, making them actionable and familiar to
my self-conscious life. The painter is not adding something to the world or her experience, but is
removing the complications overplayed atop our primal openness to things—just as the
phenomenologist must bracket objective frameworks.
Therefore, Cézanne’s painting is not a painting of a mere thing, but it “is a spectacle of
something only by…show[ing] how the things become things, how the world becomes world.” 96
There aren’t objects out in the world independent of the painter that he then comes to to
represent, for this would reduce his job to merely copying what is seen, akin to a camera
capturing lightwaves. Rather, the painter concentrates things, expressing them in their visuality
by rearticulating them through the sensitivity of his body. Merleau-Ponty describes Cézanne’s
experience of capturing the landscape as remaining immanent to experience—rather than
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passively receiving sense-data and actively judging it or fixing it into a pictorial form, Cézanne
enters a mode of encounter wherein he is attentive in his receptivity to the landscape, never
appealing to outside tools of interpretation but also never failing to be attentive to the landscape
or to himself in the painting activity.
In other words, Cézanne withholds his own conceptualization of the landscape to let it
reveal itself to him—he does not let himself see forms of trees and clouds, instead seeking the
world prior to these conceptual recognitions. Cézanne attempts to capture the landscape as it
becomes seen, by rendering his brush sensitive to his visual world—there is no mediation
according to concept or mental categories here, but, instead, Cézanne has trained his brush to see
the landscape through a particular mode of bodily comportment—the muscles of his hands and
arms exploring the contours and colors of the landscape. If Cézanne had to consciously consider
each brushstroke, his distracted awareness would risk painting the worked-over images of
thought.
Returning to the dichotomy from Chapter One, a wholly prereflective painter produces a
purely “realistic” or “naturalistic” painting full of familiar forms of conventional rocks and trees,
her mind aware of only the predicative, habitual sense of the landscape. On the other extreme,
the traditional Impressionist, for example, might encounter the world analytically by attempting
to paint the world as its visual sense-data prior to sense-making, working over phenomena with
various mental operations such as pointillistic combinations of color. Cézanne’s project, in
contrast, is one of capturing the living world of phenomena at the moment when things are
beginning to take form, nascent with a meaning that has not yet settled into the familiarity of
everyday habit since it remains open and indeterminate before settling into a recognizable
spectacle. Cézanne does not seek to paint the formal trees of actively interpretive thought or the
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sense-data of trees as captured by a passive body—Cézanne wants to paint the materiality of this
tree as it presents itself in perceptual life, rendered wholly visual, as lived through by an attentive
body actively grappling with witnessing this tree. Therefore, I argue that Cézanne attempts to
capture the tree as apprehended in its full, rich, inexhaustible sense—the tree as presented to an
operative intentionality, surrounded by an atmosphere of past associations and future possibilities
unified in a simple presentation as material.
To be passive to the landscape, Cézanne must actively gear his hand’s movements into
his gaze’s explorations with a deliberate problem structuring his exploration, yet this exploration
must remain immanent to the experience itself and come from the things themselves or else the
project would be determined beforehand. Cézanne must withhold explicit act-intentional
thematizations and intentions, letting his operative intentionality rearticulate its own openness to
the world through its project. To stay true to his presence to things, as one of them, Cézanne
must act upon things in response to them—not as two unique movements in alternation, but as
attentiveness through reception, settling into participation guided by sensitivity—to respond he
must do something and therefore must act, but must act in such a way that remains keenly aware
of receiving what the world has to say. To respond is to be attentive and receptive, not as two
separable moments or juggled tasks, but in one unified task: attentive in receptivity, passive
through activity.
This is the key to this form of creative engagement, common to both phenomenologist
and painter: to be present to the world one must render herself a medium that brings the world
back to itself, but the world as an arena for perceptual situation rather than objective stasis. This
form of creativity rearticulates the world according to the world’s own terms, thereby opening
new possibilities for worldly interaction and presentation while making the creator conscious of
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these horizons. Cézanne can only find the inexhaustible sense of the landscape in the rich layers
of its material existence by painting it—actively withholding prereflective overdeterminations
through the deliberate sensitivity of his brush. To only look risks passively losing oneself to raw
sense-data or actively conceptualizing, for, as I have asserted, consciousness is always doing
something; by seeing through doing and thinking through painting, the painter allows her body to
deliberately participate in its operative intentional structures, to which she can then bear witness.
The act of painting at once gives the painter enough distance from herself and her landscape to
witness them, but can only do so by drawing herself and the landscape tightly together with an
intentional thread guided by the world within which they both openly inhere. The world which
articulates itself through the painter is not some objective container for causes and effects,
sending sense-data to be interpreted—rather, this world is the horizon of sensuous encounters
which mutually shapes experience in concert with one’s body. To perceive in the world is always
participatory, and therefore when the painter acts as a medium for the world to rearticulate itself,
the painter is not merely passive to a wholly active world, but is instead only passive in
withholding overdeterminations in order to actively participate in the world’s immanent
unfolding. The world does not situate itself through the painter’s activity, but the painter
willingly enters a collaborative situation of perceptual unfolding with what the world offers, in
this state of fascination, at once absorbed in attention and patiently participating.
The painter creatively expresses the landscape by deliberately letting herself be guided by
her experience of it.
Just as the phenomenologist had to remain immanent to her experience by “feeling” for
the right words, Cézanne cannot look to some objective guide for whether or not his painting is
accurate—he relies upon his own felt sense of the painting as expressive of his gearing-into the
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landscape itself. The sort of accuracy he is after is not something that could be judged through a
third term, since nothing outside of experience itself is capable of grappling with the perceptual
depth of sense as it is lived. Since Cézanne cannot look to something outside of experience, he
must present himself with questions that can only be answered through felt experience.
For instance, he asks himself if he can smell the landscape through his colors, the
visuality itself evocative of its odor.97 This question cannot be answered by a mind or objective
body whose sensory vocabularies are already determined by a Cartesian model which could
never grapple with the body’s senses overlapping without the mediation of conceptual thinking.
The odor of a color can only be felt in the fabric of experience, as a way of gearing into its
inexhaustible sense of materiality. It is not the nose that smells painted colors, just as it is not the
eye as an organ sensitive to light-waves. To be attuned to color-as-odor requires the attentive
receptivity of one’s operative intentionality—is the presentation of this color evocative of the
scent of the landscape? To evoke something is not to have a one-to-one correlation with it, but is
rather to gesture toward it. In traditional representation, an objective third-term is required to
judge whether something is indicative of something else. If someone is objectively judging the
accuracy of a tree painting, they will consider its colors as wavelengths—do they match from the
scene and the paint? They will consider measured proportions and perspective, etc. Photographic
realness, however, is not evocative. My body does not see the same wavelength as the same
color, nor the same mathematical distances as equal graspings of space—indeed, this perceptual
fact of the body’s qualitative engagement is precisely why we require fine-tuned quantitative
measuring instruments. The body has a holistic hold on its perceptual situation which is its own
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immanent unfolding, not weighed against any external term but qualitatively singular and total.
The perceptual life of one’s body does not rely upon precise metrics, but rather the moods that
exude from things in this stylistic whole. To evoke the landscape is not to reproduce some
abstract facts about it or echo its quantitative exactitude, but it is to attempt to re-present the
situation of the landscape to the body—not in fact but in experience.
Cézanne seeks to evoke the landscape, placing the body’s comportment in a state of
echoing what it felt like to be in the landscape and attentive to some experiential region of it. As
Merleau-Ponty writes, “The painter’s world is a visible world, nothing but visible: a world
almost mad, because it is complete though only partial.” 98 The artist attempts to place the
spectator’s whole body—entire being-in-the-world—within the evoked landscape, yet place
them there through vision alone. Cézanne must condense an indefinite number of sensuous
mappings and regions—smells and moods and solicitations and movements and forms—into a
static visual image, which itself can reawaken what it felt like to be in the presence of this fecund
perceptual situation. Cézanne famously doubted whether he ever achieved this ceaseless
project—he was riddled with anxiety, always trying new things to find impossible satisfaction in
his work. Capturing the ongoing process of perceptual life can drive the conscious self of an
artist into many different dispositions—and Cézanne, for one, was sent into despair, never
feeling that he could adequately achieve the distillation that he sought. 99 Regardless of whether
he was successful or not, the goal of his process remains instructive for our investigation on
creativity.
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Gasquet writes that Cézanne’s vision is a “poetry of the exact”100 (strikingly akin to
Mitchell’s own description of her work as both poetic and “exact” 101). It is poetic because it
seeks to gather this prereflective evocation. It is exact in attempting to capture this perceptual
presence precisely—not according to some objective or quantitative metric, but according to his
own experiential gauge. Does the purely visual world of the painting evoke the scent of the
landscape? It must be poetic and it must be exact to do so.
The artist is not an active force imposing a pre-planned expression on passive materials;
instead, the artist is attentive to her reception of materials and theme, as this theme (the
landscape, for instance) expresses itself through the artist’s body and her materials. The character
of creation, in this context, is one that is neither wholly artist-determined nor unconscious, but
finds the artist in a receptive mode, fully conscious of herself, but only insofar as she is turned
inside-out, fully inside of her materials as manipulable values and theme as a general sense
seeking impossible exhaustion through visuality. She is “thinking in painting,” a body in and of
the same world it seeks to visually explore. Cézanne says, according to Gasquet, “the landscape
is reflected, becomes human, and becomes conscious in me…”102 The landscape is not some
alien object or subjectively constituted arena, but is a worldly solicitation to be perceived, and
Cézanne gears into this perceptual presence by making it conscious through him, pulling his
operative intentionality’s participations back in from the world, through his eyes to his brush and
onto canvas, not in a line of cause and effect but as an evolving and improvisatory situation.
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Importantly, Cézanne witnessing things on their own terms will inevitably bear his
unique style since, as I have discussed, the painter always gears into his world in a particular
way. This is the ontological insight that these later reflections on aesthetics brings Merleau-Ponty
to: the artist is only able to encounter Being on its own terms by actively framing her own
receptivity. That is, one attunes herself to the expressive heart of Being by being expressive—she
is not merely passive, but receptive, contributing by framing the experience that carries her into
things and always doing so from a particular perspective with her own horizons of possibility,
having already “clothed things” with her look. The most careful and deliberate painting painted
in attentive receptivity will necessarily be from a certain perspective, find the artist’s
participation definitive, and therefore be creative. In this sort of creative encounter, the artist is
not after objective representation, but the presence of things—and, as I have attempted to show
here, one can only be present to things by rearticulating them through the production of a new
presence.
The foregoing analysis is now in a position to fully regard the depth of the painter’s
encounter with the world through the production of her work: to encounter things themselves in
their full senseful and material richness—in their sensuousness—the artist herself must be
expressive. By being expressive, the artist gives back to the same world to which she is
attempting to bear witness. She can only find Being where it is by rearticulating it back into
itself, re-expressing it while remaining immanent to the experience itself. Merleau-Ponty writes
of the “coming-to-itself of the visible” unfolding in the artist’s work, and it is in this sense which
the visible comes back to itself. 103 The creative encounter is the attentive engagement of a region
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of the experienced world, wherein one remains immanent to present experience by avoiding a
conscious appeal to concepts, judgments, or values external to the activity—this avoidance is
lived as an attentiveness to the landscape by “seeing with one’s brush,” allowing the world itself
to guide the body and perceptual field toward its rearticulation. The expressive activity here is
not one of self-expression, but the condensation of a dimension of the world—the sense of the
landscape—into a new presence with its own horizons for possible engagement, its own
indeterminate, rich sense for future perceivers.
As I have discussed, Fry argued that “the artist is like the transmitter, the work of art the
medium, and the spectator the receiver,”104 but I have shown how the artist is in fact the
medium—but rather than a medium for a sign to be inscribed, the artist is the medium through
which Being itself comes to rearticulate itself, not as a static self-same element but as the
autochthonous principle through which perception itself immanently develops.105 The painter lets
the mountain seek new visual expression through her sensitive hand, never impositional or
automatically responsive, but a region of the world that willingly overlaps with another.
To see the world on its own terms is to be expressive—and, as I will now turn in the final
stroke of this chapter, to be expressive is to institute new openings for perceptual play for others.
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A well-read reader might feel echoes of Heidegger’s “The Origin of the Work of Art”
here where he describes the artist as a passage to disclosing a world. There are echoes of our
current terrain here, and while I do not have the space to delineate these echoes, suffice it to say
that the worldliness of the work of art is in line with its “instituting” nature which we turn to in
the next section. However, Heidegger’s model does not seem to allow for the spontaneous,
attentive form of play I am interested in, and certainly not in the broad structural terms that
enable its mutual application to artist and spectator in a variety of artistic modes and mediums.
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“What’s That Smell?”: The Painting’s “Idea” as Material Sensuousness
As I have shown, the painter is attentive in her receptivity by thinking through painting,
seeing through moving, witnessing things by rearticulating the world by bringing it back to itself.
I now turn to finally draw out the implications of this rearticulation, coming full circle to
understand more deeply what the work of art is, given the nuances of Cézanne’s process of
attentive receptivity. I will turn in the next chapter to considering how this artistic process is
practically applied within the context of postwar American abstract artist Joan Mitchell’s work
(and therefore how her produced works have further implications for the status of the work and
possibilities for creative spectatorship).
Cézanne’s painting is not a mere sign or indication. It is of the same world as the paint,
the painter, the landscape, and the spectator. It is because the painting is of the world that it
presents a fully rich, perceptual sense—it is not a mere medium to deliver a prepackaged concept
or an objectively accurate re-production of a more-real landscape but evokes the situation from
which it has arisen. However, there is a danger that upon buying into this story of Cézanne, one
will misunderstand the independence of the produced work when tying it to this poetic origin
story. For instance, critics like Harold Rosenberg agree in large part with the character of the
artistic process I have here outlined; Rosenberg, too, understands that the painter’s process is
bodily, participatory, spontaneous, and free from conceptual thinking. However, Rosenberg
nevertheless falls into the trap of considering the work of art as an indicator; for Rosenberg, the
work is a sign of the artistic encounter itself. Since painting as a physical activity is at the heart
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of his “action painting” thesis, the resulting work harkens back to this engaged activity. 106
Importantly for Rosenberg, the painter’s process is just as much about self-expression as it is
about the materials, and this is why the painting can never escape being tied down to the artist
for Rosenberg’s theoretical framework. Despite the painting not becoming a sign for abstract
thinking, Rosenberg nevertheless fails to grant independence to the work, finding it an indication
of the painter’s embodied activity, an externalization of the painter’s internal struggle. In
Rosenberg’s framework, the image of Jackson Pollock laboring intensely over the canvas, sweat
dripping from his brow, is inescapably tied to the drips themselves, the painting an artifact that
will forever remind spectators of this superhuman situation. This reference overdetermines the
spectator’s reception, as her experience of the work cannot remain immanently present to it in its
sensuousness, but is meant to call up this past activity, appreciating the painting as the end result
of the painter’s impassioned encounter with her materials.
To be true to the description of Cézanne’s process found in Gasquet’s account, the
painting, having been born out of an experience that remained immanent to itself and its
perceptual world, is freed from metaphysical constraints that tie it down to some element from
that creative process (and even from the whole creative encounter itself). The painting is a
“talisman” of the situation wherein painter and landscape mutually affected one another, painter
spontaneously engaging the landscape that indeterminately guided him. The work is an
existence, of the experiential fabric from which it emerged, of the same perceptually present
world as that of the landscape, the paint, the painter, and the spectator. Rather than indicating its
originating situation or any of its supposed causal constituents, the painting carries the situation
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of its own creation forward by continuing to open new perceptual possibilities. The painting is
not an indication of the originating situation since the situation itself is not some isolatable thing
but is the ongoing process of playful perception—not something to be indicated, but something
that invites one to take up and carry forward. In other words, the aesthetic situation does not
terminate with the production of the work—otherwise, Rosenberg would be right to relegate the
painting as perpetually calling back to a foregone past where creativity had taken place. But, as I
have modeled in attentive receptivity, creativity is not the raw bursting forth of physical selfexpressive energy onto canvas, as Rosenberg has it, but is an ongoing perceptual situation of
play.
If it is true that the artist’s process finds the world itself folded back over to produce a
new existence—Cézanne as an existence rendering itself sensitive to the landscape’s
rearticulation—then the resulting work exists as its own being, with its own indeterminate
horizons. The created work is not a static result of what came before it, nor is it buried
underneath the Cartesian baggage of mediating stages and conceptual indices—rather, it emerges
from its created context ready to continue creating, through ever-new perceptual explorations, in
indeterminate ways. Just as my life was not wholly predetermined by my parentage, culture,
nation, race, or assigned sex, neither is the work of art reducible to its context of generation—
just as I am free to take up my existential context and carry it forward in indeterminate registers,
so too does the artwork exceed its own generative influences (without nevertheless remaining in
relation to them—we never escape our facticity even if it does not determine us). 107
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It is in this way that I believe Merleau-Ponty argues in his later Collège de France
lectures that the artist institutes new sense through the production of her artwork. As an
instructive contrast, the Cartesian artist who has already determined the meaning of her etching
has constituted such a meaning in concert with the work itself. The line drawing, within
Descartes’ framework, does not open new possibilities for meaning but is destined to remain a
sign. All future encounters with the work have already been accounted for. Once again,
Descartes experiences an ironic reversal: by explicitly constituting a meaning for a given work,
the artist in effect drains the painting of an independent existence, since its meaning is only
present for consciousnesses capable of reading it. In other words, though it may seem like the
artist ensures that there will be meaning for a given work by explicitly coupling it there—the
artist captures the form of a tree to deliver the concept of tree to an audience—by constituting a
meaning that requires the cogitation of a mind, the painter reduces the painting to mere matter,
meant to be read in one particular way. For the Cartesian artist, the meaning of a work is the only
life that it has, and it therefore must be resuscitated upon each new viewing, the spectator called
upon to lend the picture her own soul as she reinvigorates the meaning that was left there.
The logic of institution acknowledges that so long as one remains within experience,
sense is open and indeterminate: “institution [means] establishment in an experience…of
dimensions…in relation to which a whole series of other experiences will make sense and will
make…a history.”108 The Merleau-Pontian painter who attunes herself to her world by thinking
in painting institutes the sense of a work by remaining immanent to her experience, attentively
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receptive to her painting’s subject matterr, to the materiality of the paint, and to the emerging
image, all at once.109 This sense is the opening of horizons since it is not bound to a past (or
eternal) conceptual law, but nevertheless produces a sort of inner coherence that has a future—
the artwork is a new, fully existing being with its own independent existence, with its own open
possibilities. In being spontaneously yet deliberately created, the artwork unfolds a future that is
indeterminate yet deliberate—not chaotic and not already laid out, such a future enables guided
exploration that is the work’s “sequel.” It may be true that to be sensed the work must be
encountered by consciousnesses—but when it is not encountered it is not reduced to mere matter,
but to a possibility of the world to produce sense if it were to be seen. While Descartes’ work
within his model exists for the sake of being read for a constituted meaning, the instituted work
exists on its own terms, resting in itself as capable of indeterminate encounters, carrying on with
a life of its own.
The work is spontaneously created, still in and of the same world from which it emerged.
And yet, the work is not absolutely original as if created ex nihilo, for Merleau-Ponty notes in his
Institution lectures that all painters are working within a tradition. As I have discussed above,
different painters grapple with different problems of rendering the living perceptual world
visible, and upon arriving at different solutions, future possibilities for a painter’s letting the
world rearticulate itself become opened and foreclosed. Merleau-Ponty’s example is Renaissance
perspective, as the solution to one way of arranging how the painter visually renders her bodily
adherence in perceptual space. However, arriving at this spatial solution was not planned or
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performed through analysis, for “painting is not a logic of painting…the construction is
retrospective…we do not know exactly what it is going to mean.” 110 Just as Cézanne does not
think prior to painting but thinks in painting, the Renaissance artists who discovered a new form
of perspectival space did not set out to uncover some mathematical relation, but instead let space
render itself visible through their experimental play.
As Merleau-Ponty writes of these Renaissance artists, “[in their process] there is an
operative intentionality. But it adheres to concrete investigations, to a pictorial practice, and it is
not a free sense, closed, over and against a pure consciousness.”111 This is simply another way to
express what I have already teased out of “Eye and Mind”: the artist is not producing (or
appealing to) an explicit, conceptual argument through the creation of her work, but is instead
attentive in her receptivity to produce a painting. I am here highlighting how this produced
painting is not merely a byproduct of this living interaction but carries the creative situation
indefinitely forward.
The painter is not a disembodied mind manipulating materials and making arguments
about space, but is a body in perceptual play, thereby stumbling upon inner consistencies—like
perspective—that it can take up and carry forward into future experiments. This is not a strict
law that was hypothesized, but is a perceptual motif that calls upon the artist to further explore.
Merleau-Ponty writes of Institution that it is “those events in experience which endow it with
durable dimensions, in relation to which a whole series of other experiences will acquire
meaning.” That is, those events which “sediment in me a meaning, not just as survivals or
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residues, but as the invitation to a sequel, the necessity for a future.” 112 What we might say that
Cézanne attempts to do, then, is play in perception until he finds that durable dimension which
carries his situation forward. Just as the phenomenologist in honest description ought not impose
the theme of their study but be attentive to what the phenomena present, the artist at work is
attentive to the perceptual whole, thinking in paint to wait and see what motif grabs their
attention and draws them into the to-and-fro of experimental play. Over enough time and
experimentation, such play might give rise to more stable rules of perspective—but such features
do not derive from pure mental effort, but from concentrated consistencies of perceptual play,
followed through long enough to develop robust enough consistency to stand on their own. Such
features seem inevitable in hindsight, but are only so once instituted.
Nevertheless, a painter cannot wait forever and must start a given work. When we turn to
what practically happens, each painter must decide the region of the perceptual world to which
she will attend, and then dive in, the history of painting at her back not as a predetermined
conceptual toolkit, but as a set of possible dispositions to both take up and respond to—a palette
that the world-being-made-visible can call upon for its own indeterminate re-expression. In the
act of painting, however, the choices of the painter are choices of the “hand and eye” not the
intellect, responding to “motivation” from “colors, light, substance, movement.” 113 This choice is
a “labor,” of “basing oneself on one of the veins of a given pictorial world, turning the vein into
the principle of a type of expression, which in turn will undergo the same becoming…in a
pluralist universe.”114 The painter joins an expressive universe of other visual works when she
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chooses what “vein,” or region, of the visual world to dive into and let-be through attentive
rearticulation. The choice is performed by a “rationality not of completion but of
‘investigation.’”115 Cézanne seeks to produce a wholly visual world “parallel to Nature,” 116 one
method of which is to get caught up in the veins—or map—of odor, made visible. This is a motif
which Cézanne gives a history, an inner consistency, by grasping as the guiding thread of his
playful encounter. This investigation gears Cézanne’s body into the world through a particular
modulation of his body, uncovering olfactory sense through the movements of hands witnessing
color. The result is the “institution of a work” that “intends a sense as open sense, which
develops by means of proliferation, by curves, decentering and recentering, zigzag, ambiguous
passage, with a sort of identity between the whole and parts.”117 A work is instituted because it
unfolds in a situation that has coherence and consistency—not utterly chaotic or spontaneous—
and yet is indeterminate in its perceptual horizons.
So, what choices did Cézanne make? I here argue that Merleau-Ponty leaves out much of
the creative process when he narrows in on Cézanne’s practice of painting the landscape,
bracketing out what choices might have been made prior to the act of painting itself. Even in
“Cézanne’s Doubt” where Merleau-Ponty provides a larger context, much of the discussion
centers around an undiagnosed assumption of schizophrenic tendencies. But there remains much
more behind Cézanne’s choices of theme and creative strategy—he was not simply an artistic
genius struggling with anxiety at the foot of a mountain. Indeed, I do not have the space to here
dwell upon all of the dimensions of his artistic practice (if it is even possible to exhaust such a
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thing). Rather, I hope to point to some of the choices contextualizing Cézanne’s own artistic
process, highlighting that the attentive receptivity I here outline is not unfolded by a genius in a
vacuum—and that his perceptual world is never pure and free of personal involvement. Indeed,
these choices do not undermine creative spontaneity but are precisely what lend a given work its
instituted sensuous depth and unique style.
First, one ought not take for granted Cézanne’s choice of Mont Saint-Victoire and its
surrounding landscape as his chosen theme—not only was this indicative of only one phase of
the painter’s career, but it was a motivated decision. There are both personal and political
reasons that Cézanne remained attached to painting the peak and its surrounding Provençal
landscape. As Nina Kallmyer-Athanassoglou discusses in her book Cézanne and Provence, the
painter had grown up in Provence and become emotionally attached to the landscape as the place
where he and his closest friends grew up together. After attempting to live and paint in Paris,
Cézanne moved back to Provence “definitive[ly] and permanent[ly],” as KallmyerAthanassoglou writes. She argues that “his choice of a provincial setting over the capital
appeared like an abandonment, a rejection of the city. It thus reenacted a practice common
among contemporary artists forsaking the capital for one of the many preindustrial, unspoiled
‘elsewheres’…”118 Cézanne’s own work from his years in Paris satirized and ridiculed the
hypocrisies of high society and clergymen. Cézanne and many of his contemporaries lamented
the firm hold that Paris had on the rest of France, calling for a more egalitarian political and
social situation grounded in wholesome living over technological progress and new capitalistic
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excess.”119 Further, Cézanne’s work in Provence explicitly manipulated aspects of the landscape
for specific aims, such as deliberately removing smokestacks from the horizon and their
pollution from the air to romanticize the natural beauty of the countryside, or removing human
figures from fields and houses to give the countryside the feeling of primordiality, a world
outside of time protected from the terrifying pace of industrialization and technological progress.
The new train networks and publications of industrialization found more and more interaction
between Paris and Provençal regions; as Kallmyer-Athanassoglou notes:
[W]ithin this fast-changing Provençal culture, Cézanne’s paintings…can be described as
propelled by an increasingly nostalgic sentiment of regression (confirmed by the painter’s
avowed distaste for modernization) that eventually led Cézanne from an initial acceptance
of the impressionist vision—progressive and naturalistic—to its gradual abandonment in
favor of a fictional reconstruction of Provence as a traditional, primordial, and idyllic. 120
Cézanne’s obsession with Provence is rooted in his personal history and emotional connection to
the countryside, as well as his political motives for undermining the aristocratic elite who
attempted to maintain Paris as the cultural center of French life, updated for a fast-paced world
of imminent progress.
While it takes an art historian to draw out these connections and contextualize a given
work of art, these influences are nevertheless present in Cézanne’s way of seeing Mont SaintVictoire. He was not a blank slate coming to enter attentive receptivity, but instead had personal
and political motivations that shaped his aesthetic projects. However, I do not want to fall into
the trap of considering the work a sign or indication of this nexus of causal influence. Cézanne
did not necessarily thematize these political and personal aims explicitly as he painted, just as
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one ought not exhaust the painting in teasing these dimensions out of it—“La Montagne SaintVictoire vue de Montbriand” is not merely the result of these historical influences. Indeed, these
motivations need not discount his purely perceptual exploration of the landscape, either.
Cézanne’s distaste for modernization could have very well been perceptually present within his
mode of painterly play by a deliberate withholding from depicting the train tracks and
smokestacks—not a conscious, explicit decision, but an outcome of the perceptual motif which
Cézanne picked up and explored, in concert with the air of aversion his perceptual attention had
to industrial sights. Perception is not sense-data, but the sensuous whole that is present to our
body, along with its past and future and favored solicitations—and this is the realm of play’s
situation.
Indeed, the sense that the work has is contingent upon this history, this influence,
Cézanne’s friends and political motives, and community of artists and colleagues—these are the
“means of proliferation, by curves, decentering and recentering, zigzag, ambiguous passage” 121
through which the work comes to take on an “open sense.” The choices which Cézanne made
were deliberate—where to stand, what to depict, what colors to put on his palette, how
impressionistic he sought to be, etc. Merleau-Ponty in “Eye and Mind” writes as if Cézanne were
destined to always be before the mountain, out of time, in his own world with his own style of
painting. But Cézanne’s painting is only able to institute new meanings and be creatively
engaged precisely because it folds in these inexhaustible layers of meaning—for sense to be open
it must unfold deliberately, while also indeterminately.
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“Cézanne’s Doubt” highlights how even upon the choice of how to frame his creative
practice, Cézanne did not cease to contribute to his experience. Though I believe that MerleauPonty is unfair in his folk-psychological diagnosis of Cézanne’s schizophrenia, he nevertheless
points to a deeper existential fact when he argues that Cézanne’s own sociality and temperament
are inseparable from his painting style. Merleau-Ponty writes:
[A] loss of flexible human contact, [an] inability to master new situations… The notion of
painting ‘from nature’ could be said to arise from the same weakness. His extremely close
attention to nature and to color, the inhuman character in his paintings (he said that a face
should be painted as an object) his devotion to the visible world: all of these would then
only represent a flight from the human world, the alienation of his humanity. 122
Cézanne was a human being holding a paint brush—his creative practice did not make him
immune from the style of his life and world. Just as to see something is to see it from a particular
perspective, it is also to see it according to other styles of being—social, personal, emotional,
historical. Put differently, Merleau-Ponty writes that we can stop up our ears but will still hear
silence for no perceptual field can be closed once it is opened—analogically, all of our
perceptions are necessarily tied to our social, personal, and emotional, styles of being. Just
because he is painting a picture does not mean the artist is immune to his own ways of
encountering the world, his preferences and moods. These layers of sociality and personality do
not disturb the painter’s openness to an otherwise clear world; rather, such existential dimensions
are what enable us to develop coherent and meaningful orientations to our worlds to begin with,
leaking out into the very presentation of things to find their way back upon the canvas. Not only
are such existential dimensions inescapable, but they facilitate one’s holistic openness to things
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to begin with. And, indeed, one is never immune to their own bodily contingencies—Cézanne
sometimes wondered if it was just his poor eyesight that granted him his genius, 123 and perhaps it
was simply an awkward tree that was mistaken for brilliance. 124
Cézanne’s temperament, politics, community, likes and dislikes, footprints in the grass,
choice of brush, friendships—it is all within the material arrangement of the work itself, not as a
signification to its sign or some latent content, but as various currents that found a common
stream in this very aesthetic bursting forth. This personal contribution is not at the level of mere
taste or preference, but a deeper result of what it means to exist. As I have shown, the creativity
here laid out can be considered one existence (Cézanne) meeting up with another (the landscape)
through another (the painting)—and to exist is to be textured, to be styled, to exist in a particular
way. The spectator ought not explore these particular currents, “reading” for artistic choice or
personality, if she hopes to be creative—but the creative openings that the work institutes are by
virtue of the artist following these many existential dimensions through, in simple material
arrangement. The existence of the artwork has its depth and indeterminate horizons by virtue of
the artist’s own inexhaustible mode of being.
This is to say, the painting does not simply express some idea or concept which preceded
it, but the work also is not reducible to mere matter at the tail end of some causal-historical
sequence of events. Rather, the work is a material arrangement that must be experienced by
someone to be expressive on its own terms—and due to this inner latency, it invites deeper
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engagement. As Cézanne said, “[t]he fact is one doesn’t paint souls. One paints bodies; and when
the bodies are well painted…the soul, if there is one, of every part of the body blazes out and
shines through!”125 The inner, expressive soul is not inferred from or indicated by some exterior
body but is present as the body itself if one is active in listening to it. Similarly, the expressive
life of the artwork is, again, not referenced by its materiality as a sign to its signification—the
expression is the material work, but in the depth of its perceptual sense within experience,
contingent upon what each new viewer brings to it. The soul of Cézanne’s Mont Saint-Victoire is
Cézanne’s love for his childhood friends, the styles of his friends Pissarro and Monet, his leftist
politics, his fear of technological innovation, and his temperament. These may not be read there
in the painting but nonetheless subtend it, just as the inexhaustible etymology of a word lends it
its sense, or my own past indefinitely contributes to my character and personality. Without such
a rich and storied lineage, the painting itself would not present the rich, multidimensional sense
worthy of open-ended exploration. The spectator need not know what the painting’s soul
contains—and ought not “read” for it—but the fact that it was born of a soulful engagement of
an artist taking a deliberate, styled stance in the world means that it has creative potential for
further deliberate explorations, inviting a peeling back of these perceptual possibilities not in
looking backward but playing forward.

¶
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I must finally reckon with, more precisely, what the sense of this work is. I have
established that the sense of the work is not the thematic sense I encounter in prereflective
experience but is instead the perceptually thick atmosphere that emanates from things. However,
it is all too easy to turn the work into an indicator for this general sense. Cézanne is attuned to
the sense of the landscape in order to produce the work, but the work itself is not a simple
reproduction—or representation—of the landscape’s sense. All sense is inexhaustible, ineffable,
and must be experienced to be at all—Cézanne does not seek to capture the landscape’s sense,
but attentively receives this sense in order to produce a material thing that has its own
multidimensional sense, as its own existence, evocative of the landscape through the
condensation of one or several motifs.
As mentioned above, in attempting to judge whether he captured the landscape’s sense,
Cézanne asked himself if he captured the odor of the landscape in his colors. The goal is not to
simply transmit this odor to the spectator—if Cézanne wanted the spectator to smell something
he could have bottled a chemical. Cézanne seeks odiferous color to produce a world “parallel to
Nature”—not its replica, but another being with just as much depth in its senseful offerings.
Cézanne may not care what I smell when I see his canvas—but the fact that Cézanne’s project
has a rich personal history and is oriented toward a multisensory bodily engagement ensures that
the painting’s sense is not predetermined by some propositional sense, and this is enough to grant
it an independent life, parallel to Nature, inherent in Being. The sense of the work cannot be
affixed to it as if it were just another reference—or, as Merleau-Ponty writes in The Visible and
the Invisible, as if it were butter on bread.126
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In The Visible and the Invisible, Merleau-Ponty grapples with the sort of “sense” I am
here discussing, in terms of the “idea,” but an idea not as an abstract conceptual entity, but an
idea that is found out in the world as a “concrete idea” or “carnal essence.” Strikingly, looking
ahead to Black Mountain College, poet, pedagogue, and potter M.C. Richards has almost the
exact same formulation, writing in her magnum opus, Centering: “Ideas do not belong to people.
Ideas live in the world as we do.”127 In citing Proust’s discussion of Swann overcome with
feeling upon hearing Vinteuil’s “petite phrase,” Merleau-Ponty notes that the love Swann feels is
present in the materiality of the notes themselves, as their “lining” and “depth.” 128 The idea is not
present in the brute matter of the world, but it is not imposed by me either—it is the notes of the
sonata that “sustain” the love Swann feels. The feeling is out there in the sonority of the violin,
not reducible to something that could be captured by mere words or notes on a staff or oxytocin
in a brain. The idea “cannot be detached from the sensible appearances… [and] would not be
better known to us if we had no body and no sensibility; it is then that they would be inaccessible
to us.”129 Just as it is Cézanne’s body that paints and not his mind, it is the body that encounters
this special sort of idea that is the painted landscape’s sense—not as a physical body meeting
another, but in and through the body’s operative intentionality gearing into the full atmospheric
sense of another material’s presentation within experience. Cézanne attends to this “idea” or
sense of the landscape by choosing to explore its odors-made-visible, taking up one motif to
evoke. The resulting work is not meant to simply signify such odors, but instead remains the
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living “talisman” of the situation wherein Cézanne inhaled Being with an attention to its visual
odors by exhaling it onto the canvas. The landscape’s sense does not have a one-to-one
correlation with the painting or the content of the spectator’s experience—such sense escapes the
dichotomies of transcendence and immanence, as it is engaged in and through the perceiving
body that finds things at once in-itself and for-me. As Cézanne says in Gasquet’s retelling, which
bears lengthy citation:
Tell me what perfume emanates from [the painting]. What odor does it emit?… You say
[pine trees] because of the two tall pines … But that is a visual sensation… [T]he totally
blue odor of the pines which is harsh in the sun, must marry the green odor of the fields
which freshen there each morning with the odor of the stones, and the perfume of the
marble from Sainte-Victoire in the distance… I have to realize it. And in colors, without
words. Like Baudelaire and Zola who, through a simple juxtaposition of words,
mysteriously perfume an entire verse or sentence. When sensation is at its fullest, it is in
harmony with all existence… Look, if I close my eyes and think of the hills of Saint-Marc,
you know, my favorite corner of the world, they bring me the aroma of scabies, my favorite
perfume. I head all the green woodsy odors of the fields in Weber. In Racine’s verses I feel
a local color as in a Poussin. In the same way, an ode, a whisper, a rhythm of Ronsard
unfolds under some of Rubens’s purples. You know that while Flaubert was writing
Salammbo, he said that he was seeing purple. Well, when I was painting Vielle au chaplet
[Old Woman with a Rosary], I saw a tone of Flaubert, an atmosphere, something
indefinable, a bluish and russet color which emanated… This great bluish-red aura
descended over me and sang in my soul. I was completely bathed in it. 130
M.C. Richards goes on to write that the artist “listens to what is not audible to say what is not
speakable.”131 Again, one might conceive this ineffable odor emanating through color as the
“soul” of the work—emergent of a richly textured personal engagement between Cézanne and
his world, evocative rather than indicative. It is no coincidence that Cézanne writes that such an
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aura sings in his soul—within the aesthetic mode of attentive receptivity as I have been
discussing it, the landscape and the painter explore one another as they are made of the “same
stuff.” The landscape’s ineffable, living “idea” as a regional motif of the perceptual situation,
present to the soul of the painter to capture as the open sense of an instituted work. In this mode
of creativity, two bodies (Cézanne and the landscape) meet through the mutual entanglement of
their souls, lived through upon canvas. One such method of getting at this slippery “idea,” as
exemplified in this quote, is through a kind of synesthesia—one cannot conceptualize or cogitate
how a line of poetry has a smell, or a novel has a color, or a color has an odor. These
intersensory crossings must be experienced to be felt. The sense of the work is independent of its
originary situation, yet nevertheless holds it as part of its history—an indefinite, yet not
absolutely open, horizon unfolds from Cézanne’s experiential encounter with Being.
Yet all of this talk of the painting’s ontological independence is itself contingent upon
how it is witnessed, for the spectator herself can choose to take up the reins of this aesthetic
encounter—this creative engagement with the perceptual becoming of Being—or can choose to
simply see “a tree” or “a Cézanne.” As I have shown, for a spectator to be creative in her
engagement with a painting, she cannot be passive to some transmitted, predetermined meaning
or representation, but must meet a painting that exists on its own terms, a robust fragment of
Being—not a re-presentation or sign, but a presence all its own. The framework that MerleauPonty provides allows for the possibility of such an encounter—as I have discussed, the painting
is a presence irreducible to its inert matter, insofar as it has a full perceptual sense that cannot be
established beforehand. Since the sense of the work is found in its sensuous particularity, it is
present as its material, not some signification found elsewhere—therefore the spectator can be
creative before the painting just as Cézanne was before the canvas.
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For the spectator to be creative in her engagement with the work, she can neither impose
something predetermined onto it nor have something imposed upon her, but must be playful,
attentive in her receptivity to the painting’s sensuousness just as the artist was before her
materials and theme. Not a sign, but not absent of expression, the painting is the presence of a
strange sort of materially senseful presence, instituting possibilities for creative spectatorship if
only they are taken up and carried forward.
As Merleau-Ponty says of the spectator: her “gaze wanders within [the painting]…rather
than seeing it, [she] sees according to, or with it.” 132 Because I am a body and am receptive to the
same world as the painter, my gaze can investigate the painting, which is, itself, the investigation
performed by the painter. The painter is not presenting me with an object, but with a way of
seeing, a condensed perceptual situation. Just as the landscape presents Cézanne with open,
indeterminate possibilities for visual expression, so too does the material work present my body
with indeterminate possibilities for exploration. I do not “read” the painting, but let my gaze
uncover the winding lines and colored planes, the interweaving of material and sense in their
living unity. The harmonies of Cézanne’s forms open new ways to hear the world, just as his
odiferous trees invite fresh encounters of my intersensorial body—but only if I have eyes ready
to hear form, and a body prepared to sniff colors—I must let my perceptual encounter of the
painting find its own motif in a to-and-fro experimentation, carrying forward some inner
consistency into an instituted situation. And, indeed, as I showed in the case of Cézanne, to be
creative does not mean entering attentive receptivity as if from nowhere, but requires one to
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deliberately frame her exercise and take a deliberate stance—there are things that one can do, as
we will see, to be more attentive to a given motif and creatively follow its lead.
All spectators have preferences, have histories, have friendships and communities—
nobody is innocent before the work of art. Rather than this finding the impossibility of
encountering a work on its own terms, I will show that one ought to embrace her specific
positionality. Just as Cézanne’s open sense emerged from his own impassioned and perspectival
place, the spectator’s own creativity must come from her own situated creative opening. Though
to encounter Being is to “clothe it with our look,” if one does so deliberately and knowingly, she
can nevertheless come to be surprised by the Being that she finds, and the clothes that she
brought to dress it in. To be situated is not to be determined, just as to be creative is not to be
absolutely undetermined—deliberate indeterminacy is another way to consider the mode of the
receptive encounter of both the artist and spectator.
Thus, I turn to the practice of spectatorship—without it, the conversation is one-sided and
finds the work of art an opening of possibilities with none concretized. Therefore, I now turn to
the practical strategies of abstract artist Joan Mitchell in her creative process, for the ultimate
goal of extracting her techniques for application in spectatorship.

“[In the work of the artist,] a certain fire wills to live; it wakes.
Working its way along the hand’s conductor, it reaches the canvas and invades it;
then, a leaping spark, it arcs the gap in the circle it was to trace: the return to the eye, and
beyond.”
— Paul Klee cited in “Eye and Mind”133

“Eye and Mind,” 2007. Merleau-Ponty cites Klee from W. Grohmann, Paul Klee
(Paris, 1954), 141.
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Interlude III: Listening into Seeing
Listen once more to your plant-friend’s theme song. Close your eyes, listen deep—let
your attention explore the rise and fall of the notes, their color and texture and depth. What do
you see? Try and picture in your mind’s eye what visual world these notes are singing. Perhaps it
is a natural scene or urbanscape, or something entirely abstract. Don’t let the music’s connection
to your plant overshadow its other visual possibilities—close your eyes and let it continue
repeating, seeing what other secrets these tones have to reveal. Consider the lines and shapes and
colors and shadows and light—are the shapes extended or punctuated? Is there an atmospheric
world surrounding shapes, or a present mist, or a scene of real objects? What time of day or night
is it? Is there movement or stillness? Is it bright or dark?
Allow yourself trial-and-error exploration—if the music is not prompting a visual world,
then begin by imagining a black circle in an endless white field—now a white circle in a black
field. Which is better? Try different colors—a blue circle in a green field, a yellow circle in a
brown field, a purple circle in a black field. Imagine different variations (just as Husserl had to
do to arrive at his essences—but our goal is not to deduce an essence but to create an aesthetic
variation in a new sensory modality). Which colors fit the music best? Try different shapes—
squares or triangles or lines or ovals. Now add a light source—is it bright or dark? Warm or
cool? Are shadows being cast or not? Next, some texture—is the shape smooth or rough? Is the
ground airy or dense, glowing or dull? Experiment with these features of the world and once the
music finds a footing in this visual world, let it expand and wander. Once the colors and shapes
and textures feel right, let the shape(s) and environment move—does the shape roll? Rise and fall
with the changing of the tones like a roller coaster? Blip in and out, or spin as a carousel? Fly or
fall or expand or glide or crack or spiral? Once you have a visual sense of the auditory landscape,
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do your best to write some of these terms down. It may be difficult to hold onto this visual-scape
when you open your eyes, but do your best to jot down some of the most dominant features.
Write at least six more words or phrases.
Now, keep the track playing on repeat. Then refer to the visual works found in Appendix
I, one at a time.
Look at these nine distinct works, each in turn. Let the notes explore each work, spending
time looking at each and listening to these notes in this visual world. Do the tones find purchase?
Do these notes sing the visual world of this work? Do the lines or shapes or colors of the visual
and auditory consonate and glide into one another effortlessly, or is there an irreconcilable gap
between the two? Do you need to force them onto one another? If you have no response or have
trouble “listening in” to the work through the music, use your words as a bridge: Consider the
words you used to describe the visual landscape of your listening experience, and think about
these with the work in front of you (but keep the music playing). At first, it might be easier to
eliminate certain works rather than selecting one that best fits. So, to begin, eliminate those
works that you know will not be the most fitting of your listening experience. Move on to the
next work and the next, until you reach the final work. Continue this process of elimination until
you are left with the final work—listen some more and consider your words. Perhaps it is not the
perfect fit, but it ought to be the best fitting, the one you found to be the most in concert with the
musical track.
As a bonus exercise for the more exploratory reader, if no work was satisfactory, then
you will create a simple sketch of your visual world that unfolds from the track. Get a blank
sheet of paper and a black ink pen. You may only set down your pen once and draw a continuous
line, for three repeat cycles of the track. Let the music continue playing on repeat as your pen
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explores the notes—let it turn and twist and respond to the track. Show your plant the work or
the doodle which you have selected, and explain to it how it is that this is the visual counterpart
of its theme song.
Now before moving on, turn off the music. Stand up, stretch your legs. Look out the
window, take a sip of your drink. We need to mentally reset before revisiting the work or the
music or these difficult ideas. Even better, if now is a good time for you to take a break before
returning, please do so. Coming back afresh will only help you to think and hear and see in a
new light. Return when you feel you are ready.
You should now have twenty-four words on your list.
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Chapter Three
Joan Mitchell’s Visual Feeling: Exploring Perceptual Landscape
through Paint
In this chapter, I will look to Joan Mitchell’s self-described creative process as an
instance of directed-yet-spontaneous perceptual exploration, at once attentive and receptive.
Reading Mitchell’s self-descriptions of her working process in tandem with Merleau-Ponty’s
concept of the tacit cogito, I argue that Mitchell neither paints from a predetermined plan or
concept, nor in a purely spontaneous mode, but enters into indeterminate perceptual play. Such
exploration occurs by bracketing her egoistic and conceptual thinking, thus collapsing her
painting body into her anonymous body—a possibility that Merleau-Ponty himself does not
account for in Phenomenology of Perception. Mitchell self-avowedly paints the feeling of a
landscape, a term that I will here develop into a robust philosophical concept. This feeling is not
an internal emotion nor an external dictation but is instead the phenomenal thread tying her to the
world—the preobjective glue binding the inside to the outside. It is this engagement itself that
she paints, instituting a space of perceptual exploration to be taken up and lived by spectators.
This ‘feeling’ is another species of the presence grappled with by the phenomenologist (Chapter
One) and the living perception of the countryside from Cézanne (Chapter Two). As we will see,
Mitchell’s process provides an important tool for being perceptually present in indeterminate
play, in the institution of the directing guide of her feeling, and gives further credence to our
claim that such play is ontological, given her remarks that such feeling is “real” and her painting
is performed in a “gratitude to things.”
What does it mean to paint a creative picture? As we have seen from the introduction, for
a work to be creative, it cannot be conceived beforehand or else the “idea”—the painting’s
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subject, or referent—is already created, rendering the picture a second-order instance. The
painting also cannot be purely spontaneous, or else it was not a genuinely creative act performed
by the painter. In this chapter, I carry our creative mode of attentive-receptivity, which weaves
between these two extreme poles, into a practical situation in the work of American AbstractExpressionist Joan Mitchell’s self-avowed use of “feeling.” I read her practice with MerleauPonty’s concept of the “tacit cogito,” so that Mitchell and Merleau-Ponty might co-illuminate
one another. I will show how Mitchell is able to be deliberate yet indeterminate in her painting,
giving herself over to the perceptual realm while hyper-aware of her activity. As I will show, not
only does this phenomenological explication of Mitchell’s process illuminate her practice and the
structure of one creative mode of consciousness, but it presses upon Merleau-Ponty by arguing
for a mode of awareness unaccounted for in Phenomenology of Perception, which holds that we
are either captivated by the world and therefore take ourselves and our participation there for
granted, or else we are self-involved and thereby overdetermine the world. Mitchell’s practice
dives into the world, on its own terms, without taking it or herself for granted.
Joan Mitchell claims that she paints from feelings. By developing this concept and
working through Mitchell’s own words, I will show that such guidance-by-feeling—as opposed
to conceptual schema or spontaneous activity—arrives at directed-yet-indeterminate action. I
will begin by discussing how Mitchell’s “feeling” places her in a peculiar mode of conscious
awareness, as she is neither unconscious nor fully aware of herself, but is rather aware of only
the canvas, her paints, and this guiding feeling—a mode of attention that both complicates and is
fleshed out by Merleau-Ponty’s tacit cogito. This feeling is akin to Cézanne’s perceptual “motif”
which he follows through, as discussed in Chapter Two. Upon establishing this mode of
attention, I will discuss the structure of feeling itself to understand how it allows Mitchell to
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follow its guidance in open and indeterminate, yet deliberate, ways. Mitchell’s perceptual
process enables a peculiar openness to the world that is a species of Merleau-Ponty’s “radical
reflection,” as “a perception that is spontaneous being (thing) and being-self (subject)…a
consciousness that is at the same time spontaneous and reflected.” 134 Mitchell’s painting as
guided by a feeling, I will show, enables a perceptual mode wherein Mitchell’s consciousness is
at once spontaneous and reflected, directed yet indeterminate, hyper-aware precisely in (and as)
its anonymity.
This will finally bring me to the status of Mitchell’s own paintings: rather than secondorder representations or symbols, her works are themselves “real” and “existing” as
presentations of phenomenal feeling. Mitchell claims that her paintings are about life, and an
appreciation of things and of nature for simply being there—rather than try to imitate nature,
Mitchell uses her appreciation for nature as a fuel to generate new existences. Therefore, I will
conclude by arguing that the Mitchell’s works have existential value not because they are images
of an internal mental feeling nor abstractions of some externally existing scene, but because they
were created as open-ended and indeterminate processes of becoming guided by phenomenal
feeling, intended to evoke an atmosphere, exude a presence; the paintings are instituted spaces
that invite further engagement.
Importantly, the difference between abstract and representational art is here not primarily
at issue, for either form can evoke something to be taken up by a spectator. Utilizing the
concepts explicated in Chapter Two, we can say that representational and abstract art alike
embrace perceptual play to find a motif and carry this motif forward to evoke some given
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landscape, feeling, etc. The difference lies in the practical tools one uses to play—but the heart
of the structure of the experience remains the same.
Mitchell’s Conscious Mode of Attention: “No Hands”
When one hears that Mitchell paints from a feeling, there are two images that may come
to mind: the tortured artist “attacking” the canvas in a fit of passion, or the careful exteriorization
and formalization of an inner emotional state. However, Mitchell’s feeling is not a psychological
force nor a rational formalization, but is at once deliberate and ambiguous. The feeling is not
unknown before the painting activity, yet it requires such material engagement to be thematized
at all.
The former image of “attacking the canvas” comes from Harold Rosenberg’s coinage of
the “action painter,” as the twentieth-century art critic theorized then-contemporary artists
playing out existential dramas on canvas. A psychological feeling takes control as the painter
loses herself to passion, compared to the firing of a gun in its “spontaneity” and “automatism.” 135
When asked about action painting by Dorothy Seckler, Mitchell replied: “Well, if [the painting
is] big it takes a lot of physical effort… I will go back and look at what I’ve done, each stroke,
step back and study it . So it’s a lot of walking, [laughter] which is action.” However, Mitchell
agrees when Seckler notes that this distances Mitchell from action painting, since Mitchell is
“exercising conscious judgment.”136 Mitchell is not losing herself to emotional force.
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In a later interview, Mitchell tells Yves Michaud: “…to see and to paint require
awareness. Drawing makes you very conscious of what you are looking at.” 137 Many critics have
noted how careful and deliberate Mitchell is in her work—she labors over each stroke, constantly
walking to the furthest wall of her studio to see the image as a whole before making another
mark.138 The action painter slashing with paint is not very conscious of what he does as he
cathartically releases pent up psychological energy emerging from the whole of his life. 139
Mitchell dislikes the label “expressionist,” for her work is not autobiographical or selfexpressive: “[My work] comes from and is about landscape, not about me.” 140 Mitchell, in being
guided by a feeling she finds in a landscape, and not an egoistic emotional energy, is deliberate
in her painting practice. Indeed, Mitchell used exceptionally long brushes so she could make
sweeping strokes—not in a sacrifice of detail, but so she could stand at a distance and be
attentive to a greater region of the work as it emerged.
Though Mitchell’s process is not automatic, she is not consciously constructing each
stroke. The image of the artist carefully exteriorizing the studied contours of her own sadness—
as one might inspect an object before copying its outline—fails to do justice to Mitchell’s use of
“feeling.” Mitchell tells Michaud about the non-conceptual nature of her subject matter: “[My
subject is] not an idea, it’s not a treatment… If it is a feeling, it is a visual feeling; I mean a
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matter of painting something the way it looks. It is not drawn in outlines, the way people
illustrate things.”141 Mitchell does not have a preformed subject that she seeks to externalize,
which her painting would be a painting of—her work is not a thought or emotion made visible.
The sort of feeling that guides her cannot be “outlined”—it is a visual feeling, not a feeling that
takes on a visual form.
Mitchell’s feeling is also not raw emotion: “Sentimentality is self-pity, your own swamp.
Weeping in your own beer is not a feeling. It lacks dignity and hasn’t an outside reference.” 142
“Sentimentality” bottled up wholly on the inside is irrelevant for Mitchell’s non-self-expressive
project. If she were to take sadness and then give it visual form, it would be a matter of
translation from mental phenomena to the visual. The “outside reference” for feeling is peculiar,
for the relationship between the painting and Mitchell’s guiding feeling is not that of a sign to its
signification as if the painting were a representation—or objectivization—of feeling. Mitchell
tells Linda Nochlin, “[I do not work] from something given. The apple, the model, the still life,
whatever… [I] paint out of my own landscape and find it.” 143 Mitchell does not have a feeling
that she then holds at a distance to paint. Rather, Mitchell already has a visual feeling that she
carries with her, and it is this visual feeling—in all of its depth and ambiguity—that guides her
brush. She finds it as it already leads the way.
I will turn to the structure of this feeling, but I first grapple with Mitchell’s mode of
conscious attention when following the ambiguous guidance of such feeling. As I have shown,
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Mitchell is not in a state of unconscious automatism when painting, but she also lacks the
complete, conscious control of her strokes. Mitchell goes on to tell Michaud:
When I am working, I am only aware of the canvas and what it tells me to do. I am certainly
not aware of myself. Painting is a way of forgetting oneself. Sometimes I am totally
involved. It’s like riding a bicycle with no hands. I call that state ‘no hands’. I am in it. I
am not there any more. It is a state of non-self-consciousness. It does not happen often. I
am always hoping it might happen again. It is lovely. 144
The state of “non-self-consciousness,” or “no hands,” is key to Mitchell’s guidance by feeling.
Mitchell remains hyper-aware and conscious, yet not aware of herself—she is aware only of the
canvas and what it “tells her to do.” Elsewhere, Mitchell discusses the canvas-in-progress
“commanding” her145 and “questioning” her,146 but not “speaking” to her in a “dialogue.”147 To
be spoken to or carry on a dialogue is to implicate oneself too deeply, and be hands on, too
active and present as self-conscious. Mitchell is not painting as her egoistic self that might hear
the words and meanings of another or interpret the “calls” of the canvas, but she has instead
allowed herself to enter a state wherein she is able to follow the commands of the canvas without
hearing them through subjective interpretation. This is a deliberate positioning of oneself into a
state of “no hands.”
To make sense of how Mitchell can be “deliberate” and “very conscious” of her painting
activity while, at the same time, forgetting herself, I turn to the Merleau-Pontian dichotomy of
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the tacit cogito and the personal ego (or Cartesian cogito). I will show that this state of “non-selfconsciousness” can be understood as a lived bracketing of one’s personal, egoistic self in favor
of fully activating the tacit cogito and dredging up its typically taken-for-granted structures to the
surface of conscious attention and activity. Importantly, this state of non-self-consciousness is
itself a practice (and takes practice). It is not the case that Mitchell enters a state of non-selfconsciousness in order to be guided by a feeling. Rather, it is Mitchell’s practical painting
process and deliberate positioning of her feeling-as-guidance that enables her to enter this
conscious state. It is what she practically does that enables her mode of awareness, not the other
way around.
Merleau-Ponty’s Tacit Cogito
The first chapter of the final section Phenomenology of Perception, “The Cogito,”
corrects Descartes’ error of locating apodictic certainty in the self-consciousness of thought.
Merleau-Ponty poses a “tacit cogito”—the living body—beneath Descartes’ “second-hand
cogito.”148 In the Translator’s Preface, Don Landes argues that it is because Merleau-Ponty has
defined an idea as “not a thing” but “a field that includes a depth of latent intentions and
sedimentations that immediately orient me and give [the field] its sense,” that Descartes is wrong
to find certainty in the self-held subject of explicit ideas.149 An idea is not an object to be used
and handled by a free and pure consciousness—rather, to have ideas at all, one must be already
implicated within a deep field of intentions and sedimentations, which are predicated upon
ongoing, embodied being-in-the-world.
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This field precedes me and yet is not “out there” as an object beyond my reach. The
world one finds oneself in is not constituted by an all-knowing rationality, for I only ever see it
from a given perspective and never have complete access. However, I also cannot assent to
absolute realism, for Descartes is right to note my personal participations in the structuring of my
world.150
Eschewing the objective causal universe of positivism and the psychic grounding of
rationality, Merleau-Ponty shows that my perceptual life is rooted in an anonymous body that
precedes self-aware thought. The Cartesian move is to sever worldly perception from abstract
thinking in an effort to grant immutable status to such clear thinking by virtue of its immunity
from the contingencies of the world. Merleau-Ponty argues that such pure self-consciousness
forgets that the ground of all thinking (and all experience) is perception.151 This is why, as we
saw in Chapter One, the phenomenologist’s task is to call attention back to the phenomenal field
of experience which is at the ground of all knowledge, yet which analysis takes for granted and
attempts to supply an explanation for.
Returning to the world outside of self-consciousness is not to admit to an objectivist or
naive realist view, given that my own perspective has a bearing upon what I see. 152 If I am true to
the interpretations I bring to things, I recognize that I do not explicitly constitute things or the
value that they carry. Instead, I find these personal motivations within “the very structure of
these sensations,” transcending me just as the object itself does. 153 Merleau-Ponty goes on:
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“Vision is an action,… an operation that holds more than it promised, that always goes beyond
its premises, and that is only inwardly prepared for by my primordial opening to a field of
transcendences,… through an ecstasy.Vision is accomplished and fulfilled in the thing seen.” 154 I
do not see things because I make them seen just as they do not make me see them—I am
inwardly prepared to see things because I have the eyes with which to see them, and because
they are there to be seen. Merleau-Ponty, in his later ontological writings, argues: “What there is
then are not things first identical with themselves, which would then offer themselves to the seer,
nor is there a seer who is first empty and who, afterward, would open himself to them—but
something to which we could not be closer than by palpating it with our look, things we could
not dream of seeing ‘all naked’ because the gaze itself envelops them, clothes them with its own
flesh.”155 When I perceive things, I am neither wholly constitutive nor wholly passive, but am
instead before a rich field of possibilities accomplished through bodily activity; I am ceaselessly
interpreting my world—clothing it—but finding this participation as always already having taken
place in the very structure and presentation of things. I cannot, in principle, see the general
possible presentation of things—their deduced, but imperceivable, “nakedness.” The question,
then, becomes: how can I shape my world before I come to it? How is it that my very own
participations can outstrip me and surprise me, found out in the world and not coming from me?
How can I “clothe” something before I even come to it?
The answer lies in the lived body as the tacit cogito. One’s “embodied and anonymous
being” is the tacit cogito—the primordial, living body of which the Cartesian cogito is a second
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order. We must clarify just what “me” we are considering in this line of questioning, and how
one’s attentive mode—or context of encounter—has a crucial bearing upon what they take notice
of in their commerce with the world and with things.
Throughout the Phenomenology, Merleau-Ponty describes a dichotomy between that
which is explicitly conscious, self-aware, personal, egoistic, conceptual, etc.—that which is
found within a Cartesian cogito—and the anonymous, prepersonal, unthematized, primordial
thickness underpinning these explicit, personal activities. Importantly, it is not the Cartesian “I”
that perceives, but “one perceives in me.”156 Perception is not at the level of self-held thoughts
and ideas, but is in and of the world’s meeting of my body, in a layer of anonymity that outstrips
my self-conscious ego; my universe of lofty ideas and conscious attention soars high above a
deeper, richer primordial ground.
When Descartes reduces “seeing” to a thought that I am seeing, he arrives at a self-certain
and clear thought, but sacrifices the worldliness of the world and thrusts his universe into an
irredeemable solipsism. 157 If perceptions are to be self-certain, they must be severed from their
ambiguous worldly counterparts—but then they are hardly worth being called perceptions at all.
Merleau-Ponty here asserts that if we assent that we are perceiving things, and that the qualities
of our sensations are not mere arbitrary quale held by a psyche but are properties of things in the
world, then “vision essentially refers not merely to an allegedly visible thing, but rather to a
being that is actually seen,” in all of its ambiguity. 158
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As I will now show, Joan Mitchell is able to paint as guided by a feeling because her
practice enables her tacit cogito to paint without the overdeterminations of a personal ego.
Mitchell’s work captures the anonymous offering of a primordially oriented, meaningful world,
prior to the personal investments of the Cartesian ego.
The Tacit Cogito Painting with Feeling
Merleau-Ponty discusses this tacit cogito in the realm of “feeling.” Though he is
describing emotion more generally rather than the specific sort of feeling I have here been
outlining, his discussion is a constructive step toward applying his thinking to Mitchell’s practice
(and Mitchell’s practice to his thinking).
Merleau-Ponty supposes a situation wherein I had been infatuated with someone for
months before becoming aware of my love. Looking back on my actions—how I treated this
person and wanted to be around them, etc.—I can recognize that I held the feeling for much
longer than I was explicitly aware of it. However, it is not the case that I held this love in my
unconscious and only now brought it to the surface, for “I was hardly unaware of [my love],
since it was I who lived through the hours of boredom prior to a date, and I who experienced joy
when it approached; this love was lived—not known—from beginning to end.”159 My love was
not an unknown object of latent content controlling me behind-the-scenes, but was instead lived,
just not yet known. Asking whether I am aware of my love is a “poorly formed” question,
because love is not something that is understood or held in thought. To question a feeling as
wholly present or not is to misunderstand the framework of the self and of feeling and the
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interaction of the two.160 Rather than a feeling being simply present to or absent from
consciousness, a feeling presents a shift in the topography of the self and its levels of awareness
to itself, as realized through intentional action and privileged worldly relations. As MerleauPonty writes, “love cannot be given a name by the lover who lives it. It is not a thing that one
could outline and designate…because it is rather the way the lover establishes his relations with
the world; it is an existential signification.” 161 Once I become aware of my love, I risk ossifying
its emotional well-spring into clichéd actions and stereotyped responses, no longer living the
emotion but playing it out on the abstract level of social expectations—naming a thing can halt
its becoming, allowing one to hold it at a distance and lose sight of its existential momentum.
The feeling that one “has,” when it is lived, is not held by a Cartesian cogito. Our
emotional life does not unfold through well-outlined concepts or self-certain principles, but is
lived on the outside. My world is always already shaped before I come to it, complete with the
affective investments that are lived in the fabric of my anonymous body’s offered solicitations
and inflections. Indeed, the tacit cogito is not a self-enclosed being which might “have” a feeling
as an object it holds at a distance—the tacit cogito is the prereflective structuring of one’s world
in a coherent and meaningful whole, and such a whole is imbued with an ambiguous and
irreducible style or timbre, which is what might be referred to as “feeling.” The tacit cogito is
where this implicit structuring of our worlds takes place—at the ground of one’s being-in-theworld beneath their conscious, self-held life of ideas and personal projects. The color of my
mood is taken up and thematized by my self-conscious, egoistic self, but it is first offered up by
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the tacit cogito—by my living body—which draws together my world into a cohesive, valueladen whole. The Cartesian cogito never basks entirely in its world, but is instead always within
the context offered up by this more primordial self at its ground. As Merleau-Ponty goes on: “If
we are situated, then we are surrounded and cannot be transparent to ourselves…” 162 Our living
body’s commerce with the world is our means of having a situation—not one that we constitute,
but one that we accept as pregiven due to this invisible labor of a body fitting into its world, and
a world finding a place for this body. I see things because I have a body with eyes sensitive to
light (and a history of making sense of lighted things) and a world full of light—I am situated.
Mitchell agrees with Merleau-Ponty that feeling ought not—and can not—be exhausted
by words or outlines. However, Merleau-Ponty argues that an emotion is either implicitly lived
through action and therefore unfolds unfettered, or else it is known in thought and therefore
overdetermined, falling into cliché. On a more general level, Merleau-Ponty is inconsistent as to
whether or not one’s perception can be attended to on a personal level without halting its
becoming. As I argued in Chapter One with the help of Merleau-Ponty’s commentary in the
Preface to the Phenomenology, phenomenological description is an attempt to describe
perceptual life—bring it to conscious awareness—without halting its unfolding. However,
elsewhere Merleau-Ponty draws a hard line between the tacit cogito and the Cartesian cogito:
“No doubt, it is not entirely my body that perceives: I know only that it can prevent me from
perceiving, that I cannot perceive without its permission; the moment perception comes my body
effaces itself before it and never does the perception grasp the body in the act of perceiving.”163
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Merleau-Ponty here argues that we cannot grasp the act of perceiving—that is, we cannot be
aware of our body’s meeting up with its world. Just as we can either live our love without
ossifying it through conscious awareness, Merleau-Ponty sometimes seems to argue that we can
either passively accept the riches offered by our anonymous body or else become aware of its
gifts by killing them through conscious dissection.
Mitchell offers a third mode of affective life and perceptual revelation. Mitchell
thematizes a feeling by letting it guide her painting activity without letting it become an
explicitly held thought. She can become aware of the feeling without pinning it down, exhausting
it, or abstracting away from perceptual life. Mitchell deliberately positions her subject matter as a
feeling so it does not remain merely implicit in her action, but this feeling is not explicitly known
or delineated before the painting process begins—she “finds it” as she goes along. Mitchell is
engaging her paints and brush to be sensitive to this feeling, putting aside her Cartesian cogito by
attentively allowing her tacit cogito to unfold non-tacitly. Merleau-Ponty goes on to claim that
“our contact with ourselves must only be accomplished in ambiguity,” 164 through the tacit
shaping of our worlds; Mitchell is deliberately coming into contact with herself by thematizing
her anonymous feeling in paint, without conceptualization. This feeling may remain ambiguous,
but it finds worldly articulation on its own terms by escaping the determinations of a Cartesian
thinking that erases its depth and latencies by forcing it into familiar outlines or words.
The primordial layer of consciousness—one’s lived body that shapes the world as an
inexhaustible milieu of delimited possibilities—is typically taken for granted by one’s conscious
awareness, which deals with personal projects through habits and concepts. We are always too
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busy thematizing the world and our desires to recognize the unthematizable, inexhaustible world
beneath these mediated thoughts and goals. By gearing her painting project into a method and
goal that eschews concept, Mitchell avoids the secondary level of consciousness that takes its
ground for granted—and while Mitchell is not explicitly thematizing this inexhaustible ground,
she is allowing her lived body to tap into the tacit cogito’s wellspring as the engine of creation.
Mitchell says of the feeling she paints from:
[Others] use feeling to mean ‘I am sad because it is raining.’ In poetry, it is called, I believe,
the pathetic fallacy: raining therefore sadness. I don’t use the word in the same way. Again
it is a matter of feeling: feeling the organization of things, the physical feeling of how
things are. But I couldn’t tell you that in words. Cézanne’s apples are in space and you
cannot make a description of them. A description is just like a comic strip, it’s an
illustration of a thing, a verbal description. It’s a line not doing anything in space, it has no
dimension, no form… When I paint I don’t intellectualize. I think that when people paint
or write music it is because they can’t express some things with words. People say ‘Oh,
she is sad because it’s a dark painting.’ But that has nothing to do with painting, nothing to
do with feeling, either. In fact, all of this is just boring painters’ talk—what [is meaningful]
is not conceptual, it’s linked to the canvas. 165
The feeling by which Mitchell is led is not an isolatable object held by a Cartesian cogito, but is
a field opened by the tacit cogito’s symbiotic movement with the world. The tacit cogito is not a
thing bottled up inside me like the Cartesian ego, fully formed prior to its contact with the
outside world. The tacit cogito is my anonymous body, but a living body in concert with its
environment, its past, its possibilities; consciousness is always consciousness of something. We
are situated. A body in a phenomenal vacuum would not be a tacit cogito, for it would lack its
habits of interactions, its styles of being, its milieu within which it is ceaselessly transcends itself
through its investments and privilegings—and without these activities there would be no
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existential atmosphere left to breathe, no body and no being-in-the-world and no conscious life.
The feeling by which Mitchell is led is not a thing to be externalized, but it is this worldly field
opened by the tacit cogito’s commerce with things, articulated through painterly marks.
When Mitchell finds a feeling in the world, her body carries it with her not as an episodic
memory to be reactivated, but as an echo or imprint of the situation in all its depth—a perceptual
motif. When Mitchell paints according to the feeling, she is not simply externalizing the memory,
but calls upon this imprint to feel about through paint for satisfaction, motivating her at the same
time she strains to recall this motivation. The structure of this process is expectation: when
Mitchell walks to the far wall to see the emerging work, she calls up this imprint to feel if this
new phenomenal situation she is creating fits with the remembered feeling.
Mitchell, in an early interview, claims: “I want to make myself available to myself. The
moment that I am self-conscious, I cease painting. When I think of how I am doing it, I’ve been
bored for some time, and I stop…”166 The self-reflection of a Cartesian ego is unidirectional—
there is one ego talking to itself and it is the only one listening: a solipsistic echo chamber. No
creative work results from such suffocating self-reflection, for any idea arrived at will be
exhausted in thought before it is ever painted. Mitchell is allergic to such intellectualist painting,
for just as the lover who comes to a full awareness of their love risks killing it by falling into
stereotype, once Mitchell is aware of how she is thinking about the feeling, it is no longer the
ambiguous force she strives to be guided by. Rather than making the feeling explicit, Mitchell
seeks the process of discovery wherein her tacit cogito is sensitive to the living depth of the
feeling in all its latency. To pin down a feeling and dissect it is to kill it—to paint it as the tacit
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cogito that first weaved the feeling into the fabric of the world is to let it live and breath new life
into fresh experiential possibilities. If there is thinking happening, it is “thinking in situations,”
the externalized trial-and-error of play rather than the exhaustive categories of inner thought.
Mitchell is both “very conscious” of her activity and “loses herself,” for she loses her self
but not her awareness. Merleau-Ponty explicitly writes toward the end of his “Cogito” chapter,
“We do not want to claim that the primordial I is unaware of itself… [W]e have [only] refused
subjectivity objective thought, or the thetic consciousness of the world and of itself.” 167 Mitchell
is in a state of non-self-consciousness rather than unconsciousness, for she is fully conscious, just
not explicitly self-aware. When Mitchell brackets the realm of life concerned with concepts and
outlines, the result is not an automaton outlining an inner object or possessed by unconscious
drives—rather her tacit cogito is free to follow its own trajectory without interruption or
imposition. This state of non-self-consciousness, both attentively and receptively engaged in
creative activity, is akin to what phenomenologist Gaston Bachelard refers to as reverie, where
one “formulates a cogito at the center of his dreaming self.” He goes on: “A reverie is an oneiric
activity in which a glimmer of consciousness subsists. The dreamer of reverie is present in
reverie.”168 One typically puts limits on their tacit cogito’s shaping of the world by directing their
body to certain habitual tasks or seeing the world according to sedimented concepts; to lose this
overdeterminative direction is not to lose one’s attention, if they give control over to their
experience itself—to their painting-in-emergence, their reverie. By entering an activity that lets
her body take the lead, Mitchell witnesses where it wants to go, “a consciousness that is at the
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same time spontaneous and reflected.”169 And, by doing so, Mitchell is making her tacit cogito
just a little less tacit. Bachelard writes that reverie “gives the I a non-I which belongs to the I: my
non-I. It is this ‘non-I’ which enchants the I…”170 Mitchell is thematizing the unthematizable
feeling that lies beneath her self-aware thoughts and moods—ambiguously, through an
indeterminate image.
This guide is not the overdetermined goal of a personal project that is already determined
beforehand, but is instead the indeterminate and ambiguous term of the lived body’s openness.
Importantly, Mitchell claims that this feeling comes from a landscape and is one that she
“carries” with her, but also one that she must “find.” The feeling does not preexist the painting as
a signification predates its sign—the feeling is a field of action born of the tacit cogito’s worldly
life, where future actions are laid out in an intentional web, responsive to things and others.
Mitchell situates herself to see one of these possibilities through without importing some concept
or desire from without, that would interrupt its becoming. Merleau-Ponty drives this point home
when he writes: “Every inner perception is inadequate because I am not an object that one could
perceive, because I make my reality and I only meet up with myself in the act.”171 Mitchell is not
possessing a feeling as one holds an object—in a suffocatingly “inadequate” solipsism—but is
instead entering its field as an open-ended guide for action—for doing. She deliberately situates
her activity so that she can meet up with herself in paint, seeing her “visual feeling” take form.
Mitchell brackets her Cartesian cogito through an activity that is deliberately guided by—and
enacted by—her tacit cogito, in an effort to lay bare an aspect of the preobjective shaping of her
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world that this very same tacit cogito performs. The tacit cogito is not an inert thing but is the
unfolding of a body in the world—the only way that such an unfolding can meet up with itself is
if it deliberately guides its own action uninterruptedly, which is precisely what Mitchell’s
painting practice facilitates.
To concretize Mitchell’s practice and better understand its specifically visual character, it
is worthwhile to turn to the landscape which her feeling is the feeling of. Just as Mitchell’s
practice is one of bringing herself back to her self, I will show in this final movement how her
practice also brings the world back to itself.
Mitchell’s “Feeling” Landscapes
When Nochlin asks Mitchell how she starts her paintings, Mitchell responds: “Well, I
would go back to my word ‘feeling’… I might get an idea sitting looking at the river, or
something… I [try to] recapture this feeling of the idea…” 172 Importantly, Mitchell is struck
from without, and her painting is an attempt to “recapture” this feeling—not to copy it or
recreate it. Similarly, she tells Marcia Tucker: “my paintings aren’t about art issues. They’re
about a feeling that comes to me from the outside, from landscape.” 173 Mitchell, as I have shown,
paints according to a feeling. This feeling is not a subjective creation, but rather a remembered
dimension of worldly experience that originated in the landscape. When Seckler asks how
Mitchell starts a painting, she responds: “[I] begin with a feeling about a place…[and then] the
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painting takes over…”174 To “recapture” a feeling that came from the world outside, Mitchell
must remember it, but not according to an objective, photographic memory. She is not painting
the landscape or her emotional response to it, but she is instead painting according to the visual
feeling she found in the world—that is, the atmospheric styling of her tacit cogito’s offering of a
particular scene.
Mitchell reiterates that she never seeks to imitate nature: “I always paint with the
windows closed. The sun comes in and out, and there it is so much more beautiful than anything
I could do… I paint from landscape, but a remembered feeling of it. I don’t copy—it’s too good
the way it is.”175 Since Mitchell is not looking at the landscape itself as she paints, there is a level
of remove from nature, and one that lends itself to abstraction. This abstraction is not due to
some laborious “working over” of the memory, but instead results from Mitchell seeking to
retain the visual feeling alone without the familiar, conceptual “outlines” of the landscape.
Rather than adding something to some scene fully remembered and perceived by her Cartesian
cogito to render it abstract, Mitchell attempts to recall the scene as encountered by her tacit
cogito. Such a naked feeling will invariably produce abstraction since it is not yet cast in familiar
concepts and outlines. Mitchell’s abstraction is not an additive process, but results from a
bracketing of the ego’s participation in the recapturing of the primordial feeling of a placememory.
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Mitchell writes to John I. H. Baur: “I paint from remembered landscapes that I carry with
me—and remembered feelings of them… I would rather leave nature to itself… I could certainly
never mirror nature. I would more like to paint what it leaves with me.”176 Whereas Descartes
argues that Nature “leaves us” with conceptual outlines of its contents as clearly delineated
objects, Mitchell taps into the medium of presence that is the natural environment wherein the
tacit cogito always already finds itself through its investments—that is, the milieu of my lived
body beneath the nets of association and personal projects of my personal ego. This is the
perceptual world on the edge of meaning—a sensuous and rich landscape teeming with
possibilities not yet settled into familiar, habitual things. Of course, this natural world will be
different for different people since the tacit cogito—the lived, intentional body—is not merely
receptive of sense-data, but is always drawing together its past sedimentations into its field of
inexhaustible presence. This field of ambiguous, rich, sensuous presence is what Mitchell tries to
hold and guide her work—it is feeling.
To better illustrate Mitchell’s process of being struck visually by a landscape and
carrying this feeling as a guide to canvas, I appeal to her later work, Cypress (1980).
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Figure 2. Joan Mitchell, Cypress, 1980, Oil on canvas, 220.3 x 360.7 cm
© The Estate of Joan Mitchell

Before turning to Mitchell’s process of this work, I offer a brief description: A smattering
of sickly warm. Eyes drawn center, spread, then vertical. Oranges and yellows climb like worms
up a vine—but there’s no center, it’s a vacant sky. Those who don’t make it crash into a sea of
purples and blacks melting into muddy browns. A dark center anchors the stormy sky of vertical
yellows and oranges—once it catches your gaze it soaks it in like quicksand. Punctuated
moments of crowded oranges cluster on the periphery, dancing with slashes and sloshes of
umber and royal purple, drips and smears mixing below an orderly sky. Well, orderly by contrast
with the tangled cacophony below—a sky of all yellow and orange, narrow slashes and broken
fields. Darker marks skirt just above the surface, flecks of dust and debris on the wind, out of
focus and hovering. The darkness at the center constantly calling back the gaze, especially the
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darkness meeting its radiant halo of sky—a stark contrast that traps the eye like a fly in honey. If
the sky is ringing—a chorus of bells in many different keys echoing and ringing out in unison—
then the ground is gruff throat-singing and percussive bursts of energy. This field of climbing
orange and yellow wraps around itself and spreads, like a wind picking up leaves in a spiraling
vortex, each mark decidedly its own and yet contributing to a force, to a direction, to a vector of
twirling ever higher into the sky, except those bits of debris that are too heavy and come crashing
down to Earth in a tangle of earth.
If I were to pick a theme for this piece it would be contrast. The first place the eye is
caught—the dense center of two uneven marks forming a net as the eye flits between these
unbalanced blocks, unable to settle but unable to escape (the fly trying to escape the honey).
These blocks sit atop a bright ground—contrast. This initial and most striking contrast is
supported by the field itself layering in varying degrees of subtle contrasts—the whites poking
through a sea of orange and yellow. The bottom third of the painting, all across the bottom, is its
own character of contrast with newly introduced purples and browns, and another dense doubleblocked figure that echoes its parent to its upper right. Perhaps contrast isn’t right but layering.
The center blocks seem to sit on top, with the netted web of purples and fallen oranges lying on
the ground just behind, with the weaving and warping sky of yellows falling away as the
backdrop, just above the endless ether of white behind.
Mitchell’s Cypress was painted in response to an experienced place. She tells Dorothy
Seckler about the motivation for the painting:
I was feeling very, sort of, down about painting for some reason and without a feeling of a
landscape as I talked about before, I was in the south of France and I saw this cypress tree
against an ochre wall—and…the cypress tree was so black and the ochre wall was a pale,
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pale ochre and it moved me, so whatever that means. And I started off and that lasted me
for a long, long time on, this Cypress series.177
When the stark black cypress tree against a pale ochre wall moved Mitchell, she was not looking
for a subject—the world offered it to her as a contrast, grabbing her from without. Seckler goes
on to ask Mitchell if she began the painting by thinking more “literally of the shape of the
cypress,” but Mitchell responds that it was the “feeling [of the cypress against the wall]…not so
much the shape.”178 Mitchell goes on:
It was this dark—and that I was caught by it, sort of moved the way one might be by music
but moved by this particular very dark thing and this pale wall. You know, I suddenly felt
something from this image…it wasn’t the image of the tree it was the moment. This is very
hard to describe… But it’s very corny. It’s a straight visual experience unlike—I mean it’s
not at all intellectual… I’m a visual painter. 179
Mitchell paints from “images,” but not conceptual or representational images. She captures lived
“moments” of her tacit cogito’s presence to the world—the contrast she grapples for in paint is
not a conceptualized value in her mind’s eye, but is the lived feeling her body had before the
cypress. In several interviews she likens the form or quality of this captured moment to what
poets and musicians attempt to capture in their work. When Michaud asks Mitchell what she
wants from a painting, she responds: “I am trying to achieve anything I can… I do not condense
things. I try to eliminate clichés, extraneous material. I try to make it exact. My painting is not an
allegory or a story. It is more like a poem.”180 Mitchell here describes her project as one of a
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subtractive bracketing, as she “eliminates clichés” and “extraneous material”—material that I
here argue is the participation and investment of the secondary, personal ego in the tacit cogito’s
offered world. Mitchell is not “condensing” things, but rather she is seeking the feeling of the
tacit cogito’s field of generality before a specific place. Rather than condensing the moment into
a fossilized image, Mitchell lets the feeling blossom beneath her brush, as it guides a new
experience of perceptual exploration. She is driven by a remembered field of presence of a given
place, and how this presence was sensuously presented through concrete things. The feeling is
not an anchor to the past, but a seed for perceptual futures.
I now turn to one more concrete example, before concluding with possible ontological
implications of Mitchell’s “feeling.”

Figure 3. Joan Mitchell, La Grande Vallée XIV (For a Little While), 1983.
Oil on canvas, 280 x 600 cm. Centre Pompidou, Paris.
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La Grande Vallée is a suite of 21 paintings by Mitchell, guided by the feeling of the
Grand Valley—the childhood paradise of her sister’s friend. In this case, there are multiple layers
of remove from the landscape painted: this is a place-memory developed from another’s retelling
of another’s recounted memory. As Mitchell tells Nochlin:
[T]he Grande Vallée was a [wild vast] place where this Gisele Barreaux [composer] played
with her cousin when they were children, and the cousin, aged 28, died of cancer. And she
told me he said to her [when he was dying in 1982], ‘If we could only return to the Grande
Vallée once again,’ as he was dying. I mean, that was what that was all about, so that was
a subject of… You know, it was the summer my sister died—the same week… and I
thought, ‘This is very true and very simple… Shit, I’ll paint the Grande Vallée for her.’
And now, I got her to tell me about it, and it was green and blue, and it was just a vast sort
of territory outside Nantes [Brittany]…And so that’s how I got started on that whole
series…181
Mitchell was grieving her sister, but rather than depicting the grief itself or using the personal
emotion tied to her sister’s passing as the “feeling” that guided her, Mitchell called to mind an
imagined image of another’s remembered place—a childhood scene of joyful adventure. Even
though she never experienced this place herself, Mitchell was able to call up the “visual feeling”
this place’s memory evoked. This hand-me-down memory was undoubtedly imbued with the
grief of her friend and the loss of its original owner—and of course would be nothing like the
original location. But the accuracy of the memory according to a precise location is of no
concern to Mitchell. Once again, Mitchell’s subject matter is not subjectively fabricated—though
Mitchell’s grief provided the initial impulse, it found as its vehicle the qualities of a remembered
place that Mitchell’s imagination could wander within, rich with inexhaustible layers of
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childhood joy, ambiguously imagined trees or rivers, and echoes of loss. Mitchell recounts the
painting of La Grande Vallée to Michaud, in starkly visual terms:
I get my pleasure from what happens visually… It is hard for you to understand what I
mean because, like many people, you separate emotion from something visual. You are
more interested in conceptual matters. In 1984, when I painted the La Grande Vallée series,
I got totally involved with the visual thing. I had never seen the Grand Vallée, but I
imagined it. You put on blue and then you put on green and then the green says ‘put on
more blue’ or whatever. This visual sensation, it is the blue over the red, how things work,
the space and the color, how it is used, how the space holds. That’s what makes the painting
to me, which is visual. It is not because these colors make me sad or something … I liked
the red line in it. What moved me? It certainly was not the grey rainy day. 182
Here, Mitchell reiterates that her feeling is not an internal emotional state to exteriorize, nor is it
merely an external subject matter waiting to be transcribed. That is, Mitchell is not using colors
that “make her sad” to work through her grief, just as she is not copying the “grey rainy day”
found outside. Rather, Mitchell paints from a conjured image—but not an explicit image fully
formed. Mitchell does not deliberately generate the physiognomy and geography of the Grand
Valley, but, I argue, she lets her tacit cogito—already within a certain disposition due to her
grief—take up the language of the description and wander within it. For Bachelard, a reverie can
be “fashioned” out of “sights and sounds, odors and memories.” 183 A single image or impression
of a place can become the “seed of a world, the seed of a universe imagined…” 184 In Bachelard’s
state of reverie, poetic language can present me, as a reader, with imagined spaces where a
“word takes form…[which] teaches us the possibilities for expanding out being in the
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universe.”185 The words dream in me, as the poetic image takes hold and blossoms, if we let it. 186
Mitchell need not hear the description in a fully literal and conceptual manner, but can allow an
existential, perceptual description to flourish in her mind’s eye—not fully formed, but
provocative as an air of natural presence and affective energy. She imagines in and through her
painting, as she lets the concrete images of trees and streams mingle with her own memories and
grief, as an ambiguous whole propelling her brush forward—not in raw automatism, but in
careful attentive wonder. Rather than listening for geographical contents, Mitchell lets her
imagination explore the contours of the poetic landscape. Her friend’s words evoke an
ambiguous mental space which carries a wholly visual feeling—this is what guides Mitchell in
her painting of La Grande Vallée.
I have presented two differing ways that Mitchell develops a “visual feeling” with which
she paints—either a landscape from without will grab her, or the memory of another will give
her the imagined place which plants the seed for a visual memory in reverie. In either case,
importantly, Mitchell is driven by a remembered field of presence of a given place, and its
sensuous presented through concrete things. Mitchell describes this process of capturing different
images that she uses for her painting as one of collecting “real images” in a mental “album of
photographs,” that are instants of “life,” at once still and moving. 187 These are not photographs
that tell stories, but are poetic instants that capture the feeling of the moment. Each is a “piece of
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life” trapped in a purely visual form—not conceptual or conceived, 188 but framed by the
instantaneous grasp of a body encountering its inexhaustible world.
Mitchell’s mind is an “album” of photographs, but not photographs that tell stories—
these are poetic photographs that capture the feeling of the moment. These snapshots are the
seeds of creative worlds, just as the crystallized poetic image for Bachelard is “immediate,”
giving “the whole before the parts…in its exuberance…telling the whole.” 189 Each is a “piece of
life” that is trapped in a purely visual form—not conceptual or conceived, but framed by the
instantaneous grasp of a body encountering its world. In another interview, Mitchell explains:
I don’t separate [living and painting]. I take a train to go to Paris and I am seeing that
landscape or looking out of the window, or to the sky, or to people or whatever. I am always
looking at something—with very bad eyes—but this is what I am doing. I am looking. I
am transcribing whatever I am looking at. And when I read a book it is only because I don’t
want to look out anymore. When I read I am seeing too, except of course conceptual
philosophy—there are no pictures.190
Mitchell is always seeing the world, but not in discrete and outlined things—her “bad eyes,” akin
to Cézanne’s supposedly poor eyesight,191 do not prevent visual access to the living world of
perception. To better grapple with what exactly these mental photographs are, I want to dwell on
what it means for them to be non-conceptual—or, in other words, how are these images
synonymous with a “visual feeling”? Mitchell does not keep an album of “everyday movies” that
maintain narrative or conceptual content, for these images are more akin to poetry. What is it that
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enables these memories to escape the nets of association we typically include with our
memories? How can Mitchell “trap the fish in ice,” in her memory or in her painting?
Visual Feeling
Gasquet writes that Cézanne’s world is driven mad in its pure visuality. 192 Cézanne
sought to capture the smells and sounds and tones of a place in wholly visual terms—this is
another way to consider the “feeling” that Mitchell strives for, as she visually captures the
extravisual present in evocative condensation. When she looks out at the world, what remains for
her in her “mind album” is the total gestalt—the feeling—of the place, within a concrete visual
mode. The ambiguous field of presence her lived body is immersed in—the sensuous generality
prior to conceptualization—is captured (and then recaptured) through a visual emblem, a
“concrete image.”193 Mitchell recounts in an interview:
If [what I paint] is a feeling, it is a visual feeling; I mean a matter of painting something
the way it looks. It is not drawn in outlines, the way people illustrate things… I find it
wonderful to look at green next to red, or blue, or white or whatever… I do not paint to
make a statement, I want to see it… What excites me as I paint is what one color is doing
to another and what they are both doing in terms of space and doing to each other. I don’t
get excited from an idea or from a thing outside. I get feelings from the outside and I get
moved by their colors together on a flat surface. 194
Mitchell describes her painting in active terms—it is about what the colors do to one another and
to the painting as a whole. There is not an inert image that the painter or spectator comes to and
reads—the painting and its colors are actors all their own in their “working.” Recall how
Merleau-Ponty discusses emotion not as a positive mental content, but as a question of what we
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are doing—visual feeling, too, is not a matter of emotional content but a spatial arrangement that
is doing something. Mitchell describes feeling as “the organization of things, the physical feeling
of how things are.”195 There is not some quale occupying the mind, but the image itself—the
remembered visual feeling of the place—is the concrete emblem of the tacit cogito’s general
field of presence. Bachelard writes that “[a]ll the senses awaken and fall into harmony in poetic
reverie. Poetic reverie listens to the polyphony of the senses…[in] spontaneous creation.” 196 The
tacit cogito—the perceiving body—does not conceive, but instead lives in the language of action,
of things doing things and working or not working.
Michaud presses Mitchell on what a given painting “means.” Mitchell replies, bewildered
by the question: “What it means? It seems very clear what it means. I can’t say it but the painting
makes it clear. If I don’t know, then it’s not working.”197 This echoes Merleau-Ponty’s sentiment
that the meaning of a given work cannot be separated from its sensuous presence, wherein “the
expression cannot be distinguished from the expressed.” 198 The feeling of Mitchell’s painting
cannot be put into conceptual terms or described in any medium besides the visual since the
feeling itself is visual presence. The feeling is an ineffable visual presencing first found in the
world that then resurfaces through the ambiguous forms in Mitchell’s work. This is an
“organization of things” which seeks to present the visual feeling of presence of a given place—
and Mitchell only knows if it “works” by feeling the painting as it unfolds. This is akin to the
“appropriateness” of a phenomenologist weighing their description against the phenomena before
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them—is there a “reverberation”199 between her and her world, or is too much being imposed?.
There is no objective third term against which Mitchell compares her image and her feeling—
rather, as she paints, Mitchell constantly appeals to this feeling and sees if it is “working” in how
the colors function against one another. Mitchell discusses her work in terms of “accuracy” 200; it
is not an accurate representation of a scene she is after, but rather, as I have shown, an accurate
recapturing of a sensuous present of her lived body. This recapturing is not the recapitulation of
some monumental past, but is instead striking the tone of a past experience to ring its worldly
reverberation anew—making the present sing in the same key as a certain style of the past: an
existential tuning fork. This accuracy, importantly, is not about Mitchell’s ego finding something
familiar on the canvas, but is about the worldly quality that delivered her the feeling to begin
with finding its way back out into the world. Mitchell is not only painting a visual feeling, but
she is carrying the world back to itself by making herself sensitive to a worldly visual feeling
that she carries back into a concrete, worldly situation.
The Reality of Mitchell’s “Feeling”
Michaud asks Mitchell what inspires her to paint, and she responds: “When I was sick,
they moved me to a room with a window and suddenly through the window I saw two fir trees in
a park, and the grey sky, and the beautiful grey rain, and I was so happy. It had something to do
with being alive. I could see the pine trees, and I felt I could paint.”201 Mitchell’s pictures are
intensely personal, and grow out of her own presence to the world (or to others) in moments of
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engaged feeling. As I have shown, Mitchell does not “conceive” her works or subjectively create
them, just as she does not look for subjects in the world—rather, something from the outside
moves her to paint.
Michaud concludes from this that Mitchell’s work, then, grows out of the whole of her
life, as we saw was true of the action painters—as if there were a crisscrossing of psychological
trajectories that burst forth into one crystallized image. However, Mitchell eschews the claim
that just because something is existential—or about life, grounded in the world outside of the
studio—then it must automatically emerge from a complete life, exploding in a fit of passion
rather than deliberate craft. She tells Michaud: “I look very much at the painting when I paint
it… I [just] don’t separate painting and living.”202 In defense of her claim, Mitchell recalls a
book that she and Michaud had discussed previously, The Enigma of Arrival by Naipaul.
Michaud had argued that the text was an existential rather than formal narrative due to its
streams of consciousness, its repetitions, its inherent feeling that seemed to be arrived at through
a kind of thinking-and-feeling through the writing process. Michaud considers it mutually
exclusive for a given work to be a formally structured and deliberate project, or an existentially
relevant project that grows out of one’s life in a stream of conscious automatism: either a work is
held at a distance as an object to be labored over, or else it is a fossilized relic of raw existential
drama. However, Mitchell does not agree that a work’s formal nature restricts its participation in
one’s existential life:
I think Naipaul must re-read every sentence over and over. He has that tremendous
repetition, like a fugue…I think he writes in that book about living in the country… In that
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book, living and writing are the same, they are both the way to get through a certain period
of time. Naipaul writing about living and living about writing. [My painting] is the same. 203
Mitchell’s painting process is about living and her living is about painting. Whereas Michaud
can only make sense of this by assuming that every painting is a kind of bursting forth from the
whole of her life, existence cathartically boiling over, Mitchell explains that it is because she
sees the world through a kind of “framing” which captures these visual feelings that she is able
to paint deliberately and particularly without externalizing the whole of her life onto the canvas.
In Mitchell’s work, the existential and the formal come together because the “visual feeling” is a
feeling as a concrete emblem, just as Naipaul’s writing is repetitive because he lived repetitively.
For Mitchell, there is not a clear division between life and painting, since, as we have
seen, she carries images from her living world onto the canvas. Whereas the lab scientist or
formalist painter will draw distinctions around their work and the rest of their life, these facets
are continuous for Mitchell since they are one and the same: to see something is to frame it
through a feeling, and to paint what has been seen is to call upon this feeling. Mitchell “feels
about” through her formal elements for the means by which to express this feeling “accurately.”
She is deliberate and conscious in her selection and use of formal elements, but this deliberation
occurs on the prepersonal, perceptual level where she was first struck by the feeling that guides
her—this is a consciousness not bound by the determinations of concept, but tapping into the
general ground of sensuous presence where matter and form are pre-merged in their living
totality (sense and material, as established in Chapter One).
The tacit cogito always uncovers itself on the outside, in the contours and perspectives of
the world that it itself effortlessly weaves and offers up to a distracted and tunnel-visioned ego.
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The tacit cogito is always coloring the world that is given up to our personal ego—by tapping
into that color and letting it guide her literal colorings, Mitchell is delivering the world back to
itself through her perceiving body (which is itself a sedimented “project of the world”)—or, just
the same, she is delivering her tacit cogito’s perceiving body back to itself through the world. 204
The tacit cogito shapes our given world, and Mitchell articulates this very shaping. In reverie,
“the duality of the subject and object is iridescent, shimmering, unceasingly active in its
inversions.”205 Such work is not possible with conceptual language or thought since a formal
description has no dimension—it cannot carry the inherent ambiguity and latency of the world
that Mitchell’s visual feeling can, nor could it drive an exploratory experimentation. For
Bachelard, a creative image is “essentially variational, and not, as in the case of a concept,
constitutive.”206
This carried “feeling,” delivered from the outside, that can at once guide formal
considerations and express existential signification is akin to what Merleau-Ponty calls the
“sensible idea” and defines toward the end of Chapter Four of Visible and the Invisible, as:
…an idea that is not the contrary of the sensible, that is its lining and its depth…this
invisible, these ideas, unlike those of that science, cannot be detached from the sensible
appearances and be erected into a second positivity. … [T]he ideas we are speaking of
would not be better known to us if we had no body and no sensibility; it is then that they
would be inaccessible to us.207
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The “sensible idea” is not a mental object, just as it is not sense-data. Mitchell’s feeling—a
species of such an “idea”—is the ineffable style of the world as present to her tacit cogito in a
given situation. It is the sensuous presentation of things, in their inexhaustible field of generality
as lived by her anonymous body. Mitchell is struck by the qualitative presence of a certain
natural scene and carries this with her, not as a narrative memory or photographic image, but as a
“sensible idea” that requires renewed carnal presence to be expressed, or even thought. The
sensible idea existing in the mind alone is nothing more than a “vague fever.” 208 As Mitchell lets
the feeling guide her, the formal aspects of the work present problems and questions and tools
for her mode of expression—she sees if the colors “work” well with one another to let this
feeling become expressed, according to these sensuous forces that cannot be known but only felt.
Since Mitchell is the one being guided by the feeling, she can deliberate whether a given color or
color-combination is “accurate” without reducing these formal considerations to some objective
standard accessed by a disembodied mind—she is not a self-conscious mind applying objective
laws, but is a non-self-consciousness letting itself be guided by feeling. The image is variable in
its slow emergence according to an emerging standard, rather than constituted according to some
predetermined concept. Whereas all perceptual life will carry a qualitative style through its mode
of presentation, Mitchell highlights this very presentation by thematizing it free of its typical
conceptual and thingly clothes.
Indeed, it is precisely because Mitchell does not import conceptual thinking but uses a
feeling of the world to create her paintings in the world that her images are not tied to some
outside referent, but are real on their own indeterminate, sensuous terms. Bachelard writes that
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reverie delivers a “concrete metaphysics” where one’s tacit cogito opens them to reality: “it is
this ‘my non-I’ which lets me live my secret of being in the world.” 209 Mitchell explains that “an
‘abstract’ painting is as real as an apple—if it works. Cézanne’s apples work: they are in space
and you can’t make a description of them.” 210
Here, Mitchell expresses disdain for linguistic thought that reduces objects to cliché,
rendering them “colorless” and “frightening”—the full awareness which ossified the feeling of
Merleau-Ponty’s hypothesized lover211 For Mitchell, an abstract painting is real when it “works”
and is “in space.” A Cézanne is not reducible to words because the expressed is bound up in the
expression itself—to see a Cézanne according to “learned clichés” is to reduce it to something
unreal and fabricated—a second-order representation of some more-real thing. For Mitchell,
painting is real when it is born of this power to “see,” as an awareness to look beyond concept
and cliché. I argue that here she is describing her ability to bracket out her Cartesian cogito and
see the world in its sensuous generality.
In another interview, Mitchell is asked what she means when she says that a painting
“works.” She replies: “It has to do with space… A painting is visual. It has to do with a
rectangle. I’m old-fashioned—it’s not minimal, it’s not conceptual. Children lose their visual
sense around five or six years old. Painters are retarded—we kept our visual sense. We love
visual things. All you intelligent people lost that. Anyone can paint or draw. But to get feeling
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out of a painting is something quite different, which I try to do.”212 Here, Mitchell reiterates both
the formal aspects of a work and its prepersonal visuality—she is “retarded” since her visual
field is not impinged by the conceptual nets of association that impede upon others’ ability to
attune themselves to the perceptual world of their living body. Again, this reiterates that Mitchell
is not performing some additive abstraction upon a scene, but is subtracting the extra processes
that most people add to their worlds as they grow up. And, for Mitchell, such a process is
incredibly personal, and that is why her formal considerations are always grounded in her
existential being—her living “framing” of the world around her through visual feeling:
It’s extremely hard to do, whatever I do. No, I don’t mean hard to do. It’s hard to squeeze
paint if I don’t feel like it. If I don’t feel what I’m doing there’s no point in it. Real. Felt is
the only word you’d say. There has to be meaning to what you’re putting on.” 213
Importantly, Mitchell notes that what she does must have meaning, and its meaning comes from
the outside, not something subjectively valued—it must be “real” and “felt.”214 For this reason,
her pictures are both real in and of themselves, and are also about real things in the world rather
than fabricated concepts. In a filmed interview, Mitchell shows an abstract work to the camera
and says, “This is a tree. I mean, my idea of a tree which has nothing to do with a real tree.
Except for me, it has to do with a real tree. To copy a real tree would be absolutely impossible…
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Van Gogh said, ‘I have gratitude to trees because they exist.’ And that’s all my painting is
about.”215
Mitchell’s abstraction does not depict a tree, and yet it “has to do” with a real tree,
grounded in a gratitude to the tree for existing. Mitchell, sick in bed, moved by the grey day to
paint, is a true “communion” with the world, as she seeks to grasp her body’s own encounter
with sensuous things by showing her gratitude to them by simply being present, by virtue of her
guided brush. Mitchell’s project can be understood as bringing the world back to itself, as she is
moved by this simple gratitude and therefore maintains presence to the thing on its own terms,
and uses this feeling to create another real thing in the world, that can then be explored in its
depth. Goethe wrote in Maxims and Reflections that “It takes a special turn of mind to grasp
formless reality in its essential nature and to distinguish it from the figments of the imagination
which, all the same, thrust themselves urgently on our attention with a certain semblance of
reality.”216
Merleau-Ponty writes: “[The] unconscious is to be sought not at the bottom of ourselves,
behind the back of our ‘consciousness,’ but in front of us, as articulations of our field. It is
‘unconscious’ by the fact that it is not an object, but it is that through which objects are possible,
it is the constellation wherein our future is read” 217 Mitchell’s tacit cogito is not conscious of
itself, but it is found in and as the articulation of her field. This visual feeling is the “lining and
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depth” of her world, in its general presencing that is inexhaustible in its depth. Mitchell can read
future actions within this presence since she carries this visual feeling as a fuel for indeterminate
paintings—and often multiple very divergent paintings grounded in the same feeling. This visual
feeling institutes for Mitchell new horizons of possible mark-making, not by presenting a
complex subject matter, but by virtue of the world’s inherent horizonality. When I encounter a
poem or attune my body to a worldly scene before me, I concentrate the sedimentations of my
past and orient them toward an indeterminate future that is opened by my very sedimentations
meeting up with the contingency of the world. Objective thought finds comfort in its
overdetermining structures that seek to close off the open possibilities of the future—Mitchell
reminds us that to be truly present is not to forget one’s past, but is rather to orient one’s self
forward and look to the sensuous depth of the present as the living body that you are, given the
past that you have.
To come to terms with one’s own living present without overdetermining it is akin to
Henri Bergson grappling with what it means to attend to durée:
But this duration (durée) which science eliminates, and which is so difficult to conceive
and express, is what one feels and lives. Suppose we try to find out what it is? How would
it appear to a consciousness which desired only to see it without measuring it. which would
then grasp it without stopping it, which in short, would take itself as object, and which,
spectator and actor alike, at once spontaneous and reflective, would bring ever closer
together— to the point where they would coincide—the attention which is fixed, and the
time which passes?218
Mitchell is “at once spontaneous and reflective” as she attempts to capture the very movement of
her tacit cogito’s shaping of its world. Bergson’s durée is another concept for one’s qualitative,
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fluid presence to things, and he is here in agreement with where I have arrived: to be aware of
this living present, to “grasp it without stopping it.” In a footnote in Visible and the Invisible,
Merleau-Ponty writes:
One can say that we perceive the things themselves, that we are the world that thinks
itself—or that the world is at the heart of our flesh. In any case, once a body-world
relationship is recognized, there is a ramification of my body and a ramification of the
world and a correspondence between its inside and my outside, between my inside and its
outside.219
Mitchell is the gap or the hollow where the world can come back to itself—she is the world that
thinks itself, but with thoughts that always draw her back to the outside. She folds Being back
upon itself by carrying a feeling of the world back to the world through her paintings. Rather
than let objective thought overdetermine her world, Mitchell carries her photo album of
moments—times when the world moved her, and she seals that movement as a place-memory
free from the overdetermination of objective thinking. It is this special ability to both see the
world as a perceiving body alone and recall this feeling as a fuel for painting activity that allows
Mitchell to paint abstract works that are real in their own right and about the world. Formal,
existential, metaphysical, and perceptual distinctions collapse in this fluid movement of the
world meeting up with a body ready to reverberate a presence to the world back into the world.
The reality of this image is not tied to an external referent but present as the visual feeling, the
expressed in the expression itself, instituting future possibilities for engagement in allowing
different perceiving bodies to capture its inexhaustible generality differently.
However, as we will see, we must look for the feeling and according to it—see the formal
elements as existential and metaphysical rather than mere material or concept or argument. When
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Mitchell is asked “how you like the space of your paintings to be read?”, she responds: “To be
read? I’d rather they be looked at, myself!… [I want] the painting to give out to the person.
Rather than the person bringing himself to the painting.”220 Rather than investing the painting
with my own interpretation, Mitchell wants the feeling of the painting to move me just as the
world moved her. Bachelard writes that one who accepts the poetic image “is asked to consider
an image not as an object and even less as a substitute for an object, but to seize its specific
reality…a reality which will not necessarily reach its final constitution.” 221
Mitchell painted from a gratitude for natural things—a joyful wonder at the world for
simply being-there, in “repose” before Being. 222 She thanked these natural gifts by letting them
rearticulate themselves through her brush, as she allowed her anonymous body to be guided by
the feeling it found in the fabric of its world. Paradoxically, then, rather than read about Mitchell
or think about her work, I leave you with a call to action: be present to her work, to the world, to
the feeling you find on the outside. Find wonder in the tree, for existing is a special feat. This
wonder—and the tree’s special contrasts with the earth, the grass, the sky—cannot be captured in
ossified outlines, but can only find new life through a felt poetic word, a wandering mark on the
page, a spirited and playful gaze.
In the next chapter, we will see how one comes to learn how to enter this sort of attentive
receptivity. Beginning from my own jazz training and into the curriculum of Josef Albers,
training for creativity will involve cultivating a context wherein the student, too, can enter a state
of “non-self-consciousness.” Then, finally, the fifth chapter will place this training explicitly in
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the context of spectatorship practices—how to look or listen or taste or smell for something akin
to Mitchell’s feeling.
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Interlude IV: Words for the Work
Look to your list of words. You should have at least twenty-four words, but hopefully
more. Now, divide this list into groups of four words. (You should have a minimum of six
groups, but perhaps more.)
Return to the visual work you have selected as the ocular presentation of your plant’s
song. Explore it once more, and let its atmosphere wash over you. Look at its details—let your
eyes get caught in nooks and crannies of color or texture. Ride its lines, feel what happens when
you go from one color region to another—focus on the border between as if it were a figure all
its own. Try to look at the whole work at once—then narrow in on the smallest, subtlest detail
you can find. Bring the work up to your face so it is millimeters away, then look at it from the
other side of the room. Once you have immersed yourself in its visual world, attend to the words
on your list as well as the words provided in Appendix II. In front of you, you should have your
own list of twenty-four (or more) words divided in groups of four, as well as the list of words
provided in Appendix II. If your list does not divide evenly, you may have a remainder group
with fewer than four words. Have a pen at the ready.
Let your eyes breathe in the visual world of the work—let the work sit next to the words,
and wander from words to work and back again. Now, while holding this visual world, look over
these words, one group of four at a time. The first step is to eliminate words from each group
which do not fit with your visual exploration—cross out words one-by-one with your pen. Begin
by eliminating the most obvious words that will have no place in the atmosphere of this work.
Speak the words aloud—think of their timbre and tone, and the taste of the sounds on your lip
and teeth. Consider both the images and feeling of the words, but also the sounds they create.
Meaning or phoneme, mental image or bare sound—either is a legitimate reason for linking this
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word to this image (or rejecting its fittingness). Are they soft or hard, flowing or still? Feel these
words and their sounds alongside the work—do they fit? Do this with each group of words,
keeping only one word from each group that best fits your visual work. Do not get hampered
down by a particular group—if you get stuck on a word or group of words, move to the next and
return to the tough bit later on. If you get too caught up in any one word, you risk losing hold of
the visual experience you’ve built up. Glide over the lists, see where your mind finds its footing
and where it stumbles. Cross out words with ease—these should be easy decisions, not deep
ones. Cross out three words in each group. If you come back to a difficult group and cannot
decide between two remaining words, see if you can find a particular location in the painting
where either word would find a home. Speak the word aloud. As a last resort if you really have
difficulty eliminating all three words in a group of four, use your plant and theme song—do
these favor one word over the other? If not, then flip a coin—let chance decide. But only keep
one word from each group.
You should now be left with a minimum of fourteen words. The next task is a bit
technologically complex, but hopefully feasible. What we are going to do is place the words
directly upon the visual work in the place where you think the words are most “at home.”
Practically, you may either have the hard copy of the painting and write the words directly upon
it—this is the most ideal. Another option is to do this digitally and use a program to write letters
atop the work. However, most straightforward is to have a blank sheet of paper in front of you,
then draw the rough outline of the picture’s frame to match its proportions. Then while looking
at the painting, approximate the location of the word’s placement on your sheet of paper. While
deciding where to place each word, ask: Does the word evoke a particular portion of the
painting? Is the word large or small? If the word is meant to apply to the whole work, it might sit
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right outside of the frame—this is perfectly fine. But you must decide where to place it—towards
the top or along the side, upside down or not, spread out or condensed. Place the words where
they best fit. Is there a flow of color which fits the melodious sound of a word? Or does a word
draw up an image mirrored in the work? Or a clash of consonants might echo the clash of
figures, or the hard edge of a noun slips easily onto the hard edge of a colored block. Perhaps
several words crowd around a common feature—it is permitted that they be crammed together
there. Feel through each word and find where it can be at home in the work, and write it there.
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Chapter Four
Creativity as Structured Experimentation: Learning to Ride the
Line between Chaos & Cliche with Jazz & Albers
“Every new student arrives encumbered with a mass of accumulated
information which he must abandon before he can achieve perception and
knowledge that is really his own.”
— Johannes Itten, Bauhaus Professor223

Through the practice of phenomenological description, Cézanne’s “seeing brush,” and the
“feeling” of Mitchell, I have shown how a certain form of creativity results from a mode of nonself-consciousness, wherein a perceiver is attuned to the sensuousness of phenomena through a
structuring activity of open-ended exploration driven by a sensuous motif, such as the trial-anderror weighing of descriptive words and weighing colors and feelings, to produce an evocative
invitation for perceptual play. Now, however, I turn to what makes such an investigative posture
possible for an individual—that is, how can one begin to enter this peculiar mode—of attentive
receptivity, of non-self-consciousness—in the first place? How do I find a motif and follow it
without imposition? What do I do?
I shall show that such creativity is fostered through the deliberate cultivation of a context
of inquiry that enables a structured activity of receptive attention. The structuring activity is one
that provides a concrete framework through explicit instruction while maintaining an open and
indeterminate endpoint—the student must interpret the instruction through the activity of
attempting to satisfy its conditions, answering the call to inquiry through experiment as the
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instruction guides the student to discover a perceptual motif in play. This motif is not given, but
in line with critical pedagogical models, the instructor presents questions and assignments which
allow the student to discover what it means to discover the motif in the first place, in their own
way. Further, the metric for such satisfaction is internal to the activity itself and slowly gathered
through the process of trial-and-error. The student’s task is tied to the perceptual rather than
conceptual, for this ensures her attention is tied to what she is presently doing, rather than
abstract principles which would determine the activity from the outside.
An instructor cannot simply dictate that a student remain present to her perceptual
situation—the instructor must present an open-ended task that promotes the experimentation of
shaping the sensuous to better understand the demands of the task and its satisfaction. As we will
see, such shaping can be material or psychical—that is, physically altering the things to perceive
them differently, or else altering my mode of attunement to them to thereby perceive them anew.
The answer is never known beforehand—the instructor is not fishing for some predetermined
solution. Instead, the instructor creates an opportunity for perceptual play by establishing clear
situational boundaries with an ambiguously given endpoint, only satisfied in experience rather
than an according to objective metrics. 224
To initially illustrate this process, I begin with my own learning process as a jazz pianist,
in addition to drawing from published interviews by established jazz players. Through example
and analysis, I will show how a structured activity of receptive attention can be sedimented ever

There is an important connection to be made here with Deleuze and Guattari’s A
Thousand Plateaus, wherein one might say that in perceptual play I take a line of flight and
sediment new possibilities, embracing the virtual as a Body without Organs. Such a deep dive
into another thinker is not able to be explored here, but I hope to deepen this connection in future
work.
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deeper, such that the perceiver no longer requires the aid of given instruction or deliberate
context but is able to activate a habitual receptive attention through their art-making. By
beginning from the learned jazz player and working backwards through their learning process, I
reveal that the structure at the heart of their creative process can be turned inside-out, forming a
context that encourages the naive perceiver to enter a creative mode. In other words, we will
trace this “structured activity of receptive attention,” mapping it in reverse by first finding it as
sedimented within the jazz player’s own fingertips and ears. We will step backwards in time and
find this structure slowly leaking out of the non-self-conscious state of the player (as seen with
Mitchell) and into the given rules of practice and open-ended problems the student works
through as she trains her fingers and ears, to finally end up discovering this structure is initially
instituted through a combination of technique-training, theoretical instruction, and, importantly
for our purposes, assignments grounded in directed yet open-ended exploration.
These assignments provide a general field of play, yet remain specific enough to keep
student’s focused on developing some given region of perceptual life, picking up some
phenomenal throughline and pushing it forward in play. As I will show, in casual listening we
are exposed to a whole musical atmosphere which washes over us in affective delight. Part of
jazz training, I argue, is the ability to home in on one specific, yet inexhaustible, region of this
atmosphere and use it as a guiding motif to be carried forward. This motif is a musical idea—
some feeling or force that is a seed for musical seed. This seed, however, does not predetermine
its own growth, but instead germinates in and through the act of playing, itself the mode of
presentation of the sounds.
Perception requires a number of situational conditions to enable such play and avoid the
natural attitude, so that the musician can take up this motivational call and carry a region of the
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musical atmosphere forward; these conditions begin as instructed boundaries on experience, but
to learn creativity is to sediment these conditions within one’s own perceptual openness,
carrying them implicitly in self-given tasks of creative activity. The structured activity begins as
a conscious exercise for the student, but slowly sediments itself into habitual knowledge without
thereby becoming determined. My arena for play is initially instituted by an imposed program of
instruction, but I slowly learn how to setup my own playful arena—the instructor is teaching me
how to find a motif and follow it, but also what is required to maintain such perceptual attention
and indeterminate openness.
As I will show, the key to this analysis is understanding the sort of habit which is not an
automatic or unconscious reaction, but is instead a vehicle for creativity by freeing up the
creator’s attention without determining her activity. The jazz player listens through her fingers,
in a mode wherein she responds by playing. Such productive response is only possible with a
highly attuned ear and deeply sedimented dexterous skill—the jazz player has habituated their
own ears and fingers to listen-through-playing. Echoing the structure of creativity we have been
investigating, this habit is not simply automatic—the jazz player may not be reflecting upon
every note, but she is not absent-minded either. We will see that the structure of her playing is
akin to the mode which Mitchell entered to paint her feeling and Cézanne his landscapes,
wherein the creator is in a state of deliberately maintained non-self-consciousness.
This form of habit is not innate, but, for the musician, learned after thousands of hours of
practice, harmonic study, repetitive scales, and elementary exercises. It is true that there are the
cults of genius—the Sonny Rollinses and Dizzy Gillespies who dusted off an old cornet and
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could echo all they heard on the record player, and improve it, without any formal training 225—
but I am seeking to understand how these creative forces can be tapped by any individual, not
just those gifted with an expert ear. And while these edge cases of seemingly god-given talent
demand their own careful analysis, I would argue that the structure of their habituation does not
deviate very far from what I here posit—they may have a genetic leg-up (and even this is not
certain), but they still cultivated their craft through generative habits. Therefore, I turn to art
education to better understand how formal training can give rise to a creative, receptive form of
habit.
The kind of exploratory assignment which develops such habit will then be taken to the
visual register through the classroom of Josef Albers. I look specifically to Albers’ The
Interaction of Color as exemplary of pedagogical technique centered around fostering creativity.
As I will show, his exercises are precise in their crafting of a context for structured
experimentation, wherein the student enters a state of non-self-consciousness as they weigh
colors against one another—they follow explicit instruction which nevertheless fosters free play,
given a specific yet ambiguous endgoal. Albers self-avowedly eschews color theory in exchange
for seeing, training eyes over abstract vision. 226 Of course, Albers’ color course still dives deeply
into Newtonian color physics, theories of optics, Goethe’s color wheel, etc.—there is plenty of
theory to go around—but all of this discussion is for the sake of better appreciating the
phenomenal medium or articulated field of vision.
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Just as the jazz player sediments theoretical knowledge in order to attune to the
sensuousness of their solo as it unfolds, the student in Albers’ class gains a backdrop in color
theory for the sake of seeing with their eyes rather than their minds.
By creating a context of structured experimentation, Albers enables his students to
bracket their conceptual and sedimented ways of seeing in order to see color anew—to see
phenomenologically. (Not in a reflective, philosophical mode, but “phenomenologically” in the
sense I establish in Chapter One, wherein the seer opens themselves to the sensuousness of
things rather than the concepts and mental associations of their personal lives.) And while
students can not appeal to a deeply cultivated habit, like Mitchell or the jazz musician, I will
argue that they can appeal to their body’s own habitual, living knowledge of color and texture
and the visual world. Albers creates a context within which the student is able to shed much of
their personal and historical investments in their visual world, allowing them to tap into their
anonymous body’s sensuous opening upon the visual. The more the student learns to see in this
way, the better they can see-through-response, such as Mitchell or Cézanne sees with their brush.
The forms of habit utilized by the creator, as we have seen, are habits of production (the
technique of the brush, the dexterity of fingers on the keys) as well as habits of reception (seeing
closely, listening fully), and, finally, the crucial habit of seamlessly melting this production and
reception into one complete experiential flow—creating-through-responding. Just as with
phenomenology, the “bracketing” of explicit theoretical tools does not preclude their influence,
but instead finds them as always already present in shaping our perceptual worlds. The context
created does not attempt to find the student in a situation utterly devoid of any theoretical
influences, but instead urges them to perceive without such theoretical crutches and thereby
uncover what is possible to perceive outside of their familiar frameworks. Indeed, it is the
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sedimentation of generative habits that enables one’s theoretical knowledge to be present in the
muscle memory of tools engaged in play, rather than as objective resources that might overdetermine their result. Just as a phenomenologist’s cultural situation is weaved within the fabric
of her world even in the act of bracketing, my countless hours of studying scales and harmony
are present in the perceptual situation of my fingers on the keys—not as determinative structures,
but bodily powers which open new fields of possibilities.
In the next and final chapter, I will conclude with some gestures to how these principles
for context-creation can be carried to spectatorship.
A Brief Phenomenology of Jazz Improvisation & Learning
When I sit down to play the piano, I settle into the keyboard with a few familiar chords—
II-V-I in the key of F (Gm7-C7-F) in my left hand, with some melodic forms in my right,
bouncing on the A, up to D, making sure to glide over the Db on the C7 chord. I feel my way
into the sonic world, picking out some phrases and letting my fingers wander—I don’t think
about these letters and cymbals, but witness my fingers running ahead to their favorite spots in
this familiar playground. The drummer—Blake—also gets geared up, sticks bouncing on
different surfaces—a clash, thump thump, patter. A few tweaks here and there, I scoot my stool
closer. I hit three C7s in quick succession while dropping the center note of the voicing each
time, Blake echoes—pah-pah-pah. I punctuate with a high C into a B natural to the Bb, resolving
on a lower C triad with the fourth. The bassist, Rob, tunes a few strings—bum, bum—twist.
When we play, we play jazz standards, or just jam, picking a key and meandering together.
We choose “All the Things You Are,” and Blake counts us in—one, two, one-twothree… I follow the sheet music. Well, I really follow the pulse of the drums and the beat of the
bass, but my eyes see the notes and chord symbols, though I don’t register them as present to me.
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All it takes is a glance—I carry a map of this well-worn territory, but the beating heart of the
drums and the sure-footing of the bass are really what carry me forward. I’ve been here before
and know what to look for, with the help of these written signposts. I don’t take notice of what I
see. The voice in my head does not read the notes—it stays silent. My head has more important
things to do. My attention feels at once heavy and light, in my fingers and reaching through my
ears. There are only two times I actively attend to my visual register: when I feel the urge to take
a musical risk that I’m uncertain of and need to watch for where my fingers will land, and on the
turn-around when I’m following the lead of the rhythm (with just a glance, I feel if Blake will
start speeding up or slowing down, if the bass will turn right or turn left).
I don’t pay attention to the chords as chords, but I treat different chords differently. If
there’s a dominant seventh chord, then I’ll flat the sixth or the ninth—sometimes. But I also
don’t think of it as “flatting” while I play—I reach for it when I feel the need to add color, or
depth, or interest, or the feeling of slow movement between voices. I can ignore some chords,
substitute others. If I’m playing more slowly, I’m more likely to add more color and texture,
accenting just off the beat to let it swing. If I take a risk or change a chord in a way that I usually
wouldn’t, I take note of how it sounded—if it fit I might try again, if it was off I’ll try again
differently or just leave it behind.
While playing the head, I note a rhythmic-melodic pattern—though I don’t think of it in
terms of rhythm or melody. There’s a certain speed and slowness in the sounds as two longer
notes are met by a faster, downward falling phrase. I am not consciously aware of this in so
many terms, but I feel it in my fingers—slow slow, fast-fast-down. The mood of starting and
falling-down is not reducible to some melodic pattern or rhythmic schema, but is felt in the total
movement of the sounds. My hand feels like a drunken wanderer, searching then tripping, falling
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and catching itself before gliding high over the ground and tumbling again. It is this force—this
feeling, or mood, or pattern, or articulation of the sonic landscape, purposeful shaping of the
auditory field—of which I primarily take note. I am not unaware of the melody or the rhythm or
the technique of my fingers in this activity, but they are not thematized in my context of
encounter. Just as in Chapter Three where Merleau-Ponty’s supposed lover was not unaware of
his love but was not conscious of it as such, I am not unaware of the musical notes I play—I just
attend to them in their affective, musical, atmospheric value rather than in their abstract mode. I
am guided by a motif—a perceptual motivation to take up and immanently shape. This motif is
itself the call to action and the subject of my action, as it is with this melodic-rhythmic whole
that I play. But such a motif is not a thing in its own right—I can only get to it by playing with
elements of rhythm and melody and tempo and timbre.
When I begin my solo I pick up this motif and carry it, I slow a bit and allow this feeling
of slow slow, fast-fast-down to guide me, then feel its pull back up and rest, and again,
differently. The tones are different than what I played in the head. I am not replicating or
copying—these are atmospheric echoes. These sounds move in different articulations, but the
rhythmic-melodic vectors reverberate, in the underlying atmospheric quality of my sounds’
presentation—the motif is evoked in new textures. I explore this central idea, rolling it over and
over within the bounds of a familiar chordal structure. The beat of the drums and the harmony of
the tune delineate my arena for play; the motif I picked up in the head drives me forward—my
fingers and ears do the rest as they mix these ingredients in always evolving ways, each new
product driving forward a new experiment. For a supposed listener, the effect would hopefully be
one of a self-contained but internally motivated atmosphere. The motif I catch onto and take up
is a region of the total atmosphere—the qualitative perceptual presence of the sonic world—and
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home in on. The listener who does not notice the motif as such will still, typically, feel its effects.
The solo I play is not cacophonous and random, but tied to the head in its chordal structure, but
also its mode of presentation—this mode is inflected by echoes of my carried motif. Different
motifs will shape my playing differently, but they all remain as immanent calls to play.
Indeed, it may never be quite so clearcut as different motifs may rise up and take hold
before sinking below as I feel about for new perceptual motivation in and through my playing.
Different motifs echo each other or fight for my attention—an entire cosmos of musical ideas
and affect clashing and bubbling and slipping together to give rise to a consistent, indeterminate
trajectory of perceptual life, contributing its own unique element to the musical landscape’s
emerging, inexhaustible, and irreducible atmosphere.
I record my playing to reflect on the minor adjustments I make to echo the motif or carry
the melody forward or experiment with the harmony—these tools that I have gathered to fill out
this sonic world. There are stylistic flourishes and bad habits. But, in the moment the sounds are
created, my attention sinks in my fingers and floats through the air, pulled along by the music as
it emerges. I do not consciously think about the notes themselves, but am attuned to my fingers’
activity in concert with the sound emerging in the perceptual situation. I am not thinking of the
chord that comes next or the melodic notes or the precise tempo that the rhythm section provides,
any more than I think of my next step when I walk down the street or my heartbeat emanating
throughout my body at each moment. My attention focuses on how this slowness might speed
up, on how this melodic idea might find repose or dissonance—the values and feelings of sounds
and their interrelation, and mode of presentation, occur to me more than the explicit theory.
But even these values don’t always form cohesive thoughts—I am thinking through the
situation, since I do not have time to stop and consider whether something was wrong or right. A
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wrong note means playing into something right, a right note means driving the idea forward into
something new. To think in a situation is to not turn away from a presented problem for a mental
timeout before resuming one’s work again, but it is instead to take up the presented problem
within one’s already-engaged work and play through to an answer. The worldly situation itself is
the arena for thought as I experiment with new notes—not thinking in my head, but thinking
through my hands within sonic space in trial-and-error, call-and-response.
I may not be consciously attending to theoretical aspects of my playing, but I am not
unaware of these things either—I am implicitly attuned to the chordal structure and the rhythms
subtending my notes, not as abstract Roman numerals and beats-per-minute, but as sounds and
qualities and colors and speeds and moods. I take up a mood or slip into a speed and my body
knows what to do to carry it forward—I feel a certain affective pull from the music as a straining
of my fingers to satisfy it. I need only reawaken the heartbeat of my motif’s rhythm in my
attention’s protension of what I feel coming next to activate my finger’s bouncing to
rhythmically echo the motif’s pattern, but in a new way which fits a new musical situation. I
know immediately if I have shaped the sonic atmosphere in a way that works or doesn’t—and
this knowledge of success or failure is not a separate moment of isolated reflection, but is carried
out by the transformation of my listening-through-playing. That rhythm fit or it didn’t. If it failed
we do not stop and start over, but keep pressing through—I might try again with different tones,
or at a different speed, listening for whether it is more or less effective, always pressing forward
without leaving behind this emergent atmosphere.
The feeling of drunken-falling from the head is not isolatable to a specific rhythm or
wavelength—to replicate and echo this motif is to reawaken this feeling as a particular
perceptual presence, and has nothing to do with reproducing specific sonic features or data. But
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this lack of feature-specificity does not mean that anything will do—though an indefinite number
of tones will carry a piece forward in its own special way and fit the emerging musical landscape,
there are certainly jazz performances that can leave one cold. These are void of a cohesive
atmosphere which promotes a feeling of expectation and surprised satisfaction, as the
instruments each have their own escapade, either a chaos of disjointed tones without motivation
due to no cohesive throughlines, or else a safe landscape that never leaves home, lacking the
motivation or daring to venture out and develop this atmosphere beyond the familiar and
expected.
I am not producing notes according to theoretical systems, but I produce sounds in
concert with other sounds, and my entire history of listening to sounds and making sounds—
within which the whole history of jazz and its traditions has played a part—is wound up tightly
in each new note I play, in the feeling of whether or not each new contribution to this unfolding
musical world works. In line with the logic of institution discussed in Chapter Two, I learned to
make certain sounds rather than others by learning theory, and this theory subtends each note I
play but does not determine it. It is not wholly present as such but it is not absent either—it is
inscribed in my fingers’ arena for play. I can only make these sounds in this way due to a
sedimented system of theoretical knowledge, but it is theory that has settled from concept into
motor response. The theory is no longer present as a positive guideline, but as an invisible force
offering an indeterminate horizon of possible next-notes-to-play. After a satisfying solo, each
note seems as if it were inevitable, fitting some perfect logic. But in line with other instituted
structures, such perfection is only seen in hindsight—before the notes were played, the
exploration might have landed on some other motif and found some other perfect logic, all still
contingent upon the influences of its past.
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In an interview from 1960 with Ralph J. Gleason, Bill Evans speaks of seeking out any
players who have “the jazz mind.” Gleason follows up on this peculiar phrase, and Evans
elaborates that:
[The jazz mind] is a particular attitude, I think, sort of an instantaneous response or
something like that. It’s just sort of a direct thing, and this immediately imposes, I think, a
closed area within which you have to work, an area in which you develop the facility, you
know. It’s just like if you pick up a ball and you know how to throw, you don’t have to
think about throwing it. In jazz it would all have a certain similarity because it is within a
certain area of facility and knowledge, and that’s the difference because your feeling sends
out sort of a motivation and that has to be answered without so much figuring and tearing
apart. There has to be a real facility to answer that motivation. 227 228
In my playing, I take up this feeling, this motivation, and carry it forward. The feeling comes
from me—it is my feeling that motivates my own playing to develop further—but is in response
to the music as it emerges. While playing, it makes just as much sense to say that my guiding
motif finds me as it is to say that I find the motif—just as Merleau-Ponty writes in “Indirect
Language and the Voices of Silence” that it makes no sense to ask “what comes from [the
painter] and what comes from things.”229 Indeed, this motif is not some isolatable thing which I
am separate from in a subject-object relationship, but it is a specified region of the character, or
mode of presentation, of this perceptual situation which I have consciously given myself over to.
The situation is at once given to me and produced by me, as are all perceptions—the motif is
found out there in the sounds, but only because I placed it there. To take up this perceptual call-
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to-action is not to consciously answer an explicit question, but it is to slip into a disposition in
line with an interrogative prompt. The question doesn’t want an answer—it wants to play.
I don’t need to consciously decide where to go once I pick it up, because, as Evans notes,
there is already a delimited horizon of possibilities, given my own training and my own style.
There’s a “closed area” within which I take up this motivation—but it is not so closed off that
my response is predetermined and automatic. The emerging musical landscape presents a field of
possibilities, which only make sense to me as calls to action given the whole tradition of music
and my training. Once Blake and Rob start to play and I see the lead sheet in front of me, I have
a starting-point and a boundary, but the rest is up to me—a “me” inseparable from my past and
my training, though not determined by them. The response is “instantaneous” like throwing a
ball, but I can still throw the ball to my right or my left—or toss it in the air or roll it on the
ground or kick it. There are plenty of things I can’t make it do, given my bodily powers and my
training—I can’t make it hover indefinitely, or go very fast or very far, or spontaneously
combust, but what I can do with it remains indefinite. For a certain motif to take hold, I must be
ready to receive it—but once it catches on, I can do an indefinite number of things to see it
through. Once this motivation strikes, my fingers take over—not with a mind of their own, but
with an ecstatic energy that I gear into, that I guide as it guides me. I ride my fingers in play just
as they play through the sonic atmosphere. I am not unconscious or unaware of what’s
happening, but my conscious, egoistic mind is certainly not actively steering the way. As Evans
comments, the feeling’s motivation is “answered without so much figuring and tearing apart.” I
do not answer in words or mentalistic thoughts, but by giving my fingers the space they need to
think—not in absolute freedom, but in an arena of play defined by my musical life and training
and the current musical landscape.
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So, how did I get here?
I argue that when first establishing a creative habit, one sediments rote activities into her
body-schema. Before I ever improvise, I follow mechanical instruction and learn intellectual
theory. For me to answer the call’s for engagement within my playing, I must have the muscle
memory to work the keyboard according to its expressive capacities. I must be able to focus on
the speeds and forces of my motif rather than how I will practically press the keys—such
technical consideration distracts from the music-as-atmosphere. In this first phase, my context of
encounter is that of a body and a mind. I pay explicit attention to my body-as-instrument
clumsily attempting to understand the instruction that it is given. “Use your thumb here,” “curve
your fingers,” “watch how when you play the II and then the V you can phrase the chords so
your hand moves down step-wise.” “Scoot your stool in.” I also focus on the music as abstract
and theoretical—“play the Db over the C7 chord because it is the flatted ninth of a dominant
seventh,” “don’t forget to count the beat and emphasize the first and third beats to make it
swing.” My body is starting to pickup this new language, but I am not consciously attuned at all
to the sound’s atmospheric presence.
As I am learning, I juggle mental laws and physical instructions, orchestrating a clumsy
program of considering what notes to play, and then how to play them. However, gradually, my
body folds this instruction and theory into its schema, sewing them into the basic fabric of its
world—the mental laws slowly fade into white noise beneath the tones themselves, the physical
instructions falling away as my body adheres to them without a second thought. The body learns
to translate its listening into response. While I am learning fingering technique and chords and
scales and first sedimenting this musical vocabulary, my body is lived as a machine executing
these explicit functions as I am all-too-aware of every action. As these functions become less
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explicit and my fingers start to find these chords on their own, however, my body learns to
navigate a new field of its world, opened up by the structures of this rote habit. This may initially
find the body simply parroting the rote training, finding these chords mechanically and
automatically.
At the same time, I become consciously aware of what atmospheric effect different
playing techniques have—I listen intently to the difference between flatting the ninth and the
sixth, or how it feels to play on the beat or off the beat. I am building out my musical palette, by
noticing the different values different tools carry while developing the muscle memory needed to
access this value at will, as value rather than technical process. As the body familiarizes itself
with this terrain and understands the inner workings of this new musical-tactile world, the
players’ attention is freed to riff upon this habit, directing it to creative ends by playing with
these values. Perhaps counterintuitively, creativity’s first step is habit, as I must sediment
technique so that my attention can focus on musical values and have the tools it needs to
properly take up different motifs and explore their calls. Once the sedimented activity reaches
the point of near-automatism, the artist is able to unlock its deeper, creative potential by gearing
it into a responsive mode, using it as the tool through which they function on an affective,
sensuous dimension. This may be counterintuitive, for the whole goal of creativity, as we have
seen, is to avoid overdeterminations from the outside, while habit seems to import repeated
activity to dictate an action before it occurs.
Therefore, the question becomes: how does habit function without being
overdeterminative or overdirective? Put another way, how is the body engaged habitually
without merely unfolding a pregiven structure, enacting a constituted blueprint?
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Rote into Generative Habit
To understand the rich depth of what I call generative habit, I will first show how the first
phase of artistic learning—the awkward orchestration of intellectualizing and instilling rote
habits—is a process in overdetermining one’s activity. Yet, as I will show, these are necessary
stepping-stones to achieving the generative habit that unlocks the mode of attention necessary for
the creativity of Mitchell, Cézanne, the jazz player, and the other creators discussed here.
In the Phenomenology of Perception, Merleau-Ponty argues that “habit resides neither in
thought nor in the objective body, but rather in the body as the mediator of a world.” 230 My
sedimented activities are not remembered in the manner that I remember an idea or a memory—I
need not recall any thing in my mind’s eye if it is habituated. Rather, habit is found, as MerleauPonty here argues, in the body. But this not a body of mere flesh and bone, as if one could reach
underneath the flesh and pull out the memories lying in wait there. The habitual body is a living
and lived body as it navigates its world. When discussing habit, Merleau-Ponty cites an example
of an organ player—an apt example since we are also considering music playing.
Merleau-Ponty explains how a talented organist acquaints himself with an organ that he
has never played before. Rather than sizing it up in objective space according to precise
measurements that he would have to actively remember while playing, the organist settles into
the new organ “as one settles into a house.” 231 The player attends to the instrument “globally,”
and as a “total system,” acquainting himself with the various stops, the heights and depths, the
weight of the keys by meeting up with the instrument in practice. He is not mechanistically
noting objective facts, but the knowledge his body has of organ-playing experiments in and
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around this new organ, carrying its familiar knowledge into this new terrain. He does not
consciously reach for this or that key or pedal as he plays but, as Merleau-Ponty writes, “the
stops, the pedals, and the keyboards are only presented to him as powers of such and such an
emotional or musical value, and their position as those places through which this value appears
in the world… In fact, his rehearsal gestures…put forth affective vectors, they discover
emotional sources, and they create an expressive space… 232
Merleau-Ponty here describes the habit of the organist just as I related to my own
playing—the organist is not explicitly remembering notes or chords or the locations of various
stops and pedals. Rather, the organist feels about for moods and speeds and timbres. Habit is
precisely what allows the organist’s musical world to be freed from technical and theoretical
concerns and become an “expressive space.” If every pedal had to be considered in thought,
there would be no space left for the expressive, atmospheric space of play.
Habit is the key to unlocking this “expressive space” where creativity thrives and art is
born—this is the layer of sensuousness that we have been concerned with all along. Such
sensuousness is the expressive space where color is presented as material and sense in a
meaningful whole, where play is unlocked and I am present to perceptual indeterminacy. It is
this region of sensuous encounter that the phenomenologist enters to produce her description.
Mitchell’s feeling is of this sensuousness as is her painting, and the sensuous encounter itself is
the bridge or joint that joins her feeling to the material of her painting. This is the concrete
essence, the ineffable “whatness” of a perceptual phenomenon which is accessed through the
senses and yet spans all of them in a deep existential expressivity—the “concrete idea” from
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Visible and the Invisible.233 It is this “something” which is common to a landscape’s smell and
its visuality—the motif singled out from the situation’s atmosphere—which allowed Cézanne to
seek out the scent of hay through his brushstrokes—the artist attunes himself to this sensuous
presence of things, this specific motif: a phenomenal presence that allows for, calls for, multimodal expression. Proust’s characters constantly appeal to metaphor to explain their emotional
connections to their world, such as when the narrator’s grandmother remarks of a church she is
fond of: “..if [the steeple] could play the piano, I’m sure it wouldn’t sound tinny (jouer
sec)…”234 This concrete essence of the steeple is a perceptual presence, wherein the style of
piano-playing can be seamlessly understood in visual-architectural terms. These are various
examples of the sensuous layer of perceptual presence—of atmosphere—which is the field of
activity that the artist strives to enter through their work, and can only do so when their attention
is freed by habitual response. Once again, this sensuousness is not located anywhere outside of
the painting or the music—the organist is not welding an alien entity of affect or value to each
musical tone before delivering it, just as Mitchell is not imposing her feeling atop of color and
texture. The organist’s tones and Mitchell’s colors present this sensuous field to those ready to
encounter it. The artist herself is attuned to her emerging work as sensuous, and therefore finds
her artistic tools not as objective mechanisms but as affective values. The price of admission to
this magical layer of existence, wherein a simple keyboard key or spot of pigment exudes
feeling, is habitual bodily knowledge of one’s tools.
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That is, to arrive here, where the organ is a palette of musical values ready to dance
beneath her fingertips rather than plastic pads pressed to produce soundwaves, the organist had
to study the organ. She had to learn about musical scales and what each pedal and stop does, how
to curve her fingers and where her stool should be. These had to be explicitly understood and
thought about as they were performed. Further, the organist had to take notice of how each of
these features had a certain affect weight—each tone does not objectively deliver one value once
and for all, but different techniques and tones in combination begin to produce replicable
patterns of different feelings. Such affective patterns emerge in play, as the organist experiments
and becomes surprised by how different combinations of tones and techniques can produce
different atmospheres. In order to free up her mind to explore the affective musical world that
emerged from her instrument, the organ player had to first sediment the instrument’s layout, and
necessary theoretical knowledge, coupled with taking notice of the affective weight of such
theory. This is the creation of Evans’ closed area and developing the set of tools with which to
work it—setting up boundaries so the playing itself is not chaotic cacophony, but a delimited
exercise with direction and a history.
In rote habituation, my consciousness feels an active body upon a passive world which it
relates to as a tool; the world is engaged by the body through a delimited set of powers, with
narrow horizons. As my body shapes its world according to its needs, my active conscious
awareness pays no attention, for the body and the world are pre-givens of the situation, thoughts
able to focus on more pressing matters—“what to have for lunch,” “what kind of car is that?”,
humming an earworm, etc. I am always within an inexhaustible atmosphere of perceptual depth,
but my context of encounter, in the everyday, hardly takes notice.
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My walking, for instance, is a rote habit most of the time, and therefore a taken-forgranted tool rather than an opportunity for play. My body mechanically carries me through the
world and this power of my legs to move seamlessly beneath me is invisible to me. The world
does offer my body terrain which it must traverse, but my rote habituation renders this terrain
invisible for my current awareness which need not attend to it. My power of speech, too, is
invisible to me, as I speak before I am even aware of what I will say, thinking through a
conversation. When I chew my food, I am not typically in a state of openness or receptivity to
the world, but my body functions according to its past activities, retreading the same motor
functions of jaw movement and throat muscles. My body itself knows what to do, because the
horizons open to it are narrow; when I live through the world prereflectively on “autopilot,” my
horizons are limited as my bodily powers live within the world according to their pre-given
powers, finding the paths of least resistance for everyday activity and not exploring other
possibilities. My body finds a world that is “walkable” because it has sedimented the rote habit
of walking, with the world contributing to this situation if it provides a level or familiar path. The
world itself is not constituted by me, but my context of encounter is a narcissistic one that makes
it for me—as I live in the world prereflectively and according to prior sedimentations, I only find
what I look for, and find it out there in a world generous enough to fit my needs. 235
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It is worth noting that this, of course, is too-clean a picture. Of course there are many
marginalized bodies for whom the world is never a ready-made arena of action. This picture fits
a privileged body—one whose habits are welcomed with open arms. In other work, I intend to
dig deeper into this aspect of bodily life, but it escapes the scope of this given endeavor. I
highlight the privileged body here in order to shine a light on the efficacy of generative habit for
creative activities—though we should be mindful that such habitual ease is not as easy to
develop in a world hostile to one’s body.
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Merleau-Ponty writes that habit delimits our field of action—a given habit initially
unfurled a new horizon of possibility, instituting a new power that literally unveiled a new layer
of the inexhaustible world that was made open to my engagement. Don Beith, in The Birth of
Sense, describes the moment when someone acquires a new skill, such as learning to walk. All of
my future walking is contingent upon this initial moment when I take my first steps, and
therefore there is a way that this acquisition is a “living present,” or what Beith calls a “decisive
now” which ceaselessly structures and shapes my consciousness’ present: “The ‘decisive now’
does not simply elapse, but remains active as the structural dimension according to which present
modes of activity and awareness have a sense…” 236 Beith writes of the past: “…[it] will have
become the structural basis of the present, albeit in an unfinishable way, so that the future
remains radically open to the evolution of new forms of life…”237 The key to making sense of
this decisive now wherein I fold a new skill into my body’s world lies in considering the skill as
instituted rather than constituted.
I do not acquire the skill to walk as I receive a letter in the mail—as some thing which I
didn’t have and now I do. I do not have the power to walk as a thing for I cannot simply give it
away once I have it—having lived through the struggles of infancy, wriggling into turning
myself over into crawling and pulling myself up and finally putting one foot in front of another,
my consciousness has been irrevocably shaped in concert with my body and my environment. I
did not receive a readymade skill as if flipping a switch—but in the moments the first steps are
taken, a lifelong project of bipedal movement is set in motion. And even when I become disabled
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at times due to an injury or old age or fatigue, these differences in my bodily engagement remain
in relation to my very first steps.238
When learning to walk, in some cases, one might slowly in-corporate her feet and legs as
powers of locomotion into her bodily schema. She does not interpret her feet as external objects
with individual signals which she draws together, for “habit relieves us of this very task.”239 This
form of “perceptual habit” is the “acquisition of a world.” 240 The child may initially struggle to
navigate on two legs, carefully watching each leg as it shuffles forward and testing each step
before committing (or falling if failing to do so). But, once she succeeds, she uncovers a layer of
her ever-widening world: the power of her body to stand and move finds the world navigable
immediately for consciousness,241 thus creating a new horizon of possibilities. The shelf that was
once an unreachable abyss—or perhaps never even noticed—now becomes a stage for grabbing
and slapping (and also a threatening edge). The top of the dog was once as unknown as the dark
side of the moon, but quickly becomes a new favorite place for cuddles and pats and tugs. The
other side of the room, once a distant land, quickly shrinks into reach. With the first steps, the
child’s world blossoms.
This blossoming occurs very quickly, in Beith’s “decisive now,” in a specific time and
place—there is a day when the child couldn’t walk and then a day when they could. However,

Indeed, even in cases of other forms of motricity and disabled bodies, such “decisive
nows” take hold and continue developing throughout a lifetime. Such differences exceed the
scope of my current study.
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Though her activity will always be mediated according to some structuring activities
between body and world, her context of encounter will become such that she need not pay
conscious attention to taking steps
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this learning never stops. The body can always attune more finely to different terrain, find more
stable equilibriums, etc. The first moments are decisive, but the act of learning is stretched
throughout the child’s entire life, even though certain moments and achievements carry more
weight. Even if the child becomes differently abled and can no longer walk, or walks with
crutches after an accident, or uses a cane as they grow older, they continue to be in relation to the
activity of mobility (and, at the very least, inhabiting space), and this activity will always be
forever shaped by—and in relation to—their first moments of walking. Indeed, cases of different
levels of ability from birth will have their own founding moments of motricity and bodily
exploration which follow this same instituting logic.
The “decisive now” of a child’s first steps are instituting of the power of mobility, rather
than constituting, since the project of walking is never completed. To constitute an ability is to
put forth the entire structure beforehand, planting a seed and knowing precisely how it will grow.
I constitute a house if I create a precise blueprint first and then build it. To institute is to open a
field without knowing where it will lead. This lack of knowing is not an epistemological failure,
but due to an ontological fact: the field’s possibilities are not real but virtual, not yet existing but
open and indeterminate. These possibilities are not even nascent—the only way to see how the
child develops their ability to walk is to have them start walking. In concert with their
environment, the child will develop their own specific style of navigating space. Perhaps their
feet are angled a bit in or out, they have a little bounce as they balance themselves, or their arms
swing. As they grow and learn to navigate different spaces, the ability is ever-shifting as the field
moves and drifts, filled out by different environments and watching others walk.
However, there is a point when the habit becomes rote. The child begins by having to
focus on her balance and each step—walking is not habitual at all, but a difficult and worrisome
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task. As this field is instituted and the child’s style of motricity is sedimented, it becomes
habitual. She no longer has to focus so hard on every step. As the “decisive now” happened more
recently for the child, she still has sedimenting to do and can adjust her styles and habits of
movement, but there is a point when these habits ossify and settle. By adolescence and
adulthood, we rarely find the need to reconsider the ways we navigate space—we take our
movement completely for granted. Even for differently abled individuals in wheelchairs or with
other assistive devices, it would seem that they require intensive attention when first attuning to
their mode of movement, but over time it becomes a rote activity.
Rather than taking one’s own walking for granted, creativity is born if one enters a
context of encounter wherein they focus on each step and attempt to do something new. In our
everyday, we treat walking as if it were a constituted skill given from a dictatorial past—put one
foot in front of the other. We never consider alternatives, because we don’t have to. But the
possibility is always there. Bounce twice on your left foot. Swing your arms wider than usual.
Even playing the childhood game of avoiding cracks in the sidewalk, or attempting to balance
while walking on a curbside or shallow ledge, forces one to become attentive to each step and
walk in new ways. The entire atmosphere of one’s daily stroll can be attended to by narrowing
into the region of walking, and then capturing a motif of the walking activity. Find some feature
of your own walk—its cadence, the sound of the rhythmic thuds of each step, the texture of
gravel beneath your foot—and explore how these perceptual openings might be explored. These
attentive steps are still within the instituted field of walking and are taken in relation to those
very first infantile steps—but they are taken deliberately and in ways that reawaken those first
months of struggling motricity when your style of movement was being first developed. Indeed,
if one has developed poor habits of walking and must change them, they are forced to revisit the
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mindset of the learning infant, becoming acutely aware of their equilibrium and the threat of a
misstep. This, too, is a creative exercise.
When the infant first unfurls the field of motricity, she institutes a new horizon. But each
time we deliberately focus on our walking and attempt to do something new, we don’t take it for
granted as if it were constituted. However, we don’t necessarily return to the basic attention of
infancy, simply finding our balance. Because we are already able to walk and can take basic
movement for granted, returning to the rich possibilities at the ground of an instituted skill by
attuning to every step, we are able to carry our own walking further in surprising new ways—we
embrace our ability to walk effortlessly while putting effort into investigating the instituted
ground of the activity, and are thus able to carry it indefinitely forward into new modes of
walking. We can dance, we can skip, we can twirl and hop and cartwheel, each new mode of
moving the following of some motif that we take up from our normal walking life and take to
some new end. We can take basic movement for granted precisely because it has become rote,
and thereby attune to our terrain and our general style of movement, uncovering new ways to get
from point A to point B—we can be creative.
Let’s walk that bassline back to jazz.
When I am first learning scales, chords, fingering techniques, how to sit at the keyboard,
etc., I am akin to the infant taking their first steps. Now, of course, I have intellectualizing and
linguistic interpretation which the infant, presumably, lacks. However, both the infant and
myself, it would seem, are within a context of encounter wherein we are focused and attentive to
our bodies in their respective activities. The child must weigh each step carefully as she balances
herself, just as I must think through what adds color over the dominant seventh (“oh yes, a flatted
ninth, I am in the key of F so that’s a C7, the ninth tone is a D, so I add a Db here if I want to add
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color, oh and it sounds nice if I pass that and play the C after, then maybe back up to the D by
way of Db? Let’s see, one-two-three-four…”). Just as a field is opened when the child takes their
first steps, when I played my first scales and counted out beats for the first time, I began to unfurl
a musical world. Indeed, my musical world dawned years earlier when sound-as-vibration first
struck my fetal body—but by attentively taking notice of a particular sort of sound (jazz music)
and the standards governing it, I open up (or narrow into) a new field within this one. I narrow
into a region of my sonic world—jazz music—and continue to fold over new, narrowing regions
and seeing where these paths can take me.
The rules and theory of jazz do not constitute my ability to play jazz, and this is the key
to learning creativity which I here put forth. I sediment the tools of the jazz toolbox to make
them rote—my fingers come to know how to form a C7 chord so I don’t have to consciously
attend to it, precisely so that I can attune to the color and style of the sonic world as it unfolds.
Above, I define creative learning as a “structured activity of receptive attention.” What gives my
jazz playing structure are the conventions and theoretical frameworks of jazz playing. Certain
chords just sound better—or have a certain intended sensuous effect—when played after others.
Certain chords work to substitute for others while different ones don’t. Many writers and
theorists equate jazz with freedom, but this is not an absolute freedom. It is a freedom from the
written notes on staff paper, but there are still notes that work and those that don’t.
However, there is an indefinite set of notes that will work—and what works is always
dependent on the player and the context. And it is this relational aspect of jazz that gives each
player their unique style and grants them their creative edge. I can always change key, I can
always change the tempo, add different color in different places, move the melody up or down—
take up this motif or another, or both together in dissonant play. Maybe a C7 is necessary right
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before I return home—but I can place a Db7 diminished chord right before it, or perform a
tritone substitution and replace the C7 for an F♯7, or place an E in the bass, or walk the bass line
down, or maybe I can just skip the C7 altogether after all. There are certainly an indefinite set of
things that wouldn’t work here, but there are also an indefinite set of things that will. The toolkit
I develop when learning jazz becomes rote insofar as it is sedimented as bodily knowledge—I
don’t have to remember how to move my fingertips to form an F♯7 chord, because my body
knows how to.
What I do pay attention to is the affective coloring that the F♯7 chord will provide within
this musical context—my mind and ear and attention is attuned to the field of sensuous presence
by narrowing into an atmospheric motif and playing with it. My fingers’ knowledge of forming
the chord does not mean I access this chord on autopilot. Instead, as I am attentive in my playing
to the sensuousness of the sonic world, I reach for the F♯7 instead of the C7 when I am musically
driven to by the motif’s call—and I can focus on the music, and painting the tune with my
affective palette (and palate) of jazz techniques precisely due to the rote habit of my bodily
knowledge of playing. I compose the sensuous dimension through and by the chords as affective
dimensions, deployed by my knowing body. Just as the organist settles into a new instrument as
they settle into the house, I settle into my instrument not as a body working or deploying a tool,
but as an artist weighing tools for expression in play.
There are an indefinite set of ways to listen-through-playing, and each artist develops her
own style by crafting her own vocabulary of response—once again, not in a fixed or codified
vocabulary of set properties, but in a holistic manner irreducible to individual elements. These
players’ styles responding to one another over time, then, institute new standards and global
vocabularies, shifting the tone and timbre of the overall structure within which each new
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experimentation is situated. To learn to play jazz is to not only learn how to follow a motif
(which is initially explicitly given by an instructor), but is to learn how to take notice of
autochthonous motifs that arise in one’s own playing, and then let them take the lead. After one
plays long enough, their history of playing will place motifs out there in the sounds—and the
player must learn to find them and follow them through to discover what other fruits they might
hold.
Evans goes on in describing the motivating feeling—the motif—as one of “melodic
impulse”:
The thing that I look for as the most essential ingredient in my music, to quote a
composition teacher I once had, is ‘melodic impulse.’ This melodic impulse I think is the
most essential ingredient, and that comes from a mass experience, an experience of—there
is where it gets social again—all music, all players, everybody, all of your experiences and
all of your relationships with people and things. Now if you’re striving for originality by
cutting yourself off from all these things, I don’t see how it can have a real strength or have
a real quality of communication or meaning for other people… To sort of find this melodic
impulse by working in tradition or working within a language that I’ve learned, or to hear
through experience or something like that.242
The way that I take up different motifs will always be my own, but also the motifs which I take
notice of are also contingent on my own particular perceptual world. The general structural
feature of “melodic impulse” holds across much of jazz playing, but every musician will find this
impulse in her own way and play with it in her own style. What is consistent, however, is that
such an impulse is found in the music itself for one attentive to it, and is explored and developed
by thinking through the situation, playing through listening in trial-and-error.
What does it mean to play through listening? Or, put differently, to listen through your
fingers?
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Of course, it is not as if the jazz musician’s fingers have grown ears. Rather, the jazz
musician comports her body such that her fingers’ production of new notes is mediated through a
sensitive listening practice. The jazz musician’s habitual knowledge of chords and musical form
free up the mental space necessary to be fully aware of the current listening exercise—and just as
the insect is not presently aware of each minor adjustment of their antennae but is rather hyperaware of the world which they navigate by virtue of these sensitive tools, the jazz musician is not
presently concerned with each motor movement of her fingers or each detail of the sonic
environment but rides the vehicle of their fingers to participate in a developing musical situation.
Recall Merleau-Ponty’s organist who is not concerned with tools, but with affective values—the
jazz musician has sedimented a mode of bodily response precisely so she can be fully concerned
with the musical, affective dimension of her art-making.
The habit of the jazz player’s fingers is a bodily knowledge rather than mere muscle
memory because she has sedimented tools of navigation and reception. She is not unfolding
precisely memorized patterns and preordained motor functions. Instead, the jazz musician has
taught her fingers how to listen—she can listen to the music as it unfolds, be it her own or a
group she plays with, so that her skills and sedimented musical knowledge become tools of
response. She learns what makes a good motif and how to find one—which ones are promising
and which might be deadends. The musical scales and memorized Roman numeral sequences are
no longer a dictatorial practice regimen, but become a palette her body uses to listen-throughresponse, an arsenal for motif-development through receptive response. In this state, the player is
not wholly conscious and aware of all musical choices her fingers and ears coordinate to
conceive. The player’s current self-consciousness is not fully in control as she listens through her
fingers. But she is not wholly unaware of herself, either—just as Joan Mitchell was in a state of
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non-self-consciousness as she allowed a feeling to guide her hand, the jazz player can find
herself in a similar state of non-self-consciousness, hyper-aware of the musical landscape she
situates herself within, but in a prepersonal modality unconcerned with reflective awareness.
Indeed, as with all creative endeavors discussed here, this process is highly variable and
fluctuates greatly. Not all jazz musicians will find this state similarly, and, indeed, some jazz
music is notated precisely or is focused on repeatable, virtuosic performance. Consider it
sufficient that such a state of creativity is plausible and experienced by some jazz musicians,
present company included. The important revelation here for which I argue is the possible
harnessing of habit as a creative tool of musical navigation and expression, rather than an
overdetermining sedimentation of motor functions.
The jazz player’s playing-through-listening is not a spontaneous exercise, but is
deliberate. She does not lose consciousness but she does lose herself—she does not reflect upon
every note being played, but she does listen to what “works” and what doesn’t and fluidly adjusts
as necessary—she seeks an inner consistency that makes each following note feel at once
inevitable and surprising. This unique balance is achieved by instituting a motif that creates
echoes of itself across new modes of perceptual presentation, playing with the expectations that
it itself produces.
Just as Joan Mitchell had to gain a critical distance from her work and adjusted and
readjusted each stroke of paint, the jazz musician might play a phrase and pause decide to change
trajectory and attempt a new tactic, reflecting upon what they hear through new creative
experimentation. This non-self-consciousness is not always the romanticized “flow state” in
which the artist fuses with their art in a flurry of raw emotional release—this loss of explicit selfconsciousness remains hyper-attuned to the exercise of playing-through-listening, and carrying
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on a never-ending experiment. The adjustments made during experimentation are not made
according to some external, objective standard that the musician imports from the outside, but
the standard of success is inherent to the playing itself—does it “work”? Oftentimes, I can feel if
a certain phrase of voicing will or will not work as my fingers reach for the keys, right at the
moment they are about to play them. There is an Am moving to a D7 and an E into Eb—the fifth
of Am into the flatted ninth of D7—can be a nice voicing that adds color over the D7. (This
decision, of course, is felt by my fingers and is called upon by the musical situation rather than
cogitated so explicitly.) But there’s an E in the melody—this will clash with the Eb. But it’s too
late, the left thumb crawls down a half-step—a breath of hesitation, unfortunate dissonance. (Not
all dissonance is unfortunate, though—far from it.) I am listening and attuned to what has come
before and my fingers feel through this listening, my body responding with a kind of assent or
dissent in the moment right before the notes are played. This anticipatory power is indicative of
the deep musical knowledge in the wells of my fingertips—they know what they hear, and
though they select this new stage of their current musical situation, they also sometimes know
that their selection is not an ideal one. Nevertheless, they must press on. They learn from these
experiments, sedimenting further tools of response.
There are no hard and fast rules—sometimes an Eb in the left hand’s voicing is a
delightfully dissonant color under an E in the melody. As my fingers learn their own strategies
for navigating musical terrain and as my own listening capacity further develops its own
parameters about what it means for something to “work” or not, the character of my experiment
deepens and I arrive at my own style. A player’s style is an instituted structure, developed from
the first moments they hear sounds and begin to make musical sense, determining immanently to
the situation what this sense is and what it means. The value of each tone and chord and pedal
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press is not imposed from the outside, but instead it works in the musical situation for a certain
end, but only for an ear ready to hear it. Indeed, much of my style is located in my non-selfconsciousness’ character of response and can’t be controlled, due to the contingencies of my
body and cultural situation which have been made necessary with enough sedimentation. But I
can be aware of my style and be deliberate in breaking new ground in my own experimentation,
giving myself musical situations outside of my comfort zone. Just as I can be creative on the
sidewalk whenever I force myself to find new motor possibilities—let’s walk sideways and cross
the left leg over the right then the right over the left and back again—I can ensure my style does
not stale into sedimented habit by playing songs with which I am unfamiliar or restricting myself
from playing color tones on which I have learned to rely.
All of musical navigation is an experiment, and learning to play-through-response also
means homing in new tools with which to experiment and play. Remember that creativity thrives
when the player enters a structured activity of receptive attention—for the amateur player like
myself, this means structuring my activity in such a way that I must be receptive in my attention.
If I cannot fall back on fully sedimented tactics, I am forced to be attuned to new experimental
possibilities, listening through playing through new horizons.
Importantly, the metaphor of a “toolbox” of musical strategies is misleading. These
possibilities do not exist anywhere—I do not purposefully refer to some preconceived collection
of possible choices each time my fingers hover over the keys. Rather, what it means for my
fingers to listen is for them to respond through playing—and in order for my fingers to playthrough-listening, they must have sedimented bodily knowledge of the musical situation. My
current awareness is concerned with the musical and affective value of the musical landscape as
it unfolds. My fingerly knowledge is not a reflexive habit, but it is a sedimented mode of
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response wherein these sensuous values can be immediately interpreted as motor functions,
though an indefinite series of motor functions might satisfy any given value, and each response is
context-dependent.
I provide a brief example in jazz pedagogy before shifting gears to Albers’ color course
as an example of a structured activity of receptive attention in the visual and pedagogical
register.
Ted Gioia, in How to Listen to Jazz, cites the great jazz saxophonist Sidney Bechet’s
pedagogical method, who would instruct his student to play one single note all day in as many
different ways as she could. “See how many ways you can play that note—growl it, smear it, flat
it, sharp it, do anything you want to it. That’s how you express your feelings in this music. It’s
like talking.”243 A wind instrument will be different than the piano, but the same general
experiential structure applies. By having his student explore the different musical possibilities of
her instrument, Bechet is creating a context within which the budding saxophonist can begin to
fill out her own style and musical voice, narrowing in on both the technical precision needed to
develop sedimented response while feeling the affective values of these techniques. Whereas the
pianist explores possibilities of voicing and dynamics, the saxophonist also explores the
indefinite timbres her instrument can produce. 244
The jazz instrument is a tool for exploring and experimenting with a musical situation,
and therefore an important step in learning jazz is exploring what your instrument can do while
training your body to know how to do it.
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The student is learning how to experiment by being given a direct, yet indeterminate,
task. Just as the infant must experiment with cries and clicks and hums before she can speak, the
jazz musician plays with noise to find her voice, and to understand what it means to play
playfully.
The new musician must sediment theory and proper fingering and chordal structures, but
just as importantly, she ought to play in open-ended trial-and-error, as the saxophone grunts and
growls and squeals and sighs. As she plays with the possibilities of her instrument she becomes
better and better acquainted with what it can do, and these possibilities, given enough
exploration, become known by her fingers and her lips. Their affective, sensuous value becomes
tied to the motor function, and the musician can paint the timbre whenever her current musical
situation motivates it—this is why it is “like talking,” for just as I focus on the thoughts and
intentions behind my words rather than the mechanics of teeth and lips and lungs, the practiced
jazz musician can enter the sphere of musical value and call upon these sounds without labored
attention given to the mechanics.
However, just as importantly as sedimenting these timbral textures, the student is learning
what it means to experiment—she is learning to feel for what works and what doesn’t work,
creating immanent standards for success at the same moment she weighs her playing against
them, only to change course and surprise herself and readjust to a new tactic.
She is playing with play.
The context of encounter for such experimentation is inherent to creativity and to jazz
playing, and is something that is first experienced through structured prompts, such as Bechet’s
exercise, which gives this bivalent training. Bechet’s teaching strategy is one wherein the student
learns what her instrument can do, so that as she learns to listen and respond, the possible modes
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of response proliferate in further indefinite possibilities, the timbre of her style complicating and
multiplying under the guise of playful experiment which opens the door to further
experimentation.245
In a different sort of educational experience, Aaron Goldberg discusses his first exposure
to jazz at the age of 14 as one of active listening and repeating. He had only ever played music
by reading what was on the page. Now, his teacher gave him the assignment to listen to Art
Blakey and Miles Davis, and attempt to parrot back their melodies on the keyboard. This is
another open-ended exercise, where the repetition need not always be identical, but can find the
rhythms, timbres, melodies used by a master. This task is common to jazz students, and involves
the kind of close listening that they carry with them throughout their playing. They are given a
more rigid motif to parrot back, which teaches them what it feels like to play-through-listening,
feeling for that fitting sound as the produced tones fit their perceptual expectation. To repeat the
line back, one must not only listen carefully, but listen to their own playing and weigh it against
what was heard—a difficult auto-affective attentive mode that is akin to the attention of the
creator we have been analyzing.
In the next chapter, as we finally look to how this structure of creativity can be taken up
by the creative spectator, I will argue that careful and generative listening can happen when the
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listener enters a state of non-self-consciousness akin to the player. However, before we get there,
we must consider how one might enter such a state of creativity without thousands of hours of
sedimented activity. Whereas Joan Mitchell and the average jazz player have devoted countless
hours to developing a style with which they attune themselves to their craft, the average spectator
will not have such a background. Therefore, I now turn to Josef Albers and other pedagogues at
the Bauhaus and Black Mountain College to understand how it is possible to create a context for
structured experimentation that utilizes inherent bodily knowledge rather than a specifically
sedimented set of skills. Upon establishing this context and understanding it more deeply in
terms of choreography & composition, and community, we will carry it to spectatorship and
curatorial strategies for creative spectatorship in the next and final chapter.

¶

Albers & “Thinking in Situations”
Anni and Josef Albers were 20th-century artists and teachers who began as students and
instructors at the Bauhaus before moving to Black Mountain College in North Carolina. Anni
Albers was an expert weaver and Josef Albers a painter. In this section, I turn to Josef’s
pedagogical method to connect the experimental play of jazz learning to a visual-tactile
classroom, to also show how such learning need not have thousands of hours of practice if given
the proper context.
Josef Albers is best known for his color course which he taught at BMC, and for his
series of paintings Homage to the Square (See Figure 4 in Appendix I). Though one is a course
and one is a series of artworks, there is a common thread binding both together: experimental
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play. Josef Albers’ Homage to the Square series is composed of thousands of individual works,
each of which finds three squares stacked upon one another—a smaller square nested in a
medium-sized square, nested in a large square that stretches to the size of the canvas. The
squares are not perfectly centered, but aligned to the bottom of the frame so that they sit in space.
The only variation between one Homage and another is the color that is used for the squares—
Josef Albers maintained this simple formula so that the spectator could experience a wide
breadth of perceptual variation from one work to the next, but only a variation in colorperception.
Josef Albers was keenly aware that color is an active quality, highly contextual and
unpredictable. His Homage paintings are an experiment in perception—what will a deep red look
like up against a buttery yellow and a pastel blue? Seeing many Homage works side-by-side, one
can start to feel the work that color can perform—sometimes the center square presses forward
and sometimes it sinks back, in some the center square feels large and over-reaching and in
others it is hardly noticeable, in some there is an unsettling vibration that buzzes on the border
between two competing colors. Josef Albers was interested in what colors can do, and these
Homage works are a play in visual experimentation, providing a kind of motif in their repeated
shapes while calling upon spectators to take up this repetition and see what they can make of it.
In introducing Albers’ general aesthetic interests by way of his artwork, I now shift to his
pedagogical project with this appreciation in mind, for this same interest in visual
experimentation was also brought to bear on his pedagogical mode, best understood through his
text The Interaction of Color.
In The Interaction of Color, which captures his famous color course which evolved from
the Bauhaus to Black Mountain College and finally Yale, Josef Albers describes a theory of
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teaching color-perception which does not begin from theories or abstract concepts. Instead,
Albers teaches his students to “think in situations,” 246 as he “places practice before theory,
which, after all, is the conclusion of practice.” 247 Rather than seeing two color values and
mediating their sense-data through a color wheel or spectrometer, Albers teaches students’ eyes
to be more sensitive to the qualitative presence of color. This could be understood as a “bottomup” epistemological method, rather than “top-down”; knowledge about color begins from the
“ground” of experience, rather than starting with abstractions that are then applied to a specific
context. If one were to learn color through a “top-down” method, they would begin by
understanding wavelengths, general relationships of contrast and harmony, etc., before going out
to apply these universal laws to specific circumstances. But, since color is “the most relative
medium in art,”248 universal, eternal laws are of no help to us in the specific circumstances
happening right now. This is why we must “think in situations,” beginning from the ground of
specific experience and thinking through a problem by acting in perceptual space.
Therefore, in Albers’ classroom students are never called upon to categorize, rank, or
evaluate colors—instead, assignments are always given in an active and relational context.
Students are encouraged to experiment and engage in trial-and-error play, always with a goal of
making the colors do something. The exercises would use hundreds of scraps of different colored
paper—from magazines, paint swatches, design books, etc. which students themselves would
help to provide. Assignments would include tasks such as making two of the colors look like one
color given the context of a third color, or making the same color appear as two distinct colors
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given two unique contextual colors. Such assignments encourage visual experimentation as
students must place the colors on backdrops to see what works. All color exudes an atmospheric
mood, but Albers helped students to be attuned to this atmosphere by providing them with their
motif—a motivating perceptual opening for interrogation, to be answered through playful
engagement. Albers explicitly forbade systematization or standardization in the process. Students
could not get too comfortable with any one combination—there are no set rules in colorperception, and Albers always motivated his students to return to the colors themselves.
I performed this first exercise myself—making two colors appear as one—in order to
think through the structure of the experience. While trying to select the colors which fit, I could
not appeal to an external law or rule that would help me find the colors that fulfill the desired
function, since no such rules were given. As I held the colored papers beside one another, there
was not an active mediation of thought which worked over the sense-data, because conceptual
considerations had nothing to do with this—I could not think of anything that would help me, nor
do I think that any such conceptualization was at work. I had to look and see what worked.
However, I was also not automatically cycling through colors and waiting for the correct
combination to jump out at me. Instead, I actively engaged the colored paper as I brought them
together in different combinations, keenly aware of the colors and how they responded to one
another. This awareness was felt rather than explicitly thematized or narrated to myself. As I
held more and more papers against one another, I better understood what the prompt of making
two colors appear as one meant—and I felt myself more and more capable of seeing how colors
did or did not echo one another, and what this echoing felt like when laid out before me.
To achieve a solution that worked, I couldn’t use an external standard, but came to
understand what “worked” by seeing colors getting closer and further from this “working.” I did
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not have absolute freedom to make just any color work. Lacking an external, theoretical system
does not mean that all assignments in Albers’ classroom become relative—indeed, Albers
explicitly writes that students should not use personal taste or preference in the assignments. A
certain standard unfolds for each assignment, but a standard that is immanent to the experience
itself as it unfolds—a subjective system for color, but one that comes from the phenomena
appearing before me rather than one constituted through my own thinking.
Another theorist of “thinking in situations,” John Dewey writes that “inquiry is the
controlled or directed transformation of an indeterminate situation into one that is so determinate
in its constituent distinctions and relations as to convert the elements of the original situation into
a unified whole.”249 This form of inquiry is what Albers brings forth in his students by presenting
them with prompts that require bodily thinking and perceptual exploration. The situation is
indeterminate for it is not codified how two colors might become one—there are an indefinite set
of possible answers and modes of investigating these answers. However, the situation is
controlled and directed given the specific requirement given: make two colors look like one. This
perceptual motif is specific in its requirement, but the endgoal is not objectively given, but open
to interpretation. There are certainly answers that would be unsatisfying and not fit. But once the
student arrives at an appropriate response to the indeterminate call for inquiry, they will feel it in
their gut before they cognize it. The situation retroactively crystallizes—the minutes or hours of
muddling around with papers and light and shuffling about suddenly fit together as a trajectory
whose end feels almost inevitable for the one who arrives there—something clicks. Just as the
jazz musician’s motif drives them toward an internally consistent but open trajectory which feels
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inevitable in retrospect, Albers’ successful student can feel that their toil of holding different
colors together logically arrived at this fitting conclusion. This transformation is not “controlled”
or “directed” through some predetermined plan of how to experiment, but is maintained as
coherent through the guiding question of inquiry as a motif. The student throughout their
experimentation is kept on task by the bodily, perceptual task which never falters, and which
gives a cohesion to what might have been flighty disparate perceptual curiosities. There is an
inner consistency provided by the specific call to interrogate, but the interrogation remains open
since the answer itself, and what the mode of the answer’s fittingness might be, remain
ambiguous until found.
The student learns how to see with their eyes, and what color can do, by turning an
indeterminate call to inquiry into a concrete experimental situation. This trains the student to be
attuned to the qualitative presence of color, while simultaneously showing them that it is by
narrowing into an aspect of a color’s inexhaustible atmosphere that one can become attuned to
it—these are not two separable moments of instruction, but are grouped together in one situation
of play.
There are no rules that one can rely upon in Albers’ exercises. Sometimes a blue can look
like a green, sometimes a blue can look like a red or a purple—unlike Newtonian color physics
where colors are reduced to a predictable wavelength with determinate and knowable properties,
the colors of Albers’ contextual assignments are never known beforehand. This is why Albers is
uncomfortable using static color properties, such as hue, saturation, and wavelength. Instead,
Albers uses relative terms to describe the colors that are currently at hand—terms such as weight
and push or pull. To find two colors that have a similar weight, you have no choice but to look
and see. Some blues weigh the same as some reds, but only in certain contexts, while a green
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might weigh the same as one of these blues but not one of the reds. The perceiver must weigh the
colors with their visual attention and see what they find, for there are no rules or standards
outside of what the eye encounters.
This is key for the theory of creativity I here put forth: to be creative is to “think through
situations,” meaning that it is being attuned to the present experience itself as it unfolds on its
own terms and following this experience through, rather than imposing some guide for creating
from outside of a given experience or remaining completely free from guidelines altogether.
There is a coherence and internal consistency to the situation given by my motivated activity, but
it is an activity that is guided by qualities in the world and is therefore not closed off or
determined from the outset. This motivation must be immanent to perceptual life, both calling
and responding in the situation itself. This is the same structure given to the jazz player above—
that is, as given in a structured activity of receptive attention.
The weight of the color, which must be attended to given Albers’ experientially grounded
prompts, is a perceptual quality rather than visual quale. It isn’t a quantifiable metric that would
be better understood with a conceptual schema or technological apparatus. Indeed, to attend to a
color’s weight, one must free themselves to hold both colors at once and attend to the qualitative
relation between them. This is not a product of light or waves, but of phenomenal presence—of
atmosphere.
A trained artist habituates their eyes to do such weighing—to fit colors according to the
phenomenal quality they need—just as the jazz pianist trains her fingers to listen to what chords
will fit through playing. Both use trial-and-error experimentation, but sedimented habits allow
the artist to focus on the sensuous as sensuous—on the atmosphere by way of some motif—
rather than the conceptual schemas or technical skills required to achieve such attention. Albers’
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students do not yet have the thousands of hours of practice needed to attend to a color’s
perceptual atmosphere as Mitchell can.
Therefore, Albers’ must tap into the students’ innate bodily openness to atmospheric
presence, by presenting a question that can only be answered by a body—such as making two
colors look like one. To answer this question, students must bracket color theory and concepts
and attend to what the colors look like. Just as phenomenological description happens in a
subtractive process of removing overdeterminative structures and Mitchell’s practice is selfavowedly childlike in its naïveté, Albers’ assignments are structured to remove impediments to
seeing the colors in their qualitative, atmospheric whole.
The jazz player has an inner consistency to their playing given some motif, just as the
student in Albers’ classroom is given an instruction (“make two colors look like one”). This
structure is deliberately open-ended and irreducible to rules or teleological principles. There are
an indefinite set of chords and melodies that can fulfill any given harmonic demand while
playing through a motif’s articulation, just as there are an indefinite set of color combinations
that can fulfill any of Albers’ prompts. The structure of a given task in jazz or in The Interaction
of Color is not intended to force a player (playing with tones or colors) to arrive at a
predetermined answer, but is instead a directive, providing an inner consistency to the player’s
activity which might otherwise fall into chaos or cliche. These are the overdeterminative dangers
that our mode of creativity has strived to avoid all along—if the jazz player must only play what
is written on the page, they risk losing all attentiveness to the sensuous by activating wholly
automatic reflex, thus failing to generate something new in their retreading of the same old
ground. (Without any motif whatsoever, however, the player might become equally unaware of
their playing that falls into absolute cacophony; these are the poles we navigate between:
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overdetermined motifs which impose upon experience, and the lack of any motif at all which
trades attentiveness for pandemonious spontaneity.) Similarly, Albers’ student muddling about
with colored papers void of purpose will not be forced to weigh colors in new ways but will fall
into familiar modes of interaction—perhaps seeking out her favorite colors, or colors in
traditionally acceptable combinations such as matching primary colors with their complements.
Or else, she will become an agent of chaos and simply assert combinations that have nothing to
do with one another to begin with, in analytic or perceptual frameworks.
To institute something in creative activity, one must not be led by an ossified, familiar
motivation that will merely constitute some already determined outcome, nor can they be
absolutely free without any guiding throughline whatsoever for there would be no development
from one moment to the next.
The key to cultivating this mode of creativity, then, is creating a context of deliberate,
directed play wherein the standards for success are immanent and perceptual in being tied to the
very activity of exploration itself. This is truly “thinking in a situation,” for there is quite literally
no abstract, purely mental thought that might occur to the jazz or color player that would help
them—anything imported from the outside will only distract from the immanent balancing act, as
tones or colors are weighed in their sensuousness, taken up according to some emerging motif
and carried forward or tweaked or abandoned. Indeed, some are confused by the very question to
begin with: how can you make two different colors look like one color? Or make one color look
distinct from itself? (Or make a saxophone growl? Or paint look like grief? Or paint smell like a
landscape?) These confused modalities are nonsensical and illogical in the realm of theory or
concept, yet once the student attempts to understand the question by seeking its answer, their
eyes uncover the contextuality of color—the student finds a color combination that works, and
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epiphany strikes as their eyes understand the question and answer in a flash. Directed play
provides an appreciation of the initial motif’s call to action, which in turn presents the student
with the perceptual atmosphere that usually hides below the habits and concepts of the natural
attitude. The player turns her thought inside-out, thinking through the manipulation of her
materials just as Mitchell pushes around color as she weighs it against her feeling, or the
phenomenologist lets description flow as they balance the combination of words together with
the phenomena they are meant to grasp, or the jazz musician plays through the discovery of and
development of a motif. And not only is the student training her eyes to discern color in its
sensuous presence, but similar to Bechet’s student, she is learning how to experiment. In time,
the student no longer needs the structure given by Albers to enter this playful experimentation.
Just as the jazz musician learns to listen to motifs as autochthonously arising out of the
playful situation itself, Albers’ trained student is able to see colors in their atmospheric presence,
finding new weights or textures or contrasts to visually explore.
Indeed, Paul Klee—a professor at the Bauhaus—explicitly agrees with such a description
of the creative process, as he writes in “On Modern Art” that the artist “neither serves nor
rules—he transmits. His position is humble… He is merely a channel.”250 To be a channel or
transmitter means that one is open to a situation, but not determinative of it—this is another way
to consider the kind of playful active-receptivity that we are seeking.
As Klee notes, the artist is a medium or channel, not creating from nothing, but taking
something in by rearticulating it. Klee famously wrote that one of the hardest things an artist
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could do was “take a line for a walk,”251 which, in our terms, would entail being open to the line
as you draw it, so that the line itself can tell you where it wants to lead—this is a sort of listening
to the line by being the one who draws it—just as the jazz pianist plays through listening.
Although this task is immensely difficult to do, it is easy for the body to understand, just as
Albers’ assignments are challenging to conceptualize and yet intuitive to the eyes. By starting his
students with a single line that they must listen to—bracketing out the complexities of color,
shade, detail, realism, etc.—Klee’s structuring prompt ensures a careful eye is given to the
sensuous. If a student’s first task is to draw a tree or self-portrait, she risks falling into cliche—
habitual signs of semi-circle tufts of leaves and sheep-like clouds, or icons of identical eyes and a
floating nose and mouth-line hovering in an egg. To give the student a page with no direction
would also risk cliche—she may fall into the same patterns above, finding what is comfortable or
familiar—or else risk chaos, if the student were to simply make random marks on the page.
Before knowing how to draw, the student must know how to pay attention. When Klee urges the
student to “take a line for a walk,” he encourages her to pay attention to her line as it unfolds,
and to pay attention to where her body is directing it. Klee motivates a lived bracketing of
concepts by providing a context where the student thinks in a situation—taking a line for a walk
resists conceptualization, and therefore the student has no choice but to simply try it and see
what happens but be attuned to whatever comes next.
In the context of Albers, we might say that the students are neither active in constituting
the color relationships themselves, nor passive in appealing to a universal law of color
relationships—the student is a medium or channel through which the colors weigh themselves
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qualitatively against one another. There is an integrity to the situation given the continuity of the
student’s experience and activity, and yet this very activity is solicited by the qualities found in
the world. And there is no objective measure for quality, since a quality must be experienced to
be a quality in the first place—it is atmospheric. The trial-and-error play is the student
responding to the colors rather than an automatic reaction as governed by habit, value, or
convention—all systems that are external to the experience of the color, just as theory and
universal laws are. Just as his friend Klee does for his students, Albers encourages a lived
bracketing of color theory and habitual color-perception by providing an assignment that can
only be achieved by thinking in a situation.
Albers’ and Klee’s students—as well as the budding jazz player—make themselves
sensitive to the world by being present to its sensuous qualities. Such a presence seems to require
a deliberately given context of activity—such as the assignment to make two colors look like
one, or taking a line for a walk, or a harmonic structure—but the standard against which this
activity is judged cannot be external to the experience itself (whether the external standard be
habit or theory). Here we are in between hard, objective facts and wholly subjective taste—if
there were objective answers to these questions then exploration would not be open-ended, and if
the player could rely upon their own taste then they would have no reason to explore beyond
their zone of known and familiar qualities.
Albers grants his students temporary access behind the curtain, whisking them away to
the existential layer wherein color is seen in its sensuousness. He lets them bypass the thousands
of hours the artist endures to gain entry to the sparkling world of operative intentionality’s
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prereflective perceptual life, by harnessing the students’ inherent bodily knowledge of colors and
their visual worlds.252
Now, in an effort to better express what it means for one to be receptive to their
materials, I would like to provide one final example from Albers before finally turning to what
this means for spectatorship.
While exploring the archive at the Josef Albers Foundation in Connecticut, I discovered a
large collection of wire mesh screen in various forms and shapes. The same wire mesh screen
was used to wrap in strangely contorted spiraling obelisks, flat planes with hypnotic circles
created by widening gaps in the mesh, and topographical curves creating waves and hills. After
discussing the collection with one of the curators, I learned that the task was done in a design
course led by Josef Albers. The task of the assignment was to use the given material—the mesh
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be found in the work of Robert Motherwell. David Sylvester asks Motherwell: “[Do you] have
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representing the world, but is instead receptive to the worldliness of one’s materials—
Motherwell renders himself a medium through which his materials achieve the kind of felt
equilibrium found on an empty canvas.
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screen—in a way that accentuated the material’s inherent qualities. Students were urged to avoid
representation. Rather than simply using the mesh to create a tree or bridge or human figure, the
students had to investigate the screen to uncover what the screen itself could do. What can the
screen achieve that other materials cannot? What are the qualities of the screen that make it what
it is?
This motif grounded in qualitative presence returns us to the sensuousness of things—to
the concrete idea, to atmosphere. Indeed, another Bauhaus professor, Johannes Itten, would use
his own tactics to tap into this qualitative presence, having students taste and touch and smell a
lemon to help them paint it, or roar like lions to draw lions.253
We can understand these exercises as examples of creating a context for thinking in a
situation, giving students a perceptual motif with which to play. For Albers, the students are
given a certain goal that shapes their activity—form the wire mesh screen—but in such a way
that forces them to listen to the material itself. The students cannot impose a predetermined form
or shape onto the screen, but instead, through trial-and-error experiment, the students must let the
material rearticulate itself through their activity. 254 That is, once the students had begun
manipulating the wire mesh screen, the question became: what activity will let the wire mesh
screen be? The imposition of concepts or habits is to impose one’s voice and have the screen
speak for you—the difficulty of Albers’ task is letting the perceived screen speak for itself, just
as Klee’s students had to let the line lead its own walk. As we have seen, the fulfillment of these
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non-conceptual prompts can only be felt in the qualitative experience of grappling with the
prompts themselves—and knowing when you’ve arrived at the answer is the hardest part. Play
can always move to new horizons.
The students perceptually play until a motif takes hold, and they must then concentrate on
the perceptual situation to follow it through to its conclusion. In this instance, Albers’ pedagogy
provided students with a structure by giving them a material-based prompt, tied to the tactility of
the screen. Similar to his color-based exercises, such an assignment can only be taken up and
carried out through perceptual play, not the cognizing of some abstract mind.
In this chapter, I have sought to show how attentive receptivity can be cultivated.
Instructors must instill generative habits in their students, which occurs by giving specific motifs
to be taken up in perceptual play. Instruction is specific in its demands, yet to understand the
demands of the prompt and find its answer requires one to engage in perceptual exploration.
Such exploration trains a student to not only perceive without overdetermination, but how to give
themselves motivating inquiries that will aid in such immanent experience.
In the following chapter, I will draw together these insights on creative learning to show
how the interludes throughout this present work have sought to create a context similar to that of
Albers’ classroom, urging you to perceptually play by feeling about for answers to my prompts
rather than thinking according to objective frameworks. Therefore, without further ado, we
proceed to the final interlude followed by this work’s conclusion which will draw it all together.
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Interlude V: Final Poetic Composition
This final exercise is the shortest but perhaps one of the most difficult. At the end of it,
you will be done with your aesthetic exercises and have a creative work all your own!
Call back up the visual work that you are all too familiar with. Either have a fresh copy of
it printed, or else have it up on your screen with a blank sheet in front of you with the visual
work’s dimensions sketched in a box. I want you to have your pen at the ready hovering just
above the paper. Get a timer or note the time—this exercise should last for only forty-five
seconds.
Now close your eyes and breathe in deeply. Try to empty your mind—don’t think about
the visual work or your words. Focus on your pen in your hand—feel its weight and imagine its
pointed inky end hovering just above the snow-white page beneath. Now, begin your timer and
open your eyes. Look at the visual work. The first place your eyes land is where you make your
first mark—either on the printed work or your blank square. Draw a heavy dot in this initial
place but do not lift your pen. Do not take your eyes off of the work and do not raise your pen.
Now, allow your eyes to wander —where do they go next? Your pen’s unbroken line should
mirror the trajectory of your eyes. Do not break your gaze from the artwork but let your pen’s
direction mirror your eye’s trail. You may need to glance down once and a while to ensure your
pen is in the right general region—you may do so, but do not get caught up on its precise
accuracy. Try not to force your gaze in one direction or another. Perhaps you need to stare longer
and see where your sight drifts. If it does not want to move in one direction, then close your eyes
for a few moments and reopen them. Are they in a new location? Let your pen drift to this new
spot without raising it. Does your gaze leave the picture for a moment? Your pen should do the
same. Allow your eyes to continue wandering. If they don’t seem to have a definitive place to go,
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let them walk up the outer edge of the work and outline its frame—but see where your gaze feels
the need to dip into the picture and allow your pen to do the same. Once you have bordered the
whole work you might drop to the center and attempt to spiral outward—but notice where your
gaze wavers or wanders. Once forty-five seconds has passed, you should now have a starting
point and a general gaze-trajectory. You have followed Klee in “taking a line for a walk” with
the help of a picture—this is a directed doodle. Importantly, it will also help us to give structure
to our final exercise.
Take the copy of the visual work that you wrote the words directly upon. Now, overlay it
with this and begin with where your eyes first landed—whatever word is nearest to this spot gets
written down first. Follow the trajectory and judge which words come next in the general gaze
trajectory of your work. Continue to do so until all of the words are accounted for. You may also
have some words completely outside of the line’s jurisdiction—these should be written last,
beginning with the nearest to the line until the furthest. Now, you have completed your poem! If
needed for clarity or rhythm, you may add any of the following words—but they may only be
used one time each. No additional words may be added, since we are not striving for perfect
grammar or complete images or settled thoughts. This is an evocative series of words, unfolding
from plant and drink and music and vision and hand’s movement.
Additional Words: If, is, not, and, or, -ly, -ing, the, as, a, for.
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Chapter Five
The Creative Spectator & Accepting Artistic Invitation
And I have felt
A presence that disturbs me with the joy
Of elevated thoughts; a sense sublime
Of something far more deeply interfused,
Whose dwelling is the light of setting suns,
And the round ocean and the living air,
And the blue sky, and in the mind of man:
A motion and a spirit, that impels
All thinking things, all objects of all thought,
And rolls through all things.
Therefore am I still
A lover of the meadows and the woods
And mountains; and of all that we behold
From this green earth; of all the mighty world
Of eye, and ear,—both what they half create,
And what perceive; well pleased to recognize
In nature and the language of the sense
The anchor of my purest thoughts, the nurse,
The guide, the guardian of my heart, and soul
Of all my moral being.255
— William Wordsworth

In this final chapter, I will allow the spectator to, at last, come fully into view. I will put
forward a concept of “creative spectatorship” which argues that a spectator can fulfill the
conditions for the mode of creativity I have been arguing for throughout this work. Though the
spectator may or may not participate in material production, if they participate in open-ended

William Wordsworth, “Lines Composed a Few Miles Above Tintern Abbey, on
Revisiting the Banks of the Wye During a Tour. July 13, 1798,” 1798,
https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poems/45527/lines-composed-a-few-miles-above-tinternabbey-on-revisiting-the-banks-of-the-wye-during-a-tour-july-13-1798.
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perceptual play then they are creative in their exploratory improvisation. The key here—as it has
been all along—is for the spectator to meet up with the work of art (be it visual, auditory,
gastronomical, poetic, whatever) as one existence greeting another, without overdetermination.
Though this is always possible, it is hard work and forces one to think and experience in new and
strange ways, usually against years of ingrained habits—and this is why, upon outlining the
mode of creative spectatorship, I will begin gesturing to the place of the curator/pedagogue in its
facilitation. Though such creativity is possible by anyone at any time, there are deliberate tools
that can be applied to create a context that encourages perceptual play—I will delineate some of
these tools and gesture toward what a future institution might look like which promotes spectator
creativity as opposed to the passive reception encouraged by dusty museum shelves.
I will begin with a concise statement of what must be true of the spectator for her to enter
a creative mode. This will draw heavily upon my prior chapters’ conclusions, transposing them
to a new key of spectatorship. I will then consider how one might facilitate the spectators’
attentive receptivity. I will include brief remarks on the place of the critic, for this is a figure
whose chief concern, it can be argued, is influencing the spectators’ experience. However, I will
argue that though the position of a “critic” is so vague that there may exist critics who do
promote creativity, by-and-large this position promotes a different sort of perceptual engagement
than the creative play I have proposed here. Upon setting the critic aside, I will show how the
aesthetic exercises throughout this work’s “interludes” encourage creative spectatorship. Though
there are many possible modes for creating a context of creative spectatorship, I coin the method
applied here as “motivated synesthesia.” Through various exercises, I lead a spectator through
different cross-sensory exercises that invite them into a state of attentive receptivity, whereby
they engage the works presented through perceptual embodied improvisation rather than a
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mind’s imposition or habitual nonchalance. I will show how the various features of these
exercises aid in maintaining a balance of activity-through-passivity on the part of participating
spectators—including the presence of action-driven instructions, perception-framed questions,
bodily cues (including prompted example answers and having participants “close their eyes” or
“take a breath”), limited (but numerous) choices to be selected from, and maintaining a common
through-line for all exercises.
Throughout this work I have argued for various necessary conditions that are required to
foster a particular kind of creative exploration—though I have investigated these in terms of the
phenomenologist, the artist, and the art student, the basic principles are nevertheless applicable to
creative spectatorship. Through “motivated synesthesia” I attempted to promote for you, dear
reader, a creative experience. This is not the only form of creativity, nor of spectatorship—but as
my final gesture I intend to sink my teeth into what I hope occurred as you engaged these
interludes, and how this experience aligns with my general theory regarding perceptual
experience and the attentive receptivity at the heart of a special kind of creativity.

Creative Spectatorship
In the first chapter of this work, I defined the aesthetic encounter as “an attentive mode
wherein one is perceptually present to indeterminate experience, exploring perception through
deliberate improvisation” as she “deliberately experience[s] phenomena on their own terms.”
Our present concern, then, is what it means for a spectator to enter this attentive mode by
engaging a completed work of art. Through my investigations of phenomenological description,
artistic production, and art education, we can enumerate what features such an exploratory
experience has:
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1)

it is playful, meaning that the experience is open-ended and not determined beforehand, and
undergone with a temperament of curiosity;

2)

it is directed—though there is no overdetermination, the result is not a nondeterminate,
chaotic jumble with absolutely infinite horizons—that is, the experience has a definite
shape and trajectory or inner consistency, even if these are coming-into-focus and
indeterminate throughout the experience itself within the context of encounter wherein they
unfold;

3)

it is perception-bound and embodied;

4)

it is participatory—the spectator takes part and contributes to the experience;

5)

there is an inherent vulnerability for the consciousness in such a receptive state—though the
spectator attentively contributes, she is passive to the work in allowing it to lead the way
and guide her contribution.
I will now attend to each of these briefly in turn, fleshing out their bearing upon creative

spectatorship. Then in the following section, we will see how these five principles can find
practical application and real-world cultivation.
1. Playful
The playfulness inherent to the form of creativity I am here outlining is twofold, applying
to the context of encounter’s relationship to possibility and to the temperament of the spectator.
Throughout the present work, we have seen time and again how an overdetermination of
an experience forecloses its possibilities. Recall the first chapter’s overdeterminative context of
encounters: analysis and the everyday. The analyst comes in two flavors—the intellectualist and
the empiricist—but both ignore experience in favor of their “more real” systems of knowledge.
In the case of artistic spectatorship, the analyst is anyone whose context of encounter is
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overdetermined by a nonperceptual enterprise—for example, an art historian seeking clues for
the work’s time period, or an armchair music-lover who seeks to show off by highlighting the
tell-tale signs of a particular composer’s style, or a conservator reducing the work to its material.
None of these figures—or countless others—have an open-ended experience of the work, on the
work’s own terms. Granted these spectators are still encountering the work perceptually—how
else? —and these analyses do require careful attention to sensory detail.
However, the experience of such analysis is not open-ended or improvisatory given its
grounding in preconceived concepts or aims. As Galen Johnson writes, “…the power or
fecundity of works of art exceeds every positive causal or linear relation…,” 256 and therefore the
analyst could never possibly deduce the painting’s offering. The perceptual world may be the
arena of analytic spectatorship, but it is not where it deliberately begins or ends for the conscious
attention of the analyst; having an end in mind before encountering a given work ensures that
you will find an answer. That is, any pointed question brought to bear upon an experience will
effectively eliminate all perceptual possibilities illegible to the framework assumed by the
question. The dedicated analyst cannot be surprised, for they will fail to see anything not already
accounted for or anticipated by their inquiry’s field of possibility—either they see signs of the
painting’s date or hear clues of the composer’s style or signs of material deterioration, or they do
not. The analyst’s experience is laudable insofar as they are perceptually attuned and recognize
many possibilities offered by the work which an everyday perceiver would not—they are
presently engaged with the work. But if one is attempting to creatively engage a work, the
analyst’s non-perceptual endgoal overdetermines the experience’s possibilities, and thereby
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restricts playtime to a much narrower playpen. In this formulation, a curious analyst is an
oxymoron, for the incision required to arrive at precise answers to predetermined questions
precludes wandering improvisation. The analyst is perceptually engaged, but on her own terms
and those of her objective toolbox rather than the indeterminate perceptual terms unfolding in
response to the experience of the work. If she already knows what she is looking for then she is
sure to find it—and where’s the playfulness in that?
An everyday spectator, too, may have just as preconceived notions of what they will
encounter— “Oh I love Wagner and this piece is great, just wait for the motifs!”, “Ugh, abstract
art is the worst, my four-year-old can do this, why did you bring me here?” Just as the analyst’s
programmatic questions and objective framework predetermine a perceptual experience and
thereby foreclose playfulness, so too does the everyday spectator’s presumption. To arrive at
playfulness, however, is not to shed all questioning or framing devices for a given experience. As
I will soon show, an experience void of any framing or direction is not delightfully free, but
chaotic and random. Playfulness is interrogative—but the questions that frame a state of play
will arise from within the experience rather than halt its becoming. For now, suffice it to say that
simply negating any kind of experiential lens is not the goal (or even possible).
Another species of everyday spectator lacks any form of a directed, questioning gaze to
begin with. She commits an opposite, but just as problematic, error. Like a butterfly flitting about
a garden from flower to flower to see what catches its eye, an average museumgoer or concert
hall listener enters to just see what happens, hoping to be bowled over in wonder (or at least
mildly amused) but without the energy or effort or perceptual wherewithal to take the time and
effort to be present. There is no intentional framing of their perception of the work, but a
cacophony—bursts of aesthetic stuff guided by habit and flights of fleeting interest. These are all
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perfectly fine ways to look at a picture or listen to music or eat food, etc.—there is no value
judgment or moral argument here. What I am interested in, however, is the temperament of
playfulness before a work of art, which requires more attention and more passivity than this
everyday encounter, which still overdetermines an experience by allowing habits of judgment or
concept to overshadow what the work has to offer. The flitting from work to work may seem
playful, but such high velocity encounters, I argue, do not give the time or space to investigate
further horizons of the work, and thereby such an attitude (and altitude) does not explore a
work’s full range of possibilities.
A playful encounter with a work must abandon as many preconceptions as possible—I
cannot already assume I will love the opera or hate the Pollock or despise the bitterness of the
coffee. Indeed, I ought not presume that just because it was created by a certain artist that
something will be present or something else will not. To carry such assumptions into the
experience is already to foreclose some of its possibilities by preinstalling some definitive frame
of reference. On the opposite side, however, I can never be completely free from my own
attentive directionality. I must take hold of my perception and not merely wander aimlessly
waiting for creativity or beauty or wonder to happen like a bolt of lightning from the sky. The
analyst and presumptive everyday perceiver both lack playfulness due to an overdetermining
presumption that forecloses the horizons of a given work. The blasé spectator lacks playfulness
given their inattention to any particular work, as they soar over them at high speeds without
letting the experience develop into something deeper or richer—this inattentive spectator’s
experience lacks directedness, with habit and taste installing themselves as the primary
perceptual lens. The task, then, is to direct an attentive spectator in such a way that does not
overdetermine her experience of a given work. How can we present a work within an attentive
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frame that emerges from what the work has to offer, on its own terms? That is, how can a
spectator’s attention be drawn to open horizons, in and by the perceptual work itself?
In other words, how can we urge a spectator to enter a state of attentive receptivity?
2. Directedness
The spectator ought to deliberately enter with a mindset of playfulness to avoid the
pitfalls of analysis and the blasé breezy spectator. Her demeanor should be that of an eager
student, open to learning what the work has to teach her but listening diligently for an answer. As
we will see, just like any good student, this does not mean that the spectator surrenders to the
work-as-teacher and takes it at its word, but rather that she deliberately opens herself to
encountering it without predetermination, present and critical. Perhaps such careful attention
does not seem as playful as the flitting butterfly, but, as we will now see, to shed one’s deliberate
attention is not to unlock some unadulterated freedom but is rather to unknowingly institute a
framework of habitual response, oscillating between white noise and sedimented reactions.
Recall that a given consciousness is forever destined to be doing something.257 This
might be thinking about what to eat for dinner, analyzing an idea, recalling a memory, or
attempting to withhold its own activity in meditative silence. Regardless of what it is doing, it is
always doing something. Therefore, in order to enter a state of playful exploration, we cannot
simply withhold or “turn off” the activities of analysis or everyday habits of seeing and judging.
If we attempted to simply withhold an overdeterminative activity, another would slip into its
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place—one that might be just as (if not more) overdeterminative of the experience. Similarly,
there always must be some frame of reference—there would be no sense without one.258
So, just as we have seen in prior chapters, we must give consciousness something to do
which encourages a state of playfulness, of attentive receptivity. Indeed, even if we were able to
simply “shut off” all overdeterminative experiences, the resulting passive consciousness would
not be creative, but would instead be a completely empty container without any engagement
whatsoever. In principle, consciousness is directed and active. Therefore, we cannot simply tell a
spectator to stop analyzing and judging and seeing or listening or tasting according to concepts—
the creative experience must be directed, and furthermore be directed by an activity grounded in
perceptual exploration.
For a playful improvisation to take hold, the experience must have an inner consistency
driven by a question or series of questions—some motivating throughline. In the first chapter, we
defined such an encounter as “an attentive mode wherein one is perceptually present to
indeterminate experience, exploring perception through deliberate improvisation.” Experience is
indeterminate and improvisatory not because the spectator is a random actor free from personal
constraints, but because her deliberate activity is one of attending to perceptual life on its own
terms, and thereby seeing where it will lead. To do so is not to hold everything in and blindly
take the world’s hand, but it is rather to deliberately cultivate a relationship to the indeterminate
horizons inherent in things, following their perceptual depth one moment at a time. Remember
Mitchell’s engagement of feeling landscapes—to engage her visual dimension without reserve
she did not simply withhold conceptual judgment, but instead sought to be attentive to these
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feelings-made-visual. This is a “free play” as in the “free play of the imagination,” but such
freedom does not entail wild flights of utter spontaneity, but rather directed and interrogative
experimentation. Risks are taken, randomness might enter—but the freedom of play is not
absolute, but meaningful in its experimental meander. Creative spectatorship requires a
directedness that provides an inner consistency to one’s experience—this over-arching guide
gives their exploration a shape and development, and, indeed, makes it a consistent experience as
opposed to the disparate attentive episodes of someone browsing a catalog. In order to maintain
her playful disposition within creative activity, the spectator must participate in the unfolding of
her indeterminate—but slowly determin-ing—perceptual encounter. The full experience itself is
a carrying forward of itself, ceaselessly shaping perception into determinately perceived material
which can always be carried forward into ever-indeterminate horizons. There are determinations
made—I perceive this color here, or that sound gives rise to an atmospheric encounter in a
particular way. But each concretization fluidly opens further horizons, each new perceptual
encounter or frame growing out of the inexhaustible fruits of what came before. There is a shape
and inner consistency to the perceptual life of such creativity—but it is not the simple reading of
a symbol or positing an idea, for this shape is ever-shifting and ceaselessly carried forward to its
indeterminate horizons. Each of these new perceptual developments contributes to the overall
fluid shifting of an aesthetic atmosphere, or style, or timbre. It is atmospheric in its pervasiveness
and irreducibility—this emerging quality of the experiential is not a singular quality or thing one
could point out or extract. Indeed, it is misleading to call it an “it” to begin with, for it is not
some isolatable feature, but is the quality of the present in its inexhaustible fullness. It is a mood,
a color, a feeling—but spread out in every corner of my perceptual field, filling every available
space like air entering a vacuum. Just like the gloominess that descends on a foggy day is not
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localized to just the grey clouds or the wet puddles or the heaviness in the air, or the joy of a
sunny day to the sum of the bright surfaces illuminated out the window, the qualitative
perceptual whole is not simply the sum total of one’s perceptions or interior states. It is
atmospheric in its non-localizability, its qualitative presence, its being felt more than understood,
and its totalizing pervasiveness.
Like Mitchell, the goal is for the spectator to engage her tacit cogito rather than her
egoistic cogito. We do not want to strip away all conscious attention, but instead motivate the
loss of consciously personal impositions. The spectator ought not think in terms of her own tastes
and explicit memories or ideas. In order to unlock horizons of possibility beyond her taken-forgranted everyday, the spectator ought to be attentive in anonymity—not lacking in participation
or conscious intent but lacking in conscious imposition. To let our tacit cogito breathe in this
emerging atmospheric quality, and breathe its contributions back out again, we must not let our
ego interrupt its rhythm. And as we have seen, the key to such anonymous participation is the
body. (To double-down on the metaphor: if you try to think hard about the pacing of your own
breathing to control it, you’ll most likely get in the way—your body knows how to breathe better
than you do.) Indeed, the key to creative spectatorship is motivating attentive perceiving which
remains anonymous, so that the perceiver is receptive rather than imposing. As I have been
illustrating, the key to unlocking attentive-yet-anonymous perception is providing the spectator
with a directed, open-ended task grounded in, what we turn to below, bodily experimentation.
The directedness ensures a focused attention; open-ended prompts ensure that the spectator
cannot predetermine her experience through planning or habitual response, and the entire
context’s grounding in perceptual embodiment creates a situation of worldly trial-and-error
where canned concepts and objective shortcuts cannot be utilized. To fully understand the
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questions posed—what is the name of the plant, or the visual counterpart of an audible
atmosphere? —the spectator cannot appeal to the heavy frameworks of analysis but must seek
the answer through perceptual experimentation. Such an experiential wandering-about is the play
of creative spectatorship which at-once better understands the prompt itself as it seeks an
answer—just as we saw happen in Albers’ classroom. Thinking is certainly happening—but it is
experimental “thinking in situations.”
3. Perception-bound & Embodied
Therefore, the form of creative spectatorship I here delineate requires that the spectator’s
experience be perception-bound and embodied. This is not necessarily a separable point from the
need for playfulness and directedness, but their logical outcome: a directed activity that is not
bound by preconception, analysis, or everyday habits must necessarily be driven by perception—
after all, what’s left? And in being bound in perception and lived through the body, such a
context of encounter will arrive at an anonymous flow of perceptual life rather than selfconscious imposition. We have established that for playful exploration to unfold without
overdetermination, a given spectator cannot be perceiving according to concepts, objective laws,
their own taste, or habits. However, as we have also seen, they must perceive according to
something—the goal is not to take all of those frames away and be left with a frameless, contextfree engagement with things. Just as consciousness is always engaged in activity, it is also
always within a context of encounter. Therefore, we must ensure the context of encounter is one
that allows for exploration and open horizons of engagement—as we have established, this
context is one driven by and through the perceptual world, attentive and directed but anonymous
and horizon-bound. In the Phenomenology of Perception, Merleau-Ponty writes:
Bodily existence, which streams forth through me without my complicity, is but the sketch
of a genuine presence in the world. But it, at the very least, grounds the possibility of such
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a presence and establishes our primary pact with the world. I can, of course, withdraw from
the human world and take leave of my personal existence, but this is only to reveal in my
body the very same power—this time without a name—by which I am condemned to being.
We might say that the body is the ‘hidden form of self-being,’ or, reciprocally, that personal
existence is the taking up and the manifestation of a being in a given situation… [W]e
therefore say that the body continuously expresses existence… 259
The creative spectator in her playful directedness through and as a body deliberately expresses
her existence—not as an ego or constricted self, but as a living body that is a project of the
world, situated and situating. This expression is not the exteriorizing of something that is inside
and waiting to come out, just as Mitchell’s painting was not the transcribing of inner thoughts—
rather, to creatively spectate is to express one’s bodily presence through an engaged receptivity
in and as the body that you uniquely are. We are condemned to being, and therefore our freedom
is not found in turning away from things or from any given framework through which we will
engage them—rather, to play openly and explore the depths of being we must be deliberately
present to the world in our generality, as bodies with open possibilities that meet up with other
existences, such as works of art, with their own open possibilities as thickly material things.
These possibilities can only be seized upon and carried forward to a true expression of
existence—that is, concretized in being—if one is attentive as a body to another body, letting this
attentive responsiveness lead the way.
4 & 5. Participatory with Inherent Vulnerability
However, though the spectator is open to her perceptual encounters in order to avoid
predetermination, she cannot be merely passive to sensory inputs. Indeed, once again, this would
allow habits to leak in and make the world determinate according to sedimented ways of
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perceiving, thus delimiting possibilities. As we have seen with Merleau-Ponty, perception is not
the one-way street of a passive perceiver receiving information from the world. And as Cézanne
helped us to understand, perception is a participatory engagement. To be creative, the spectator
must embrace the participatory dimension of perception—although they are not imposing
concepts or habits upon the perceptual world, they are not enslaved to them either. This is the
mode of attentive receptivity we have been attempting to grapple with. For the spectator to be
creative, they are not passive before the work of art, but they are attentive in their perceptual
exploration.
Finally, however, they are not too active. That is, a spectator cannot impose from without
to the point that they cease to perceive with and according to the work of art. Such imposing
activity could only be grounded in personal motivation or random chaos—again, there will
always be directedness, and it aids creativity if it derives from the perceptual experience itself.
Such creativity happens when the artwork being encountered takes the lead—not as an outside
object dictating experience through determinate physical laws, but as an indeterminate sensory
presentation being explored by a being with the capacities to sense it. The concrete perceptual
situation itself carries itself forward—the seed of inspiration found in neither object nor subject,
but in the perceptual thickness of a shared horizon. The spectator participates in this perception
whether she fully realizes it or not—by virtue of her body and her past and her current context of
encounter, this given perception is what it is. But it is also by virtue of the material composition
and presentation of this aesthetic thing that the perception is what it is—and, therefore, the
spectator must allow their meeting to be the thread that takes the lead—one anonymous body
carried with another in a mutually participatory situation, unclear where one begins and the other
ends. This situation deepens if the perception itself drives the context of encounter, as the
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spectator perceives the aesthetic object in a playful openness which seeks to uncover the limits
and horizons of the very perceptual experience, breathing this inexhaustible atmosphere in and
out. This is the inherent vulnerability at the heart of creativity: there is not a solipsistic mind that
creates or reads or understands, free from influence. To create is to open one’s self to the world
and see and hear and feel and taste and dance what it has to offer. To play is to take risks.
We cannot know where a creative exercise will lead before we begin, or else it would not
be improvisation. There isn’t much exploration that can happen with a finished map. We might
know where our productivity will lead—my walk will take me to the Empire State Building, the
solo will end on the I chord, I am going to be painting grief. But this material “what” does not
capture the experiential “how”—my meandering dance on the sidewalk, my wild solo, Mitchell’s
ambiguous forms are the creative process through which the productivity is realized. To be
creative is to voyage through indeterminacy, and to do so one must shed her personal ego and
protective habits, exposing a vulnerable underbelly of being to other beings. Perhaps she knows
where she will materially begin or end, but this is the least interesting aspect of our creative
journey. And, indeed, for the spectator to be creative, she must deliberately participate in her
own perception as the body that she is while letting this perception take the lead—she must
deliberately relinquish full control within a maintained and responsive directedness. She need not
produce anything or know where she is going. She must play.
We have seen that play is at the heart of attentive receptivity; it introduces an essential
element of openness and spontaneity in situations where the imposition of preconceptions and
the force of habits act to obscure what is being experienced, while at the same time maintaining
an inner consistency in an interrogative mode.
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Ontological Creativity
Though an ontological tangent is perhaps the last thing called for in a final chapter which
seeks a practical application of my foregoing program, I want to explain why it is that such openended and improvisatory perception is creative. After all, the claim that deep, ontological
creativity can happen by merely perceiving something may be hard for some to swallow.
To keep these remarks grounded, I will appeal to two aesthetic examples that have been
previously discussed: Joan Mitchell’s Cypress (Figure 2, Chapter Three), where the painter
captured a dark contrast of a cypress tree against a dark wall; and students in Albers’ class
attempting to uncover the inherent properties of wire mesh materials.
To begin, I will briefly recall the ontological commitments that we have inherited from
Merleau-Ponty—what is the Being within which one creates?
Recall from our first chapter that Merleau-Ponty’s primary task in the Phenomenology of
Perception is to overcome the dualisms present in Objective Thought, whether empiricism or
intellectualism. These systems posit their foundation in objective laws of a physical world or in
the eternal logic of Reason. Experience becomes a mere moment in a larger picture of Being
which is bifurcated into objects and subjects. For the empiricist, nothing new is created for
Mitchell or for Cypress’s spectator or for Albers’ student, for all situations involve alreadycreated material’s alteration and being-perceived, but not produced. We can suppose that for the
intellectualist, Mitchell creates something new, but what she creates is an image that is then
passively consumed by the uncreative spectator, in a commerce of mentalistic ideas and images
rather than material bodies; similarly, Albers’ students may create new forms in their wire-mesh
statues, but the novelty is not in their material encounter but rather in the abstractable form of
their product. For Objective Thought, spectatorship is always passive and never creative, and
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artistic production is only creative once a work is completed (or conceived) as it generates new
mental images or concepts.
But if perception is primary, we find that “subject and Object are two ‘abstract moments
of a unique structure which is presence.’”260 This phenomenal presence is accepted as reality in
perceptual faith; as Dillon straightforwardly states, “[a] phenomenological ontology is an
ontology in which being or reality is conceived as phenomenon.” 261 A truly phenomenological
ontology finds objectivity and subjectivity as two abstract moments of a primary whole—a
phenomenal world—which is the mutual situation of perceiver and perceived. It is in accepting
this ontological frame that Mitchell, Mitchell’s spectator, and Albers’ students might all be
conceived as “creative” in their ongoing situation, since this situation itself is grounded in
perceptual unfolding. Novelty is not found in a marketplace of ideas or in material-generation,
but in the fluid unfolding of horizonal perceptual possibilities, for perceiver and world.
Dillon goes on: “To be consistent with the thesis of the ontological primacy of
phenomena, one must conceive the phenomena as autochthonous and not deriving its character
from the agency of some underlying reality..” 262 Whereas the empiricist will reduce my
phenomenal experience, as well as its internal logic and quality, to optics and psychology or the
intellectualist to mental phenomena and judgments, the ontological primacy of phenomena
accept the inexhaustible depth of the phenomenal world as brute given and not reducible to some
logic that might clarify its ambiguities. Objective Thought will reduce Mitchell’s bodily painting
activity as determined by either the “more real” dimension of material physics wherein we are all
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dominoes falling in line (empiricist) or else the “more real” dimension of abstract ideas which
govern her body’s actions (intellectualist). But Dillon cites Merleau-Ponty, who writes that a
painter cannot say “what comes from him and what comes from things” because the “distinction
has no meaning..”263 This is in accord with what we saw from Mitchell’s own reflections upon
her working process—she is not blindly following some material determinism just as she is not
creating an idea first and then exteriorizing it. Rather, her painting practice emerges as an
engaged trial-and-error within the perceptual world. Similarly, Albers’ students are not
conceiving of new shapes for their wire mesh and then imposing this image upon them, but are
thinking with and through experimental manipulation.
Creation is not the outcome of form-production or material-production, but is the process
through which phenomenal experiment grounds new horizons of possible perceptions.
The unfolding of phenomenal depth is autochthonous, meaning it is self-organizing and
self-perpetuating, literally “coming from the earth”—it is not fueled by some objective laws,
physical, logical, or otherwise. This primary intertwining of subject and object, or perceiver and
perceived, or painter and things is the primordial givenness at the heart of Merleau-Ponty’s
ontology. Indeed, to even discuss it as two separate terms that are intertwined is already to miss
the brute presence of Being which is their primary givenness as an irreducible element whose
separation is only abstract and ideal. Therefore, our conception of Being is one where Being is
phenomenal presence—what really exists is the autochthonous movement of perceivedperceiving in mutually shaped situations. We do not begin with Mitchell and the Cypress and her
paints as separate and then wonder how they could come together to produce something new, for
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framing it from a third-person perspective is already to miss the mark. Mitchell’s creation occurs
in her hands and beneath her brush, as her hands glide about over a foggy memory of a stark
cypress against a pale ochre wall. Albers’ students, from the outside, appear to be simply
bending and poking some bits of old metal—but, perceptually, they are uncovering what it
means for the rhythm of lines to interlace in this particular way, or the effect that widening one
area has on the whole, or how a new dimension of space emerges if one edge is brought up and
under another—these discoveries are not in their minds and cannot be fully expressed in
propositional language, for this is a living knowledge of the body uncovering new ways its
world, a perceptual world, can be.
Importantly, however, we cannot fall into either subjectivism or objectivism—I am not
constituting Being through my perception of the world just as the world itself does not erase me.
The world resists me—to consider either my participation or the world’s as more primary is to
fall back into the poles of Objective Thought which seek to reduce one side to the other. Mitchell
is not fully lost to her perceptual experiment, just as the student does not lose awareness in her
exercise. To maintain the integrity of the perceiver within the perceived, then, it is careful to
consider my own engagement with phenomenal presence as one of “partial coincidence,” as
Merleau-Ponty argues in Visible and the Invisible, citing Bergson.264
I am not completely erased by Being, losing all signs of difference or interiority,
swallowed up by the fullness of phenomena. Mitchell and her work, the student and their
sculptor, the spectator and the work—these are still situations composed of elements with
cohesion and individual integrity. However, the creative act itself does not emerge from the
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summation of some object and some subject, but from a perceiver opening herself to the
perceived—such opening requires a loss of some egoistic selfhood (in non-self-consciousness),
but still requires conscious attention. When considering the spectator and her world, there is not
a “real fusion, as of two positive terms or two elements of an alloyage, but an overlaying, as of a
hollow and a relief which remain distinct.” 265 The spectator and the work are not completely
dissolved into one another given the primacy of their mutual presence—rather, what mutual
presence means is that all things maintain their own ambiguous and indeterminate horizons of
possibility. The world is the autochthonous organization of these in mutually shaping situations,
which remain open. It is simultaneously true that I am in and of Being and yet not coincident
immediately with it, for Being as phenomenal presence is the arena through which I unfold and
concretize possibilities, yet my own general being-in-the-world exceeds immediacy. The
phenomenal world is my arena of experience—it is reality. Yet I exceed my phenomenal life;
this capacity is precisely how we arrive at the abstractions of the intellectualist and the habits of
everyday life. Mitchell does not lose herself to the determinism of her situation, but loses her ego
to a tacit cogito—this living body has its own sedimentations, folded over ceaselessly for a
lifetime. Her tacit cogito is not locked into the phenomenal world in its immediacy. Just as the
paint has a certain stickiness and tone and texture and her brush its own stubborn materiality,
Mitchell’s tacit cogito brings its own horizons of possibility given its past and its powers—
creation happens when all of these different possibilities are allowed to intermingle openly and
indefinitely, in free play.
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The spectator in a creative mode turns away from extra-phenomenal capacities—
shedding fully abstract concepts or overdetermining habits—in an effort to remain wholly
present to the depths of current phenomenal experience, as the tacit cogito that she is, complete
with limited bodily powers and a life of sedimentations. The tacit cogito dives into the
perceptual, but does not lose its integrity; it is the gap of immanent mediacy between the body
and its world which allows for the critical distance needed to experiment and to play—it is the
presence of horizons of possibility. Just as the brush’s rigidity is its bristly thickness, the special
way that Mitchell explores the contrast of a cypress and an ochre wall is written into the
perceptual possibilities of her body itself due to its perceptual past and current bodily powers.
One’s body may be anonymous, but it is also particular. The experience remains immanent since
the tacit cogito’s past is not written in mental images but is carried by the body itself. If the
spectator were immediately caught up within the phenomenal present, they would lose
themselves entirely and be reduced to a mere stimulus-response system—all bodies would then
create the same image with the same stimuli, and all spectators would encounter works in an
identical fashion.
The key is that the distance gained for experimentation must not take the artist or
spectator outside of the experience but remain immanent. By playing in an interrogative mode,
the spectator maintains distance by setting herself up opposite the encountered work, as the tacit
cogito whose particularity and possibility is carried as a body. By having the motif of her
interrogation arise within the terms of ongoing perceptual life, the distance required for play is
not imposed or artificial, but autochthonous. Therefore, the spectator is not realizing a clean
divide between subject and object in her investigation as the analyst does, but the spectator is not
erasing all difference and entering a homogenous situation either. The spectator maintains her
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integrity within an interrogative mode, but does not impose upon the experience if this
interrogation arises out of and is motivated by perceptual concerns. This is why creative
spectatorship is immanent to experience: though the spectator transcends the artistic work
through an interrogative mode, she and the work nevertheless remain on the same plane, without
impositions arising outside of the experience. This is a “partial coincidence.”
To create, a creator is fully immersed in perceptual life. To be fully immersed in
perceptual life is to remove the impediments and distractions of one’s egoistic, Cartesian
cogito—to enter the context of encounter of “non-self-consciousness,” as an aware tacit cogito.
This immersion does not drown out the creator, for her non-self-consciousness—her body, her
tacit cogito—has its own sedimentations and powers as a body. The situation of creativity, then,
is this tacit cogito’s field of limited but indefinite possibilities meeting up with the limited but
indefinite possibilities of her materials and her subject, and thus allowing new perceptual
horizons to emerge—not in absolute freedom, but through deliberate play. And, again, recall that
the creator is not entering her situation at an abstract level, but through practical concerns—
Mitchell sets up her subject as a visual image in order to enter a state of non-self-consciousness,
just as Albers’ student seeks to see what the mesh can do that nothing else can do. We cannot
intend to lose our ego, but must engage a motif that coaxes the tacit cogito to take over in
exploration.
To understand how immanence is ontologically creative, I will draw a conceptual
distinction between my own use of productivity, generativity, and creativity. Productivity is the
most straightforward concept—something is produced when material is rearranged or modified
into a new form—Mitchell moves paint around or Albers’ student twists mesh into a form. This
can of course be clarified further, but suffice it to say that productivity is the work of the artist
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when she places paint upon a canvas, or strikes an instrument to produce audible tones, or move
her body in aesthetic motions meant to be seen. Indeed, the cars coming off a production line are
being merely produced, too—just as flowers in a field or a baby being born.
Generativity occurs when an idea, theory, noted detail, etc. give rise to a fresh context of
encounter for a perceiver. For example, if a perceiver reads about how Cézanne’s use of underdetailed foreground objects draws one’s eyes to the center of the canvas, or someone points out
to me that a jazz arrangement “swings” because of where the emphasized beats fall. Sticking
with Mitchell, see Cypress (Figure 2, Chapter Three); note how the two dominating shapes in the
center are mirrored in a similar figure down and to the left, and this rhythm is in turn replicated
in the bottom right of the canvas with purple and goldenrod strokes. My pointing this out to you
may have opened up some new perceptual possibilities for you, if you hadn’t noticed before—a
new rhythmic arrangement can blossom into view as the shapes find new resonances and
connections. However, since this basic fact was an abstract one—the shapes mirror one another’s
form—I delivered something to you that was already known about the painting. Perhaps this is
your first time perceiving this shape-ful resonance, but its being-perceived is already part of this
painting’s sedimented past. Nothing new has come into Being since these features have already
been known—they are merely carried to a new generation, finding fresh life through the eyes of
another perceiver. Nothing new is expressed—literally ex-pressed, pressed out; the perceiver
does not give anything new to Being by generating a new perspective for themselves grounded in
an existing context.
Such fixed characteristics or features, once brought to your attention, will enable you to
more and more finely hone your perceptual skills in other regards too, helping you to pay better
attention and think of works in new and unexpected ways. Generative encounters are worthwhile
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in allowing a perceiver to freshly seize upon a possibility of the work which others have seized
upon before. This is generative in allowing this new perceiver to encounter this work in a fresh
light, and carry this new possibility deeper into other engagements. Audre Lorde writes that
“Sometimes we drug ourselves with dreams of new ideas. The head will save us. The brain alone
will set us free. But there are no new ideas… There are only old and forgotten ones, new
combinations, extrapolations, and recognitions… only new ways of making [the ideas] felt.” 266 A
generative experience is feeling an existing idea—nothing new is created, yet the perceiver still
feels something new—this is felt since it is the atmospheric breathing-in of one’s tacit cogito,
taking up a qualitative present that generates new possible ways of being. The head will not save
us, as we have seen—we are not creating something mentalistic, so we cannot rely on critics
alone to cultivate or curate creative spectatorship. A commerce of ideas will ensure the
generation of new horizons, but horizons of perceptual possibilities that have already been
seized.
The form of creativity I am here interested in, on the other hand, does not begin with an
existing feature or principle or idea, but is an open-ended exploration that stumbles upon a
possibility which has never been concretized ever before—the creator ex-presses something new.
In a generative experience, I am seeing or hearing something entirely new for me, but it is
already something that has been accounted for—such as the reverberating forms in Cypress.
Because generativity requires that something be passed on, whatever is generated will be
grounded in some kind of propositional knowledge—an idea, concept, detail gestured to,
motivating historical fact, etc. In a creative experience, I am seeing or hearing something new—
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full stop. Generative experiences occur when the perceiver takes up a motivating feature—
someone draws their attention to a detail, a conceptual way to make sense of a phenomenon, or a
new perspective. Creative experiences occur when the perceiver unfolds an inexhaustible horizon
of possibilities for themselves and a given work, in a perceptual exploration. Such play is
creative, given the ontological principle of the primacy of perception—that is, by perceiving
something that has yet to be perceived in the world, something new is brought into Being, if
perception is our access to Being.
I look to Mitchell’s painting and attempt to feel the movement of the yellow as
downward and the white background as receding, as the dark inner shapes condense in their
heaviness, and the purple a churning swamp below—such engagement, if it enables me to enter a
state of attentive receptivity, leads to an ongoing perceptual exploration of movement felt
through static paint. I can explore this felt movement, my eyes wandering amongst the tensions
and releases as I feel the heaviness of the dark shapes in my chest and my gut, the receding white
soft as fallen snow, the churning purple-swamp as sticky and slow. I am not imposing these
feelings through purely active imagination. I enter an interrogative mode by directing a question
at the painting—how are these static shapes moving? A perceptual interrogation will always
seem paradoxical at first, for it ought to be a prompt that the mind cannot answer, or we will be
caught in simply generating old ideas felt anew. By attuning my body to the painting by framing
the encounter with a bodily question—how do the static shapes move—I create a situation which
has never occurred before in the history of my body or this painting’s.
Even if the same question had been framed before, each body—every tacit cogito—is
radically individual given a lifetime of sedimentations, and would therefore enter a novel
situation of static-movement. This perceptual situation of attentive receptivity is creativity, for it
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is the exploratory present of an interrogating body that reveals new possibilities for perception.
Here I may differ with Lorde, for there are new ideas insofar as a creative experience includes a
dimension of thinking, and therefore thinking up something new. However, this thinking will be
a bodily “thinking in situations,” and therefore I still fall in line with Lorde’s dictum that the
head and brain will not save us—the thinking of creativity is not the Cartesian factory of
abstract-concept production, but a thinking turned inside-out that unfolds in and through bodily
trial-and-error and interrogation.
As argued for within the introduction and first few chapters, Merleau-Ponty’s ontological
commitments of a bottom-up conception of Being run contrary to the Cartesian focus upon ideas
and Platonic forms—the head will not save us. Rather than Objective Thought which finds the
ground of Being in a universe of ideas or the objective laws of physics, our bottom-up
commitment holds that the mutual situation of intertwining between perceiver and perceived is
the arena of Being. Therefore the creator is not thinking up ideas or outlines that are then
exteriorized just as they are not some casual node in a predetermined chain of events—my
feeling of static-movement before Mitchell’s work is not directly caused by my psychological
mind or by the painting, but in their mutual intertwining, and my letting this intertwining be
carried forward. The creator perceives that which has never been perceived before; by virtue of
perceiving anew without grounding in habit or concept, the creator seizes upon a new possibility
of Being. The situation itself is in and of Being, and by remaining perceptually present and
experimenting to carry the situation forward on its own terms, the spectator creates an ongoing
situation. Being is autochthonous, constantly creating new possibilities by virtue of the
inexhaustible depths and contingencies of things; what the spectator does is embrace this
inherent creativity and fall in line with the ongoing movement of creativity, through a
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deliberately creative context of encounter. In other contexts of encounter, one misses the creative
movement inherent in perceptual life by either taking it for granted in the everyday or mistakenly
reducing it through Objective Thought in analysis; the creator, by contrast, enters a context of
encounter which deliberately participates in this ongoing movement.
The generative perceiver seizes upon something already on the work’s horizon, with one
foot already in a universe of ideas; the creative perceiver unfolds new horizons in Being. This is
precisely why the phenomenologist of Chapter One is necessarily creative in their honest
description—to be fully present to Being is to enter a state of attentive receptivity, and such a
task is necessarily creative for it requires perceptual participation in uncovering new perceptual
possibilities. To attend to Being is to express further possibilities for its perceptual attendance. In
other words, I can highlight the resonance of the shape forms to you, but this is a level of
abstraction away from Being, and therefore is more a description of my conceptualizing of
Being—this description is not of perception, but is of my reflection upon perception, in noticing
this mirroring effect. To witness Being, rather than reflect upon this witnessing, I must be in a
state of attentive receptivity which engages with the perceptual life of an ongoing situation—and
to do this is to be creative.
Though every perception is technically something new given the radical contingencies of
every perspective, the context of encounter is crucial—I do not follow through on creating new
horizons if my focus is on an existing concept or habitual response. It is merely generative to
seize upon nascent perceptual possibilities, but it is creative to enter a situation which unfolds
indeterminate, novel horizons of perceptual encounter. Put differently, creativity forms new
maps of perceptual encounter by folding over existing ones. Though every new experience does
create new possibilities, these are within calcified contexts and narrow horizons—a creative
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situation is one which carries itself (perceiver-perceived together) forward without either
perceiver or perceived taking the lead. Statistical thought has a bearing upon the phenomenal
world; we are usually more likely to continue perceiving as we have before, following familiar
concepts and sedimented responses.267 The critic pointing out a new detail to me is generative
when it points me to a possibility on my horizon that had been nascent—I am seeing something
new. But this was already on the horizon of the work, having been delineated by the critic. But
when I meet the work in a creative mode, an entirely new horizon unfolds and I see the work as
nobody before me has. The creative situation is wholly perceptual and therefore inexhaustible,
indeterminate, and nonpropositional. The artist who engages in material productivity can also be
creative in the same movement, for they perceive through material manipulation. Our present
interest is in how one can be creative without production—that is, how can the spectator be
creative. Just as the artist produces new horizons for perceptual life, I argue that the spectator is
able to deliberately unfold new horizons for perceptual life, and therefore participate in a
movement of ontological revelation and creation. And since the spectator is a “project of the
world”, attempting to perceive at the level of worldliness, they are able to participate in carrying
the world further to unknown horizons. 268 As Merleau-Ponty writes in Visible and the Invisible,
“It is not we who perceive, it is the thing that perceives itself yonder … The world is a field, and
as such is always open.”269
At the level of creativity, I am anonymous and the thing is fecund, both coming together
as the world carrying itself forward—the world impresses me to express itself through me, the
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static-presence of Cypress a perceptual playground to explore. But, again, I am not erased and
swallowed up by Being in such anonymity, but am simply attentively gearing into the
phenomenal presence of things, stripped of my personal abstractions, playing in the field of the
world. My body has its own engagements with movement and colors which it brings to the
situation, and by asking the painting how it might make sense of movement through such colors
and shapes, my body maintains its integrity. It is not lost to the painting, becoming homogenous
with these senses which stop up my eyes and ears—rather, the painting becomes a catalyst for
my perceptual play just as I become a catalyst for it to be perceived in novel ways. The mutual
situation of carrying the world forward in reciprocal play adheres to Merleau-Ponty’s principle
of reversibility, wherein I can be both perceiver and perceived as in and of the world, as such
creative spectatorship is “the return of the visible upon itself, a carnal adherence of the sentient
to the sensed and of the sensed to the sentient.” 270 Recall that Cézanne’s practice carried the
world back to itself, Cézanne acting as both a product of the world and an invitation to carry it
forward. I am an experience, and by unfolding in the world, the world has folded this experience
that I am over and over and over again to create rich layers of possible engagement. 271
The complex experience that I am—this project of the world—has a particularly textured
opening upon Being, a special style all its own given these contingent foldings. I am “the world
that thinks itself,” but in my own discrete way. 272 I am a node of experiences in the world which
has encountered shapes and movement over and over again, so that a particular way of
perceiving colored-shape-as-movement is carried in and as my body. That is what it means to be
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a body and to have a world—to sediment powers over time into horizons of possibility. By
engaging the painting with a bodily question, I enable the world to tap into the fecund foldingover that I am and that this painting is, unlocking new perceptual potential. When Cézanne
paints, he brings the world back to itself, acting as a medium for the world to see itself—a world
which he is in and of. He maintains his discreteness since this is his style bringing the world back
to itself—him as an experience as the conduit for the world to uncover more of its own layers. In
Cézanne’s The Gulf of Marseilles Seen from L’Estaque (1885) (See Figure 7, in Appendix I), I
see a simple display of the sea. But this deceiving simplicity turns out to be anything but—if I
attend to the image and don’t look for familiar objects to orient my gaze, my eye first lands on a
horizon as flat as a table, extending from canvas edge to edge, about one-third down the painting.
For a natural scene, the line feels almost too sharp, geometric—straight. A sea slowly settles into
place from this stark edge, subtle ripples mingling as faint whites and different blues. Subtle
nooks emerge from the line to reveal a crawling coastline, growing into mountains of grays and
blues, and a bright green patch in the center. These distant mountains blend and twist together—
a mass of rolling grays and stone-blues, sitting silently over the rippling sea. They sit very still—
hard against the pale ochre sky. The sky finds subtle variations of atmosphere fading in and
out—minor textural variations that only emerge if one is able to escape from the gripping
horizon or stern peaks. At the upper edge just left of center, a large dark spot slowly emerges
from the sky and reaches and fades into its surroundings—perhaps a gathering storm. The yellow
sky pressing down, an imminent storm, composed of tiny scratches and nicks. It is hard to direct
my gaze to the foreground—the mountains feel possessed as they hold my gaze yet remain still
and silent and in themselves. But when I force my eyes below, I find a coastal village. It feels
strange to think of life in this world that is so still and solid. Though there are no bodies or signs
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of life to be seen. Rooftops of varying shades of brown and red form a haphazard patchwork with
one another and with bright tan-white walls. Small vertical strokes of dark and bright green
emerge throughout this patchwork, greenery of trees and shrubs spreading like a growing puddle
of water over the roofs and between the houses. Where the edges of chimneys and trees meet the
sea, a strange shift in perspective occurs—focusing on the foreground makes the sea feel as if it
were vertically oriented, as a bright blue wall locking the town in, rather than a horizontal blue
plane. A hard black outlines the coast to the left of this region, highlighting an area with more
waves or rocky waters, perhaps—it looks almost cartoonish in its caricatured outline. The coast
creeps up and then out of sight to the left, and down to the right, creating an asymmetrical sea in
the center of the frame that is about three times taller on the right edge than the left, with a
consistent top-edge horizon as its shore keeping the perspective anchored. But despite the subtle
ripples of the waves and the human inhabitants of the houses and the darkening ochre sky, the
tallest peak—simply painted with characteristic brushstrokes—grips me. It feels cliché to write,
but it feels as though it were staring back, witnessing these lifeless buildings and crawling coast
and soft waves—standing still and serious.
This is still a view of the gulf of Marseilles—it is an image of trees and the sea and sky
and buildings. It took Cézanne’s years of craft and training to capture the scene with precision,
enlivened by minute details. But this is a style of this view which only Cézanne could have—not
because he is some inimitable genius, but because it took a lifetime of experience to express this
scene in this way. The solidity of the peak, the harsh horizon, the subtle swirling of a coming
storm, and the lifeless atmosphere of repose all participate in evoking a timbre, or tone, or style
of experience which Cézanne captured. His style is not reducible to any one of these elements,
but emerges from the total image at once, like the color of the light on a cloudy day or the mood
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of a close friend. Cézanne’s image, at one at the same time, captures the feeling of this place and
the feeling that he bore in his presence to it—the world and the perceiver’s horizons interlaced in
the ongoing situation of the painting’s creation. We carry this creation forward by feeling about
in its walls, exploring what the place must have felt like, how Cézanne saw this sea and these
rocks, by enlivening what experience this is. Such an enlivening is not to reawaken something
that Cézanne put to rest, but it is to fold this inexhaustible layer of the world into the experience
that I am, taking up this invitation to create a new possible experience which would not have
been possible without this shred of perceptual being Cézanne froze in time, like Mitchell’s fish in
ice.
A spectator, then, brings her own unique experience to bear upon phenomena—if she
remains attuned to the perceptual present work, she too allows the world to come in contact with
itself as the general possibilities of the thing are concretized within the context of a particular
styling, a new folding-over. Perhaps Cézanne’s peak is seen differently by you, or your eyes get
trapped in a different corner—the world’s articulations are open and fecund, and to be creative is
to explore these as the specific body that you are. By unlocking my body’s power to see the
static-movement of Mitchell or the harsh horizon of Cézanne, and being attentive to the situation,
I create a new situation in the world. These paintings have now been seen in a new light, just as I
have had a new experience of movement and of color and shape, of a cypress, a storm, a coast.
What the spectator does by attuning herself to the work and attempting to let it lead the way is
giving the world space to expand. Merleau-Ponty writes:
The effective, present, ultimate and primary being, the thing itself, are in principle
apprehended…by someone who wishes to…let them be and to witness their continued
being—to someone who therefore limits himself to giving them the hollow, the free space
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they ask for in return, the resonance they require, who follows their own movement, who
is therefore…a question consonant with the porous being which it questions…273
The spectator gives space through interrogation of Being, and my program for creative
spectatorship is precisely creating a context for such perceptual interrogation. By gaining critical
distance to wander through questions of Being, without looking above or below it to missing it
entirely, is the task at hand. If I allow my habit to take over my experience of Cézanne’s work,
then I simply see a tree, some water, a sky, or I am not attentive in seeing anything in
particular—I do not gain distance from the painting since I am passively letting my autopilot be
lead by the world’s solicitations. My tacit cogito does its invisible work of offering up
prepackaged, piecemeal perceptions to my ego, precut and easy to digest but without anything of
deep interest—familiar concepts or comforting affirmations of my own taste. I may not have lost
myself in such a situation, but I may as well have lost the world, for I do not see the world
anywhere, but just my own egoistic clothing. We could say that the blasé spectator is swallowed
up by the world—for they are utterly passive in letting these perceptions dictate a response
through habitual or conceptual engagement—or, just as well, that the world is lost to them in
their context of encounter, since they are wholly self-engaged in only seeing what they expect to
see. To see the world is to break this solipsistic cycle of confirmation which only sees according
to familiar concepts and accepted standards of taste. Rather than seeing Cézanne’s tree and peak
as simply a “nice tree and peak” and moving on, a creative engagement sits with them and
presses in, beyond the obvious, into what might at first be strange or uncomfortable. This is to
interrogate—to ask the world what more it has to offer than what we are used to seeing—let me
see something I cannot name but must feel, something that I don’t have an immediate like or
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dislike of but which invites me in. What’s good that’s off-menu? To be creative is to see beyond
one’s confirmation bias and comfort zone, to be surprised, but ready to accept this surprise as an
invitation to develop the situation into something cohesive and consistent—to feel the
weightiness of Cézanne’s peak in its solitude, or the static-movement of Mitchell’s strokes. The
capacity for such interrogation is what enables us to gain the critical distance necessary for us to
not lose ourselves entirely within Being, but remain a consistent folding-over through time, a
coherent experience from birth to death—not coinciding with Being but not of a different
substance, either: a partial coincidence. We are able to express something new in creation
because we are each a unique project of the world, and gaining distance from perceptual
presence while remaining attentive to it enables one to express something new into this
presence—but the expression itself must be in and of the world, guided by the very attentive
mode which at once attunes us to things and provides interrogative distancing.
What the interludes are doing, then, is creating a context wherein a spectator’s context of
encounter is deliberately engaged with phenomenal being, and therefore with Being itself. All
people have a capacity to do so—as perceiving beings we are in and of the world and can always
be engaged with experience as such. Most of the time we are too caught up in the everyday or in
concepts to take things for what they are. Though perception is always happening, our context of
encounter often misses it. So all these exercises are intended to do is to draw a spectator’s
attention to what has been there all along: a rich depth of phenomenal encounter, burgeoning
with sensuous textures to explore. Perhaps a spectator selected the second musical track and
Pollock’s Number 1A, 1948 (See Figure 12, Appendix 1). A blasé encounter might write off
Pollock’s splatters as a bunch of self-satisfied accidents, and the short musical phrase as a nice
few melodic ideas but which would’ve been better if they’d resolved and had a clearer melodic
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throughline. This is an example of an everyday, egoistic encounter with the two works. But in
the program of motivated synesthesia where a participant is guided through a deep sensuous
exploration of the works together, through one another, a deeper appreciation of both—and ones
perceptual powers more generally—is possible. Against the first few soaring tones of the
melodic phrase, Pollock’s white-swirls glide to the surface and coast into a mingled, sinewy net.
A sudden, slight dissonance halts my gaze mid-flight as it loses altitude to the dark ashen figures
trapped in these nets, a lose network of twirling and twisting blacks and lilac in a fibrous spray,
cascading in slow motion as specks shimmer and fall. What seems like a cacophony slowly sings
a complex harmony—the twirling and twisting of a black whip peeking through a straggly white
fog. The tones drop deeper, a pressing in, the bottom-out, the edges of the work shock as they
feel emptier than the rest and push to the center—a claustrophobic rearrangement. But then a
bouncy upward gesture of the tune: Imagine each white stroke as a moment of the same line,
weaving and crossing and striking and resting and burrowing and slapping and thinning to a
drizzle before smacking and gathering to pool to drain to empty to start again, dancing in
response and repose to this bubbly bounce of notes. If one’s gaze struggles long enough to
emerge from this tangled web of black and white in a mist of gray, it ceases trying—from fatigue
or from Stockholm syndrome. The melodic phrase concludes without resolving, sot he gaze still
coasts, seeking satisfaction. Lines of sight nesting or burrowing, finding nooks between lines
where whites and grays pillow into a soft marbling of shimmering specks. As the eye finds its
home and ceases its nomadic wandering, it also uncovers an unstable ground—a ground that
bleeds over and above these lines and this mist as tans and browns and beige bodies slowly come
to the fore, rising from the bottom to gently rest, almost unnoticed, atop the fluffy clouds of graywhite. The field has a life, a vibration—its initial shock disorients and violates, too much too
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soon in too tight a space. But as the shock wears off and the eye is seduced by its own gentle
wandering back and forth and back and forth, the wild whipping becomes a cascade, a dance, a
skittering of stones on ice—the whites and grays once an invisible distraction increasing the
violence of this white noise settle into each other’s arms, coiling around each other in tight knots
in nooks and crannies, or else taking turnd tossing the other in the sky above a desert of icy sand,
littered with debris of precious stone and fractal light.
One’s mind cannot listen to the painting or see the tones—the context of encounter of the
blasé spectator is literally superficial, remaining at the surface. They rely on passive habits of
taste and a familiar toolbox of concepts, none of which can crack open a synesthetic exercise.
Instead, to listen to the jazz of Pollock and hear the paint splatters of dissonant keyboard tones is
to throw one’s body into the sensuous whole. This does not happen all at once, but slowly
through attentive practice and responding to soliciting questions, tones, and visual moments. Just
as a quilt is composed one stitch at a time, this new perceptual whole slowly emerges as the
spectator’s attention drifts from canvas edge to bass note, from jaunty tempos to darkening ashen
clouds. The atmospheric feeling is not reducible to any of these moments or elements, yet each
of these stages is necessary for the qualitative whole to emerge. But once it begins to gather, the
perceptual alchemy takes on a life of its own—the attuned spectator drives the situation forward
in and through these sensuous offerings, forging a new layer of becoming as this Pollock and this
musical phrase awaken a perceptual drama never before encountered. Just as the
phenomenologist was necessarily creative in her attempt at mere description, to draw the
spectator’s attention to this fertile phenomenal ground is to put them in a state of creation. To
properly witness Being we must be in a state of attentive receptivity—and that entails that we
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pay attention through doing, experience by participating. As we have seen all along, the key is to
allow this activity to be carried through passivity.
Before moving on to the application of these principles to show what they look like in
practice, I seek to briefly show how it is that art critique fails to enable such creative
spectatorship on its own. Some thinkers rightfully point out how it is that criticism can open
one’s eyes (and ears) to what they could not perceive before, and therefore it may seem that
criticism can give spectators a tool with which they can be more perceptually present. Indeed, I
have harvested many fruits from reading art critique and history, musicological analyses, food
reviews, and the like. Clear and descriptive writers are able to point out details I would have
never noticed or highlight a historical note that completely shifts the meaning of an element of a
given work. These tools are not to be disparaged or frowned upon—the work of the critic is eyeopening and generative. However, I argue that what it generates is not the capacity for creative
spectatorship, but instead a more finely tuned capacity to perceive a given work. Such a capacity
is of great use to the creative spectator but is not sufficient to ensure the form of creative
spectatorship I have been describing.
Indeed, such deepened perception is both a blessing and a curse for one engaging in the
creative activity I have been outlining. To have a better handle on a work’s structure and history
and composition can aid in perceiving its details more finely and precisely—you quite literally
see or hear or taste features that were not present to you before. However, the critic’s
frameworks are heavy. That is, their analytic structures are hard to shake off once they have
taken hold. To be inside of a work’s history, or to hear it according to a certain form, or to be
rapt by a historical debate surrounding its composition are all ways to perceive a work, and
motivations to perceive it more finely than one might in the everyday. But despite their
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perceptual in-roads, such analyses are not open-ended, improvisatory modes of engagement.
Rather, such contexts of encounter overdetermine a given experience of an artwork. Of course,
this is not always a bad thing. Reading about a particular method an artist used to apply paint can
enable one to see the painting in a whole new light, uncovering layers of depth or form that
would never be on one’s horizon without a critic’s insight. But this encounter is not a creative
one, however generative it may be.
Nothing new is brought into Being by virtue of one’s perceiving what another has
brought to her attention. This is not seeing something open-ended—it is not a playful,
improvisatory engagement.
That being said, I do not reject the usefulness of more traditional aesthetic engagements
like that of the historian and critic. On the contrary, their insights provide valuable perceptual
tools that can greatly aid our creative exercise. After all, recall Cézanne’s and Mitchell’s need for
proper training, and the jazz pianist’s need for overdeterminative structures of scales and
harmonies. Analytic and habitual structures are not detrimental if they are able to be engaged
within a creative context of encounter—that is, if one can use analysis and habit as tools in their
playful exploration, they suddenly become great assets. The key is to always let the perception
lead the way—analysis and habit have the danger of infecting a given experience and spreading
to take over the context entirely, but a mindful perceiver can carefully wield them as tools for
letting the perception remain in charge, according to the throughline of a motif. Just as the jazz
musician’s habit is not a terrible weight but the very vehicle used to explore perceptual life, a
spectator well-versed in perceiving carefully through the structures of engaged critique is wellsuited to playfully explore perception. Critics can teach us how to perceive better by drawing our
attention to details we never would have perceived, and providing contexts of encounter we may
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have never even dreamed of on our own. This capacity to constantly shift one’s perspective on a
given work and pay close attention to its details is a very valuable asset in engaging works
creatively. It is not a sufficient—or even necessary—condition. But as long as the perception
remains leading the way, a heightened perceptual awareness and skill in perceiving a given work
otherwise can only aid in a given exploratory exercise. To better understand what such an
exercise looks like, let us know turn to a brief analysis of the interlude exercises that have been
given throughout this work, before concluding.
Motivated Synesthesia
There are many forms that creative spectatorship might take, an indefinite number of
ways to contextualize a perceptual experience to promote perceptual play. The aesthetic
exercises provided throughout the present work’s interludes attempt to exemplify only one such
format: what I am coining “motivated synesthesia.”
Synesthesia is defined by Encyclopedia Brittanica as a “neuropsychological trait in which
the stimulation of one sense causes the automatic experience of another sense.” 274 Individuals
diagnosed with synesthesia describe a more fluid relationship to their senses, with experiences of
seeing sounds as colors or shapes, for example. However, deeper than this neurological condition
is a perceptual fact that our senses necessarily communicate with one another whether we recognize it or not.
In Phenomenology of Perception, Merleau-Ponty writes that “synesthetic perception is
the rule and, if we do not notice it, this is because scientific knowledge displaces experience and
we have unlearned seeing, hearing, and sensing in general in order to deduce what we ought to
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see, hear, or sense from our bodily organization and from the world as it is conceived by the
physicist.”275 That is, our senses always already communicate with one another in our simple
bodily presence to the world. If we fail to experience this, it is because we have allowed the
context of analysis—scientific facts regarding our five distinct senses—to cover over our bodily
experience. In other words, our context of encounter is one of analysis or habituating which
overdetermines our conscious sensing of the world; though our senses necessarily inter-relate,
we remain unaware of it if we explicitly or implicitly consider our senses separable and discrete.
We may not see sounds as vividly or immediately as the diagnosed synesthete, but it is a fact of
perceptual life that we can see how a surface would feel, we can hear the hollowness or hardness
of an object, etc. Just looking at a rug and a table, one can feel that the rug is soft and fluffy and
the table hard—one would yield and the other remain solid with a “knock.” Before the
instruments begin to play I know the larger will sound deeper; the dripping of water calls upon a
feeling of wetness; the brightness of sunshine evokes heat. There is a fluidity—an
indistinctness276—in our body’s engagement with its world which precludes sensory facts’
distinctness.
When describing how synesthesia is the rule, Merleau-Ponty provides several examples
of how different senses are immediately presented through others. This inter-presentation reveals
something deeper about the material essence of the thing being perceived. For instance, MerleauPonty writes that “each color in its inmost possession is but the inner structure of the thing
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manifested on the outside. The brilliance of gold presents its homogeneous composition…and
the dull color of wood presents its heterogeneous composition.”277 The senses “communicate
among themselves” by opening up to the “structure of the thing.” 278 That is, the same thing is
accessible to me through a variety of different modes of engagement but each mode is going to
be a different way of understanding or encountering the same essential material thing. In the
terms presented by “Eye and Mind,” each sensory field unfolds its own mapping of perceptual
terrain—however, these maps are not sovereign territories but sketches of one organ’s initial
glancing which necessarily bleed onto other sensory maps. And when one’s body meets up with
the world all-at-once, it is a cacophonous cartography—indeterminate perceptual foldings.
Merleau-Ponty writes:
What makes the weight, the thickness, the flesh of each color, of each sound, of each tactile
texture, of the present, and of the world is the fact that he who grasps them feels himself
emerge from them by a sort of coiling up or redoubling, fundamentally homogenous with
them; he feels that he is the sensible itself coming to itself and that in return the sensible is
in his eyes as it were his double or an extension of his own flesh…279
The world is not divided into discrete senses—into optical stuff and audible stuff and tactile
stuff. The world is there as an inexhaustible depth of presence, able to be engaged by all of our
senses at once and any other sense we couldn’t begin to imagine. It is a general arena of possible,
indefinite engagements—and we are in and of that same world, reversible with it. Being
homogenous with the world as beings of it, we, too, are general powers of engagement. We are
not swallowed up by the world in homogeneity, for we can gain distance in the interrogative
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mode—but we never escape our worldliness. We are not discrete powers of seeing and hearing
and touching, but general engagements thrust into the world and sensitive to it—dividing this
presence into discrete powers is the task of Objective Thought. There may be integrity to each of
our body’s perceptual organs—to see something is still distinct from tasting it—but these are not
sovereign territories. Rather, they are unique stylings—sensuous timbral variations of the thing,
but always bleeding into one another.
A thing’s essence, then—what is being “mapped”—can be understood as the power the
world has of offering the thing to me—the fragility of glass is a material essence of the world,
which means it is a power of the world, to be taken up through the visual thinness of the rim, the
crystalline ringing sound after a spoon strikes the side, the tactile experience of the glass’
resistance to bend. The glass is read primarily in its material essence as fragile, by my material
body which is my power of taking up the world. I do not encounter separate sensory fields and
then integrate them into a common world, but I am first and foremost open to the material world
through my material body—and the material world is one of shape, texture, space, rhythm, and
relationality. The material world is one of the homogeneity of gold and the heterogeneity of
wood, which can then be encountered in countless different modes of experience and bodily
encounter. What is the fragility of the glass except my recognition of it as a power of the world,
gathered up by melted sand, to possibly shatter given a certain movement or relationship with
other objects? Entering a context of encounter wherein one is conscious and deliberate of their
engagement with these material-presences as possibilities rather than physical-givens unlocks the
Proustian “material essences” or “carnal ideas” of Merleau-Ponty’s later work.
The senses communicate with one another not by one sense translating its own qualia into
the qualia of another sense, but rather by virtue of the shared materiality of the body and its
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world which is prior to the division of the senses—without a common thing to engage the senses
wouldn’t be at all. And it is only by virtue of the fact that I can listen to or touch or see a given
thing that I am able to encounter it in any one of these modes; no sensory organ is a solo agent,
but all participate in a holistic presence in experience. Merleau-Ponty writes in “Eye and Mind”
that the body sees according to itself, and that things awaken the “carnal formula of their
presence” within me. We can understand this to be at the heart of why I am able to transform
sound into color, or touch into taste, etc. My body is a materiality of the world which is both
sensitive to and expressive of this materiality—but such sensitivity and expressivity, being
material, are not determined by any external categories, but must be immanently lived through
and grasped as they unfold within the context of an equally sensitive and expressive world. A
perceptual experience of synesthesia is not overdeterminative since it is born of the body meeting
its world, remaining immanent to experience and allowing perception to lead the way.
Therefore, I have sought to produce a program of “motivated synesthesia” which
promotes a conscious and deliberate trans-presentation (or inter-presentation, or folding-over) of
the senses by instituting a perceptual motif of intersensory exploration. In simple terms, if a
spectator is asked “what color is this sound?” or “what shape is this taste?” or any other
indefinite number of similar prompts, they are not able to appeal to familiar habits or analytic
rules. There is no objective principle governing what color a given sound is. This is why I avoid
the terminology of “translation”—in the case of listening to colors, the spectator is not taking in
a discrete sound and identifying a discrete color that it matches with. This kind of one-to-one
correlation still adheres to the scientific differentiation of the senses. Rather, to properly motivate
synesthesia and thereby enable perceptual play, the spectator must be in a position where their
body and not a disembodied mind, perceives the sound as color—that is, a trans-presentation
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occurs whereby the spectator hears the color inherent within the sound—color and sound
deliberately folded into one another in an attempt to encounter the primary presence wherein
they are intermingled to begin with. In attuning myself to a sound in order to hear its color, this
color is presented to me, but through the sound. This is why I describe such an exercise of
intersensorial engagement as trans-presentational: the qualitative tone of one sensuous encounter
is presented through its non-native sensory organ, thereby grasping its deeper style or feeling.
To hear the drop in the melodic line as a mutual expressive force of the ashen figures of
Pollock, as mutual agents in carrying a shared qualitative atmosphere forward, is to be aware of
this trans-presentation—the drop in the musical tones is not translated into the ashen figures, for
these are not simple equivalents. Rather, by being presented with a visual complement to an
audible encounter and a motivational call to present them in and as one another, the body bears
into their deeper shared foundation of qualitative presence. Sound and color are both tensions
that can bleed into one another—the question, “what color is this sound?” is nonsensical to an
abstract mind, but to an attentive tacit cogito, sound and color are two powers of the world which
are not mutually exclusive, but which interlace and play in the arena of sensuous presence. I can
hear a color, I can see a sound—I just need to know where to look and how to listen, to be
presented visually with a sound. I must attend to my perceptual world with this motif in mind in
order to be receptive to its intersensory presentation, which is a region of its atmospheric quality.
The body is both the tool and the measure of this exercise—as we have seen, there is no
objectively correct answer, but the listener will surely consider colors that “fit” and those that
don’t. Such an exercise bridges the typical intermodal divide experienced on the conscious level,
enabling one to “unlearn,” at least for a time, the scientific delineation of sense-experience. And,
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indeed, such tasks ought to go beyond just sound and color but into movement, taste, odor,
touch.
The body is the common term of all of these sensuous encounters, not their mediation or
mediator—instead, the body is my means of being solicited by the world and my means of
expression within the world. I am thrown into the world through my body, and through particular
modes of engagement, I can take up the world in creatively open ways that transgress traditional
sensory boundaries. Beneath the gaze and an engaged listening, then, we can understand that the
body and the world are powers, vibrating and soliciting one another in a sort of feedback loop of
these basic carnal and material presences of sound and color. Merleau-Ponty writes “Before the
essence as before the fact, all we must do it situate ourselves within the being we are dealing
with, instead of looking at it from the outside—or, what amounts to the same thing, what we
have to do is put it back into the fabric of our life, attend from within to the dehiscence
(analogous to that of my own body) which opens it to itself and opens us upon it…”280 To
encounter a thing’s carnal essence—which, as we have seen, is its style or atmosphere, as
phenomenal presence—we must situate ourselves in relation to it as one existing body
encountering another. We cannot be situated as a mind surveying it from above, but as a body
with powers sensitive to what it has to offer—reversible as perceived and perceiver in a common
arena of concrete experience. The key to creativity as I here understand it is to allow this
vibration to continue uninterrupted—as we have seen, this does not mean inaction, but rather
engaging in directed activities that maintain the perception itself as that which takes the lead.
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So, what does this mean for color and sound and taste and other supposed “qualia” of
experience? The strange tension we must reconcile is that sound and color and taste as we have
understood them are material, and yet, insofar as these are powers of the world to solicit open
and indeterminate responses from me, they are not fully reducible to the factual world of
physical properties. That is, they cannot be mere qualia, fixed qualities given within certain
sensory modes. This is because, as we have been discussing them, sound and color and taste,
etc., are powers of the world and of my body—they are expressive material capacities rather than
inert physical qualities. Merleau-Ponty writes in a footnote that: “One can say that we perceive
the things themselves, that we are the world that thinks itself—or that the world is at the heart of
our flesh. In any case, once a body-world relationship is recognized, there is a ramification of my
body and a ramification of the world and a correspondence between its inside and my outside,
between my inside and its outside.”281 Color is not a property of an object, nor is it a wavelength
or a purely psychic phenomenon imposed upon the world. Color is simultaneously a solicitation
of the world and an expressive capacity of my body, concretized within a situation. To participate
in color-perception, then, is to align one’s body with the world in the movement and moment of
color-presentation. It is easy to mistake color-perception as seeing according to concepts (that is
“red”) or objective properties like wavelength, but when presented with a synesthetic context,
one must encounter the color as only an attentive body can. Similarly, a sound is not completely
objective, for without a perceiver it is merely a vibration moving through the air; nor is it
completely subjective, as my body is solicited by the material vibrations of the air to then take
these up as soundings. Both sound and color are tones—from the Greek “τόνος” meaning
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“tension.” A sound is a vibration of air—a tension of auditory space—that is taken up by a
material body. A color is a tension or variation of visual space—a vibration of the visual
dimension—as taken up by a body.
Motivated synesthesia is a curatorial and pedagogical program for urging the conscious
trans-presentation of sensory experience by a spectator, as a strategy to bypass one’s habits and
conceptualizations in order to cultivate embodied perceptual play. This is one proposed strategy
for creating a context that cultivates creative spectatorship.

¶

As my final task, I will place this work’s interlude exercises into the context of
motivating synesthesia, in the hope that a practical example of motivating creative spectatorship
will leave you with a concrete application of my theory to hold on to, alongside your newly
created poem.
The interludes presented between the chapters of this dissertation are an example of a
program of motivated synesthesia, which align with the features of creative spectatorship listed
at the start of this chapter (that the activity be playful, directed, perceptual/embodied,
participatory, and inherently vulnerable).
As a brief summary, the activity begins with Interlude I, where the spectator finds a plant
in their vicinity. They first consider an adjective, a verb, and a noun to fit this plant, adding these
words to an on-going list. They then use these words and the presence of the plant to determine
the plant’s name. They are then given five short solo piano tracks to listen to. Using their
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experience of the plant and their name and words, they are asked to choose which musical track
best fits the plant.
Interlude II presents an opportunity to get a drink, and presents increasingly more
difficult questions to motivate the description of the beverage. This increase in difficulty is in
line with a heavier perceptual presence and trans-presentational encounter—the investigation
begins with more straightforward and everyday questions which become more perceptually
complex. This becomes increasingly trans-presentational as the spectator is encouraged to be
present to their drink in and through senses not often associated with the direct physical
encounter of the beverage, such as considering the tone or feeling of its mouthfeel. All of the
answers to these are added to the same on-going list of words.
Interlude III leads the spectator through an explicitly inter-sensory engagement. The
spectator listens to the musical track selected in Interlude I, and proceeds to express the visualscape evoked by the sounds, adding these to their list of words. Having determined some words
and phrases to capture the visual presentation of their listening experience, the spectator is
primed to select one of nine presented visual works which best evokes the musical track.
Interlude IV begins with an exercise in deep visual exploration of their chosen visual
work. They are then presented with a list of words, and asked to look at this list and their own
list. The words are presented in groups of four, and the spectator is asked to eliminate three
words from each group of four, which least fit the visual work. The resulting list of thirteen (or
more) words is then taken and, one at a time, placed atop the visual work itself as the spectator
determines where the word best fits. Interlude V, finally, has the spectator begin by tracing out
the trajectory of their gaze when inspecting the work. The resulting unbroken line is then laid
atop the copy of the visual work that the spectator wrote their words upon. By following the line,
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the spectator then determines the order of their thirteen (or more) words. They have a resulting
poem, and the exercise is concluded.
I want to briefly turn to highlighting some of the pedagogical techniques employed
within the presentation of this straightforward program. I will argue that I have utilized
principles of critical pedagogy to ensure that the spectator’s perception was open-ended, selfdetermined (and mutually perceptual-world-determined), and participatory. Such techniques do
not only contribute to a better and more personal experience for the spectator, but I argue that
they are necessary for cultivating a practice of attentive-receptivity. I will now turn to a brief
analysis of these interludes and how they cultivated such a context, before concluding the present
work.
A chief tenet of critical pedagogy is that of question-asking rather than fact-telling.282
Throughout these interludes, there are motivating questions to help the spectator remain in a state
of play. Questions are presented, rearranged, and posited differently. No one tactic is settled
upon, but there is a scattershot strategy to deliver various forms of example, question, and
urging. Most of the activities terminate in adding words to their ongoing list, or in selecting one
of a limited number of options. These are relatively straightforward in what is expected, but in
order to understand the prompts to begin with, the spectator may need to perceptually explore in
a play of trial-and-error.
Another principle of critical pedagogy which I make use of is that of selfdetermination—the pedagogue’s place is not that of authoritarian information-giver, but a
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facilitator that enables the student to develop their own tools to propel themselves forward.
Though my exercises prescribe a certain general trajectory and direction, the answers to the
prompts are indefinitely open, and surely no two spectators’ experiences of this activity would be
the same. Some ways that self-determination is encouraged is, firstly, that there is no limit on the
words to write, so they can continue answering these questions and exploring. By being given a
pad of paper at the start and using this tool throughout, the spectator can take ownership of this
as a kind of centralized play-arena, continually jotting down ideas and thoughts while also
maintaining a record of what their trajectory has been.
Further, any time the spectator arrives at an answer to a proposed prompt, they are
helping themselves to further strengthen the “bridging” or “map-leaking” between their different
sensory and existential engagements. Since all of these aesthetic engagements are meant to hover
around the same shared set of experiential engagements, any given perceptual experience or
prompted answer can aid in future perceiving. For instance, at the very start, it will become
easier to select a song for your plant after having three additional words at your disposal—these
words enable a kind of experiential foothold, or in-road, as the spectator enters a more
complicated exercise. If the spectator were asked to match a musical phrase to a plant at the very
start it might feel impossible or completely nonsensical. As with many of the prompts given, the
question of matching a song to a plant defies our common ways of discussing music and plants.
It would be all to easy to laugh away the question due to its seeming absurdity. But by beginning
with an easy task and easing into more and more difficult tasks which build upon the previous
ones, the spectator carries herself forward. This is an aspect of the directedness found in
perceptual play. There is not a determinative trajectory of causes and effects, but there is a
clearly delineated line of influence spreading from the selection of the plant through the music
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and visual work and into the final poem. In the Phenomenology, Merleau-Ponty writes that
“Every experience will forever appear to me as a particularity that does not exhaust the
generality of my being, and I always have, as Malebranche said, some momentum for going
farther.”283 This form of spectatorship enables one to further press into the generality of their
own being, uncovering what possibilities of perception are available for them. These activities
are precisely providing the context within which one can gather up perceptual-existential
momentum and carry themselves and their perceptual possibilities further—just as they expand
the possibilities of the work of art itself given their attentive engagement. Such engagement,
again, is not a predetermined sequence of dominoes that one could reverse-engineer, but is
instead an experiential trajectory with consistency which allowed for an ongoing perceptual
experience to develop and deepen on its own terms. Merleau-Ponty writes that concrete ideas,
such as Swann’s sonata which is the material presence of his love, “adhere to one another with a
cohesion without concept, which is of the same type as the cohesion of the parts of my body, or
the cohesion of my body with the world.”284 My own fleshy materiality is not some inert matter
that is then enlivened by soulful subjectivity, but my living body carries itself forward through
and as the tacit cogito’s ongoing syntheses. The tacit cogito—the body—does not have some
governing principle which imposes it from the outside, but it is the movement of its activity,
gathered up through material responding and acting in the world. Just as my body does not have
a subjective and objective side fused together—and just as I am not some subject meeting up
with an objective world–the senseful existences we encounter in the world are simple
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presentations of a material-experiential quality, not inert matter with their meaning smeared on
“like butter on bread.”285
The concrete idea—the carnal essence—is that experiential whatness of the work that we
engage to carry it forward as spectators. We weigh the essence of the plant with that of the
musical work, or the visual work and the words—not eternal essences that are the commerce of
thought, but embodied atmospheric ideas that are the “lining and depth” of the things themselves.
This internal consistency to the aesthetic exercises is meant to enable the spectator to continue
developing this shared carnal essence that spans different works. It may shift and change as their
perceptual exploration continues, but it is never lost—its self-continuation is this “cohesion
without concept,” carried through, by the body, to style the experience as a whole.
Indeed, as the interludes get more and more complex, the spectator has more tools to rely
upon to aid in their inter-presentational exercises, just as their perception itself has deepened and
been enriched by further layers uncovered by each prompt. The urging questions and tasks
become more difficult as the perceptual landscape becomes richer as the perceiver’s own toolkit
becomes more sophisticated—these are not coordinated or coincidental facts but are deeply
interrelated facts all tied to the simple fact of the perceptual exploration’s ongoing directedness.
Find a plant—this is the first task. It is simple and straightforward with a clear parameter for
success, but does require that they use their eyes and acknowledge the physical space they are in.
Next, determine an adjective to describe the plant—this, too, is straightforward. It also
encourages them to continue looking at the plant, narrowing in on the perceptual object. But
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already when we build into finding a “verb” and an “adjective” for the plant, we encourage a
perceptual depth beyond everyday engagement with things.
Asking if they feel that the plant is “waiting” or “reaching” asks them to look more
intently at the plant and engage in a kind of anthropomorphism. This is a sort of transpresentation—or inter-presentation, folding-over—as the spectator must open themselves to the
plant-as-actor, overlaying their existential knowledge of different activities with the
comportment and context of the plant. The plant will not be literally, physically, objectively
waiting or reaching—but these verbs may apply to the demeanor of the plant in a deeper morereal way when engaged by the spectator. And it is this primary layer of experience wherein a
plant can be waiting, or one musical track best fits the plant—where perceptual play is
uninhibited and improvisation thrives. In this way, the tasks continue to deepen in difficulty but
without losing their relation to one another and thereby maintain an integrity and consistency that
enables the perception shooting through all of these interludes to be a shared exploration. Rather
than the lazy wandering of a gallery whereby a spectator scattershot glances at whatever catches
their impatient eye, this form of engaged exercise encourages numerous sensory modalities and
forms of artistic engagement while never leaving one common perceptual flow.
Another important aspect of self-determination and critical pedagogy is the ability to
allow students to assess their own performance. This is not to say that anything goes—rather, it
is an understanding that common objective metrics are hegemonic and narrow-minded,
restricting difference and exploration in exchange of quantitative results. In our terms, this is
realized in the lack of objective metrics for right and wrong answers to any given prompt. There
is not a right or wrong name to give your plant, or wrong way to describe the taste of your drink.
However, part of the prompt is encouraging the spectator to be judge of their own answers. Just
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as we saw with the phenomenologist practicing description, weighing the answer against the
perceptual figure at play is an aspect of the perceptual unfolding itself. The spectator does not
read the questions posed, think on their own, and then come up with an answer that could be
looked up in some answer key. Rather, once they begin reading the words of the prompt and
considering what the questions themselves might mean, the spectator is starting to play with their
perception—if they aren’t, then the questions will never make sense as answerable to begin with.
Understanding the question, devising an answer, and judging the answer to the prompt are all
common movements within perceptual play. For instance, when describing their beverage,
ironically, the more difficult these questions become, the less abstract they are when answered in
accord with experiential life. It is easy to explain one’s beverage in Objective Thought—it is 8
ounces, made in Atlanta, liquid, comes from a bean, etc. But this laundry list of facts about my
coffee are abstractions from the reality of perceptual life—they are not incorrect since they are
factual. However, these descriptions do not enable any further exploration—they are static
abstractions, useful precisely in their fixity. To answer what one’s drink feels like or how it
relates to music, one must perform trial-and-error exploration in concrete, living experience.
Relying on fixed abstractions from the world is easy—to avoid abstraction and stay anchored in
the world is difficult. To understand what it means to describe the weight of a drink in your
mouth, or how a plant has music, or music a visual landscape, one does not think first, but must
perceive beyond preconceived concepts and grapple with the things themselves. And, as we have
seen, such complicated trans-presentational perception becomes possible when a common
directedness carries the spectator from simpler prompts through to more difficult ones.
As a practical note, it is important to allow spectators to care for themselves and their
bodies. Perceiving the world in new ways is very taxing, as a lot of attentive effort is given to
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stretching one’s perceptual limits and pushing past habits and conceptual thinking. Our everyday
lives have adapted to seeing the world according to infinite little shortcuts—a miracle for getting
anything done, but detrimental for the form of creativity we are here attempting to cultivate. This
is why the experience can be so rewarding, but also why it is so draining. This is why I
encourage breaks throughout, have the spectator treat herself to a beverage, ask them to stretch
their legs, and also perceive something else if they get exhausted. Just like working out physical
muscles, these perceptual strains can be overworked if pushed too far from their ordinary use.
Following through on this fact, it is also important to keep the given tasks small and
manageable. This is to ensure that the tasks are doable. For instance, the second interlude doesn’t
just say “describe the drink,” but each question is more narrow and guides the spectator through
baby steps to arrive there. If one is given a drink and told to describe it, rather than attending to
this amorphous perception which we are not accustomed to attending to, one will most likely fall
into cliche—it is “good” or “hot” or “tasty.” These are not creative, but colloquial. By presenting
narrower questions that slowly inch closer to inter-presentational contexts, the spectator is not
scared away from perceptual presence to find shelter in habits, but instead can slowly slip into
perceptual play. Similarly, in the fourth interlude they are not asked to choose thirteen words out
of dozens of words—which would be an overwhelming task—but they are instead asked to only
select one out of four. Large quantities are the jurisdiction of conceptual thinking through
statistics or categorization, but weighing one word at a time against a visual world or musical
landscape is a more manageable task for a perceiver engaged in attentive receptivity. This, too, is
why the musical selections are limited to solo piano in two measures—limiting the number of
variables to engage, at the beginning of one’s experience with such exercises, can help to keep
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the trial-and-error more manageable. Though, eventually, encountering different timbral textures
offered by different instruments would be a worthwhile exploration.
Indeed, I also contend that perceptual exploration finds eliminating that which doesn’t fit
is oftentimes simpler than initially selecting the best fit from a given group. In trial-and-error
weighing, it is quicker to sense when something doesn’t quite click—when the song is obviously
wrong for this plant or the word’s atmosphere doesn’t jibe with the painting. In many of the
prompts, therefore, I encourage small and manageable tasks, as well as ones that begin with
elimination. Further, it is much easier to have a trial-and-error weighing of perceptual
exploration with two existing presences—weighing them against one another—as opposed to
creating something new ex nihilo. Therefore, these tasks are also driven by comporting one’s
body as a medium to weigh different perceptual presences against one another. Even when the
spectator is coming up with something on their own, the creative choices are narrowed into
smaller questions—for example, to name the plant they are urged to consider different sounds
and attune to whether the feeling of these sounds fit with the plant. Essentially, the spectator
becomes the medium through which the plant is weighed against the sound “ah”, “buh”, “cha,”
etc.—and the spectator eliminates sounds until one clicks. Similarly, the spectator is a medium
through which the plant and the musical phrase are weighed, or the musical phrase and visual
work, or the visual work and list of words. They become more and more finely calibrated to
weigh these different perceptual presences against one another. And, as discussed in terms of
“directedness,” since these presences are all interrelated, the spectator has more and more
experience with this specific region of perceptual quality—they more deeply inhabit its
atmosphere the further they press on. By shaping prompts that encourage such weighing rather
than creating ex nihilo, the spectator is aided in remaining perceptually present.
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Perhaps the most difficult task—and the most like creating ex nihilo—is drawing the
trajectory of their eyes in investigating the visual work. This is why this task was saved for last—
it is a case of really letting perception lead the way. The other tasks sought to tap into the
spectator’s capacity to open to perception in a mutual movement of active-passivity, but it is
possible to arrive at answers to the first four interludes without depth to one’s exploration
(though I hope it encourages the opposite). However, it is not possible to properly trace one’s
gaze without being deeply attentive and receptive at once. Like Cézanne, one must fold the
movement of their hand into the trajectory of their gaze—and this is a difficult task. I saved this
for last, in the hopes that once the spectator is immersed within the perceptual world of their
exploration, they might be able to perform this in a satisfactory manner.
The order of the words as determined by this trajectory might be nonsensical, but it is
meant to present something of the presence of their plant-music-drink-visual perceptual folding
rather than something meaningful. There is no fixed and objective conceptual meaning to the
words to begin with, though there is surely an indefinite atmosphere of meaning and sedimented
and sense. This pre-existing meaning need not be shed and left behind, so long as it remains
rooted in the immediate sense the word presents—the goal is to remain wrapped in the
perceptual. This is an activity in stringing together the carnal essences of the words, their
atmospheres, their material presences into something which echoes, or evokes, or inter-presents
the same presence of the plant and musical phrase and visual work and drink. These essences, as
we saw back in chapter one, are at-once material and senseful, sensuous and meaningful. The
common list of words created a bridging between perceptual inter-presentations, and the words
finding purchase in the painting was a final motivation to aid in their atmospheric unfolding.
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These exercises, then, help us to illuminate a new formulation for the attentive receptivity
we have been discussing all along—the interludes together present another way to conceive of
the creative foundation at the heart of perception as the deliberate, conscious unity of a material
body thrown into a relational process with its material world. Merleau-Ponty writes in
Phenomenology of Perception that “[i]t is by plunging into the present and the world that I can
go farther,”286 and I have sought to show how, through entering in a directed program of
perceptual play, a spectator can dive deeper into a region of their world. This is a creative
activity which not only presents new perceptual possibilities for the spectator and carries the
works of art themselves further, but is also ontologically revelatory in bringing the vibration of
material-experience that is at the heart of things front-and-center in the spotlight of a deliberate
context of encounter which allows it to lead the way.

Coda
Recall how, for Merleau-Ponty, an individual is a “project of the world.” 287 And recall
how Chapter Two found the work of art to be another project of the world, with open horizons as
a real existing thing. To simply see it according to static categories is to overdetermine it and cut
off its open horizons. To engage a work through motivated synesthesia, however, is to let the
work lead the way in perceptual play, and thereby attune oneself to the real presence of the work.
We ignore the contingencies of the world when we think according to objective principles or act
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according to stale habits. By seeing in attentive receptivity, we allow the world to vibrate with
itself. Perhaps the vibration begins small, letting a plant weigh itself against phonemes to find
one that fits. But just as when one vibrating body finds harmonic resonance in another and a
feedback loops forms to generate ever-increasing vibratory power, as various phenomena of the
world are engaged in a directed activity of perceptual presence, the unfolding engagement bears
ever deeper into an emerging qualitative atmosphere. This is not something created ex nihilo by
the spectator just as it is not something that is out there in the world to be discovered—this is a
new layer of perceptual being, a really existing vibratory layer of Being, a new map through
which one can encounter things and the world, that is born. Perhaps it is snuffed out the moment
the spectator ceases reading these pages—but it is a timbre, a tone, an atmosphere that did not
exist before the spectator’s perception of the world participated in the mutual situation which
created it.
This is why it is creative spectatorship: a new layer of existence is born by virtue of
perceiving the world in a new way. This “new way” cannot be the cliche “outside-the-box”
solutions to critical thinking problems, but must be a new in-road to the qualitative
inexhaustibility of perceptual life. Bachelard writes that “[a]ll the senses awaken and fall into
harmony in poetic reverie. Poetic reverie listens to the polyphony of the senses…[in]
spontaneous creation.”288 Such reverie creates an entire world, and “this dreamed world teaches
us the possibilities for expanding our being within our universe.”289
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It is possible to be a creative spectator without any material production whatsoever, but it
is much more difficult. The comparison to physical muscles is still apt here—perceiving in new
and rich ways is a skill just like any other which takes practice. Though it is always possible by
anyone at any time, just by virtue of being a perceiver, our training to ignore the perceptual fruits
of phenomenal exploration has been lifelong as we rely on concepts and habits. Getting used to
seeing beyond these takes time and effort, through exercises such as those discussed here and
given by Albers and the Bauhaus. Eventually, one could see a painting and attempt to grasp its
sounds in their head, for example, motivating synesthesia on their own.
I began exploring phenomena by trying to grasp what felt so special about jazz,
particularly the more obscure and nontraditional approaches of freeform jazz. It was just noise to
me, so while listening in the basement of the Village Vanguard I would imagine a colored shape
in a colored field and do my best to let the scene play out in response to the music, feeling for the
colors and movement of this cacophony. Slowly, over time, my attention would be drawn to finer
and finer details—new timbres, counterpoints, risings and fallings, all because I had a transpresentational in-road that enabled my responsive engagement. Small exercises such as this are
possible to do for anyone at any time, but having a deliberate program that aids in cultivating
proficiency through directed question-asking helps to develop these more exactly and quickly.
To motivate synesthesia on one’s own without any context would be very difficult since it is not
a weighing exercise provided by a curator, but requires one to ask their own questions. This is a
possibility, but its effects would likely feel more ephemeral than the (hopefully) more robust
existential atmosphere developed throughout these interludes, given their directedness and steady
increase in complexity. If one does not have this guiding context, they may fall back into
habitual ways of perceiving—the possibilities are too numerous, and one needs practice.
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Indeed, it is also worth noting that such creative spectatorship can be performed with any
perceptual presence whatsoever, not just art. However, I contend that art produced according to
this sort of attentive receptivity—such as that of Cézanne or Mitchell—is likely to reward
creative spectatorship more readily than other perceptual objects. That is, though anything
perceptual can be creatively engaged, the qualitative richness and inherent ambiguity of works
produced according to the program of creativity here outlined will be more readily available to a
creative spectator. And this makes sense, since we have considered the spectator’s position as a
kind of echoing of the artist’s activity. Indeed, as a final note, it is worth remembering that
motivated synesthesia is just one of an indefinite number of possible forms of perceptual
engagement that might promote creative spectatorship. However, whatever the mode is, the
program ought to adhere to the tenets of critical pedagogy here outlined, to best enable a
spectator to be fully present to their own perceptual world.
Albers wants his spectator to experience the magic of color-relativity.290 Mitchell wanted
them to see the feeling not as an object but as an attunement to an atmosphere. 291 Cézanne spoke
of trying to capture the odor of the landscape,292 Bachelard of encouraging the reader to dream
through his words in reverie.293 To witness wobbling color formations or grief-made-visual, or to
smell a Provencal countryside through sight alone, or dream swirling dreams growing out of
words, one can merely perceive and hope they are bowled over in wonder. Or, as I have been
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arguing here, one can engage in a directed experience, guided by critical questions which enable
them to deliberately create alongside the work.
I envision future galleries, concert halls, multimedia spaces, etc., where a curator does not
merely select the works and write small descriptions beside them or in the playbill, but where the
curator acts as a critical pedagogue, leading groups of engaged spectators through playful
engagements. They can ask pressing questions, lead viewing or listening exercises, and
encourage small activities like the interludes given here. This will not be an authoritative
relationship, but one of a generous teacher and eager student who mutually learn from one
another in a shared exploration.
To further exemplify how this theory might be concretized, beyond spectatorship
practices to encourage creativity, one could also stage a multimedia gallery experience which
seeks to develop a coherent and cohesive atmosphere through the curation or commissioning of
works in a perceptually grounded fashion. For instance, one could derive a single existential
theme—“coming home,” “taking flight”—and then provide artists of all different media with a
short creation guide. They ought to not attend wholly conceptually to the theme but consider it
on an experiential level and attempt to capture this layer through their aesthetic practice—in
essence, trying to provide a common guiding direction, like Mitchell’s feeling, to many different
artists. Then a common space could be developed where music, poetry, photographs, painting,
sculpture, dance, etc. all come together to generate a shared atmosphere. This would then enable
a whole new slew of pedagogical tacks a curator could take for engaging a spectator. Another
way to derive such an atmosphere could be to lead various artists through a kind of “telephone
game”—begin with an abstract painting and give it to a jazz musician to “capture” in her
medium, then bring the musical work to a poet, and then the poem to a photographer, and then
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the photograph to a contemporary classical musician, etc. This would also provide a general
throughline that would reward spectator engagement and create fruitful opportunities for
engaging the space as a whole.
This shared atmosphere of the works is style. It is that Proustian air, the timbre, the
experiential whatness of things—this is the common ground between the senses which one is
attuned to in trans-presentational experience. Such style is what makes a “C” on a violin distinct
from the same “C” on a piano, with different feeling—but it is also what makes the violin’s “C”
sound more green and the piano’s more burgundy. When Proust’s narrator’s grandmother
remarks that “..if [the steeple] could play the piano, I’m sure it wouldn’t sound tinny (jouer
sec)…” 294 she is referring to its style—being present to architecture as a situation of pianoplaying attitude. The bodily comportment of listening to a piano player brought to bear on
architecture is a quintessential example of trans-presentational engagement, and one which
enables the perceiver to thus be present to the sensuous ground underlying both architectural
style and piano-playing attitudes. Merleau-Ponty writes:
We never have before us pure individuals, indivisible glaciers of beings, nor essences
without place and without date. Not that they exist elsewhere, beyond our grasp, but
because we are experiences, that is, thoughts that feel behind themselves the weight of the
space, the time, the very Being that they think, and which therefore do not hold under their
gaze a serial space and time nor the pure idea of series, but have about themselves a time
and a space that exist by piling up, by proliferation, by encroachment, by promiscuity—a
perpetual pregnancy, perpetual parturition, generativity and generality, brute essence and
brute existence, which are the nodes and antinodes of the same ontological vibration. 295
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The steeple is not a pure being with its own essence just as a non-tinny piano isn’t present in
some Platonic heaven—the essence we are concerned with here is the ongoing perceptual style
that one’s tacit cogito engages through the trans-presentation of the two. This feeling, this style is
the weight of Being which piles up all around us—a life of experience folded-over as this body
that I am, attuned to the presence of things in this cloud of generality. Countless indefinite
horizons unfold around me—I have seen and heard and tasted so many things and each is an
implicit inflection in my body’s possible engagement with things, but it is also the means by
which I can dive into things and encounter them. Creativity as I have been defining it is merely a
means to deliberately participate in this ontological vibration—this perceptual exploration. We
cannot get lost with our heads in clouds of concepts or think the world is inert matter that we
impose upon. Real creativity happens when we embrace the experience that we are and allow
ourselves to unfold with the world, in the arena of phenomenal life. This is to breathe Being in
and out, through the simple perception of a work of art. The work expresses, but the spectator’s
attunement is equally expressive. Aesthetic experience is a region of the world rife with
possibility—this perpetual pregnancy—and to be creative is to be attuned to this atmosphere
while participating in following it somewhere new.
As Merleau-Ponty also writes, “labor of experience on experience is the carnal context of
the essence.”296 and we encounter the essence of the work of art not when we derive its eternal
symbol, but when we are met by its sensuous concreteness that we then carry into new
possibilities. This carnal essence, this concrete idea, this stylized atmosphere—this is the realm
of creativity, of experience, of Being. To be struck in wonder is to be in-spired, to hold our
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breath in the presence of something magnificent—but to be deliberate in a state of creativity is to
inhale and exhale in concert with the work, carrying forward the situation in the shared
atmosphere that is the real—“the original breathing of the child who breathes the world.” 297
Learning to breathe steadily, in and out, at will—that is the goal: To experience the world
aesthetically, perceptually present in creative engagements at will, not taking the depth of
experience for granted but participating in the world by letting it carry itself forward through
you, as only you can.
These have been merely provisionary gestures on the many indefinite ways to aid a
spectator in such an exercise, but there are surely many more to develop. And though it may
sound pompous or weighty, it should always remain playful and full of wonder—the goal is not
to arrive at some dry religiosity before art and the world, but it is to find greater joy and richness
in perceptual life. Wordsworth referred to this as the “glad animal” stage of one’s perception
with nature,298 just as Cézanne sought to capture something “primordial” and prehuman;
Bachelard considers this stage of perceptual exploration to be the fecund, dancing world of
childhood,299 just as Mitchell considered her painting-as-poetry to be composed with the mindset
of a child. This is where wonder might take hold, where we are truly in and of the world—naive
not in dumb ignorance but because we can retreat to our foundational being-in-the-world, safe
from the “still, sad music of humanity,”300 the humdrum habits of the everyday, the stale forceps
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of objective thought, which have yet to sink their teeth into the glad animal or wide-eyed child.
This is where we play.
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Appendix I: Figures

Figure 4. Josef Albers, Homage to the Square: Suspended, 1953, Oil on masonite, 81.3 x 81.3 cm
© The Josef and Anni Albers Foundation. Sidney Janis Gallery, New York.
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Figure 5. Robert Motherwell, Western Air, 1946–47, Oil and sand on canvas, 183 x 137 cm.
Museum of Modern Art, New York.
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Figure 6. Grace Hartigan, Shinnecock Canal, 1957, Oil on canvas, 230 x 193 cm © Grace
Hartigan. Museum of Modern Art, New York.
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Figure 7. Paul Cézanne, The Gulf of Marseilles Seen from L’Estaque, 1885, Oil on canvas, 73 x
100 cm. The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York.
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Figure 8. Joan Mitchell, Ici, 1992, Oil on canvas, diptych; 259 x 200 cm, 260 x 200.3 cm © The
Estate of Joan Mitchell. Saint Louis Art Museum.
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Figure 9. Joseph Mallord William Turner, Norham Castle, Sunrise, 1845, Oil on canvas, 106 ×
137 cm. Tate Britain.
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Figure 10. Alma Woodsey Thomas, Orion, 1973, Acrylic on canvas, 152 x 137 cm. © Estate of
Alma Woodsey Thomas. The National Museum of Women in the Arts.
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Figure 11. Elaine de Kooning, Catskill Series: Rocks & Trees, 1965, Watercolor on paper, 50.8
by 66 cm. Graham Gallery, New York.
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Figure 12. Jackson Pollock, Number 1A, 1948, 1948, Oil and enamel paint on canvas, 172.7 x
264.2 cm. MoMA New York, Floor 4, 403, The David Geffen Galleries.
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Appendix II: Word Bank for Interlude IV
1.

Mellifluous

17. Elixir

2.

Jubilant

18. Yarn

3.

Earthfast

19. Bundle

4.

Noctilucent

20. Button

5.

Akimbo

21. Shell

6.

Breaking

22. Wet

7.

Fast

23. Week

8.

Crystalline

24. Rhythm

9.

Crowding

25. Vector

10. Slapping

26. Curdle

11. Floating

27. Cellar

12. Wilding

28. Mist

13. Brilliant

29. Billow

14. Shattered

30. Wisteria

15. Subtle

31. Sparkle

16. Icy

32. Vine
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Appendix III: Glossary of Terms
This work relies upon the creation and use of various philosophical concepts. These
concepts are used throughout, and often refer to one another. In an attempt to help clarify for the
reader, I here include a very brief glossary of the main terms that I both create and make use of.
Please note this list is not exhaustive, but merely meant to help the reader along if they lose the
thread of a given concept.301
Atmosphere
In an effort to gesture toward the qualitative presence of one’s perceptual gestalt, I make
use of the term atmosphere. Just as climatic atmosphere is diffuse and non-localizable yet allencompassing in producing a general effect, so too is the quality of one’s current perceptual
situation. Just as a grey and cloudy day paints all things outside in a certain light, the atmosphere
of a perceptual situation is the quality of its general presentation. “Atmosphere” is often used in
tandem with “feeling,” “timbre,” or “style” in an attempt to grapple with the stylistic presence of
perceptual things which are not reducible to their constituent parts, but are simply present in a
felt mode of presentation. “Atmosphere” substantivizes this mode of presentation, although it
itself is not ever truly abstractable or thematizable as such since it is always gathered through the
perception of things, not a robust thing in its own regard. An atmosphere structures one’s
perceptual situation by qualitatively affecting, or coloring, all things within one’s perceptual
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field—this atmosphere is inseparable from the things which it affects but is nevertheless not
reducible to them. Further, such affectation is not understandable according to objective laws or
psychology, but is an immanent structuring principle differently realized in all perceptual
situations.
Attentive Receptivity
It is difficult to capture a clear definition of attentive receptivity since outlining its
structure is the task of this entire present work. In brief, “attentive receptivity” is a mode of
attention wherein one has bracketed self-conscious egoistic thinking without thereby becoming
unconscious. Rather than being conscious of propositional thoughts, the attentively receptive
perceiver enjoys a heightened awareness of their perceptual world by being receptive to it,
having removed the distractions of analytic thinking and everyday response. This perceiver
remains attentive in actively engaging that which they receive. Importantly, these conceptual
stages of removing distractions, becoming receptive, and giving attention are not three disparate
temporal stages, but are, in effect, one and the same practical activity with a tripartite effect only
upon reflection; in experience, this is a simple unified movement.
Condensation
Embracing the metaphor of “atmosphere,” the artist condenses the qualitative presence of
things when she creates in my theorized mode of attentive receptivity. The artist can never
capture a perceptual situation or motif in its entirety, for it is inexhaustible by definition. The
artwork is not itself a fully robust perceptual experience, and therefore if the artist hopes to
capture something about—or evoke—something from a perceptual situation, she must condense
it. That is, the artist attempts to save something about the perceptual region under consideration
by gearing its quality into her own medium. This is not a science, but an experimental program.
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An illustrative example from Chapter Two is how Cézanne seeks to capture the entire presence
of the French countryside within one painted image. He condenses the perceptual depth into a
concrete image, which itself can then present perceptual depth for its spectators.
Evocation
I use evocation in contrast to traditional “indication.” The sort of artist I am here
concerned with is not a mere copyist who seeks to take something in the world and reproduce it
in her own medium—this kind of photographic practice is to produce a sign which indicates its
subject. Rather, the sort of artist I am engaged with is the one who seeks to gesture toward that
which can not be easily indicated. As opposed to simply capturing some static object, the artist
seeks to capture some structural feature of her perceptual situation which itself cannot be
separated from the sensations themselves, but is not reducible to these sensations. To evoke a
given perceptual presence is to attempt to condense some region of it into a given work, whether
this region be a motif, feeling, place, or something else altogether different. Indeed, different
artistic practices can help to further develop different instances and structural variations of
evocation.
Feeling
Feeling is also used by Joan Mitchell to refer to the motif of her work. Feeling, as used
within these pages, is almost synonymous with an atmosphere—it is also the substantivization of
a perceptual situation’s qualitative presence. The difference is slight: a feeling is something one
is conscious of within perceptual experience, whereas the atmosphere remains a structural
feature of perceptual life regardless of my attentiveness to it. Therefore a feeling is always
atmospheric, but an atmosphere which always remains implicit and on the margins of perception
will not develop into a robust feeling. Mitchell’s work, as described in Chapter Three, is
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motivated by a particular feeling which she has carried as a condensation of a prior perceptual
situation. To be conscious of a feeling is not to attend to it in self-conscious, propositional
awareness, but is rather to be attentive to the quality of perceptual life and follow its lead as
feeling. This quality is not thematized in everyday life and is undermined in analysis—attentive
receptivity is required to pay attention to it as such. But, again, this is a delicate exercise for
feeling is not actually a robust thing isolatable from other things, but it is a mode of presentation,
or a structural aspect of a perceptual situation.
Generative Habit
In brief, a generative habit is a sedimented behavior which can be activated without
predetermined automatic response. Though a generative habit does not require conscious effort
to activate—for it is a habit—it is nevertheless a sedimented power that remains in response to
its current perceptual situation. The example provided in these pages is the muscle memory of a
jazz pianist—such sedimentation is required to play without mental mediation, but yet does not
determine what notes will be played.
Institution
I use the notion of “institution” from Merleau-Ponty’s later writings, in order to both
discuss the developing situation of an artwork’s emergence, and the horizons opened once it is
completed. Institution refers to an immanent, developing logic which creates an inner
consistency to a situation without thereby determining its outcomes. As an artist finds a given
motif and begins to follow it, their work builds upon itself as each new experimental action is
motivated by the one before it. Such motivation is not causally determinative, but influencing in
providing indeterminate and indefinite—yet delimited—possibilities for future action. The
situation has internal consistency since each action is driven by the one before it, yet since each
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action leads to a general horizon of further possibilities, there is no overdetermination that would
dictate the final work. The possibilities are delimited and the horizon is general, for just as there
is never one particular possibility that must be seized upon, there is not an absolutely unbounded
potential for anything to happen next. The internal consistency provided by each action
motivating the next—along with the facticity of the creator and the situation itself—means that
certain things will not happen—but what will happen is open. Upon completion, in retrospect,
one might deduce a logic that found this work as an inevitable outcome—but this is always only
in retrospect. And, indeed, the creation of this work then institutes future possibilities to engage
it. There are indeterminate and indefinite, yet delimited, ways that one can perceive a given
work, and its creation thereby has instituted new horizons of possible perceptions.
Inter-presentational, or Trans-presentational
See “Motivated Synesthesia”
Invitation
An artwork that institutes new possibilities for perception is an invitation for a spectator
when it presents them with an opportunity for perceptual play. In traditional artistic theories such
as that of Roger Fry cited in the Introduction, the spectator is passive to an artwork which
delivers her a static idea or image, (or, in other artforms besides painting, sound, taste, etc.). In
contrast, I model a perceptual situation wherein a spectator is greeted by a work that expands
perceptual possibilities rather than dictating one already determined response. Importantly, such
an invitation is not an objective property of a given work but is instead contingent upon a given
spectator’s perceptual situation—that is, she must be willing to perceive the invitation as such,
even though she perceives it as coming from the work and not constituting it herself. A given
work may invite me to play, but not offer you with any such motivation. Just as I have shown
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how different artists find a motif in perception, the spectator’s motif for their situation of play is
urged by the work of art when it invites them to enter such perceptual exploration. Any
perception can be inviting, but I argue that works created in attentive receptivity might better
reward perceptual play—and thereby invite more reliably—given their inherent ambiguity that
results from a focus on condensation of perceptual quality. However, I do not foreclose the fact
that any given perception might invite any given spectator.
Motif
The inner consistency that institutes a given creator’s situation of creativity is provided
by their following a motif. This motivating idea is perceptual, dynamic, atmospheric, and
nonpropositional. A motif cannot be pinned down and analyzed—it is not a thing. The mode of
attentive receptivity is motivated by a given motif, but is urged to continue unfolding by the
ambiguity of this motif. It must be specific enough to urge further exploration and
experimentation, yet remain elusive enough that the artist must continue to explore new
possibilities for answering its call. Indeed, a work of art must be finished at some point, but
oftentimes such completion is not satisfactory specifically because a given motif is
atmospheric—or a feeling, seeking evocation—and therefore is not some static thing that can
ever be fully exhausted.
Motivated Synesthesia
Throughout this work I consider different practical ways to facilitate the state of attentive
receptivity in a spectator. The most robust and developed solution is “motivated synesthesia,”
which is a program for facilitating a participant’s exploration of intersensory experience. The
motivating prompt is intended to present an opportunity for inter-presentational engagement—
that is, presenting the quality of one sensory modality through another, such as listening to a
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color. To present one sense in the modality of another—that is, to take up this motivating
prompt—a given spectator cannot rely upon objective frameworks, but must perceptually explore
different qualities and weigh them against one another. This program of motivated synesthesia is
intended to place the spectator in attentive receptivity, providing them with a motif akin to that
of the artist. Also see: Play.
Non-Self-Consciousness
See “Attentive Receptivity”; non-self-consciousness is a particular way of describing this
attentive mode, as called by Joan Mitchell.
Play
Gadamer presents “play” as a hermeneutic practice, which I take up and further develop
in the perceptual register. A situation of play is one which is not determined beforehand but
remains open and indeterminate. A playful situation is one that is immanent and on its own
terms, unfolding according to its own internal structures without appeal to outside frameworks.
Perceptual play, in particular, refers to the experimental manipulation of sensuous presentation,
whether this manipulation be material or psychical. That is, the artist is playful when she weighs
paint with a feeling as she puts new strokes upon the canvas, just as I might be playful as I strain
to listen to the colors of a given song, shifting my attention from auditory sounds to auditory
colors.
Sensuousness
Whereas Merleau-Ponty draws an important distinction between abstracted sense-data
and meaningful perceptions, Dufrenne helpfully differentiates everyday, taken-for-granted
perceptions with instances of sensuous engagement. My everyday life is filled with sights and
sounds that are immediately meaningful for me, and I typically only attend to these sensations
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according to their use-value. To attend to something’s sensuousness is to perceive it without
reducing it to mere static sense-data, but to appreciate it in sensation. That is, rather than
attending to a perceptual thing in the everyday—according to its egoistic use-value or
propositional meaning—or in analysis—reducing it to its constituent parts—sensuousness
engages a perceptual thing in its holistic, qualitative presence.
Thinking in Situations
A phrase from both Dewey and Albers, “thinking in situations” is another way to
describe the state of perceptual play. Whereas a traditional notion of “thinking,” like that we find
theorized in Descartes, finds thought abstract and disembodied, “thinking in situations” finds the
process of thinking immanent to a given perceptual trajectory. That is, thinking for a given
solution is not to turn away from the world and cognize a solution, but it is instead to experiment
with the world itself to see what might work and what won’t. Traditional thinking is limited by
the mental resources available within an abstract mind, for it is self-enclosed and has only itself.
“Thinking in situations” is worldly and therefore indeterminate, always open for improvisatory
solutions. To paint a tree, traditional Cartesian thought reduces past memories or current
perceptions into static images that are blindly transcribed to canvas. But to answer this motif by
“thinking in situations” is to attempt to evoke the tree by beginning to paint it without yet
knowing what this evocation might look like. This is another way to describe the immanent,
indeterminate situation of play which remains engaged and active—“thinking”—and yet
influenced by and carried forward by the factical perceptual situation.
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